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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Betmonitalert Programme focuses on two main issues:
• “Betting monitoring system” (any technical system which monitors a sports betting market in
order to detect some irregular or suspicious sports betting activity possibly linked to the manipulation of a sports competition);
• “Alert systems” (systems aimed at collecting, centralising and analysing information related to a
possible manipulation of a sports competition in order to trigger a signal to different stakeholders).
Main conclusions regarding monitoring systems:
1. There is no ideal betting monitoring system.
2. There are a few efficient monitoring systems developed by various stakeholders such as Sportradar / FIFA / UEFA and GLMS (non limitative list).
3. These systems monitor a significant number of competitions in the main sports offered for betting (both pre-match and in-play), noteably football, tennis and basketball.
4. Some of these monitoring systems have developed sophisticated algorithms able to detect
irregular betting activity with a low margin of error (cf. § 1.2.1.3 and § 2.3.1).
5. These algorithms can use direct (access to individual betting accounts) or indirect (access to
amounts staked or odds changes) methods.
6. The rate of “false negatives” (betting patterns flagged as “non suspicious” where in fact the
sports competition has been manipulated) is significant (cf. § 1.2.1.4 and § 2.5). For various reasons, monitoring systems cannot detect all the manipulations, in particular because there are some
loopholes in the first filtering (from irregular to possibly suspicious). This is the main weakness of
the current monitoring systems.
7. The second filtering (from possibly suspicious to suspicious) of the most sophisticated monitoring systems looks very efficient. Therefore, the rate of “false positives” (betting patterns flagged
as “suspicious” where in fact there has been no manipulation) is very low (cf. § 1.2.1.4 and §
2.5). The probability that the given sports competition has been fixed is then very high. That’s why
efficient monitoring reports can, in some cases, be used in disciplinary procedures to punish a
sports organisation involved in the manipulation of a sports competition.
8. Monitoring reports can be of much help in criminal procedures, to start or to progress an
investigation (cf. § 1.2.3.1). Nevertheless, considering the standard of proof used for criminal
cases (beyond reasonable doubt), Law enforcement agencies need further evidence to prosecute
suspects.
9. The monitoring of the betting market has become a business requiring important financial
(and sometimes human) resources. Some of the organisations involved in the fight against the
manipulation of sports competitions spend an important part of their budget with no guarantee
of detecting all suspicious activities, sometimes giving a lower level of priority to preventionand
other investigative tools. A certain lack of coordination has been identified among all the different
initiatives in this regard (cf. recommendation n°13).
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10. Monitoring illegal sports betting markets remains a main challenge. There are loopholes which
can be used to evade the non-intrusive tools of web analytics used to monitor illegal online betting markets (cf. § 2.7.4). It is difficult to observe amounts staked with these betting operators and
monitoring systems have to focus on odds changes. Nevertheless, the surveys conducted in the
framework of Betmonitalert demonstrate that many renowned bookmakers still target citizens in
countries where they have no authorisation. These operators are massively used by communities
on the Dark Net, which use the full potential of technologies, including anonymity, means of payments which are difficult to trace and insider information on supposed fixed matches (cf. § 2.7.5).
Main conclusions regarding alert systems:
1. There are different types of alert systems (cf. § 1.1.4 and § 1.2.2.1), depending on the number
of staheholders involved (one or multiple) and the nature of the stakeholders (Law enforcement
agencies1, betting regulatory authorities bettings associations or operators, sports organisations,
etc.).
2. Most of the existing alert systems, and in particular the “national platforms” defined in the
Council of Europe Convention on the Manipulation of Sports Competitions, have been created
quite recently (cf. § 1.2.2.1).
3. In Europe, a group of national platforms regularly meets to share good practice and improve
organisational, technical and legal issues. It is called the “Copenhagen Group” and includes eleven members at this stage, under the supervision of the Council of Europe. Some of its members
have already set up their platform (for example Denmark, Finland, France, Italy, The Netherlands,
Norway, UK), other are about to do it (Belgium, Germany, Spain, Sweden).
4. The exchange of information on alerts is crucial to facilitate prevention and early intervention,
and especially to enable the prosecution of match-fixing and/or disciplinary actions (cf. § 1.2.2.5).
In the EU, regulation (EU) 2016/679 (General Data Protection Regulation, named GDPR) will be
directly applicable in all Member States from May 2018, without the need for implementing in
national legislation.
5. Since information collected by alert systems might be used in criminal or disciplinary procedures,
its quality plays a key role (cf. § 1.2.2.2). The quality of information exchanged through Memoranda of Understanding is very variable according to the stakeholders involved and their level of
transparency.
6. The obligation of betting operators to report any suspicious betting activity in the framework
of a clear standard is a key issue for national platforms and betting regulators in this regard (cf. §
1.2.2.3, 1.2.2.4 and 1.2.2.5).
7. It is difficult to assess the level of efficiency of existing alert systems, simply because most of
them don’t have a lot of experience and haven’t dealt with a lot of cases (cf. § 1.2.2.4).
8. At the moment, there are two different approaches regarding alert systems triggered by national platforms (cf. § 1.2.2.4). One approach is based on different escalation steps and a written
procedure. This is the approach in France. Another approach uses a case-by-case methodology
with some predefined criteria. The Sports Betting Intelligence Unit in Britain is a good example of
this approach.

1 Law enforcement agencies: LEA
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9. There is a huge gap between the number of alerts triggered by alert systems and the number of
convictions, both at criminal and disciplinary level (cf. § 1.2.4 and 1.2.5).
10. This situation is linked to the level of priority given by public authorities, and sometimes by
sports organisations, to the fight against the manipulation of sports competitions. In many cases,
there is a lack of human and/or financial resources.
Recommendations of highest priority according to Betmonitalert experts.
(All the recommendations are detailed in the report)
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Recommendation

Target group

Main issues

N°1

Betting
regulators

Make sure that it is possible, for any sports event, to have access to amounts
staked at each licensed betting operator

N°2

Associations of
betting operators

Ensure that all the members of the associations transmit in reasonable time
the volume of bets regarding suspicious betting activity

N°5

All stakeholders

Monitor at least, through direct or indirect approach according to available
data the following betting types:
1X2, Over/Under, Asian Handicap

N°13

Public authorities

Make best use of the available budgets by pooling automatic monitoring of
irregular activity.

N°14

States

Sign and ratify the Council of Europe Convention on the Manipulation of
Sports Competitions.
Nominate a sport integrity officer
Set up a national platform as soon as possible, even if the Convention has not
been signed or ratified yet.
Identify the stakeholders to be included within the national platform and ask
each stakeholder to nominate a focal point.
Draft the main functions to be performed by the national platform and by
each stakeholder.

N°15

National platforms Include at least one organisation with investigative powers (law enforcement
agency).
Include at least one organisation with strong betting expertise, to be
appointed with the need to minimise possible conflicts of interest taken into
consideration.

N°18

Sport organisations Encourage- including through education programmes- officials and athletes
(and their entourages) to report suspicious activity.
Encourage whistle blowing and make it as easy as possible to report any
suspicious activity regarding manipulation of sports competitions.

N°19

Public authorities

Adapt the current legal system to permit the exchange information, at
national and transnational level, between public and private (sports
organisations and betting operators) stakeholders, in order to limit public
order risks (and notably manipulation of sports competitions).
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N°22

Public
authorities

Oblige all betting operators licensed within the jurisdiction to:
a) Develop a risk-based approach on manipulation of sports competitions
(with a uniform specification of what constitutes irregular activity, to be
followed by all licensed betting operators).
b) Answer within 48 hours any inquiry conducted by an investigative
authority.
c) Be part of a betting monitoring system (such as ESSA or GLMS) meeting
some specifications to be determined by the Convention follow-up
Committee.

N°28

Public
authorities

Include the prevention of manipulation of sports competitions in the possible
exemptions for storage and exchange of data in data protection legislation
and rules.
Set up a legal framework governing data protection and data use for the
national platforms.
Set up Guidelines for all stakeholders within the national platform for
disclosing information.

Important recommendations according to Betmonitalert experts
(All the recommendations are detailed in the report)
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Recommendation

Target group

Main issues

N°4

Betting regulators, Check which competitions are offered on the (legal and illegal) betting market
national platforms at the national level.
and sport
organisations

N°7

Betting operators

Identify key indicators and thresholds in order to detect irregular betting
patterns (atypical betting behaviour) with a good level of sensitivity.

N°8

Associations of
betting operators

Monitor the worldwide (legal and illegal) betting market in order to detect
irregular betting activity on an automatic basis.
Provide for free (at least on request) irregular betting patterns to be notified
to both sports authorities and national betting platforms.

N°10

Public authorities

Monitor the worldwide (legal and illegal) betting market in order to detect
irregular betting activity on an automatic basis.

N°11

All monitoring
systems

Objectify the escalation of an irregular into a possibly suspicious betting
activity with a clear and written procedure: Selection of the analysts,
escalation of an irregular into a possibly suspicious betting activity according
to a handbook.

N°12

All monitoring
Follow the guidelines mentioned in the report.
reports on
Disclose monitoring reports publicly (with respect to the personal data
suspicious betting legislation) once a decision has been taken by a Court of Justice or a
disciplinary committee.
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N°16

Public authorities
and sports
organisations

Only sign MoUs with reputable and transparent stakeholders.
Include general transparency commitments within the MoUs.
Don’t authorise partners to use brands and logos for advertising.

N°17

All stakeholders

Use a formal, pre-defined format for MoUs with betting operators and their
associations.

N°20

Betting operators

Adapt general terms and conditions in order to be able to exchange
information with sports organisations.

N°23

Public authorities

Develop a transnational cooperation with the relevant regulatory authorities
where the betting operators are located and if possible not only where they
are licensed.

N°24

All stakeholders

Determine a common language based on the Council of Europe Convention
on the Manipulation of Sports Competitions, to be able to exchange
information internationally in the most effective way possible.

N°25

All stakeholders

Draft a handbook on the complete alert procedure, including an escalation

(collectively)

procedure and the tasks to be performed by each stakeholder.

N°26

Public authorities

Assign appropriate (human and financial) resources to law enforcement
agencies (LEA), in order to be able to deal with most of the cases possibly
related to a fix.

N°27

Public authorities

Make sure that:
- Police services have been identified to deal with manipulation of sports
competitions, with an appropriate level of expertise in betting and
manipulation;
- Police services are able to investigate and to pursue if appropriate within a
secured legal framework.

N°29

Public authorities
and sports
organisations

Make sure that:
- In case of an open criminal investigation regarding manipulation, police
services are able to require any possible information from betting operators
and sports organisations;
- In case of an open disciplinary investigation regarding manipulation, sports
organisations undertake appropriate disciplinary proceedings and are able to
exchange information related to the case with betting operators.

N°30

Public authorities
and sports
organisations

Build a strong transnational network (betting regulatory authorities, LEA,
legislation, sports organisations), with clear points of contact, to be able to
start investigations in complex transnational cases. It is essential to create a
good level of mutual trust, beyond traditional secrecy cultures.

N°31

Public authorities

Make sure that the national legal framework allows public authorities to
cooperate effectively with foreign jurisdictions.
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N°32

Public authorities

Ensure that:
- Domestic laws enable criminal sanctions for the manipulation of sports
competitions when it involves either coercive practices, corrupt practices or
fraudulent practices;
- Any individual who knows that s/he is betting in a betting scheme
influenced by match-fixing can be incriminated; this could be within the scope
of the following offences: cheating at gambling, conspiracy to cheat, and
conspiracy to obtain and accept corrupt payments.

N°33

Sports
organisations

Adopt the standard of proof of “comfortable satisfaction” (or “mere balance
of probability”, for example when the local laws allow the use of the
preponderance of evidence standard) to sanction cases of manipulation of
sports competitions.

N°34

Some sports
organisations

Include in procedural disciplinary rules the possibility to recognise any useful
evidence (in particular betting monitoring reports), whatever its nature so
long as it does not undermine the rights of the individual.
Use betting monitoring report with a good level of quality as an important
indicator in disciplinary proceedings related to the manipulation of sports
competitions.

N°35

Sports
organisations

Use alert systems to sanction sport actors who have not respected rules on
prohibition of betting.

Possible or secondary recommendations according to Betmonitalert experts
(All the recommendations are detailed in the report)
Recommendation

Target group

Main issues

N°3

National
platforms

Store useful data to allow every stakeholder to track irregular and suspicious
betting patterns, test and review monitoring algorithms and techniques.

N°6

All betting
To illustrate what means for an event to be flagged as irregular, any mention
monitoring systems of a monitoring system should be provided with additional statistical
information such as:
- a descriptive statistic, i.e. the proportion of irregular events in a reference
group,
or
- where possible, a probabilistic statistic, such as the p-value, i. e. the
probability that the value of the variable used for determining irregularity
would be same or more extreme than the observed statistical value if the
null hypothesis (no fixing) were true.
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N°9

International sports For sports where the volume of betting exceeds a given threshold and at
organisations
least for football, tennis, basketball and cricket:
- Monitor the worldwide (legal and illegal) betting market in order to detect
irregular betting activity on an automatic basis.
- Improve internal betting expertise to be able to analyse irregular betting
patterns.

N°21

Sports
organisations

Include in general rules the possibility to use some data related to their
sports licence holders.
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PART 1:

Methodology, conclusions
and recommendations
1.1 INTRODUCTION
1.1.1 Presentation of the programme
The programme Betmonitalert (“Monitoring systems of sports betting and warning mechanisms
between public and private actors”) aims to identify the different existing systems, at local,
national and international level, and to evaluate them.
The objective of this programme is twofold: it aims, upstream, to propose various measures to
improve the detection of cases of manipulation of sports competitions in connection with sports
betting activities, and downstream: it also examines the role of alert mechanisms in facilitating
cooperation between public and private actors in the fight against manipulation.
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1.1.2 The system of “manipulations of sports competitions”
In order to prevent the manipulation of sports competitions, it is important to understand and
break down all the different elements of the system.
There are three key issues:
• Definitions (cf. § 1.1.3): The Betmonitalert programme refers to the definitions of the Council
of Europe Convention on the manipulation of sports competitions1, the most advanced international legal tool against the match-fixing threat.
• Prevention including education, information, awareness raising, regulation of the sports betting market, governance of sports organisations, links between public authorities, sports bodies
and betting operators, public behaviour regarding organised crime, cybercrime, illegal betting,
sports and betting fraud, bribery, etc.
• Detection of sports manipulations and sanctions2 (disciplinary and criminal). The purpose
of Betmonitalert is to focus on this issue.
We may classify the cases of sports manipulation according to the following typology3:
Typology of Sports Manipulation

Manipulation unrelated to sports
bets

Manipulation linked to sports bets

Manipulation without the offer of
compensation by another party

Manipulation with the offer of
compensation to a participant in the
competition

Example: Sports arrangement

Example: Corruption by bribes

Match of “shame”
Germany /Austria
Footbal / World Cup 1982

Marseille / Valenciennes
Football / France 1993

Example: Agreement between some
players of one of the teams regarding
the score at half-time

Example: Crime and manipulation
of matches (Organised Crime, betting
syndicates, etc.)

Cesson/Montpellier
Handball/ France 2012

Calcioscommesse
Football/Italy since 2009

To detect manipulations unrelated to sports bets, it is necessary to use a global approach: whistle
blowing, monitoring of sports competitions (irregular / suspicious sports behaviour), intelligence
regarding sports frauds (including money laundering). Of course, these tools might also be used in
order to detect cases of manipulation linked to sports bets.

1 Council of Europe, 2014, Convention on the Manipulation of Sports Competitions, Council of Europe Treaty Series-No 215 (available online
https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/rms/09000016801cdd7e)
2 Detection and sanctions are different issues but are both directly linked to the fact that a competition might have been fixed.
3 Sorbonne-ICSS, 2014, integrity report – Executive summary, Protecting the integrity of sport competition
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To detect cases of manipulation linked to sports bets, it is relevant to monitor the sports betting
market (irregular / suspicious bets).
The following chart describes the different steps of the system regarding cases where sports betting is involved (This is of course a stylised representation; in reality the process will sometimes
deviate from this general picture; for example an investigation can start without going through
steps 1 and 2).

1.1.3 Definitions
Most of the definitions have been taken from the Council of Europe Convention on the Manipulation of Sports Competitions (hereinafter: Convention1). This Convention is the most advanced
agreement under international law entered into by main actors, namely sovereign states and
international organisations. It was adopted in 2014 and will enter into force after 5 ratifications
including by at least 3 Member States of the Council of Europe. Norway, Portugal and Ukraine
have ratified the Convention, 26 other countries have signed the Convention (1 May 2017).
Definitions:
“Alert systems” comprise systems designed to collect, centralise and analyse information2 related to the possible manipulation of a sports competition in order to generate a signal to various
stakeholders: sports organisations, intelligence and investigation services, etc.
“Convention” means the Council of Europe Convention on the Manipulation of Sports Competitions.

1 Council of Europe, 2014, Convention on the Manipulation of Sports Competitions, Council of Europe Treaty Series-No 215 (available online
https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/rms/09000016801cdd7e)
2 Definition suggested by Betmonitalert experts
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“Sports competition” means any sports event recognised by an international sports organisation, or, where appropriate, another competent sports organisation (article 3.1 Convention).
“Manipulation of a sports competition” means an intentional arrangement, act or omission
aimed at an improper alteration of the result or the course of a sports competition in order to remove all or part of the unpredictable nature of the aforementioned sports competition with a view
to obtaining an undue advantage for oneself or for others (article 3.4 Convention).
“Sports betting” means any wagering of a stake of monetary value in the expectation of a prize
of monetary value, subject to a future and uncertain occurrence related to a sports competition
(article 3.5 Convention).
“Betting monitoring system” means in this document1 any technical system which monitors
an international, national or local sports betting market (for example by analysing the evolution
of odds as well as betting volumes or other data) in order to detect some irregular or suspicious
sports betting activity possibly linked to the manipulation of a sports competition. There are other
betting monitoring systems, for example aimed at limiting the financial risk for a betting operator
or at detecting some behaviour related to money laundering in betting (or, in a few jurisdictions,
at detecting signs of uncontrolled betting associated with problem gambling).
“Irregular sports betting” shall mean any sports betting activity inconsistent with usual or
anticipated patterns of the market in question or related to betting on a sports competition whose
course has unusual characteristics (article 3.5.b Convention).
“Suspicious sports betting” shall mean any sports betting activity which, according to reliable
and consistent evidence, appears to be linked to a manipulation of the sports competition on
which it is offered (article 3.5.c Convention).
“Illegal sports betting” means any sports betting activity whose type or operator is not allowed under the applicable law of the jurisdiction where the consumer is located (article 3.5.b
Convention).
“Competition organiser” means any sports organisation or any other person, irrespective of
their legal form, which organises sports competitions (article 3.3 Convention).
“Competition stakeholder” means any natural or legal person belonging to one of the following categories (article 3.6 Convention):
•“athlete” means any person or group of persons, participating in sports competitions;
•“athlete support personnel” means any coach, trainer, manager, agent, team staff, team official,
medical or paramedical personnel working with or treating athletes participating in or preparing
for sports competitions, and all other persons working with the athletes;

1 Definition suggested by Betmonitalert experts
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•“official” means any person who is the owner of, a shareholder in, an executive or a staff member
of the entities which organise and promote sports competitions, as well as referees, jury members
and any other accredited persons. The term also covers the executives and staff of the international
sports organisation, or where appropriate, other competent sports organisation which recognises
the competition.
“Sports organisation” means any organisation which governs sport or one particular sport,
and which appears on the list adopted by the Convention Follow-up Committee in accordance
with Article 31.2, as well as its continental and national affiliated organisations, if necessary
(article 3.2 Convention).
“Personal information” means any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural
person (“data subject”); an identifiable person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly,
in particular by reference to an identification number or to one or more factors specific to his
physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity (The Data Protection Directive).
“National platforms” serve as an information hub, collecting and disseminating information
that is relevant to the fight against manipulation of sports competitions (article 13, Convention).
Focus: Monitoring systems vs. alert systems:
An alert system can include information on irregular and suspicious bets placed on sports competitions but this is not necessarily the case1. It is also possible, for instance, that an alert system
gathers information only coming from athletes (for example because an athlete has been approached) through a dedicated and confidential email address.
The process could be mapped as such:

1 See § 1.2.2.2 alert systems - Sources of intelligence
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The distinction between betting monitoring systems and alert systems is not always easy. In some
cases, monitoring and alert systems blend together. For example, the “Early Warning System” developed by FIFA1 is both a monitoring system (following in real time the worldwide betting market
on football) and an alert system (analysing the information and, if necessary (based on human
initiative), triggering some investigations related to the manipulation of sports competitions).
1.1.4 Identification of the different sports betting monitoring systems
and alert systems
Betmonitalert has identified several monitoring and alert systems in the scope of the programme.
As it was specified above (cf. § 1.1.3 – Definitions), all the monitoring and alert systems studied
within the framework of Betmonitalert are linked to the issue of the manipulation of sports competitions.
This preliminary view is important because some stakeholders do use a monitoring system but not
related to the manipulation of sports competitions :
• Some betting regulatory authorities or other public authorities (for example Ministries of sport) answered that they operate such a monitoring system. Indeed, they
have the capacity to monitor some figures related to their licenced betting operators, but not in
connection with the manipulation of sports competitions. They are therefore not considered as
operating a monitoring system within the meaning of the Betmonitalert programme;
All the betting operators use monitoring systems to tackle their financial risks. Some
of these monitoring systems may detect money laundering actions and trigger suspicious money
laundering reports handed over to law enforcement agencies. Their systems could easily be employed in the detection of the manipulation of sports competitions. Nevertheless, only a very few
betting operators set up an approach dedicated to the manipulation of sports competitions with a
specific and a dedicated organisation. Most of the others might detect suspicious betting activities
by chance or because the level of financial risk exceeds a given threshold. Betmonitalert focuses
on systems where betting operators proved that they have a strategy regarding the manipulation
of sports competitions.

1 FIFA: The Fédération Internationale de Football Association (“International Federation of Association Football”)
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Private monitoring and alert systems selected in the scope of Betmonitalert:
• Betting operators
Bet365
Founded in

2000

Headquarters

Stoke-on-Trent, UK

Website

https://www.bet365.com/

System

Monitoring
YES

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

Worldwide leader in online sports betting

Alert
NO
(part of several alert systems)

Betfair Paddy Power
Founded in

2000 (merger in 2016 between Paddy Power and Betfair)

Headquarters

Dublin, Ireland

Website

https://www.paddypowerbetfair.com/

System

Monitoring
YES

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

Worldwide legal leader of betting exchange

Alert
NO
(part of several alert systems)

Danske Spil
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Founded in

1948

Headquarters

Brøndby, Denmark

Website

https://danskespil.dk/

System

Monitoring
YES

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

One of the most dynamic Lottery agencies providing sports betting

Alert
NO
(part of several alert systems)
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FDJ
Founded in

1976

Headquarters

Boulogne-Billancourt, France

Website

https://www.fdj.fr/

System

Monitoring
YES

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

One of the two biggest European Lotteries in sports betting

Alert
NO
(part of several alert systems)

Intralot
Founded in

1992

Headquarters

Athens, Greece

Website

http://www.intralot.com/

System

Monitoring
YES

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

Trading supplier for various betting operators including the leading sports betting
Lottery in Europe (Turkey)

Alert
NO
(part of several alert systems)

Lottomatica
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Founded in

1990

Headquarters

Rome, Italy

Website

https://www.lottomatica.it/

System

Monitoring
YES

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

One of the most dynamic Lottery agencies providing sports betting

Alert
NO
(part of several alert systems)
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SBOBet
Founded in

2004

Headquarters

Manila, Philippines

Website

https://www.sbobet.com/

System

Monitoring
YES

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

Reputed to be the leading sports betting operator in Asia,
mainly operating illegally

Alert
NO
(part of several alert systems)

Unibet
Founded in

1997

Headquarters

Il-G ira, Malta

Website

https://www.unibet.fr/

System

Monitoring
YES

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

One of the leading online sports betting operators in Europe

Alert
NO
(part of several alert systems)

• Services providers
Genius Sport
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Founded in

2016 (following the merger of SportingPulse International and Betgenius)

Headquarters

London, UK

Website

http://www.geniussports.com/

System

Monitoring
YES

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

One of the leading supplier in the monitoring of sports betting markets for
integrity purposes

Alert
YES
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Kambi
Founded in

2014

Headquarters

Ta’ Xbiex, Malta

Website

https://www.kambi.com/

System

Monitoring
YES

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

Supplier positioning itself in the monitoring of the global sports betting market
with direct access to individual betting accounts

Alert
YES

Sportradar
Founded in

2000

Headquarters

St. Gallen, Switzerland

Website

https://www.sportradar.com/

System

Monitoring
YES

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

Reputed to be the leading supplier in the monitoring of sports betting markets for
integrity purposes (strong expertise and experience in football)

Alert
YES

• Associations of betting operators
ESSA (European Sports Security Association)
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Founded in

2005

Headquarters

Brussels, Belgium

Website

http://www.eu-ssa.org/fr/

System

Monitoring
NO

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

The leading “alert system” of part of the private betting industry

Alert
YES
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Federbet
Founded in

2010

Headquarters

Brussels, Belgium

Website

http://federbet.com/

System

Monitoring
No Answer

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

An “alert system” of part of the private betting industry
(controversial due to a lack of transparency)

Alert
No Answer

GLMS (Global Lotteries Monitoring System)
Founded in

2015 (Previously known as European Lotteries Monitoring System, founded in 2009)

Headquarters

Brøndby, Denmark

Website

http://glms-sport.org/

System

Monitoring
YES

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

The “monitoring and alert system” for the World Lottery Association members

Alert
YES

• Sports Movement
FIFA – EWS (Early Warning System). Fédération Internationale de Football Association.
«International Federation of Association Football»
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Founded in

2006

Headquarters

Zürich, Switzerland

Website

https://fifa-ews.com

System

Monitoring
YES

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

The monitoring and alert system of FIFA (own monitoring system till 2016 /
partnership with Sportradar from 2017)

Alert
YES
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International Olympic Committee - IBIS1
Founded in

2014

Headquarters

Lausanne, Switzerland

Website

https://www.olympic.org/reporting-intelligence

System

Monitoring
NO

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

Alert
YES

1 IBIS: The Integrity Betting
Intelligence System collates
alerts and information
on manipulation through
betting on sport. Ibis
remains operational between
editions of the Olympic
Games for the benefit of
International Federations
(IFs) to use at their major
international events and
other multisport events

The sport integrity “hub” of the Olympic movement (football excluded)

La Liga
Founded in

1928

Headquarters

Madrid, Spain

Website

http://www.laliga.es/en

System

Monitoring
NO (Planned for 2018)

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

One of the most advanced professional football leagues regarding monitoring of
sports betting

Alert
YES

Tennis Integrity Unit
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Founded in

2008

Headquarters

London, UK

Website

http://www.tennisintegrityunit.com/

System

Monitoring
NO

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

The investigation unit of tennis (has chosen to be an alert system with no
monitoring of the betting market – Using monitoring of partners)

Alert
YES
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2 The Betting Fraud
Detection System is the
name of the package
supplied to UEFA by
Sportradar

UEFA – Betting Fraud Detection System2
Union of European Football Associations
Founded in

Fully operational in 2009

Headquarters

Nyon, Switzerland

Website

http://www.uefa.org/protecting-the-game/integrity/index.html

System

Monitoring
YES

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

The most advanced monitoring system for sports organisations (before FIFA’s
partnership with Sportradar)

Alert
YES

• Public monitoring and alert system selected in the scope of Betmonitalert:
Betting regulatory authority
Belgium / Commission des jeux de Hasard / Kansspelcommissie
Founded in

2000

Headquarters

Brussels, Belgium

Website

http://www.gamingcommission.be

System

Monitoring
NO

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

One of the most advanced regulatory authorities in the fight against illegal betting
and involved in the implementation of a national platform

Alert
YES
(National platform)

Denmark / Danish Gambling Authority
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Founded in

2000

Headquarters

Odense C, Denmark

Website

https://spillemyndigheden.dk/en

System

Monitoring
NO

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

One of the most advanced regulatory authorities in the implementation of a
national platform

Alert
YES
(National platform)
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Estonia / Estonian Tax and Customs Board / Ministry of Finance
Founded in

Gambling Act in 2009

Headquarters

Tallinn, Estonia

Website

https://www.emta.ee/eng

System

Monitoring
NO

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

The first Baltic country to fight against illegal gambling and to develop
partnerships with betting operators

Alert
NO

France / ARJEL (Autorité de regulation des Jeux en ligne)
Founded in

2010

Headquarters

Paris, France

Website

http://www.arjel.fr/

System

Monitoring
YES

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

One of the most advanced regulatory authorities in the implementation of sport
integrity issues (including its own monitoring system of the legal and illegal betting
market)

Alert
YES

Gibraltar / Government of Gibraltar / Gambling Division
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Founded in

Gambling act in 2005

Headquarters

Gibraltar

Website

https://www.gibraltar.gov.gi/new/remote-gambling

System

Monitoring
NO

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

One of the most dynamic sports betting market in Europe

Alert
NO
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Greece / Hellenic Gaming Commission
Founded in

2011

Headquarters

Athens, Greece

Website

https://www.gamingcommission.gov.gr

System

Monitoring
NO

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

An interesting regulatory framework where the regulatory authority developed
some links with interim licence holders

Alert
NO

Italy / AAMS (Agencia delle Dogane e dei Monopoli - Amministrazione Autonoma dei Monopoli di Stato)
Founded in

1927

Headquarters

Rome, Italy

Website

https://www.agenziadoganemonopoli.gov.it/portale/it/web/guest/home

System

Monitoring
YES

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

One of the most advanced regulatory authorities in the implementation of sport
integrity issues (including its own monitoring system of the Italian betting market)

Alert
YES

Isle of Man / Isle of Man Gaming Supervision Commission
Founded in

1962

Headquarters

Douglas, Isle of Man

Website

https://www.gov.im/about-the-government/statutory-boards/gambling-supervisioncommission/
Monitoring
Alert
NO
NO

System

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme
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One of the most dynamic sports betting market in Europe
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Malta / Malta Gaming Authority
Founded in

1998 (former: Lotteries and Gaming Authority)

Headquarters

Ricasoli, Malta

Website

http://www.mga.org.mt

System

Monitoring
NO

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

One of the most dynamic sports betting market in Europe

Alert
NO

Spain / DGOJ (Dirección General de Ordenación del Juego)
Founded in

2012

Headquarters

Madrid, Spain

Website

http://www.ordenacionjuego.es/en/conocenos

System

Monitoring
NO

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

One of the most advanced regulatory authorities in the implementation of a
national platform

Alert
YES
(National Platform)

UK / Gambling Commission
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Founded in

2007

Headquarters

Birmingham, UK

Website

http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/home.aspx

System

Monitoring
NO

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

One of the most experienced betting regulatory authorities in Europe (developed a
good relationship with the betting industry)

Alert
YES
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• Intelligence and investigation services
Europol
Founded in

1999

Headquarters

The Hague, Netherlands

Website

https://www.europol.europa.eu/

System

Monitoring
NO

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

The law enforcement agency of the European Union

Alert
YES

Interpol / Or International Criminal Police Organisation (ICPO)
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Founded in

1923

Headquarters

Lyon, France

Website

https://www.interpol.int/fr

System

Monitoring
NO

Pertinence for Betmonitalert
Programme

Interpol is a worldwide intergovernmental organisation facilitating international
police cooperation

Alert
YES
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1.1.5.1 Step 1: Drafting of two questionnaires
The analysis of sports betting monitoring systems was conducted by the Betmonitalert expert team
according to two different methods (cf. Questionnaire – Appendix 2 ):
• Theoretical method: on the basis of characteristics of sports betting monitoring systems and
alert systems (origin/history, participating organisations, information analysed, procedures, budget, staff involved, number of irregular / suspicious betting activity cases detected, etc.);
•Retro-prospective method: on the basis of a list of proven1 (with disciplinary and/or criminal
sanctions) match-fixing cases, observe whether the sports betting monitoring system has detected an irregular or suspicious activity, and what kind of irregular or suspicious activity has been
detected: thus, the irregular or suspicious activity has to be defined precisely by the interviewee.
The analysis of alert systems was conducted by the Betmonitalert expert team according to a
theoretical method (cf. Questionnaire– Appendix 3)

1.1.5.2 Step 2: Collection of answers to the questionnaires elaborated in step 1
This questionnaires 1 and 2 were administered in two ways: face-to-face interviews and written
correspondence.
• Face-to-face interviews: Most entities responded favourably and provided detailed answers
to the questionnaire, but only a few offered detailed evidence of their contribution to judicial or
disciplinary cases. The next table provides a breakdown of the response by stakeholders.

1 Cf. Appendix 2
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Responses by stakeholders
Nature of stakeholder

Agreed to an interview

Provided answers

Provided evidence
relevant to judicial or
disciplinary cases3

Bet365

No answer

No answer

No answer

Betfair Paddy Power

✓

✓

✓

Danske Spil

✓

✓

✓

FDJ

✓

✓

✓

Intralot

✓

✓

Lottomatica

✓

✓

SBOBet

✓

✓

Unibet

✓

✓

3 They actively provided
information which was used
in disciplinary or court cases
as part of evidence

Betting operators

Services providers
Genius Sport

✓

Kambi

✓

✓

Sportradar

✓

✓

ESSA

✓

✓

Federbet

No answer

No answer

No answer

GLMS

✓

✓

✓

FIFA

✓

✓

IOC

✓

✓

La Liga (Spanish Professional football)

✓

✓

TIU

✓

✓

UEFA

✓

✓

Belgium

✓

✓

Denmark

✓

✓

Estonia

✓

✓

✓

Associations of betting operators

Sports organisations

✓

Betting regulatory authorities

France

✓

✓

Gibraltar

✔

✓

Greece

✓

✓

Italy

✓

✓

Isle of Man

✓

✓

Malta

✓

Spain

✓

✓

UK

✓

✓

Europol

✓

✓

Interpol

✓

Intelligence and investigation
services
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•Written correspondence: Thanks to the Council of Europe (which sent the first set of questionnaires), some of the 28 Member States answered spontaneously to the questionnaire. For the other
ones, but also for stakeholders that couldn’t be interviewed on a face-to-face basis, the Betmonitalert
team took the initiative of a direct and personalised approach (by email and/or through phone calls).
The next table provides a breakdown of the response by stakeholders.
Responses by stakeholders
Nature of stakeholder

Provided answers

Provided evidence relevant to
judicial or disciplinary cases

28 EU Member States
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany

✓

Greece
Hungary

✓

Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxemburg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Spain

✓

Sweden
UK
N.B.: Switzerland also provided a written answer.
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1.1.5.3 Step 3: Drafting of a legal questionnaire n°1
A questionnaire on legislation and regulations (binding and non-binding documents) regarding
monitoring and alert systems within the 28 EU Member States has been elaborated (cf. Questionnaire – Appendix 7), aiming at identifying:
• Betting regulations;
• Rules and regulations regarding monitoring / alert systems (including definitions of
monitoring and alert systems by country, existence of legislation / regulations on monitoring and
alert systems, obligations for the betting regulatory authority regarding monitoring and alerts,
obligations for betting operators regarding monitoring and alerts, control of these obligations);
• International cooperation agreements;
• Data protection rules.
1.1.5.4 Step 4: Collection of answers to the questionnaires elaborated in step 3
The Betmonitalert team took the initiative of a direct and personalised approach (by email and/
or through phone calls) to each of the 28 EU Member States. Mallorie Trannois, legal expert and
PhD in Law, was in charge of this task. The next table provides a breakdown of the response by
stakeholders.
Responses by stakeholders
Nature of stakeholder

Provided partial answers

Provided full answer

28 EU Member States
Austria

✓

Belgium

✓

Bulgaria

✓

Croatia

✓

Cyprus
Czech Republic

✓

Denmark

✓

Estonia

✓

Finland

✓

France

✓

Germany
✓

Hungary

✓

Ireland
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Italy

✓

Latvia

✓

Lithuania

✓

Luxemburg
Malta

✓

Netherlands
Poland
Portugal

✓

Romania
Slovenia

✓

Slovakia

✓

Spain

✓

Sweden
UK

✓
✓

1.1.5.5 Step 5: Organisation of two workshops
The Betmonitalert team organised two workshops, the first one on monitoring systems (June
2016), the second one on alert systems (November 2016). All the different types of stakeholders
have been invited. The different questions raised during the workshops are described in the presentations (Appendices 5 and 6).
1.1.5.6 Step 6: Drafting of a legal questionnaire n°2
A questionnaire on legislation and regulations (binding and non-binding documents) regarding
monitoring and alert systems within the 28 EU Member States has been elaborated (cf. Questionnaire – Appendix 7), aiming at identifying:
• Ways to start an investigation related to match-fixing or betting frauds;
• Possibilities to start an investigation at national level with a monitoring report on suspicious
betting activity;
• Legal basis to start an investigation related to a sport betting fraud1;
• Focus on national platforms: Information shared about match-fixing in case of an alert, stakeholders involved, legal or operational obstacles to share sensitive information.
1.1.5.7 Step 7: Collection of answers to the questionnaires elaborated in step 6
The Betmonitalert team took the initiative of a direct and personalised approach (by email and/
or through phone calls) towards all the 28 EU Member States. Mallorie Trannois, legal expert and
PhD in Law, was in charge of this task. The next table provides a breakdown of the response by
stakeholders.

1 Any criminal offence related to sport betting (including money laundering, manipulations of sports competitions linked to betting
enrichment, etc.
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Responses by stakeholders
Nature of stakeholder

Provided partial answers

Provided full answer

28 EU Member States
Austria
Belgium

✓

Bulgaria

✓

Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark

✓

Estonia

✓

Finland

✓

France

✓

Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy

✓

Latvia

✓

Lithuania
Luxemburg
Malta

✓

Netherlands
Poland
Portugal

✓

Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia

✓

Spain

✓

Sweden

✓

UK

✓

1.1.6 Classification of monitoring and alert systems
There are many different ways to classify betting monitoring systems according to their technical,
legal, economic and practical specificities.
The two following classifications have been identified by Betmonitalert experts and partners as
the most relevant in order to understand the challenges related to manipulation of sports competitions:
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• Classification by stakeholder (what Betmonitalert calls the “political approach”). Each
stakeholder (public authorities, the sports movement and the betting industry) has some specific
objectives which are important to understand in a complex environment;
• Classification by function (what Betmonitalert calls the “technical approach”). Each monitoring system has its own algorithms, based on the available information.
The following list of betting monitoring systems is not exhaustive. It is based on the well-known
existing systems. It is possible that some other organisations have developed such a system without advertising or sharing it.
As an example, two services providers were identified at the end of the Betmonitalert programme.
They have developed their own monitoring systems: Asian Monitor (SportsMedia Group – Germany) and TXOdds (TXODDS Sportbetting – UK):
• Asian Monitor1 is a B2B risk management package (for bookmakers such as Bwin, Betclic,
bet-at-home.com, Svenska Spel etc.) and early warning system (for associations such as UEFA2).
Their algorithms can detect suspicious betting patterns in both, regular betting (1x2, Over/Under
and Asian Handicap) and special bets (in-running, halftime-fulltime, Tennis 1st set abnormalities
etc.).
• TXODDS3 is a supplier of secure sports betting odds data to the worldwide gaming
industry. TXODDS provides real-time betting data feeds. TXODDS is working with many of the
industry’s biggest names.
1.1.6.1 Classification by stakeholder
BETTING OPERATORS / (Examples studied in the program)
Stakeholder

Monitoring system

Alert system

YES

NO
(can be part of an alert system)

Bet 365
Betfair Paddy Power
Danske Spil
FDJ
Intralot
Lottomatica
SBOBet
Unibet
Main objectives
• Financial risk management (optimise revenue)
• Image (towards public authorities and sport) and
• Corporate Social Responsibility

1 Visit Asian monitor website at www.asian-monitor.com
2 UEFA: Union of European Football Associations
3 Visit TXODDS website at https://txodds.com
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SERVICES PROVIDERS TO OTHER STAKEHOLDERS
Stakeholder
Monitoring system
Genius Sport
Kambi
Sportradar

Alert system

5 ESSA: European Sports
Security Association

YES

YES

Main objectives
• Commercial interest
• Image (towards public authorities and sport)

Monitoring system

NO
ESSA5
(private betting companies)
Federbet
No answer
(private betting companies)
GLMS6
YES
(WLA7 members / Lotteries)
Main objectives
• Protection of sport integrity
• Image (towards public authorities and sport)

6 GLMS: Global Lotteries
Monitoring System
7 WLA: World Lottery
Association, association of
state lotteries and gaming
associations in more than 80
countries on six continents

ASSOCIATIONS OF BETTING OPERATORS
Stakeholder

4 Agreed to an interview in
2017 but it was too late to
organise the meeting

Alert system
YES
No answer
YES

8 EWS: FIFA Early
Warning System (EWS)
monitors betting on all FIFA
matches and competitions
in order to prevent negative
influences from betting.
9 BFDS: Betting Fraud
Detection System.In close
cooperation with the
international company
Sportradar, the UEFA
betting fraud detection
system, highlights irregular
betting movements both prematch and in-game (live) in
all the core betting markets
from all major European
and Asian bookmakers.

SPORTS ORGANISATIONS
Stakeholder

Monitoring system

FIFA (EWS8 / FDS9)
IOC (IBIS)

YES
NO

La Liga
Tennis Integrity Unit
UEFA (BFDS)

NO (planned for 2018)
NO
YES

Alert system

YES

Main objectives
• Protection of sport integrity
• Image (towards public authorities)
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BETTING REGULATORY AUTHORITIES
(Examples studied in the program)
Stakeholder
Monitoring system

Alert system

Belgium

NO

YES (National platform)

Denmark

NO

YES (National platform)

Estonia

NO

NO

France

YES

YES

Gibraltar

NO

NO

Greece

NO

NO

Italy

YES

YES

Isle of Man

NO

NO

Malta

NO

NO

Spain

NO

YES (National platform)

UK

NO

YES

Main objectives
• Protection of sport integrity
• Positioning towards other public authorities and sport

INTELLIGENCE AND INVESTIGATION SERVICES
Stakeholder

Monitoring system

Alert system

Europol

NO

YES

Interpol
Main objectives
• Public order risk management
• Protection of sport integrity
• Image (towards public authorities and sometimes sport
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1.1.6.2 Classification by function – Monitoring systems

BETTING OPERATORS
Bet365
Betfair
Paddy Power
Danske spil
FDJ
Intralot
Lottomatica
SBOBet
Unibet
SERVICES PROVIDERS TO
OTHER STAKEHOLDERS
Genius Sport
Intralot
Kambi
Sportradar

INDIRECT APPROACH

11 GLMS: Global Lotteries
Monitoring System

Odds movement monitoring pre-match In-play betting algorithms
(from complete / partial data)
(worldwide or limited)

12 WLA: World Lottery
Association, association of
state lotteries and gaming
associations in more than 80
countries on six continents

YES
NO
Worldwide
Sometimes through a technical
Directly through traders for the national
supplier like Betradar / Sportradar
market and worldwide through a technical
supplier like for instance Genius Sport, Kambi
or Betradar

YES

YES
(sophisticated for Sportradar)

NOT DIRECTLY

NOT DIRECTLY

FEDERBET
private betting companies

No answer

No answer

GLMS11

YES
Through Sportradar, Asian Monitor and
directly through GLMS technical team

YES
Through Sportradar

YES - Worldwide

YES (Since 2017)
Through FDS / Sportradar
NOT DIRECTLY
Through cooperation
YES
Worldwide through
BFDS / Sportradar
NOT DIRECTLY
Through cooperation

ASSOCIATIONS OF BETTING
OPERATORS
ESSA10 private betting companies

WLA12 members / Lotteries
SPORTS ORGANISATIONS
FIFA (EWS13)
IOC (IBIS14)
UEFA (BFDS15)

Tennis Integrity Unit
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NOT DIRECTLY
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Worldwide through
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15 BFDS: Betting Fraud
Detection System
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BETTING REGULATORY
AUTHORITIES
Belgium
Denmark
Estonia
France
Gibraltar
Greece
Italy
Isle of Man
Malta
Spain
UK

INTELLIGENCE AND
INVESTIGATION SERVICES
Europol
Interpol

NO
NO
NO
YES
NOT DIRECTLY - through operators
NO
NOT DIRECTLY - through operators
NOT DIRECTLY - through operators
NOT DIRECTLY - through operators
NOT DIRECTLY - through operators
NOT DIRECTLY - through operators

NOT DIRECTLY

16 Kambi is able to access
volumes of betting stakes
for its customers (betting
operators)
17 Sportradar is able
to access volumes of
betting stakes for some
of its customers (minor
betting operators) via
MTS (Managed Training
Services), another activity of
the Sportradar group

NO

18 Kambi is able to access
anonymised individual
betting accounts for
its customers (betting
operators)

NOT DIRECTLY

19 Sportradar is able
to access anonymised
individual betting accounts
for some of its customers
(minor betting operators)
via MTS (Managed
Training Services), another
activity of the Sportradar
group

INDIRECT / DIRECT APPROACH
Betfair (or more
generally betting
exchanges) liquidity
movements
BETTING OPERATORS
Bet365
Betfair Paddy Power
Danske spil
FDJ
Intralot
Lottomatica
SBOBet
Unibet
SERVICES PROVIDERS TO
OTHER STAKEHOLDERS
Genius Sport
Intralot
Kambi
Sportradar
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Monitoring of volumes Access to individual
of betting stakes
betting accounts
(Worldwide
(Worldwide or limited)
or limited)

YES
YES
YES
(Directly through
Limited to the company’s Limited to the company’s
traders for the national markets and customers
markets and customers
market and worldwide
through a technical
supplier like for instance
Genius Sport, Kambi or
Betradar)

YES

NO
YES
YES/NO16
YES/NO17

NO
YES
YES/NO18
YES/NO19
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ASSOCIATIONS OF BETTING
OPERATORS
ESSA20
private betting companies

20 ESSA: European Sports
Security Association

NOT DIRECTLY

NOT DIRECTLY

NOT DIRECTLY

FEDERBET
private betting companies

No answer

No answer

No answer

GLMS21 - WLA22 members /
Lotteries

YES
NOT DIRECTLY
NOT DIRECTLY
Through Sportradar, and Planned in a future project
directly through GLMS
technical team

21 GLMS: Global Lotteries
Monitoring System
22 WLA: World Lottery
Association, association of
state lotteries and gaming
associations in more than 80
countries on six continents
23 EWS: Early Warning
System
24 IBIS: Integrity Betting
Intelligence System
25 BFDS: Betting Fraud
Detection System

SPORTS
ORGANISATIONS
FIFA (EWS23)
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YES
Worldwide

NOT DIRECTLY
Through cooperation

IOC (IBIS24)

NOT DIRECTLY
Through cooperation

NOT DIRECTLY
Through cooperation

La Liga

NO

NO

Tennis Integrity Unit

NOT DIRECTLY
Through cooperation

NOT DIRECTLY
Through cooperation

UEFA (BFDS25)

YES
Worldwide through
BFDS / Sportradar

NOT DIRECTLY
Through cooperation

NO
Difficult because of issues
regarding legislation
protecting customer privacy
(happened in some particular
cases)
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BETTING REGULATORY
AUTHORITIES
Belgium

NOT DIRECTLY through operators

NOT DIRECTLY through operators

NOT DIRECTLY through operators

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators
NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators
NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators
NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

France

YES

YES
real time

YES
real time

Gibraltar

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

Greece

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

Italy

YES
limited time

YES
real time

YES
real time

Isle of Man

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

Malta

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

Spain

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

YES
after competition

YES
after competition

UK

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

Denmark
Estonia

INTELLIGENCE AND
INVESTIGATION SERVICES
Europol
Interpol
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1.2 Conclusions and recommendations
1.2.1 Monitoring

1.2.1.1 Available betting data
Among the potentially very large number of models, Betmonitalert distinguishes two different
types of betting monitoring systems:
Indirect approach:
• Level 1: Use of prices (odds). In fact, odds movements are a proxy for unknown betting volumes
• Level 2: Based on market-wide volumes from the betting operators
Direct approach:
• Level 3: Based on individual data (Betting account level)
The following table describes the level reached by the different stakeholders studied in the
framework of the programme Betmonitalert1.
Indirect approach
Level 1

Indirect approach
Level 2

Direct approach
Level 3

Prices movements

Volumes

Individual accounts

YES
(their own odds)

YES
(their own odds)

YES

BETTING
OPERATORS
Bet365
Betfair
Paddy Power
Danske spil
FDJ
Intralot
Lottomatica
SBOBet
Unibet

1 In many cases, organisations exchange information with each other. This is not included in the table.
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SERVICES PROVIDERS TO
OTHER STAKEHOLDERS
Genius Sport

YES

NO
(only Betfair)

NO

YES
(as operator)

YES
(as operator)

YES
(as operator)

Kambi

YES
(as operator)

YES
(as operator)

YES
(as operator)

Sportradar

YES

YES/NO26

YES/NO27

Intralot

ASSOCIATIONS OF BETTING
OPERATORS
ESSA28
FEDERBET
GLMS29
SPORTS
ORGANISATIONS
FIFA (EWS30)
IOC (IBIS31)
La Liga
Tennis Integrity Unit
UEFA (BFDS32)
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NO
NO ANSWER
YES

Only if members give
feedback

Only if members give
feedback

29 GLMS: Global Lotteries
Monitoring System
30 EWS: Early Warning
System
31 IBIS: Integrity Betting
Intelligence System

NO (only Betfair)
NO
NO
NO (Only Betfair)
YES/NO33

NO
NO
NO
NO
YES/NO34

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

France

YES

YES
(French online market)

YES
(French online market)

Italy

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

YES
(Italian online market)

YES
(Italian online market)

Spain

NOT DIRECTLY
through operators

YES
(a posteriori - Spanish
online market)

YES
(a posteriori - Spanish
online market)

NO

NO

NO

INTELLIGENCE AND
INVESTIGATION SERVICES
Europol
Interpol

27 Sportradar is able to
access individual betting
accounts for some of its
customers (minor betting
operators) via MTS
(Managed Training
Services), another activity
of the Sportradar group
28 ESSA: European Sports
Security Association

YES
NO
NO
NO
YES

BETTING REGULATORY
AUTHORITIES
Belgium
Denmark
Estonia
Greece
Isle of Man
Malta
UK

26 Sportradar is able
to access volumes of
betting stakes for some
of its customers (minor
betting operators) via
MTS (Managed Training
Services), another activity
of the Sportradar group

32 BFDS: Betting Fraud
Detection System
33 UEFA might be able to
access some volumes
of betting stakes via MTS
(Managed Training
Services), another activity
of the Sportradar group
34 UEFA might be able
to access some individual
betting accounts via MTS
(Managed Training
Services), another activity
of the Sportradar group
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Good practices “Available betting data”:
French1 and Italian2 (but also, for example, Lithuanian and Polish, not interviewed, and Spanish)
betting regulatory authorities have direct access to individual customers’ betting accounts and a
fortiori to betting volumes).
N.B.: Two different approaches have been raised during the debates among Betmonitalert experts. The
first one (majority opinion) considers that a higher level of control of betting operators is required to protect the general interest, especially regarding match-fixing and money laundering risks3 (see explanations
in recommendation n°1). The other one is based on trust and suggests that betting operators are in the
best position to conduct the compliance operations by themselves. The Betmonitalert team has selected
the first option, given that the proportionality of the measures are justified by the following issues:
• In most EU countries, betting is considered as a highly sensitive area, because of the possibility of money laundering, fraud, illegal market and excessive gambling risks. Some public investment banks (like
BPI in France for example) don’t accept to raise funds in the gambling industry;
• The level of transparency of the betting industry could still improve, regarding the rules implemented
in other sectors like financial markets for instance;
• Regarding the Council of Europe Convention definitions, some licenced betting operators act illegally4
in part of their activity5 (therefore it is difficult for betting regulators to have a global overview of their
activity);
• It seems interesting to have a double check (both by the industry and the regulator) to be sure that
compliance procedures6 on manipulations of sports competitions (and money laundering, the two issues
sometimes following the same operating modes) are properly conducted.

Recommendations “available betting data”:
Recommendation n°1 (Betting regulatory authorities):
• At least: Ensure that it is possible to have access to all the licenced betting operators’ volumes by sport event.
• Ideally: Figure out a way (for instance based on the French, Italian or Lithuanian procedure) to have access to all the
licensed betting operators’ individual betting accounts (see chapter on privacy issues).
Recommendation n°2 (Associations of betting operators):
Since associations of betting operators aim at protecting sport integrity, ensure that all the members of the associations
transmit in a reasonable time the volume of bets where there is suspicious betting activity (appearing to be linked to
the manipulation of a sports competition on which it offered bets), and share information about suspicious behaviour of
their client(s) on an individual level, taking into account the Regulations on personal data. The objective of the latter is
to be able to take timely and appropriate measures against the manipulation of the sports competition.
Recommendation n°3 (National platforms):
Transparency
Store useful data to allow every stakeholder, as well as independent researchers and citizens, to track irregular and
suspicious betting patterns, test and review monitoring algorithms and techniques.
Data to be stored and publicly available: Sports events, betting odds from domestic betting operators, publicly available
betting volumes, and optionally: odds and volumes from foreign betting operators relevant to domestic sport events (and
ideally anonymised individual betting transactions).
N.B.: These databases are intended to play the same role as the trade repositories do for the financial derivatives: these
institutions were created after the G20 summit in Pittsburgh, to fight the opacity of trading which was perceived as a
major cause of the financial crisis7.
1 Law n° 2010-476 for online gambling
2 Law 88/2009 for online gambling
3 See also Precrimbet Report (Iris, 2017)
4 That means that they accept bets from clients located in countries for which they have no licence or advertise their services in such
countries, etc.
5 In the World and sometimes in some EU member states
6 Specified in the licences requirements established by national laws
7 Trade repository “(TRs) collect and maintain the records of derivatives. They play a central role in enhancing the transparency of derivative
markets and reducing risks to financial stability”. (European Securities and Markets Authority)
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1.2.1.2 Scope of monitoring
There are two issues in this area
• The events covered by the monitoring.
Each organisation monitors sports and competitions according to its own objectives;
• The types of bets analysed.
There are two ways to monitor types of bets:
• Some organisations monitor all the possible types of bets. Betting operators belong to this category because they need to manage the financial risk linked to their betting supply (and they have
direct access to individual betting accounts);
• Other organisations (like for instance sports organisations and services providers), using an
indirect approach (cf. § 1.2.1.1), select the types of bets which are, if monitored, the most likely to
reveal suspicious activities. The objective is to focus on the types of bets on which fixers are more
likely to bet.
Good practices “Scope of monitoring”
• Sportradar / UEFA, GLMS1 (with ELMS2 background) and Betfair have a long experience
(more than 7 years) regarding the detection of manipulation of sports competitions, including a
dedicated organisation able to use direct or indirect monitoring approaches. They are therefore
able to make appropriate decisions on the types of bets to be analysed;
• ARJEL3 and AAMS4 (French and Italian betting regulatory authorities) have also acquired a
level of experience, although more recent;
• Most of the betting operators have developed efficient risk management tools focusing on financial issues (able to detect higher volumes of bets, financial imbalance, irregular betting behaviour,
etc.). They could therefore quite easily adapt these tools with the aim of detecting manipulation
of sports competitions, as they generally have already done for money laundering. Some of them
already monitor their betting activity for sport integrity purposes. Lottomatica (IGT Group) and FDJ
are the two most advanced in this area (among the operators interviewed within the framework
of the Betmonitalert programme).

1 GLMS: Global Lotteries Monitoring System
2 ELMS: European Lotteries Monitoring System, in 2015, Global Lotteries Monitoring System replaced ELMS.
3 ARJEL: Autorité de Régulation des Jeux en Ligne (France)
4 AAMS L’Agenzia delle Dogane e dei Monopoli (Italy)
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Recommendation n°4 (Betting regulatory authorities, national platforms and sport organisations):
Check which competitions are offered on the (legal and illegal) betting market at national level (pre-match and
in-play). The objective is, after identifying minor competitions (for example: 4th to 6th football division), to be able
to take a stand on the level of risk from these bets.
N.B.: The betting market offers many minor competitions in-play, especially during periods without major and
mediatised sports events. That means that people (sometimes called “scouts”) follow competitions on site
(on behalf of services providers) and send data (score evolution for example) to betting operators offering the
competition in-play.
Recommendation n°5 (Betting operators, associations of betting operators, sports organisations, betting
regulatory authorities):
Monitor at least, through direct or indirect approaches according to available data (cf. § 1.2.1.1) the following
betting types1:
• 1X22 (Per event, per set (tennis), per period (half time, quarter))
• Over/Under3 (Total goals, Total points, Total number of games, total time)
• Asian Handicap4

35 A significant change
shows that something
happened on the betting
market (for example when
customers don’t follow the
odds)
36 Odds match with a
calculated percentage
(example: Odds team 1 =
2.00 and operator’s margin
= 10%, then calculated
percentage of distribution
= (1-10%)/2 = 45%. If the
percentage of stakes on team
1 is very far from 45% (for
example 5% or 80%), the
monitoring system triggers
an irregular betting activity

1.2.1.3 Detection of irregular betting
Monitoring systems use algorithms to detect irregular betting activities. These algorithms trigger a
signal either if the level of a given quantity is “too far” from a benchmark (generally set according
to databases of previous betting activity) or if it exhibits “large” changes.
The different algorithms studied in the framework of the Betmonitalert programme make calculations from the following indicators (Most significant but not limited list):
ODDS CHANGE
PRE-MATCH

Significant change for a given bet - In % - Irregular if the % exceeds a given
threshold (by sport and by class of competition)35

RATE OF ODDS CHANGE
PRE-MATCH

Idem – Includes the time window (Δt) between two consecutive odds

ODDS CHANGE
IN-PLAY BETTING

Significant spread between current odds and calculated odds for a given bet
(predicted through a statistical model)
– In % - Irregular if the % exceeds a given threshold for that bet type

BETFAIR LIQUIDITY

Significant volume of bets - In % vs. an average volume for a given bet - Irregular
if the % exceeds a given threshold (per sport and competition)

BETTING VOLUMES

Significant volume of bets - In % vs. an average volume for a given bet - Irregular
if the % exceeds a given threshold (per sport and competition)

DISTRIBUTION AMONG
OUTCOMES

Significant spread between current stakes distribution and the distribution implied
by odds36 for a given bet - In % - Irregular if the % exceeds a given threshold by
bet type

1 Interviews conducted in the framewotk of the Betmonitalert programme demonstrated that most of the cases of manipulation related to
betting use these betting types
2 Bet on the winner of a competition (1 = Victory of first team ; X = Draw ; 2 = Victory of 2nd team)
3 Bet on the total number of goals in a football game for instance (Example : Over 2.5 goals / Under 2.5 goals)
4 Bet on the winner of a competitions where the favourite faces a handicap and where there is no possible draw (Example : The favourite
team of a football game faces a 2 goals handicap. The punter who bets on this team would win if the team wins by more than 2 goals. If the
team wins exactly by 2 goals, the punter doesn’t win but reveives his/her stake back). Asian handicap is different from (European) handicap
betting because there is no possible draw.
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TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION OF
BETS

Significant difference between the temporal pattern of bets placed compared with
what is typical37 - In % - Irregular if the % exceeds a given threshold

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF Significant difference between the geographic pattern of bets placed compared with
BETS
what is typical38 - In % - Irregular if the % exceeds a given threshold

38 For example: if a huge
number of bets are staked in
one single small city

MARKET SHARE OF 1X2 BETS

Significant spread between current and average 1X2 market share for a given bet –
In % - Irregular if the % exceeds a given threshold

PERCENTAGE OF SINGLE BETS

Significant spread between current and average market share of single bets for a
given bet – In % - Irregular if the % exceeds a given threshold

BET WITHDRAWAL

Percentage of operators which have removed an event (bet) from their betting list

41 AAMS: L’Agenzia delle
Dogane e dei Monopoli
(Italy)

INDIVIDUAL BETTING

Sudden unexpected activity with a given customer vs. usual behaviour (e.g. new
account opened specifically to bet on an event, much higher stakes than usual
activity, method of payment: prepaid cards, e-wallet, etc.)

42 ARJEL: Autorité de
Régulation des Jeux en
Ligne (France)

The following chart describes the indicators used by the organisations which provided an extensive
and complete feedback within the Betmonitalert programme:
Stakeholder
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37 For example: if a huge
number of bets are staked in
a few minutes very far from
the kick-off of the sport event

Betfair

FDJ

GLMS39 Genius Kambi
sport &
Unibet

Sportradar FIFA AAMS41 ARJEL42
&
EWS40 (ita)
(fra)
UEFA

ODDS CHANGE
PRE-MATCH

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

N/A

YES

RATE OF ODDS CHANGE
PRE-MATCH

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

2017? NO

NO

ODDS CHANGE
IN-PLAY BETTING

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

BETTING EXCHANGES
LIQUIDITY

YES

N/A

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

N/A

YES

BETTING VOLUMES

YES

YES

N/A

N/A

YES

YES/NO43 NO

YES

YES

DISTRIBUTION AMONG
OUTCOMES

YES

YES

N/A

N/A

YES

YES

NO

N/A

YES

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION
OF BETS

YES

YES

N/A

N/A

YES

N/A

NO

YES

YES

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION
OF BETS

YES

YES

Partially N/A

YES

Partially

NO

YES

YES

MARKET SHARE OF 1X2 BETS N/A

YES

YES

N/A

N/A

YES

NO

N/A

YES

PERCENTAGE OF SINGLE BETS N/A

N/A

Partial

N/A

YES

NO

NO

N/A

YES

BET WITHDRAWAL

N/A

N/A

YES

N/A

N/A

YES

NO

N/A

YES

INDIVIDUAL BETTING

YES

YES

NO

NO

Kambi YES/NO44 NO
Partially
Unibet
YES

YES

YES

39 GLMS: Global Lotteries
Monitoring System
40 EWS: Early Warning
System

43 Sportradar is able
to access volumes of
betting stakes for some
of its customers (minor
betting operators) via
MTS (Managed Training
Services), another activity of
the Sportradar group
44 Sportradar is able to
access individual betting
accounts for some of its
customers (minor betting
operators) via MTS
(Managed Training
Services), another activity of
the Sportradar group
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N.B.: “YES” is only awarded when the organisation is able to have a whole picture of the considered
indicator. N/A means “No available data”.

Regarding the detection of irregular betting, sensitivity is a key issue: What proportion of irregular
betting activity does the monitoring system identify? Only two organisations gave a clear answer
on this matter: Sportradar and the French betting regulatory authority (ARJEL1). Both of them
identify a high percentage of sport events as irregular (over 20% to try to give an estimation2).
Good practices “Detection of irregular betting”:
• For every bet, Betfair3 (and more generally betting exchange companies) publish amounts
staked in a transparent manner. This is very useful to detect irregular betting patterns, since Betfair
is the leading betting exchange operator in terms of turnover (it aggregates more than 90% of
the legal betting exchange transactions worldwide4) and is often used by other bookmakers for
hedging. All the different stakeholders might therefore use advantageously this indicator;
• FDJ uses the model of atypical betting behaviour issued from “Anti money laundering” (AML5)
procedures to detect irregular betting patterns related to manipulation of sports competitions.
Sophisticated AML models could therefore be used for match-fixing in the future;
• Sportradar, working for its biggest clients (UEFA and now FIFA), has an improved (with a long
experience) statistical model to compare current odds and calculated odds for in-play betting.
Sportradar has algorithms not only for football but also for sports like tennis or basketball6. The
company has the longest experience and a good level of sensitivity (including different classes of
threshold by sport and competition) in this area;
• ARJEL7 has a dedicated organisation and an improved model to detect irregular betting patterns.
It has also developed a real risk management approach to identify the most relevant indicators
among a wide list of possible ones.
Recommendation n°6 (All betting monitoring systems):
To illustrate what means for an event to be flagged as irregular, any mention of a monitoring system should be
provided with additional statistical information such as:
• a descriptive statistic, i.e. the proportion of irregular events in a reference group,
or
• where possible, a probabilistic statistic, such as the p-value, i. e. the probability that the value of the variable
used for determining irregularity (such as the measure of the deviation of betting odds, measure of the distribution
of bets placed, etc.) would be same or more extreme than the observed statistical value if the null hypothesis (no
fixing) were true. This statistic is therefore somewhat related to the chance of a false positive.

1 ARJEL: Autorité de Régulation des Jeux en Ligne (France)
2 It means that more than 20% of the sports events require closer attention
3 Betfair is often mentioned in the report for its transparency. It has to be noted that more generally this remark applies for betting
exchanges companies. Transparency on liquidity is part of the business for betting exchanges operators. Betfair is generally mentioned
because it is the European leader of this market, with a very important market share, supposed to be over 90% of the total.
4 O’CONNOR, N, 2015,”A Short History of the Betting Exchange Industry.” (Published on Bettingmarket.com 2015:http://www.
bettingmarket.com/refraichir010388.htm)
5 AML: Anti Money Laundering
6 In 2017 Sportradar monitored 13 different sports : Aussie Rules Football, Basketball, Cricket, Football, Futsal, Handball – Not currently
contracted to monitor, Ice Hockey, Moto GP, Rugby League, Rugby Union, Snooker, Tennis, E-Sports
7 ARJEL Autorité de Régulation des Jeux en Ligne (France)
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Recommendation n°7 (Betting operators):
Identify key indicators and thresholds in order to detect irregular betting patterns with a good level of sensitivity
(atypical betting behaviour). These results could be reached through a risk approach regarding monitoring for
manipulation of sports competitions, as developed by many betting operators for money laundering purposes.
This would demonstrate that, beyond financial risks and money laundering, betting operators do also focus on
manipulation of sports competitions and detect suspicious activity.
Recommendation n°8 (Associations of betting operators):
• Use automated systems to monitor worldwide (legal and illegal1) betting markets in order to detect irregular
betting activity.
• Provide for free (at least on request) irregular betting patterns to sports governing bodies, betting regulatory
authorities and national betting platforms.
It is recommended to monitor at a minimum sports (to include football, tennis, basketball and cricket) where total
stakes2 exceed a specified threshold3 (to be determined by the follow-up committee of the Council of Europe
Convention on manipulations of sports competitions).
This result could be reached by implementation of an internal system or through an external services provider.
Recommendation n°9 (International sports organisations):
For sports where betting volume exceeds a given threshold (to be determined by the follow-up committee of the
Council of Europe Convention) and at a minimum for football, tennis, basketball and cricket:
• Use automated systems to monitor worldwide (legal and illegal) betting markets in order to detect irregular
betting activity.
• Improve internal betting expertise to be able to analyse irregular betting patterns.
This result could be reached either by implementation of an internal system or through an external services
provider or through an agreement with an association of betting operators.
Recommendation n°10 (Public authorities: Council of Europe Convention Follow-up Committee or international
association of betting regulatory authorities):
• Use automated systems to monitor worldwide (legal and illegal) betting markets in order to detect irregular
betting activity.
This result could be reached either by implementation of an internal system (for example already developed by
a regulatory authority) or through an external services provider or through an agreement with an association of
betting operators.

1.2.1.4 Escalation into suspicious betting
An irregular betting activity is to be rated as suspicious when, according to reliable and
consistent evidence, it appears likely to be linked to the manipulation of the sports competition
to which it related. The escalation of an ‘irreglar’ into a ‘suspicious’ pattern follows a check for
alternative explanations of the anomalous betting activity. Such explanations may be linked to
either the betting market (for example, a mistake by an odds setter) or the sport itself (for example,
a change in the line-up of a team announced just before the kick-off).
There are two ways to determine suspicious betting patterns:
• Human judgement: A group of people determine, based on their own background and expertise and on reliable information, whether irregular activity should be classified as suspicious or not:
• Level 1 (filter n°1): A small number of people (Generally one or two) is in charge of the classifi1 At least online (For illegal street betting it is of course impossible to monitor the market)
2 Worldwide (Legal and illegal markets to be assessed by betting experts)
3 Experience shows that manipulations related to betting primarily affect the main sports on which customers bet (in Europe, football and
tennis generally represent more than 80% of total bets, horses end dogs excluded – Source : betting regulatory authorities)
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cation of the betting activity as “possibly suspicious”;
• Level 2 (filter n°2): A significant number of people (generally three or more) is in charge of the
classification of the betting activity as “suspicious”.
• Statistical approach: If the proportion of an irregular betting activity in the reference group is
small (to be quantified), the betting activity could be escalated as suspicious.

45 ESSA: European Sports
Security Association
46 GLMS: Global Lotteries
Monitoring System
47 EWS: Early Warning
System
48 BFDS: Betting Fraud
Detection System

EXAMPLE (With a theoretical example):
A monitoring system has recorded all the odds’ changes for a given championship since 2010 (Let’s imagine
including 2,000 different matches);
The monitoring system detects a strong odds change during a match in the competition in question;
Within the historical database, this level of odds change has been detected only once (0.05% of all the 2,000
matches);
Therefore the monitoring system triggers an automatic irregular activity (alert). This match can then be analysed
more deeply by experts;
Regarding their expertise and different possible tools (betting behaviour, information from sport actors, web
intelligence, etc.) these experts have to decide whether the irregular betting activity is to be considered as
suspicious or not.

The following table describes the level reached by different stakeholders studied in the framework
of the programme Betmonitalert (non-limitative list).
Statistic approach
Prices movements

Human approach
Level 1
Decision: 1 or 2 people

Human approach
Level 2
Decision: 3 people or more

BETTING
OPERATORS
Betfair
FDJ
Lottomatica

NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES

NO
N/A
N/A

SERVICES PROVIDERS TO
OTHER STAKEHOLDERS
Genius Sport
Kambi
Sportradar

NO
N/A
NO

YES
N/A
YES

N/A
N/A
YES

ASSOCIATIONS OF BETTING
OPERATORS
ESSA45
GLMS46

NO
NO

N/A
YES

NO
NO

SPORTS ORGANISATIONS
FIFA (EWS47)
UEFA (BFDS48)

NO (Project 2017)
NO

YES
YES (Sportradar)

NO (Sportradar from 2017)
YES (Sportradar)

BETTING REGULATORY
AUTHORITIES
France
Italy

NO
NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

N.B.: “YES” is only awarded when the organisation is able to provide precise figure.
N/A means “No available data”.
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There are two main issues regarding escalation to suspicious betting:
The frequency of false positives (Type I error): when a sports event is flagged as suspicious
but has not in fact been manipulated. According to the answers collected and the interviews
conducted within the Betmonitalert programme, it is not possible to conclude numerically if the
number of false positive is high or low. Nevertheless, qualitative assessments have been made and
real cases have been analysed. The conviction of Betmonitalert experts is that monitoring systems
have improved methodologies which should lead to a very low level of false positives. Therefore,
the Betmonitalert programme agrees with the conclusions of the Forrest- McHale1 Report analysing Sportradar’s monitoring system: Specificity seems quite high as no false positive has been
noticed so far.
The frequency of false negatives (Type II error): When a sports event has not been flagged
as suspicious but has in fact been manipulated2. Once again, it is not possible (from the answers
collected within the Betmonitalert programme) to conclude numerically whether the number of
false negative is high or low. Nevertheless, regarding the qualitative analysis conducted (including
in two Betmonitalert workshops), Betmonitalert experts note that monitoring systems are not perfect and that the risk of non-detection of cases of manipulation remains significant. Even robustly
designed monitoring systems (where the analysts are skilled and are adequately provided with
information) might therefore face a high number of false negatives: This is what some experts
call “the submerged part of the iceberg”. The main reasons for this situation are summarised as
following:
• A lot of irregular betting patterns are examinated and rated by one single person in a short period of time. The irregular betting activity is therefore not considered as suspicious, and after only
a very short analysis. As an example, Sportradar filtered (rated as non suspicious) 92% of 15,129
football matches flagged with an irregular betting activity during the 2013/2014 season, which
corresponds to around 38 matches a day. ARJEL3 filtered more than 95% of the 2,000 sports
events flagged with an irregular betting activity (monitored during the year 2015). Of course many
such cases can readily be discarded because there is an ‘innocent’ explanation for the betting
market anomaly, for example a star player has exited the game through injury and there is a sharp
reaction in the in-play market. However, the sheer volume of cases is likely to lead to some real
cases of manipulation being too readily dismissed as having a rational explanation.
• In many cases, there is no clear escalation procedure (at human approach / level 1) with written
procedures based on risk approach;
• Analysts have different backgrounds and sensitivity to betting and manipulation. Therefore, two
different analysts can make different decisions regarding one single irregular sport event. Moreover, some of them might have to face conflicts of interests (if they are heavy customers themselves;
If they had or have links with betting operators involved; If they are supporters of such sports or
teams, etc.);

1 FORREST, D. & McHALE I. G. , An Evaluation of Sportradar’s Fraud Detection System, University of Liverpool working paper, 2016 (available
online)
2 The percentage is 100 % of false negative when the competition was not fixed for betting purposes
3 ARJEL Autorité de Régulation des Jeux en Ligne (France)
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Even if a betting-related (or sport-related) explanation can be found by an analyst, it doesn’t
mean that a sport event has not been manipulated;
• Fixers may know how monitoring algorithms work and some are able to get around them1. In
the Bochum Case in Germany, one of the suspects Paul R. (Dutch citizen) put forward in court that
he was able to mislead the fraud-detection-systems using more than 50 betting accounts and
betting small stakes. His favorite betting operators were SBO and IBC.2
In conclusion, the Betmonitalert would summarise the different escalation steps as following:
Escalation step

Quality of good practices
(Monitoring systems)

Irregular betting activity

Very good sensitivity

From irregular to possibly suspicious level 1
(Filter n°1 by one or two analysts)

Difficult to conclude
(But high risk of limited sensitivity)

From suspicious betting activity level 1 to 2
(Filter n°2 by a group of analysts and other information)

Very good specificity

N.B.: Betmonitalert experts admit that there is a trade-off between the incidence of false positives and
false negatives. A lower reporting threshold inevitably raises the incidence of false positives. In the
present context, the Forrest-McHale view is that specificity is more important than sensitivity. A high number of false positives would mean less follow-up by law enforcement. There is also severe reputational
damage where suspicion is raised unjustly.

Good practices “Escalation into suspicious betting”
Statistical approach: No existing monitoring system uses such an original approach at the moment. Only FIFA /EWS3 plans to implement one in the future. It is an interesting approach because
it could replace the filter n°1 by an automatic procedure. Nevertheless, it has to be tested and
calibrated before generalization for two reasons:
• The most important changes of an indicator (for example odds change) don’t necessarily correspond (a priori) to cases of manipulation of sports competitions. This assertion has to be checked
statistically before any conclusion;
• The level of sensitivity of the system (to be calibrated) needs a strong historical database.
If such a project shows robustness in the future, it will of course not be able to determine suspicious betting activity (further investigation is needed to rate the betting activity as suspicious). It
would only detect “possibly suspicious betting activity”.

1 ESSA – Betmonitalert workshop on alert systems – 21 November 2016 - Paris
2 VAN DONGEN, M., Het is net de aandelenbeurs, Volksrant, 23 April 2015 (available online http://www.volkskrant.nl/sport/-het-is-netde-aandelenbeurs~a3975430/)
3 EWS: Early Warning System
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Human judgement – Level 1 – From irregular betting activity to possibly suspicious:
All the monitoring systems studied in the framework of the Betmonitalert programme show some
loopholes (more or less important) on this matter. Looking at the practical cases studied within
the Betmonitalert programme (cf. Appendix 2), it has to be noted that, in many cases, monitoring
systems didn’t detect any suspicious activity (even if sometimes for good reasons). Since most of
the performing monitoring systems reach a good level of quality on other issues, this situation
is not considered by the Betmonitalert as a main weakness. Nevertheless, it has to be related to
the financial costs of monitoring systems. In fact, some organisations might spend most of their
budget on monitoring systems with no guarantee of detecting all suspicious activities. At the same
time, they could give a lower level of priority to prevention and other investigative tools.
Human judgement – Level 2 – From possibly suspicious betting activity to suspicious:
The BFDS1 system elaborated by Sportradar (and used by UEFA) can be considered as good practice. Indeed, “When a match is hotlisted, it becomes a ‘requested’ match for the data team, which
uses these sources to check and, if necessary, correct details of the game previously recorded on
the FDS2”. Sportradar then obtains input from various sources of information including from its
own network of freelancers (correspondents on the ground who each cover a particular sports
organisation). The final decision is taken after a “decision meeting”. Moreover, the report on a
match classified as suspicious is written according to a clear procedure included in a handbook.
Betmonitalert experts therefore share Forrest and McHale’s conclusions: “the way in which the
FDS is operated makes it likely to produce classifications exhibiting high specificity, w the probability of a false positive in final classifications is likely to be low”.
Recommendation n°11 (All monitoring systems):
Objectify the escalation of an irregular into a possibly suspicious betting activity with a clear and written procedure:
• Selection of the analysts conducting the escalation should be made according to a clear job description including
a given level of skills (betting, sport, manipulation in sports organisations, criminal operating modes, etc.), a
background check, ethical behaviour and - most important – conflict of interest rules (including prohibition to bet
and no structural link with the betting market);
• Escalation of an irregular into a possibly suspicious betting activity should be made according to a handbook3.
It means that the selection or the non-selection of a given irregular betting activity into a possibly suspicious
activity would be consolidated with a strong argument. This handbook could conveniently include guidelines for
pre-match betting, in-play betting, individual betting accounts (if relevant) with an extensive list of possible cases
or behaviours.
• Implementation of quality control procedures where ex post someone else looks at a sample of cases where
there was no referral.

1 BFDS: Betting Fraud Detection System
2 D.Forrest & McHALE I. G. , An Evaluation of Sportradar’s Fraud Detection System, op. cit.
3 Even if, at some point, escalating a game or not includes the evaluation of subjective criteria (such as, e.g., the performance of a specific
athlete or group of athletes before and after the suspicious game, the possible consequences of an injury, etc.).
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1.2.1.5 Monitoring report
Interviews and workshops organised within the Betmonitalert programme revealed the most important components of a “good” monitoring report:
• Being clearly understandable by non-betting experts, especially by the personal of law enforcement agencies personnal, prosecutors, attorneys, etc., and by sports integrity officers and disciplinary committees. A template issued by the relevant authority might help enhance the quality
and usefulness of reporting procedures. If a report is not understandable, the law enforcement
agencies may not be interested in starting an investigation;
• Good quality of information. Reports have to be documented (changes in odds, etc.). Potential
interpretations should be clearly explained in the report;
• It is particularly interesting for law enforcement agencies to receive monitoring reports including
information on specific customers and their entourage;
• Written in the language of the prosecutor and more generally of the law enforcement agencies.
The report should not only contain a translated partial text but include all the data and descriptions from the original report. This is crutial at a later stage, in front of a Court: The data and facts
will give the technical proof of the charge (introduced to the Judge by the experts);
• Need for a kind of common language (standard) to be adapted to local legislation;
• Creation of a template in cooperation with law enforcement agencies and sports federations (to
be easy-to-use in criminal or disciplinary procedures, according to the standard of proof)
• If possible: Clear graphics within the report;
• Clear overview of the storage of information, with duration, location and purpose of the storage
(with data protection considerations).
Good practices “Monitoring report”
Because of confidentiality issues, the Betmonitalert programme could only have access to a few
monitoring reports and is not able to state which monitoring reports represent good practices. Nevertheless, Betmonitalert experts appreciated Sportradar’s transparency on this issue and note that
its reports, even if confidential, meet most of the above-mentioned expectations and have been
used in several cases as important evidence to convict a football club in disciplinary proceedings
(confirmed by the Court of Arbitration for Sport - CAS).
Recommendation n°12 (All monitoring reports on suspicious activity):
- Follow the guidelines mentioned above;
- For public authorities, a template might help to enhance the uniformity, the quality and usefulness of reporting
procedures;
- Disclose monitoring reports publicly1 (to the extent that this is consistent with legislations on privacy and use of
personal data) once a decision has been taken by a Court of Justice or a disciplinary committee2.

1 In order to enhance transparency on the courts’ and disciplinary bodies’ decisions
2 When rights of judicial or appeal with respect to the conviction or finding have been exhausted
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1.2.1.6 Monitoring systems – General issues:
Recommendation n°13 (Public authorities):
Given that monitoring systems are costly and that many stakeholders detect the same kind of data (odds changes
of the whole betting market), optimize the available budgets by pooling automatic monitoring of irregular activity
through a common and uniform standard1. This pooling might be organised for the whole “Copenhagen Group”2
and, in the future, by the follow-up committee of the Council of Europe Convention against the manipulation of
sports competitions.

1.2.2 Alert

1.2.2.1 Stakeholders involved:
The purpose of “alert systems” is to gather information and expertise among different stakeholders in order to detect manipulation of sports competitions3. All the stakeholders involved in the
fight against manipulation have their “alert systems”:
Type of stakeholder leading the alert system49

Type of alert systems

National platforms

Multi-stakeholders
(national level)

Law enforcement agencies

International:
Interpol (Task Force - Football) / Europol

Sports organisations

Multi-sports (international):
IOC (IBIS50)

49 Some services providers
could also be mentioned as
alert systems in such a way
but, since they act on behalf
of one or another stakeholder
for commercial purposes,
they are not included in this
chart.

Mono-sport (international):
FIFA (EWS51)
UEFA
Tennis Integrity Unit
La Liga

1 With the objective to improve the exchange and identification of information
2 A group of countries which have or are about to set up national platforms, working under the supervision of the Council of Europe (cf.
also § 1.2.2.1)
3 On a theoretical point of view, monitoring systems (for example: Sportradar, Betfair, etc.) can of course also be considered as alert systems
because they trigger alerts. Nevertheless, Betmonitalert didn’t include alert systems with only one stakeholder in the following chart.
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Betting operators

50 IBIS: Integrity Betting
Intelligence System

International: ESSA52 - GLMS53

These alert systems have both “members” and “partners” (members of the network).
Members
• National platforms
The national platform is, according to the Convention, meant as an information hub. A national
platform shall co-operate with all organisations and relevant authorities at national and international levels, including national platforms of other States. The Convention underlines the importance of a national platform but does not describe which parties should be a part of this platform.
In March 2017, there are eleven1 organised national platforms (existing or under construction)
in Europe (called the “Copenhagen Group”) and one outside Europe (Australia). Several other
countries intend setting up their own national platform in the coming months (Austria, Poland,
Portugal, Ukraine, etc.). In addition, some states not having established their national platform
have provided mechanisms for the informal exchange of information between stakeholders. For
example, in Sweden, the police and the prosecutors, the regulators and the sport federations
cooperate to protect sport integrity.

51 EWS: Early Warning
System
52 ESSA: European Sports
Security Association
53 Since the Betmonitalert
programme didn’t receive
any feedback from Federbet,
this association of betting
operators is not mentioned
here.

At the end, although in theory most European states have not yet set up a national platform as
recommended by the Council of Europe Convention on the Manipulation of Sports Competitions,
many countries confirm that there is an exchange of information between stakeholders in practice
(Greece, Lithuania, etc.).
The Betmonitalert programme mainly focused on members of the “Copenhagen Group”.
The following table lists the stakeholders which are members of the national platforms (some
members of the “Copenhagen Group”):
Ministries

LEA

Other public
authorities

Betting
operators

Belgium

Federal authority
3 communities

Federal police

Public Prosecutor’s National Lottery Some sports
office
federations
Gambling
Commission

Denmark

Ministry of Culture Federal Police

DGA (Danish
Danske Spil
Gambling Authority) (Lottery)
Danish Online
Gambling
Association
Land based
operators

Sports
organisations

DIF54 (Sports
Confederation
and
Olympic
Committee)
Football
Federation

1 Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, UK.
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Finland
(FINCIS55)

France

Ministry of
Education and
Culture

National Police
Council

Finnish Society of
Sports Medicine

Veikkaus
(Betting
operator)

VALO (Sports
Confederation)
Olympic
Committee
Paralympic
Committee

Ministry of
Sport
Ministry of
Finance
Ministry of Justice

Service central des
courses et
jeux (Police
dedicated to
gambling and
sport)

ARJEL56 (Gambling FDJ (Lottery)
Commission)
Anti-Corruption
Agency

CNOSF 57

Ministry of
Agriculture

Polizia di
Stato (Civil
police)
Guarda di
Finanza (Customs)
Carabinieri
(Gendarmerie)

AAMS58 (Gambling
Commission)
centralising betting
operators

CONI59
Football
federations

Prosecution
FIOD60

Gambling Regulator NL Lottery

Norway

Federal police

Tax office
Regulatory
authorities

UK
in black: Sports
Betting Intelligence
Unit
SBI Forum

National Crime
Agency
National Law
Enforcement
Agencies
Chief’s Council
Law Enforcement
Agencies Scotland

Gambling
42 betting
Commission
operators
through the Sports
Betting Intelligence
Unit

Italy

Netherlands

Ministry of
Sports

54 DIF: Danmarks
Idrætsforbund (National
Olympic Committee and
Sports Confederation of
Denmark)
55 FINCIS: Finnish Center
for Integrity in Sports
56 ARJEL: Autorité de
Régulation des Jeux en
Ligne (France)
57 CNOSF: Comité
National olympique et
Sportif Français (French
National Olympic
Committee)

Dutch Olympic
Committee
KNVB (Football
Federation)
National Tennis
Federation

58 AAMS: L’Agenzia delle
Dogane e dei Monopoli
(Italy)
59 CONI: Comitato
Olimpico Nazionale
Italiano (Italian National
Olympic Committee)
60 FIOD: Fiscal
Information and
Investigation Service, in
Dutch “Fiscale inlichtingenen opsporingsdienst”

National Lottery Some federations
(Norsk Tipping)

Sports
federations
including
representatives
of player
associations

The Betmonitalert programme strongly supports the implementation of national platforms as a
main priority in order to fight efficiently against the manipulation of sports competitions. National
platforms consist of different organisations and expertise and make use of different sources of
information within an official procedure under the leadership of public authorities (even if the
nature of information shared might differ strongly from one to the other).
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Sports organisations
The Convention stresses arrangements for sports organisations to report without delay instances
of suspicious activity linked to the manipulation of sports competitions to the relevant public
authorities or national platform and for sports organisations to set up effective mechanisms to
facilitate the disclosure of any information concerning potential or actual cases of manipulation
of sports competitions.

61 ESSA: European Sports
Security Association

IBIS1 (IOC) belongs to a different type of alert systems because it has only one member (itself) but
developed a strong network with betting operators, regulatory authorities, national platforms and
sports federations.
All FIFA members (national federations) are part of the EWS2 alert system.
Betting operators
The Convention states that Each Party shall adopt such legislative or other measures as may be
necessary to oblige sports betting operators to report irregular or suspicious betting without delay
to the betting regulatory authority, another responsible authority or authorities, or the national
platform.
The following table lists the stakeholders which are members of the associations of betting operators:
Association of betting operators Members (Betting operators)
ESSA61
(25 members – 1 May 2017)

888- Association of British Bookmakers (ABB) – Bet365 – Bet-at-Home – Betclic
– Betdaq – Betsson – Bet Stars – Bet Victor – Betway – Bwin – Digiway – Expekt
– Fonbet – Interwetten – Ladbrokes Coral – PaddyPower Betfair – Sky Bet –
Sportingbet – Sporting Index – Sportium – Stanley Bet – Stoiximan – Unibet –
William Hill

1 IBIS: Integrity Betting Intelligence System
2 EWS: Early Warning System
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GLMS62
(31 members – 1 May 2017)

Europe (20):
Österreichische Lotterien (Austria) - Loterie Nationale (Belgium) - Hrvatska
Lutrija (Croatia) - Danske Licens Spil (Denmark) – Veikkaus (Finland) – FDJ
(France) - Staatliche Loterieverwaltung in Bayern (Germany) – Opap (Greece) –
Szerencsejatek (Hungary) Israel Sports Betting Board (Israel) - Lottomatica (Italy) - Sisal (Italy) - Norsk
Tipping (Norway) - Santa Casa De Misericordia da Lisboa (Portugal) - Loteria
Romana (Romania) – Sportna Loterija (Slovenia) - Svenska Spel (Sweden) - Loterie
Romande (Switzerland) - Swisloss (Switzerland) - Nederlandse Loterij (The
Netherlands)

62 GLMS: Global Lotteries
Monitoring System

Asia (4):
China Sports Lottery (China) – Hong Kong Jockey Club (Hong Kong) - Singapore
Pools (Singapore) - Ktoto Co (South Korea)
America (3):
Loto-Québec (Canada) - Polla Chilena de Beneficencia (Chile) - Banca de Quinielas
de Montevideo (Uruguay)
Africa (2):
La Marocaine des Jeux et des Sports (Morocco)- Loterie Nationale (Senegal)
Collective members (2): WLA (World Lottery Association) – EL
(The European Lotteries)

Partners
All the alert systems have some partners with whom they generally have signed Memoranda Of
Understanding (MoU). These are bilateral or mutual agreements between two or more parties and
describes in general terms the standards and working relationship between the parties.
In most cases, betting operators are the first source of information. In the framework of the Betmonitalert programme, sports organisations advocated enhanced links with betting operators (especially with the main “market makers”).
MoUs with betting operators generally express an intention to cooperate and include at least two
main issues:
• A common goal to protect sport integrity;
• A commitment from betting operators to provide information.
Nevertheless, regarding the interviews and discussions conducted, the Betmonitalert programme
highlights weaknesses with MoUs:
• Limited legal scope. MoU’s are mainly set up as an overarching statement of the intention of the
participants (it is in general not a legally binding document) and doesn’t in general give any indication about the kind of information to exchange. MoU’s can however be supported by information
sharing agreements or information sharing templates. The MoU’s do not replace the requirements
to comply with rules and regulation on privacy and the use of personal information;
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• Legal challenges to the exchange of information (including with organisations under Swiss Law,
since most sports bodies are based in Switserland, or Florida Law1);
• Difficulties in identifying “reputable” information2. MoUs are only based on trust with no possibility to control the information. It is therefore not easy to use some imprecise information in
disciplinary procedures3. This issue is particularly important when information comes from betting
companies operating mostly illegally4.
The Betmonitalert conclusions regarding MoUs are as following:
In many cases, MoUs’ main objective is to promote integrity programmes. MoUs are a
very good communication tool for both stakeholders. Furthermore, if one stakeholder acts mainly
illegally (for example a betting operator), MoUs improve its legitimacy in the eyes of both public
authorities and the general public5 ;
The quality of information exchanged through MoUs strongly varies according to
the stakeholders involved: level of expertise, level of proactivity, experts’ professionalism, etc.
The following table lists the networks developed by some alert systems6 (non-exhaustive list):

63 SBIU: Sports Betting
Intelligence Unit

Alert system

64 IAGR : International
Association of Gambling
Regulators

Partners
(Public authorities)

Partners
(Sports organisations)

Partners
(Betting operators)

UK - SBIU63

Other betting regulatory authorities:
Belgium, China, Denmark, Estonia France,
Gibraltar, India (cricket), Isle of Man, Italy,
Lithuania, Malta (especially through the
IAGR64 network)

National sports federations are part of the
SBIU: football, cricket, tennis, rugby, horse
racing, greyhound, etc.
N.B.: Having the horse racing authority in the
structure looks very important because it has
much more experience than other sports in
anti-fixing.

42 operators are part of the SBIU
(February 2016)
Very good cooperation with the
Association of British Bookmakers

IOC (IBIS65)

Betting regulatory authorities: Alderney,
Belgium, France, Gibraltar, Isle of Man,
Malta, Nevada, UK.

All 35 federations of Olympic sports
First non-Olympic IFs: Fédération
Internationale de l’Automobile

Associations: EGBA66, ESSA67, NAB68,
RGA69, WLA70
Operators: Bet365, Betfair, Cashpoint, FDJ,
Dafabet, Matchbook, Pinnaclesports

FIFA members (national federations)

Around 50 betting operators (MoU or
informal exchange of information)

IOC, FIFA, TIU, CONCACAF, England Hockey,
R&A (Golf), etc.

ESSA members

IOC, FIFA, UEFA

GLMS members

65 IBIS: Integrity Betting
Intelligence System
66 EGBA: European
Gaming and Betting
Association (including:
Bwin, Digibet, Expekt, Betat-Home, Unibet, Betclic)
67 ESSA: European Sports
Security Association
68 NAB: National
Association of Bookmakers
(of Russia) and Selfregulatory Organisation
of Russian Bookmakers
(including: Liga Stavok,
Sport Liga, Igralive, RusTeletot, Bet.ru, SportBet,
Betmarket)
69 RGA: Remote Gambling
Association (including:
Ladbrokes, Paddypower,
Skybet, Sportingbet,
Stanjames, William Hill,
Meridianbet, Coral)
70 WLA: World Lottery
Association (association of
state lotteries and gaming
associations in more than 80
countries on six continents)

FIFA

ESSA

Betting regulatory authorities: Alderney,
France, Gibraltar, Lithuania, Malta, UK.

GLMS

1 Since this legislation applies for tennis
2 Especially for the Tennis Integrity Unit, see questionnaire
3 Mentioned by FIFA, see questionnaire
4 Some stakeholders improperly speak about not licenced or unregulated betting operators. This definition is not fair because even Asian
bookmakers are licenced in the Philippines (Cagayan), sometimes in the Isle of Man (for example SBOBet). Cagayan and Isle of Man are
“regulated” jurisdictions. It therefore seems important to keep close to the definition adopted in the Council of Europe Convention.
5 The Betmonitalert programme notes that a betting operator based in Central America, acting generally illegally, has been invited several
times by reputable institutions in 2016 to present its sport integrity policy.
6 In many cases, it was not possible to check if alert systems have MOUs or other kind of agreements, sometimes even informal.
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Good practices “Stakeholders involved”:
It is not possible to promote any model regarding its organisation (internal members and network
of partners). Most of the alert systems have been created quite recently (especially national platforms) and their organisation depends on historical, cultural and political issues but also its specific approach towards betting and sport. UK has a strong cooperative tradition (law enforcement
agencies, sport, Gambling Commission, betting operators) inspired by the Gambling Act. In Denmark, it has been decided to gather the issues of manipulation and anti-doping under the same
umbrella, which would not be conceivable in Italy for instance, or in the Netherlands. In Belgium,
the Federal Police is leading the platform to maximise its investigation efficiency.
It is therefore difficult to identify a single organisational model that could be defined as best
practice.
Recommendation n°14 (States):
Sign and ratify the Council of Europe Convention against the Manipulation of Sports Competitions (Members of the
European Union and the European Commission are encouraged to support the Convention and to apply pressure
on states which wouldn’t follow general interest purposes).
Nominate a sport integrity officer in charge of the follow-up of the Convention within the country (whether the
country has signed the Convention or not).
Set up a national platform as soon as possible, even if the Convention has not been signed or ratified yet.
Identify the stakeholders to be included within the national platform and ask each stakeholder to nominate a focal
point.
Draft the main functions to be performed by the national platform and by each stakeholder.
Assess regularly the effectiveness of the national platforms, identify areas of improvement and evaluate the –
international - cooperation between the platforms.
Recommendation n°15 (National platforms):
Include at least one organisation with investigative powers (law enforcement agencies or representative from the
Ministry of Interior for instance).
Include at least one organisation with strong betting expertise appointed by to minimise possible conflicts of
interests.
Include if possible one representative of the Ministry of Justice.
Recommendation n°16 (Public authorities including national platforms and sports organisations):
Only sign MoUs with reputable and transparent stakeholders1.
Include general transparency commitments within the MoUs.
Don’t authorise partners to use brands and logos for advertising (to avoid that some stakeholders use brands for
marketing purposes).

1 The Betmonitalert programme suggests to establish a white / grey / black list of betting operators regarding the percentage of their legal
activity (0-40% legal: Black list – 40-90% legal: Grey list – 90-100% legal: White list). This list could be established and updated each
year by an independent organisation (for example: follow-up committee of the Council of Europe Convention against the manipulation of
sports competitions)
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Recommendation n°17 (All stakeholders):
Encourage more formally in memoranda of understanding with betting operators and their associations by
establishing a template for MoUs, with the following issues to be covered:
• Nature of information to be exchanged (for example: volume / distribution of stakes by bet type), including
sources and quality of information.
• Information sharing agreement (so parties know what kind of information can be shared within the scope of the
law(s))
• Commitment to answer any inquiry within 48 hours.
• Methodology used to detect irregular / suspicious betting activity and escalation steps.
• Commitment to report any suspicious activity according to specific criteria.

1.2.2.2 Sources of intelligence:
Alert systems are not only related to sports betting but gather information from many different
sources, including:
• Social media
• Web intelligence including blogs and forums
• Whistle blowing (for example through confidential and anonymous apps for Smartphones or a
confidential (encryption of information) reporting line) with a sufficient level of expertise of the
recipient
• Informers (for example “scouts” working for a betting services provider) and other human
sources of information (ideally with Law enforcement agencies evaluation methods)
• Investigations led by law enforcement agencies or dedicated sport units
• Financial information (from banks or Financial Intelligence Units for instance)
• Newspapers, media, and relationships with journalists
• Information coming from “smart customers” (big customers)
• Sport analysis (for example: observers watching the games)
• Databases
• Monitoring reports
• Information on individual betting accounts
• Etc.
Since information collected by alert systems might be used in criminal or disciplinary procedures,
its quality plays a key role. This applies even if disciplinary and criminal procedures follow different
rules and require different standards of proof (balance of probabilities for civil Courts, comfortable
satisfaction for the Court of Arbitration for Sport, beyond reasonable doubt for criminal Courts).
N.B.: Anonymous information is difficult to use in the framework of an investigation or before a court
of law – although the Court of Arbitration for Sport has approved anonymous witnesses in matchfixing
cases1, but can be very useful to trigger an alert.

In the cases studied in the Betmonitalert programme, there are two main sources of information
leading to investigations: Law enforcement intelligence (initially often not related to sport or betting) and reports on suspicious betting activity.

1 CAS 2009/A/1920 FK Pobeda, Aleksandar Zabrcanec, Nikolce Zdraveski v/ UEFA
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Unfortunately, it is far too rare that information comes from athletes due to a strong conspiracy of silence1. Informers (for example “court siders” or “scouts” working for a betting services
provider) might also be a relevant source of information. Nevertheless, they can also be part of
the “problem” when they bet on the competitions that they monitor or send inside information
to relatives for betting purposes. They can also provide information “Live” for betting purposes
all around the world without any authorisation from an official sport organisation, especially on
secondary amateur competitions. It is therefore recommended to public authorities, even if this is
out of the scope of the Betmonitalert programme, to promote some conflict of interest rules for
data providers (prohibition to bet for people dealing with sports data, prohibition to use some
inside information for betting purpose (for sports data providers), prohibition to sell some sports
data without an official licence, etc.).
Good practices “Sources of intelligence”:
The institutionalised fight against manipulation of sports competitions is quite new. Most of the
alert systems are therefore still improving and it is difficult to highlight any good practice. Once
again Betfair (or more generally betting exchanges) can be considered as an interesting option by
disclosing in a transparent way all the amounts staked on each bet.
Recommendation n°18 (Sports organisations):
- Encourage athletes, their entourage and officials to report suspicious activities (e.g. make it compulsory to report
such activities, disciplinary sanctions being applied to those who do not comply with this obligation).
- Encourage whistle blowing and make it as easy as possible to report any susipicious activity regarding manipulation
of sports competitions.
- First explain that, to keep crime out of sport, it is essential (and compulsory regarding some sports disciplinary
procedures) to report any suspicious behaviour or rumour. To achieve this objective, sports organisations should set
up long-term education programmes;
- Then implement operational, easy-to-use and modern tools keeping confidentiality and anonymity (for example
secured smartphone apps allowing sport actors to report any suspicious information to their federation or law
enforcement agencies).
- Encourage sports organisations to introduce plea bargaining mechanisms in their procedural regulations, to induce
offenders to cooperate with the disciplinary investigators.
N.B. 1: This issue is not directly in the scope of Betmonitalert.
N.B. 2: In some cases, regarding disciplinary rules, the failure to report suspicious activities is in itself a
violation of the disciplinary rules. An attempt should be made to ensure that the requirement to report
can be fulfilled anonymously, e.g. by the whistle blowing line giving the player a code to use if he is
accused later of failure to report.

1 However, it should be added that in some cases athletes are in a difficult situation because they are intimidated by club owners. They may
also have little trust in reporting mechanisms.
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1.2.2.3 Characteristics of alert systems:
Security and confidentiality
• Physical security, data protection and confidentiality are important matters for alert systems.
For example, within the European Union, the platforms have to be in line with EU standards on
data protection. Alert systems also have to respect EU legislation to exchange information with
other countries, like countries outside the EU. Because the Directive and the GDPR require that
data transfers should not be made to non-EU-EEA countries that do not ensure adequate levels of
protection, the exchange of personal information might be a problem with Asian betting operators
or regulatory authorities.
That raises the question of the selective sharing of information:
• For “legal reasons”: It might be impossible for some stakeholders to exchange information with
other stakeholders on a formal basis (cf. § 1.2.2.5);
• For “technical” reasons (security, data integrity, storage of information). A high level of security
might lead to some connection difficulties (for example through the TLS Protocol1): Implementing
a good level of security and storage of information, for example with an external supplier, can also
be quite costly;
• For “practical” reasons: In some countries, the exchange of sensitive information linked to criminal investigations with sports organisations led to loss of confidentiality. Therefore, most of the
participants advocate an exchange of information within the platform, or at least an exchange of
information limited to the relevant stakeholders (bilateral exchange - of course within the boundaries of data-protection laws).
Obligations
There are two types of obligations regarding alert systems: Obligations for sport actors to report
any suspicious information (cf. § 1.2.2.2 – not directly in the scope of Betmonitalert) and obligations for betting operators to report any irregular / suspicious betting activity, for example to the
betting regulatory authority.
In many countries, betting operators have the obligation to report suspicious betting activity. For
example, in Belgium, the regulator instructed all licenced operators to report all irregularities in
connection with stakes being placed on the bets offered, to a dedicated mailbox. In the UK, betting operators are required to report suspicious activity to the Gambling Commission under their
licence conditions (Section 15.1) of the Licensing Condition and Codes of Practice2. According to
Section 15.1, betting operators are required to provide information to Sports Governing Bodies
and to conduct an effective investigation if the betting operator suspects that they have any information from whatever source that may:
• Lead the Commission to consider making an order to void a bet;
• Relate to a breach of a rule on betting applied by that sport governing body.

1 TLS: Transport Layer Security
2 Gambling Commission, 2016, Licensing Condition and Codes of Practice
(available online http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/PDF/LCCP/Licence-conditions-and-codes-of-practice.pdf)
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The SBIU provides a framework for identifying unusual and suspicious betting patterns. The regulators both in Belgium and the UK have the power to investigate and to sanction in case the betting
operator does not comply with these rules.
In some countries (like the Czech Republic or Italy for example), they also have the obligation to
suspend a betting account or a bet in case of a suspecting fraud.
A table in appendix 7 lists the EU countries where there is such an obligation.
Nevertheless, since the issue of manipulation of sports competitions is a new matter (unlike issues
regarding money laundering for instance) and regulatory authorities are sometimes understaffed,
betting regulatory authorities rarely check whether authorised operators comply with alert obligations. To date, there appear to have been no cases of sanctions being imposed on operators for
such non-compliance. However, during the Betmonitalert interviews and discussions, several betting regulatory authorities, mentioning the example of a betting association, regretted that even
when an inquiry had been sent, they didn’t receive any answer from betting operators.
In this regard, territoriality is the most important challenge for betting regulatory authorities regarding obligations to report suspicious betting. In many cases, head office and operational centres
of betting operators licensed in an EU country are located in another country. It is therefore
more difficult to receive an answer to an inquiry, even if this inquiry is formal. Indeed, the most
time-consuming procedure for national platforms when they conduct an investigation is, according
to a representative from Norway, getting access to data from betting operators. The UK Gambling
Commission points out that it now has a much better informed picture of the integrity landscape
since the changes to legislation introduced in 2014 (that require all operators offering services
to the UK to hold a GB GC licence). Prior to this, operators could be licenced by other regulators,
including Gibraltar along with others based in white listed jurisdictions. This did sometimes present
challenges in obtaining information. The change in legislation helped greatly to address these
challenges.
Availability
Existing alert systems work according to their human resources, never on a 24/7 basis1. Therefore,
they have a much lower level of availability than betting monitoring systems (for betting operators
it is essential to manage their financial risk). The most important for an alert system is to allow
stakeholders (law enforcement agencies and/or sports organisations) to react – if possible at all before the sport event on which suspicious activities (betting and/or others) have been detected.
In fact, if an alert system triggers an alert before the kick-off of the sports event, it is possible to
put in place some surveillance or investigation tools.
One alert system (GLMS2) has a project of implementation of different continental hubs to be able
to offer a 24/7 service. Nevertheless, it is difficult to determine precisely in networked partnerships
what is running truly 24/7 in the same room and what is covering the whole day piecewise.

1 Even if Sportradar, a monitoring system also triggering alerts, could be classified as such.
2 GLMS: Global Lotteries Monitoring System
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The following table lists the human resources identified in the Betmonitalert interview (non-exhaustive list):

71 ARJEL: Autorité de
Régulation des Jeux en
Ligne (France)
72 AAMS: L’Agenzia delle
Dogane e dei Monopoli
(Italy)

ALERT SYSTEMS

HUMAN RESOURCES – OPERATIONAL TEAM (2016)

FRANCE – ARJEL71

2 different teams (betting experts and odds experts) – 2 people on a daily basis

ITALY – AAMS72 – UNIT

2 to 4 part-time analysts (only on site part of the week)

73 DGOJ: Dirección
General de Ordenación del
Juego (Spain)

SPAIN – DGOJ73

2 part-time analysts from sub-directorate General for Gambling Inspection

74 SBIU: Sports Betting
Intelligence Unit

UK – SBIU74

4 people (including two analysts and one person in charge of support and
coordination)

75 IBIS: Integrity Betting
Intelligence System

IOC – IBIS75

1 full-time expert – During the Olympic Games: External experts

76 EWS: Early Warning
System

FIFA – EWS76

5 analysts in charge of monitoring

77 ESSA: European Sports
Security Association

ESSA77

ND (No full-time employees / Operational tasks taken in charge directly by
members)

78 GLMS: Global Lotteries
Monitoring System

GLMS78

2 full-time experts – 6 part-time analysts representing 1.5 full-time job

Good practices “Characteristics of alert systems”:
In 2017, it has to be noted that most of the national platforms, but also IBIS, are still quite new
and it is therefore not possible to conclude whetherthey will become examples for good practices
in the future. Nevertheless, 3 alert systems have demonstrated robustness over more than 6 years:
• The UK Gambling Commission (since 2010)
• FIFA – EWS (since 2007)
• GLMS (previously ELMS1 - since 2009).
Regarding the use of personal data, IOC has to be mentioned as being an example of good practice because it has included some requirements regarding doping and manipulation for all the
participants in the Olympic Games (people with an official Olympic accreditation).
Recommendation n°19 (Public authorities):
Adapt the current legal system to the possibility to exchange information, at national and transnational level,
between public and private (sports organisations and betting operators) stakeholders, in order to limit public order
risks (and notably manipulation of sports competitions).
In particular:
• Authorise sports organisations directly involved in a suspected manipulation case to be named as civil parties or
complainants, so as to give them access to the criminal record under the same conditions as for the plaintiffs or
complainants (where civil parties and/or complainants have a role in the criminal proceedings);
• Oblige sports organisations to defer to any request for cooperation and provision of information submitted by
national law enforcement agencies2;

1 ELMS: European Lotteries Monitoring System
2 Due to the fact that prosecutor’s offices are not involved all the time in the match fixing related investigative measures, the Point of Contact
is supposed to be the law enforcement agency which is responsible for the information exchange and strategic cooperation between sport
organization and LEA.
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• Oblige sports organisations to report to the designated Point of Contact (see 134) any activity that may be an
offence under criminal law1;
• Authorise one unit per competent law enforcement agency or the Financial Intelligence Unit (focal points of law
enforcement agencies regarding fighting money laundering and financing of terrorism) to exchange information
formally with sports organisations;
• Authorise betting operators to exchange information formally with sports organisations (to be sure that betting
operators will not get sued for information disclosure)
Recommendation n°20 (Betting operators):
Adapt general terms and conditions in order to be able to exchange information with sports organisations.
Include an obligation for registered customers to sign these terms and conditions and allow betting operators to
use personal information for public order purposes, and notably the protection of sport integrity.
Recommendation n°21 (Sports organisations):
Include in general rules the possibility to use some data related to their sports licence holders (IOC provides
an example of good practice and has included some requirements regarding doping and manipulation for the
accredited participants in the Olympic Games).
Recommendation n°22 (Public authorities):
Oblige (through legislation giving powers of investigation to a public authority and providing for a relevant level of
sanctions) all betting operators licensed within the jurisdiction to:
a) Develop a risk-based approach on manipulations of sports competitions (including training programmes for
relevant employees and staff, due diligence requirements, procedures, internal intelligence with determination of
atypical behaviours and typologies, reporting any irregular / suspicious activity, providing an annual review with
statistics, etc.).
Determine a standard of irregular betting activity to be reported automatically by all the licenced betting operators.
Example: After determination of classes of sports and competitions One class = Similar average amounts staked by
bet), betting operators would have to report any deviation of more than a given threshold.
b) Answer within 48 hours (maximum 72 hours) any inquiry from an investigative authority (within the jurisdiction
but if possible also outside – cf. recommendation n°17). Indeed, it is essential to have a robust inquiry regime,
which would at least create a credible deterrent
c) Be part of a betting monitoring system (like ESSA or GLMS) meeting some specifications to be determined by the
Convention follow-up Committee (for example: automatic detection of odds change in the illegal betting market,
commitment from all the members of the system to answer to central inquiries regarding irregular / suspicious
betting activity, within 48 hours (maximum 72 hours), and providing with precise information (amounts staked,
etc.) related to the irregular / suspicious activity).
Check regularly whether betting operators fulfil these requirements.
If not, apply the sanctions provided for in the legislation.
Recommendation n°23 (Public authorities):
Develop transnational cooperation with the relevant regulatory authorities where the betting operators are located
(head office and operational centre), and if possible not only where they are licenced.
Example: A betting operator based in Denmark has its operational centre in Malta, its head office in Gibraltar and
its main market in the UK. The Danish national platform could therefore develop (or at least try) cooperation with
national platforms or gambling regulatory authorities in Malta, Gibraltar and UK.

1 In several countries, citizens are basically not obliged to report any criminal offence to the law enforcement agencies; having an exception
just for manipulations might be unrealistic in these countries.
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1.2.2.4 Analysis of information:
The Betmonitalert programme identified two different approaches regarding the analysis of information:
One approach with different escalation steps (for instance green / yellow / orange / red
level of alert) and a written procedure. For example, the French national platform and GLMS1 use
that kind of method;
Another approach, used by most of the other alert systems, more empirical, based on a caseby-case methodology (nevertheless, there can be some predefined criteria like for the Sports
Betting Intelligence Unit for example).
Some of the alert systems almost exclusively use information coming from betting (French national platform, ESSA2 and GLMS3), other alert systems diversify the origin of information on irregular
activities much more (SBIU4 for example), with reports from sports organisations or a confidential
hotline for example.
The following table lists the methodologies and results of some alert systems (non-exhaustive list):

79 ARJEL: Autorité de
Régulation des Jeux en
Ligne (France)
80 AAMS: L’Agenzia delle
Dogane e dei Monopoli
(Italy)

ALERT SYSTEMS

83 IBIS: Integrity Betting
Intelligence System

ESCALATION STEPS

NATIONAL PLATFORM – FRANCE Green and yellow: Betting (through Green: Irregular betting activity
ARJEL79 (online) and FDJ (land based) (ARJEL / FDJ)

NUMBER OF ALERTS
2016: 1 red alert – 2 orange alerts –
28 yellow alerts

Orange and red: Betting, sport, web Yellow: No rational explanation
intelligence, customers, etc.
regarding betting (ARJEL / FDJ)

81 NCA: National Crime
Agency
82 N.B.:
•What UK Gambling
Commission records has
changed over the years
(and the way in which it
is recorded. In April 2014
the SBIU started recording
every single report regardless
of whether it related to an
event that had already
been reported to us and this
naturally led to an artificial
spike in figures.
•The figures include all
reports prior to a full
assessment having been
made. It is important to
acknowledge that these
figures represent ‘unverified
reports received’ rather than
confirmed cases of fixed
events.
•Betting integrity reports
can cover a wide range of
incidents such as breach of
sports rules etc. This also
includes some instances
completely legitimate betting
that has appeared unusual
on first inspection but can
subsequently be explained
by other factors. As a result,
not all reports received
or cases developed by the
SBIU necessarily progress
to become regulatory or
criminal investigations.

MAIN SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Orange: Stronger risk (National
platform – surveillance)
Red: Investigation (LEA)
NATIONAL PLATFORM – ITALY
(UNIT)

Betting (through AAMS80 – internal
analysts or betting operators)

Works like a betting monitoring
Around 10 alerts every year (before
system. Once an alert has been
2016). Possible increase due to live
triggered, all the stakeholders of
betting
the platform are informed and the
President of the UNIT decides which
law enforcement agency is in charge
of investigation

UK – SBIU

Betting operators (70%), sports
organisations, confidential
intelligence line

Case-by-case analysis (Issue
Management Group: Management
and investigators)
Cooperation with the NCA81

IOC – IBIS
(alert system with one member)

Betting operators, sports
organisations

IBIS83 only receives suspicious activity 2013/2014/2015: 2 suspicious cases
concerning Olympic Games

Number of SBIU reports82:
2010: 102
2011: 60
2012: 85
2013: 84
2014: 163
2015: 278

1 GLMS: Global Lotteries Monitoring System
2 ESSA: European Sports Security Association
3 GLMS: Global Lotteries Monitoring System
4 SBIU: Sports Betting Intelligence Unit
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SPORTRADAR
(monitoring system or alert system
with one member)

Irregular activity: Betting market
Suspicious activity: betting,
informers, web intelligence, etc.

Irregular activity: Automatic
detection through algorithms (see
above)
Suspicious activity:
- Escalation step 1: Human analyst
- Escalation step 2: Group of experts
(report)

ESSA

Betting (through members)

Alert: Issued by members
Number of alerts:
Head bookmaker: Takes an escalation 2011: 8
decision within an hour
2012: 6 (109 irregular)
2013: 30 (148 irregular)
2014: 0
2015: 100

GLMS

Betting (through internal technical
team, Sportradar, members)

Irregular activity: Inquiry process
No explanation and higher
suspicious risk: GLMS alert sent to
all members
Escalation steps with 5 levels: At
highest level, a report on suspicious
activity is compiled

Number of alerts (Step 2):
2011: 370
2012: 293
2013: 416
2014: 403
2015: 515

Number of GLMS alerts:
2015: 388
Before 2015 (ELMS): Number of
reports sent to UEFA, FIFA and IOC:
2011: 100
2012: 51
2013: 99
2014: 157

There are important differences between the number of alerts triggered by alert systems. There are
several factors explaining this situation:
• Definition: Even if the Council of Europe Convention against the manipulation of sports competitions establishes clear definitions, some stakeholders still use different ones, based on their
own history (for example GLMS1);
• Alerts: For some alert systems, each suspicious activity triggers an alert and a report (for example Sportradar). Other ones have a different approach and can sometimes use one (UK – SBIU2)
or two (French national platform) additional filters;
• Human or financial resources: For some alert systems, triggering an alert amounts to sending
a report to sports organisations or law enforcement agencies (ESSA3, GLMS4). These stakeholders
are not the final recipient of the system because they don’t conduct any disciplinary or criminal
procedure. They act as an intermediary and are therefore less strongly involved. Other stakeholders
are the final recipient of the alerts (IBIS5 or law enforcement agencies within a national platform
for example) and they might have to launch investigations. Therefore, they have to be much more
careful about the level of alerts, in order to be able to allocate resources appropriately. The Betmonitalert programme estimates that, due to the lack of available resources, a high number of
alerts, possibly linked to a manipulation of a sport competition, might be filtered before triggering
an investigation;

1 GLMS: Global Lotteries Monitoring System
2 SBIU: Sports Betting Intelligence Unit
3 ESSA: European Sports Security Association
4 GLMS: Global Lotteries Monitoring System
5 IBIS: Integrity Betting Intelligence System
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• Number of people involved in the final decision: The number of persons involved in the
final decision can vary from one (ESSA) to ten (some national platforms like France);
• The scope of the agency overseeing the system. For example, Britain has so many alerts
because it covers possible manipulation in any event taking place in UK or involving British competitors or involving bets placed with British licensed operators.
Good practices “Analysis of information”:
Britain’s national action plan is a very exhaustive and operational system, with
different levels of stakeholders:
• Regarding betting, the Sports Betting Intelligence Unit (SBIU) is a unit within the Gambling
Commission which deals with reports of betting-related corruption. It is at the heart of Britain’s
approach to dealing with suspected cases of sports betting integrity. This approach is known as
the national platform, as it shares intelligence with other partners, nationally and internationally.
Betting operators and sports governing bodies are part of the SBIU.
• The Sports Betting Intelligence Forum (SBIF) includes the Gambling Commission, betting operators, sports organisations and law enforcement agencies. It supports and coordinates partners’
individual and collective efforts to deliver Britain’s strategy for protecting the integrity of sport and
sports betting.
The British national platform is the most experienced platform in Europe, because it was created as
early as in 2012, for the Olympic Games in London. Stakeholders of the platform know each other
very well, generally trust each other and exchange some information in a practical and efficient
way. Nevertheless, there is no clear escalation procedure and the betting industry has a strong
power of influence on the outcome of betting-related risks.
The French national platform has been created quite recently (January 2016) and has not
yet demonstrated its ability to manage manipulation cases in practice. However, it is interesting
because it gathers many different stakeholders together (including public bodies, Justice, law enforcement agency, sports organisations, etc.) and determined an interesting escalation procedure
with two levels of participants (Green and yellow: coordination by ARJEL1 and FDJ – Orange and
red: all stakeholders of the platform). The procedures are described as below:
Alert level

Normal

Description

Procedure

Absence of anomaly in the monitoring system.
No rumours on social networks.
No articles in the press.
No information from the competition organiser

All stakeholders who received an alert must be informed of the return to
normal.

Anomaly in odds or stakes that cannot be explained.
Rumours regarding match-fixing on social network.

More investigation is needed through bilateral coordination with other
members of the National Platform (eg. La Française des Jeux) and betting
operators (to cross check the numbers).
The alerts are not communicated to the National Platform (or other
national platforms), but are recorded.

Yellow alert

Anomaly that remains unexplained.
Whistle blowing.
Sourced and serious allegations in the media.
Orange alert
Precise information from the sports governing bodies
concerning a risk of manipulation.

The risk of match fixing is severe, but more investigation is still needed,
Alert is forwarded to the National Platform.
Other national platforms are alerted if needed.
International partners are alerted if needed.

1 ARJEL Autorité de Régulation des Jeux en Ligne (France)
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Match-fixing is underway or has definitely occurred.
Red alert

Collecting evidence for prosecution.
Communications with other stakeholders focus on this task and are
therefore limited to avoid leaks.
Bets can be suspended.

GLMS is an example for good practices because it gathers members from 4 continents together,
has an improved (written) escalation procedure and an operational team able to produce a high
number of reports. Nevertheless, some GLMS members (Lotteries) don’t give a lot of feedback on
alerts triggered by the technical team, mainly because they act on a restricted range of bets at
national level.
IBIS (IOC) is a unique exchange platform between sports organisations, betting operators and
their associations and national platforms. It might become a reference in the future, depending on
the quality of the information collected.
Recommendation n°24 (All stakeholders):
Determine a common language (see definitions § 1.1.3), based on the Council of Europe Convention on
Manipulation of Sports Competitions, to be able to exchange information internationally in the best conditions. In
particular, there is a need to define different degrees of “suspicious betting activity” and “level of manipulation
risk”.
Recommendation n°25 (All stakeholders, collectively):
Draft a handbook on the complete alert procedure, including an escalation procedure and the tasks to be
performed by each stakeholder.
Recommendation n°26 (Public authorities, including some national platforms and betting regulatory
authorities):
According to the level of priority given to the fight against the manipulation of sports competitions, assign
appropriate (human and financial) resources to law enforcement agencies, in order to be able to deal with most of
the cases possibly related to a fix. The objective is to prevent excessive filtering due to a lack of resources.

1.2.2.5 Transmission of information
There are two types of recipients for alerts regarding manipulation of sports competitions:
• Sports organisations, in charge of conducting disciplinary procedures and imposing sanctions if
appropriate;
• Law enforcement agencies or betting regulatory authorities, in charge of conducting investigations.
Some stakeholders, noteably betting operators, would like to receive some official feedback from
sports organisations and even law enforcement agencies (after having triggered an alert based
on suspicious betting patterns). Such a procedure has both a strength and a weakness: It allows
betting operators to optimise the sensitivity of their system for the future but might compromise
the outcome of some investigations (for instance if feedback is given before the case has been
decided).
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Recommendation n°27 (Public authorities, some national platforms and sports organisations):
For public authorities, make sure that:
• Law enforcement agencies have been identified to deal with cases of manipulation of sports competitions, with
an appropriate level of expertise in betting and manipulation of sport competitions;
• Law enforcement agencies are able to investigate and to pursue if appropriate within a secured legal framework
(including legislation able to sanction manipulations of sports competitions without any loophole).
For sports organisations, make sure that:
• International and national sports federations (and in particular disciplinary committees) have an appropriate level
of expertise in betting, manipulation of sports competitions and criminal procedures;
• International and national sports federations have set up an appropriate disciplinary framework to be able to
sanction manipulation of sports competitions and betting frauds.

FOCUS: Exchange of information between stakeholders
The exchange of information on alerts is crucial to enable prevention and/ or intervention and to
enable the prosecution of match-fixing (or related crimes, such as corruption, etc.) and/or disciplinary actions.
When it comes to the sharing of information, the first step is to decide what the purpose of sharing
data is and to evaluate the benefits and risks of this sharing. The next step is to decide what kind
of information needs to be shared and whether the sharing of information is possible according to
laws and regulations. In case of the sharing of personal information and sensitive data, data-protection laws do apply within the European Union. It’s important to note that GDPR1 increases the
territorial scope of the regulation and will apply to the processing of personal data by controllers
and processors in the EU, whether the processing takes place in the EU or not.
Within the EU the sharing of information of personal (sensitive) information has its legal base in
directive 95/46/EC, which harmonises national provisions concerning the protection of individuals
with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data. Regulation
(EU) 2016/679 (General Data Protection Regulation, hereinafter GDPR) repeals Directive 95/56/
EC, which failed to ensure homogeneity in the relevant rules on the protection of personal data.
GDPR will be directly applicable in all Member States -without the need for implementing in national legislation. It will, however, not apply until 25 May 2018.
Personal data is for example information relating to a person, from which that person can be identified, or information that can be used to identify that person in conjunction with other information
held (see article 2 a Directive 95/46/EC). Some examples of “personal data” are in this respect a
person’s address, credit card number or bank statements, etc. Article 4.1 GDPR defines in greater
detail the concept of “personal data”: “any information relating to an identified or identifiable
natural person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly
or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number,
location data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological,
genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person”.
Sensitive data is information about an individual’s racial or ethnic origins, political opinions, religious beliefs, trade union membership, health, sexual life and the commission or alleged commission of any offence. Examples of sensitive data within the scope of this research are for example
data related to offences and criminal convictions, or data concerning the health of an athlete.

1 GDPR: General Data Protection Regulation
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In any case, data sharing must take place within a secure framework within which individuals’
rights are protected. It’s necessary to balance the benefits of sharing data for the purposes of
preventing, detecting and sanctioning match-fixing against the (privacy) rights of the individual.
It’s also important to ensure that the sharing of data will be conducted in line with rules and regulations on data-protection. The sharing must be necessary and proportionate, and adequate in
relation to the rights of individuals and the legitimate public goals.

Data sharing can take the form of:
• Mutual exchange
• An organisation providing data to a third party or third parties
• National Platform: Several organisations making information available to each other within a
platform
• A platform consisting of several organisations making information available to a third party or
third parties
a) Police and Law enforcement agencies
Some information can be exchanged, like for example statistical data that do not identify a person.
Other information like personal data and sensitive personal data can –in general- not be shared,
unless there are legitimate reasons to do so.
• International Law enforcement cooperation
It is important to note that the Data Protection Directive does not cover transfers of personal data
in the course of judicial and law enforcement cooperation falling within Titles V and VI of the Treaty
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of the European Union, related to security policy and cooperation in the field of justice within the
EU. A specific directive 2016/680 for data protection in the police and justice sectors entered into
force on 5 May 2016 and EU Member States have to transpose it into their national laws by 6
May 2018.
The need for international law enforcement cooperation is apparent, but bringing about successful
cooperative schemes internationally is difficult. Nations differ in culture, structural standards and
procedures. At the EU level, Europol (Focal Point Sports Corruption) provides expertise in the areas
of match-fixing in sport and related organised crime, as well as the exchange of information and
know-how related to those areas. At an international level, INTERPOL (Match Fixing Task Force)
helps to coordinate inquiries and its secretary general can initiate them in this domain as well. It’s
important to note that the Data Protection Directive does not cover transfers of personal data in
the course of judicial and law enforcement cooperation falling within Titles V and VI of the Treaty of
the European Union, related to security policy and cooperation in the field of justice within the EU.
• Sharing law enforcement information
Law enforcement agencies have a wide range of investigatory tools available to them compared
with private organisations. Law enforcement and prosecution agencies might have information
about (past) criminal behaviour, and may have access to telephone-tapes, emails, etc. For them to
share such information with, for example, sports organisations, there must be a basis in law ans
their decision must be necessary and proportionate in relation to a legitimate policing purpose. A
policing purpose might be the protection of life or preventing (other) offences1. Next to this, there
is the possibility of an information sharing agreement in case the sharing of information has a
statutory or policing purpose.
Some countries use an information chart with all parties mentioned (police, prosecution, gambling
authority, sports associations) and state in this chart what information can be shared with whom
on what legal bases.
b) Public bodies: betting regulators
In case a betting regulator needs to share information with public or private organisations, the
organisation may only act within its (express or implied) statutory power. Some countries have
specified the laws and the articles under which regulators have access to information from betting
operators. In France2 and Italy3 the Betting Regulatory Authority has direct access to individual
betting accounts. When there is no specific law, the public organisation might rely on an implied
power, which leads to a more ambiguous situation (this means a power that is not clearly written
but in consistent with the general purpose or tasks of the organisation). It would be necessary to
study the activities of the regulator to know whether the data sharing is covered by the activities
of this public organisation. If so, then the sharing is within the powers of the regulator. In case
the activities do not cover the disclosure or sharing, the regulator needs to be cautious in sharing
personal information and share the information (f.e. in case there is an overriding public interest
to justify it).

1 Law enforcement and judicial agencies, unlike sport and other private organisations, also have jurisdiction over the criminals who are
behind the sport manipulation activities (not only over the athletes involved).
2 Law n° 2010-476 for online gambling
3 Law 88/2009 for online gambling
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Most regulators cooperate with other regulators on the basis of a MoU. This MoU is constructed
as a bilateral agreement and formalises the procedures for information sharing between the regulators. The scope of the MoU is potentially wide, because it describes the general principles and
the relationship between parties- and the exact scope of the information to be shared may not
be clear. MoU’s, however, are seen as a tool for greater harmonisation in the field of information
sharing when it comes to the different regulatory regimes of gambling nations. When GDPR enters
into force, national authorities, like the regulators, are explicitly being called upon by Union law to
cooperate and exchange personal data so as to be able to perform their duties or carry out tasks
on behalf of an authority in another Member State” (recital 5 GDPR).
c) Betting operators
As stated in paragraph 1.1.4, betting operators use internal risk management systems that report
on (suspicious) betting behaviour. Suspicious betting patterns can for example lead to the annulment of the transaction. Betting operators know their customers and have information about
individual betting behaviour, for example stakes, duration of play, types of bets placed, etc. On an
aggregated level, betting operators have information about for example volumes, demographics,
etc.
• Sharing commercially sensitive information between betting operators
Information exchanges among competitors, such as between betting operators within ESSA or
between Lotteries within GMLS, may present competition-law risks. The assessment of the legality
of information sharing is carried out within the context of EU articles 101 and 102 of the TFEU1
and national competition laws. The exchange of information does not in itself constitute a typical
cartel, article 101 TFEU, but might restrict competition where, for example, the exchange of information reduces strategic uncertainty in the market because competitors can then predict each
other’s behaviour and adjust their behaviour accordingly to fix prices or allocate customers or
markets2. The line between legitimate and non-legitimate behaviour is not clear and depends on
the specific economic and factual context3. Important is what information is exchanged and with
whom (and whether the exchange of information is frequent4). Exchange between competitors is
more likely to be anti-competitive behaviour than the exchange of information between non-competitors. In case information is shared within ESSA5 or GLMS6 there are several factors of importance. Private organisations like betting operators within ESSA and the Lotteries within GMLS,
cooperate to protect betting and sports integrity. This means that there is a risk that information
passes between current or potential competitors. Because Lotteries are foremost still state-owned
and operate on a national (non-competing) level, this danger is greater among competing betting
operators within ESSA.
The claim was made during the expert sessions that betting operators aren’t allowed to share
information because the information is considered (commercially) sensitive information. There is
no authorised definition of (commercially) sensitive information. In the literature reference has
been made in this respect to ‘trade secrets’, which may consist of “any formula, pattern, device,
1 TFEU: Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, 2007
2 C-7/95, John Deere [1998] ECR I-3111, T-25/95 Cimenteries [2000] ECR II-491
3 T 202/98, Tate & Lyle v Commission [2001] ECR II 2035.
4 Case CJEU, C-8/08, T-mobile versus the Netherlands ECR I, C-89/85, Wood Pulp. [1993] ECR 1307, See also T-25/95 Cimenteries [2000]
ECR II-491.
5 ESSA: European Sports Security Association
6 GLMS: Global Lotteries Monitoring System
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or compilation of information which is used in one’s business, and which gives an opportunity to
obtain an advantage over competitors who do not know or use it.”1
It’s important to balance the need for consumer welfare as an aim of the competition laws and
the public interest like the fight against match-fixing and to preserve sports integrity. The European Commission stresses that exchanging information on companies’ individualised intentions
concerning, (future) prices and or (future) quantities like future sales, market shares, territories and
sales to particular groups of customers, are considered a restriction of competition “by object”.2
The sharing of this information makes it easy for competitors to predict each others’ behaviour and
adjust their behaviour accordingly. In the end this might lead to price fixing or allocation of customers or markets. This means that the Commission considers this behaviour as anti-competitive.
When it comes to the sharing of other information which is not related to the companies’ individualised intentions it’s important to study the market and the specific information exchanged
more closely.
Information that is:
• available in the public domain like odds,
• is defined as non-sensitive (commercial) information like information about demographics,
• is considered historical data (for example older than one year),
• is considered aggregated (anonymised) data,
is less likely to be unlawful under the scope of the competition laws and might be less likely to
affect significantly future market conduct. Next, it is necessary to determine whether the pro-competitive effects outweigh the anti-competitive effects.
Aggregated data, which isn’t identifiable as individualised company data, like volumes and geographic distribution, is in general unlikely to be anti-competitive. This kind of information is necessary for an in-depth analysis of betting-patterns, which is needed to prevent and detect matchfixing cases, and is likely to outweigh any negative effects.3
• Sharing of personal information: Betting operator versus bettor
The relationship between a betting operator and a bettor is a contractual relation. The contract
specifies the obligations imposed on the bettor as well as the betting operator. Given that there
is a contractual relationship between the betting operator and the customer, the obligations and
customer’s rights stated in that contract must be clear. Certain conditions need to be met when
disclosing personal information (see chart below).

1 European Commission, 2013, Study on trade secrets and confidential business information in the internal market, Markt/2011/128/D,
p. 26 (available online at http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/iprenforcement/docs/trade-secrets/130711_final-study_en.pdf )
2 European Commission, 2011, Guidelines on the applicability of Article 101 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union to
horizontal co-operation agreements, 2011/C 11/01
European Commission, 2014, Guidance on restrictions of competition “by object” for the purpose of defining which agreements may benefit
, from the De Minimis Notice (available online http://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/legislation/de_minimis_notice_annex.pdf)
3 OECD, 2012, Unilateral Disclosure of Information with Anticompetitive Effects, Policy Roundtable (available online http://www.oecd.org/
daf/competition/Unilateraldisclosureofinformation2012.pdf)
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When one of the conditions is fulfilled, it’s possible to share this information.

N.B. (Chart): Caution - Always ask for advice from a privacy expert.

Most betting operators make clear in their terms and conditions that by using and/or visiting or logging on, on the website and/or registering on the website, the person agrees to be bound by the
Terms and Conditions and the privacy policy and explicitly consents to processing and disclosing
Personal Information for the purposes or as otherwise provided in accordance with the Terms and
Condition1. Some betting operators explicitly mention to whom and where the personal information may be disclosed. For example to:
• Applicable governmental authority;
• Regulatory authority (betting authority);
• Sporting authority (in case there is a public body);
• Enforcement authorities.

1 Visit online Betfair Privacy Policy http://www.betfair.com/aboutUs/Privacy.Policy/ and compare with Bet365 Terms and Conditions https://
help.bet365.com/en/terms-and-conditions
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Bettors need to know who has or will get their personal data and what the data is or will be used
for. It’s important to stress that the conditions for consent will be stricter when GDPR enters into
force. Betting operators will no longer be able to use extensive ‘unreadable’ terms and conditions.
Thus, in application of the Article 7 GDPR, when the betting operator receives the consent of the
bettor, it must be in writing and presented clearly in simple terms in an easily accessible form. In
addition, consent to the data processing shall be presented separately from other requests. The
purpose for data processing needs to be attached to the –explicit- consent. In the absence of
consent on another purpose of the data processing, GDPR allows betting operators to process the
data collected when the processing is compatible with the initial purpose, article 6.4 GDPR. Finally,
the bettor will have the possibility to withdraw his consent at any time. However, his withdrawal
will not be retroactive (Article 7.3).
Additionally, some betting operators make clear that personal information may also be disclosed
to a (private) sporting body in connection with policing the integrity or enforcing the rules of a
sport or game.1 Some betting operators make the sharing of personal information subject to MoUs
with other (private) bodies. This is –of course- only possible within the scope of the national privacy regulations and in case these regulations do not prohibit the sharing of personal information.
Such example is given by Betfair:
“ (…) Your Personal Information may also be disclosed to any regulatory or sporting body in
connection with policing the integrity or enforcing the rules of a sport or game and/or prevention
and detection of crime and with whom the Group has agreements (Memoranda of Understanding
or “MoUs”) from time to time for the sharing of such data and where the Group considers that
there are reasonable grounds to suspect that you may be involved in a breach of such rules or
the law, have knowledge of a breach of such rules or the law or otherwise pose a threat to the
integrity of the relevant sport or game. Those bodies may then use your Personal Information to
investigate and act on any such breaches in accordance with their procedures”.2
Other operators are less explicit and limit the disclosure of personal information when ordered to
do so by any Governing Authority and/or under any legal provision contained in the Governing
Law.3 These operators do not mention that Personal Information may be disclosed to sporting
bodies.
In any case, betting operators can give information when:
• A betting operator must give evidence about a bettor, or other related person in court;
• A betting operator is legally required to provide specific information, for example by law or
licensing conditions;
• There is a danger to the state or when the wider public needs protection. In that case a betting
operator needs to balance the public interest with respecting a bettor’s or other individual right

1 Bet365 is entitled to share personal data and betting history with the regulator, sporting bodies and other bodies, including the Law
enforcement agencies, in order to investigate fraud, money laundering or sports integrity issues and to comply with our regulatory duties
including to the Gibraltar Gambling Commissioner.
2 Visit online Betfair Privacy Policy http://www.betfair.com/aboutUs/Privacy.Policy/
3 Visit online Unibet General Terms and Conditions https://www.unibet.eu/terms?crossSiteRedirect=true
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to privacy when it considers providing that customer’s information to a third party, for example a
sports organisation. This could happen, for instance, when a betting operator has information from
a client and his involvement in match-fixing in an upcoming sport event.
• A bettor or another individual agrees to information disclosure. It’s an obligation to the betting
operator to ensure the information is within the player’s or other individual’s consent.
To improve the sharing of personal information of a bettor, pursuant to a specific request for
information from a public authority within an EU Member State, it’s advisable to set out an ideal
standard of access to information and permit all the relevant authorities, for example betting regulators, or –public- national platforms, within the Member States access to this information, directly
or indirectly. Member States can be encouraged to take a move to a standard, by for example:
• Prohibition of anonymous betting accounts;
• Prohibition of anonymous means of payment;
• Require betting operators to identify their customers;
• Review the regulations that prevent authorities from obtaining the information in the context of
a specific request, with a view to ensuring such information can be exchanged;
• Encourage non-EU countries to improve access to betting-account information to fight matchfixing and other crimes, etc.1
d) Sports organisations
Some information is available to the public, and is considered non-personal information like for
example the competition schedule. This kind of public information can be freely given to other
stakeholders. In addition, sports organisations collect a lot of personal information about players,
owners, referees, umpires, tournament officials, trainers/coaches, physiotherapists, match supervisors, player agents, media representatives and other individuals, like name, address, etc.
Sometimes a specific integrity unit, like the TIU2, collects and shares information, in other cases the
sports organisations perform their own research in the field of match-fixing, which information (for
example reports from hearings) might be interesting for the law enforcement agencies and their
formal investigation in criminal matters.
The TIU3 for example collects the following information:
> “Player information that is publicly available from Governing Body websites, for example player
photographs and statistics
> Information about players’ match performance, physical fitness and ability
> Personal data relating to individuals that are the subject of an allegation of corruption that it
receives by email or other form of communication, including from anonymous sources
> Names/contact details of players and match-related information requested from a match supervisor (and/or other tournament accredited personnel) including information relating to:
• the scorecard
• any potentially significant acts such as injuries/illness

1 This approach is comparable to the access of bank information for tax-purposes. OECD,2000,Improving Access to Bank Information for Tax
Purposes, Taxation (available online https://www.oecd.org/ctp/exchange-of-tax-information/2497487.pdf)
2 TIU: Tennis Integrity unit
3 TIU: Tennis Integrity Unit
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• a break in play
• the names of a player’s medical team
• details of any treatment provided
> Name, date of birth, aliases, contact details and photographs of courtsiders, any reasons for their
exclusion from tournament grounds and information about their presence at a particular match
>Names/contact details of accredited persons and/or their behaviour/activities at a particular tournament
> Names/contact details of banned players and whether or not they were excluded from a particular tournament
> Account and/or other personal data provided by betting companies or the ESSA1 relating to
players and/or gamblers with links or suspected links to a player
> Information provided by players/witnesses in the context of an anti-corruption investigation, e.g.
telephone records, bank details and credit card transactions or other personal data obtained from
a recorded interview with players and/or witnesses or from the forensic investigation of a device
surrendered by a player or other person covered by the Uniform Tennis Anti-Corruption Program2
> Players’ disciplinary records provided by Governing Bodies
> Personal data obtained from ‘open source’ media (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, etc.) relating to players
and other individuals of interest in the context of investigating alleged corruption”.
The sports organisation can share personal information of its members and other related persons
with other stakeholders:
> in court;
> in case a sports organisation is legally required to provide specific information;
> when there is a danger to the state or when the wider public needs protection. In that case a
sports organisation needs to balance the public interest with respecting a player’s or other individual right to privacy when it considers providing that customer’s information to a third party.
> a member or another related person agrees to information disclosure. It’s an obligation to the
sports organisation to ensure the information is within the player’s or other individual’s consent
(freely given).
Sports organisations -as well as betting operators- largely depend on the condition that the person
involved has given consent to share information.
The consent must comply with the requirements of article 2 (h) of Directive 95/46/EC, which
defines consent as “any freely given specific and informed indication of his wishes by which the
data subject signifies his agreement to personal data relating to him being processed.” As stated
above, the conditions for consent will be strengthened when GDPR enters into force, article 7
GDPR. The members of the sports association, like the players, have in general, an obligation to
follow the rules and regulations of the sports organisation. Because of the monopolistic-structure
in sports (there is –in general- only one national association per country per sport and only one
international federation) the players do not have a choice: either accept the rules within the sports

1 ESSA: European Sports Security Association
2 This issue of obliging an athlete to give away his telephone, bank details, etc., is sometimes considered as controversial, even if this kind
of provisions hasn’t been challenged successfully up to now.
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association or leave organised sports. Further, there are severe consequences when members of
a sports organisation do not fulfil their obligations according to the rules. The question is then
whether the consent, in this respect, is freely given. When it comes to sensitive personal data, such
as information about the health of a player, directive 95/46/EC forbids the processing of this data,
unless a valid ground can be found in article 8 of the Directive.1
A comparison with regard to the processing of sensitive personal information can be made with
the criticism of Working Group 29 in the field of doping.2 It is debatable whether, without a solid
legal basis in law, this kind of sensitive personal information can be shared. This makes the system
of sharing sensitive personal information on the basis of “consent”, vulnerable to legal action.
Against this background, sports organisations need to review their rules and regulations to be
consistent with the strengthened requirements on “consent” according to GDPR. (Also) athletes
and other members of the sports association need to know who has or will get their personal data
and what the data is or will be used for. So they need to give their consent in an easily accessible
form, with clear and simple terms, with the purpose attached to the consent. In the absence of
consent on another purpose of the data processing, GDPR allows sports organisations to process
the collected data when the processing is compatible with the initial purpose, article 6.4 GDPR. In
addition, it must be easy to withdraw the consent.
Sports organisations based in Switzerland and the application of Swiss data-protection laws
International sports federations are typically located in Switzerland, which is a non-EU country. In
Switzerland the collection and use of personal data are regulated by the Federal Act on Data Protection (FADP) and its Ordinance, the Ordinance to the Federal Act on Data Protection (OFADP). International federations like FIFA and UEFA, but also regulators, are bound by these rules3. The Federal Act
on Data Protection applies to the processing of data pertaining to natural persons and legal persons
by private persons and federal bodies (article 2, FADP). The Federal Act on Data Protection applies to
personal data. This is all information relating to an identified of identifiable person, whether this is a
natural or legal person (article 3a and 3b FADP). Article 3e FADP states that the processing of personal data is any operation with personal data, irrespective of the means applied and the procedure,
and in particular the collection, storage, use revision, disclosure, archiving or destruction of data.
The international sports organisations based in Switzerland can exchange personal data cross
border with their member associations or with regulators and law enforcement. However, personal
1 Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to
the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data (available online http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/
HTML/?uri=CELEX:31995L0046&from=FR) According to Working Group 29 in the field of doping “The data processing cannot be based on
consent as defined in article 7(a) and article 8, paragraph 2(a) of Directive 95/46/EC. The working group continues that it could possibly be
based on article 7 (c) and article 8 (4) of the Directive, if applicable law authorises organisations to proceed with such processing operations.
“If article 8 (4) is relied upon, the Working Party recalled that the national legislation or the decision of the supervisory authority must be
subject to the provision of suitable safeguards as to the privacy and data protection and based on a substantial national public interest”.
2 The Working Party was set up under Article 29 of Directive 95/46/EC. It is an independent European advisory body on data protection and
privacy. Its tasks are described in Article 30 of Directive 95/46/EC and Article 15 of Directive 2002/58/EC. The Working Party examined the
compatibility of the draft International Standard for the Protection of Privacy and Personal Information (the Privacy Standard or the Standard)
with the minimum level of protection required by European data protection regulations.
3 CHUFFART-FINSTERWALD, S., 2016,Data protection in Switzerland: overview, Practical Law
According tot he Swiss Private Internation Law Act (article 139, sections 1 and 3), the Federal Act on Data Protection and the Ordinance tot
he Federal Act on Data protection apply if the:
Data subject has its habitual residence in Switzerland (providing the data processor can anticipate that damage may be sustaines in
Switzerland)
Data processor has its habitual residence or registered office in Switzerland.
Damage resulting from the dat process is sustained in Switzerland (providing again the data processor can anticipate that damage may be
sustained in Switzerland).
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data may not be disclosed abroad if the privacy of the data subjects would be seriously endangered thereby, in particular due to the absence of legislation that guarantees adequate protection
(article 6 section 1 FADP). There is a list of States, published by the Federal Data Protection and
Information Commissioner, with legislation that ensures an adequate level of protection. Almost
all EU countries are on the list. This list is available online (article 7 Ordinance to the Federal Act
on Data Protection). In the absence of legislation that guarantees adequate protection, personal
data may be disclosed abroad only if article 6, section 2, FADP applies:
• Sufficient safeguards, in particular contractual clauses, ensure an adequate level of protection
abroad;
• The data subject has consented in the specific case;
• The processing is directly connected with the conclusion or the performance of a contract and
the personal data is that of a contractual party;
• Disclosure is essential in the specific case in order either to safeguard an overriding public interest or for the establishment, exercise or enforcement of legal claims before the courts;
• Disclosure is required in the specific case in order to protect the life or the physical integrity of
the data subject;
• The data subject has made the data generally accessible and has not expressly prohibited its
processing;
• Disclosure is made within the same legal person or company or between legal persons or
companies that are under the same management, provided those involved are subject to data
protection rules that ensure an adequate level of protection.
The Federal Data Protection and Information Commissioner must be informed of the safeguards
implemented to ensure an adequate level of protection abroad (article 6, section 3, FADP). According to article 6, section 5 of the Ordinance tot he Federal Act of Data Protection the Commissioner examines the safeguards and the data protection rules that have been notified to him and
notifies the controller of the data file of the result of his examination within 30 days of receipt of
the information.
e) National Platform
The structure and legal basis of the national platforms differ from country to country. In the UK,
betting operators have the obligation, through the licence conditions, to report to the SBIU1. The
SBIU is part of the Gambling Commission, which is an independent non-departmental public
body. The SBIU shares, specific intelligence or information with other partners both nationally and
internationally. “The intention is that the SBIU will help bring together the intelligence efforts of
partners and play its part in protecting sport from corruption”.2 Other platforms, such as in Denmark or Finland, work under the Anti-Doping Agency. In case the National Platform is constructed
as a public entity it can more easily provide a single point of entry to relevant other platforms
and authorities in other countries and share information. In the Netherlands, the platform is not

1 SBIU: Sports Betting Intelligence Unit
2 Sports Betting Integrity Forum, Sports Betting Profiles (available online http://www.sbif.uk/images/Documents/SBIF-Sports-BettingProfiles-External-Final-Version.pdf)
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a public entity and there are no obligations on the parties participating in the national platform.
The platform operates more strategically and does not have any investigative powers of its own.
Sharing personal information among all the participants within; the platform isn’t possible at this
moment, since there is no legal ground to share this information.
Interviewees who participate in a national platform indicated that the sharing of information is
still pretty difficult, partly due to the number of actors involved, sometimes more than 10 persons.
Sports bodies within the platform complain that without a solid legal ground, they do not get the
information from, for example, law enforcement agencies, needed for example to start disciplinary
proceedings. Interviewees stress also that most of the sharing of information between sports organisations and public or private organisations in other countries, such as law enforcement agencies,
takes place on a bilateral level and is based on confidentiality and trust between persons.
In an ideal world one single (public-intelligence) unit analyses the information and ensures that
data is shared in a way that is necessary and proportionate, and that data sharing takes place
within a framework that properly protects individuals’ rights. When it comes to case-related information this single unit has the power to coordinate the information1. It’s up to law enforcement
agencies / prosecutors to decide together with the intelligence unit whether early intervention
needs to take place, or whether all information will be handed over to law enforcement agencies/
prosecution or to sports governing bodies for disciplinary action.
Exchange of information with third countries
On the basis of Article 25(6) of Directive 95/46/EC, the Council and the European Parliament have
given the Commission the explicit power to determine action whether a third country ensures an
adequate level of protection by reason of its domestic law or of the international commitments
it has entered into. When the Commission comes to this conclusion, personal data can flow from
the EU country and the EEA member countries to that third country without any further safeguard being necessary. The Commission has for example recognised Switzerland as one of these
countries, see above [sportsorganisations]. When GDPR comes into force, the transfer of personal
data to third countries will likewise guarantee the same level of protection to natural persons as
the one guaranteed by GDPR, (art. 44). Further, a transfer of personal data to a third country or
an international organisation may take place where the Commission has decided that the third
country, a territory or one or more specified sectors within that third country, or the international
organisation in question ensures an adequate level of protection. Such a transfer shall not require
any specific authorisation (Article 45). Without this European Commission agreement, “a controller or processor (see above) may transfer personal data to a third country or an international organisation only if the controller or processor has provided appropriate safeguards, and on condition
that enforceable data subject rights and effective legal remedies for data subjects are available”
(Article 46). Therefore, as regards the protection of sport integrity, the data transfer to a third
country will be possible if this country complies with the provisions of the Articles 44 to 46 GDPR.

1 Legislation does not generally allow law enforcement agencies and prosecutors to pass criminal information to private parties,
Nevertheless, there are some countries, where, based on precedents, given by judges of a criminal court, Law enforcement agencies invite
sports associations as victim in the early stage of a criminal procedure (on a case by case basis).
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Obstacles in law
The European framework on data protection aims at the protection of individuals’ personal data
and at the same time tries to guarantee the free movement of such data. Despite this framework
many obstacles exist and remain which restrict the ability to fight match-fixing effectively. One of
the main obstacles are the strict conditions for personal data processing imposed at a national
level and the divergent ways Member States have interpreted and transposed the directive and
made up their own national laws. National data-protection laws differ from country to country.
Due to the variety of data, the exchange of types of data differs from country to country. This will
change after 25 May 2018 when GDPR enters into force which repeals directive 95/56/EC and is
directly applicable in all Member States.
Recommendation n°28 (Information sharing):
> Set up a legal framework governing data protection and data use by the national platforms.
> Set up Guidelines or a Code of Practice for all stakeholders within the national platform for disclosing information.
These guidelines combined with an explicit legal framework and data protection legislation (EU directive and
national laws, and from 25 May 2018 GDPR), will ensure that data are shared in a way that is necessary and
proportionate, and that data sharing takes place within a framework that properly protects individuals’ rights. Set up
an agreed information sharing document for stakeholders within the national platform setting out mutually agreed
standards on areas such as the use, handling and security of information. Set up an information chart to assist all
parties with the duty to comply with data protection laws.
> Centralisation of best-practices: Share and implement good practices in a broad range of areas like: key risk
indicators, training, procedures, handling cases of match-fixing (including quantitative and qualitative analysis of the
data, and risk-mapping).
> Compare the methods in the banking industry for sharing information, because the banking industry is an early
adopter of new technologies, which need to meet privacy standards, for example compare the privacy notices from
financial institutions..
> Information on fraud. In the United Kingdom the Government has created Specified Anti-Fraud Organisations
(SAFO). These are government, accredited organisations which can share data between public and private sectors
for fraud prevention purposes. Likewise it’s possible to create specified intelligence units within the betting authority.
> In the licence conditions it is recommended to stipulate that:
• A risk assessment is needed;
• Operators have to implement appropriate procedures and policies to prevent their gambling facilities from being
used for match-fixing (one of the criteria can be that betting operators need to part of an (approved) monitoring
system);
• Operators are obliged to share information with public bodies, for example the betting-intelligence unit within the
betting authority (or the national platform, but then this needs to be defined and based in law);
• The terms and conditions in general contain a clause, within the scope of the GDPR, which relates to the
processing of the data and the fact that it may be shared with agencies, which the customer has to agree to before
the application can actually be processed.
Sports organisations and betting operators need to review their rules and regulations to be consistent with the
strengthened demands to “consent” according to GDPR. Sports organisations need to be aware of the risk of
the possible absence of “free consent” when consent is based on the regulation of the sports organisation as
monopolist.
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The following ways of exchanging information have to be studied on a case-by-case basis:
Stakeholders involved

Main issues

Law enforcement - Sports

• Legal framework differs from country to country, which will change with the
entering into force of GDPR.
• Sharing of information (In case of involvement of law enforcement, the private
sports organisation is obliged to cooperate and give information): Confidentiality
of information able to compromise the outcome of criminal investigations (balance
to find between cooperation and confidentiality of investigations)
• Law enforcement versus disciplinary law, parallel or first the handling of criminal
offence84
• Law enforcement and sports body located in different jurisdictions.
• Use of personal data of sports licence holders (This can be achieved by private
contract or by being a member of an association – and therefore complying with
the statutes and regulations of the sports body)

Sports organisations Betting operators

• Legal framework
• Betting operators located in offshore jurisdictions
• Sharing information: Terms and conditions for betting operators’ customers
(including use of individual customers’ information)
• MoUs between sports organisation and operators

Law enforcement – Betting
Operators

Legal framework
Law enforcement and betting operator located in different (off shore) jurisdictions

Betting regulatory
authority – Betting
operators

84 For Betmonitalert legal
experts, letting disciplinary
proceedings on stand-by
during criminal proceedings
should be the exception.

.

• Legal framework
• Possibility for betting regulatory authorities to control / monitor betting
operators’ activity
• Legal obligations for betting operators (cf. § 1.2.2.3)
according to law and, or licensing criteria

1.2.3 Investigation
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1.2.3.1 Start of investigation
Criminal investigation
The following information is based on the answers to the relevant questionnaire (cf. Appendix 6).
There are two main organisational models related to the start of an investigation into potentially-manipulated sports compeitions and betting:
• The first one grants the competence needed to the national betting regulatory authority if it
wants to carry out an investigation following receipt of information about suspicious activities by
the stakeholders or when anomalies are detected through its internal control system. In this model, the national regulatory authority can conduct its own investigations and forward the results
to the competent judicial services. The following tables lists EU members allowing this possibility:
Belgium

Czech Republic

Germany

Latvia

Slovenia

Spain

Sweden

UK

• The second model, more common, doesn’t grant investigative powers to the national betting
regulatory authority. In this case, only police services and the prosecutor can carry out investigations.
A fraud related to manipulation of sports competitions and betting can be detected in various
circumstances:
• In the context of another criminal case, not related to sports betting, and sometimes even not
related to sport (as previous experiences in sports corruption investigations show, the crime in
question could be committed by organised criminal groups in order to diversify their activities).
• Through information received by authorities with investigative powers. The information can be
derived from different sources: National platform, sports organisation report, betting report from
monitoring systems, whistle blowers (sport actors, media, etc.), testimony, etc. In Great Britain, a
SBIU1 (investigative service of the national betting regulatory authority) intelligence inquiry can
commence immediately upon receipt of information about suspicious or unusual betting activity
that is deemed to be credible or that is independently supported. This inquiry can develop into a
Gambling Commission criminal investigation once a link is found between persons that profited
from betting on an event and individuals that participated in the same event; where the offence of
Cheat is recognised and there is no alternative, plausible explanation for the activity seen.
• After opening of a preliminary inquiry regarding a possible fraud. Bulgaria and Finland (and,
outside the EU, Switzerland) grant to their law enforcement agencies the power to initiate such
an investigation2;
• Following a betting operator mystery check (random and unexpected control of a betting operator). In the framework of Betmonitalert, the Portuguese Law enforcement agencies was the only
one to have confirmed this possibility;

1 SBIU: Sports Betting Intelligence Unit
2 Note that a similar procedure might be used in other countries as well.
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• In some countries (for example, France), the agency responsible for handling cases of sports
manipulation (Service Central des Courses et Jeux) is even able to open a preliminary investigation
on its own initiative, without any other information. For example, in Great Britain and in Switzerland, a criminal investigation by the law enforcement agencies can start immediately if there are
reasonable grounds to suspect that offences of Fraud, Bribery or Corruption have been committed.
A monitoring report can generally be used by the law enforcement agencies / the prosecutor for
opening an investigation. Once received, the law enforcement agencies / the prosecutor will check
the probative value of this report in order to decide whether and under what conditions they can
pursute their investigations.
Nevertheless, in some countries (such as the Netherlands), an investigation can start only if there
is a good level of probability that someone might be convicted. That’s why even an excellent report
on suspicious betting (from a monitoring system for example) might not be sufficient to start an
investigation in these countries.
Here is a list of EU countries where it is not possible to start an investigation with a report on
suspicious betting activities (non-exhaustive list):
Country

Clarifications

Bulgaria

N/A

Denmark

A report is not sufficient unless:
The amount of suspicious bets is very important;
The persons involved are already known by the Law enforcement agencies for criminal activities.
In any case, the report can be forwarded to the national platform for further investigation.

Finland

N/A

Malta

A suspicious betting report is good to assist in an investigation but on its own and on just one
match it is not enough. A criminal investigation will eventually have to deal with individuals not the
team per se, and from such betting reports it is usually difficult to pin-point individuals.

Sweden

The report is not sufficient because there is no special incrimination of sport fraud.

NB: Some countries, such as Estonia, Portugal, Slovakia and Spain, state that the report is sufficient
provided it is sufficiently complete.

Disciplinary investigation
There are two different models:
• In some sports, competence is given to an international federation (in particular in transnational
match-fixing cases) which brings its expertise and supports national federations’ investigations.
For instance, football (FIFA and UEFA) encourages national federations to start an investigation
by themselves;
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• In other sports, especially when sport actors play most of the time in different countries, competence is given to a dedicated unit. The Tennis Integrity Unit (TIU) or the International Cricket
Council’s Anti-Corruption Unit operate under such a model.
Good practices “Start of investigation”
N/A (Need of specific criminal expertise – Not related to Betmonitalert)
Recommendation n°29 (Public authorities and sports organisations):
In some countries within the legal (public authorities) or disciplinary (sports organisations) framework, a suspicious
report from a betting monitoring system is sufficient to start an investigation, in some countries just a report isn’t
sufficient to start proceedings. Of course, it is not possible to change the legislation for a secondary priority like
monitoring systems.
Nevertheless, make sure that:
• In case of an open criminal investigation regarding manipulation of sports competitions and/or betting frauds,
law enforcement agencies are able to require any possible information from betting operators and sports
organisations (including financial information);
• In case of an open disciplinary investigation regarding manipulation of sports competitions, sports organisations
undertake appropriate1 disciplinary proceedings and are able to exchange information related to the case with
betting operators.
Recommendation n°30 (Public authorities and sports organisations):
Build a strong transnational network2 (betting regulatory authorities, law enforcement, legislation, sports
organisations), with clear points of contact, to be able to start investigations in complex transnational cases, with
many different countries involved. It is essential to create a good level of mutual trust, beyond traditional secrecy
cultures.

1.2.3.2 Obstacles to investigation
Regarding criminal cases linked to manipulation of sports competitions, the Betmonitalert programme stresses that sport is not the crux of the matter. Crime and public order risks are the
main parameters of the problem. Betting and sport are only practical tools used to organise fraud,
corruption and money laundering. If organised crime3 is involved, law enforcement should take the
leadership in the required investigations.
FOCUS: THE “CALCIOSCOMESSE” CASE
This name given by the Italian press literally means “bets on football”.
In this case, whose beginnings date back to 2010, dozens of matches, especially Series B and third division (Lega
Pro) matches, but also a few Series A matches, are believed to have been fixed. At this stage of the investigation
conducted jointly by the prosecutors of Cremona, Bari and Naples, more than 100 persons have been arrested,
among whom are directors of clubs, Mafiosi and players.
At the origin of this case, there is a mafia group based in Singapore and led by “Dan Tan”. This network has
branches in Eastern Europe, particularly in Hungary and Macedonia. An Italian mafia group, known as the Bologna
group, in which the former international Giuseppe Signori is said to have played an important role, is also involved.
The way the matches were fixed is classic: the players were bribed to fix the matches by the mafia network which
at the same time placed large bets on Asian betting websites. When the outcome was not as expected, the football
players had to give the money back.

1 Which includes being able to convict someone
2 Which requires some bilateral agreements
3 Organised crime: “a structured association, established over a period of time, of more than two persons acting in concert with a view to
committing offences which are punishable by deprivation of liberty or a detention order of a maximum of at least four years or a more serious
penalty, to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material benefit.”
Council of European Union, 2015, Serious and Organised Crime Threat Assessment 2017- Revised methodology. Definition from Council
Framework Decision 2008/841/JHA of 24 October 2008 on the fight against organised crime
(available online http://www.statewatch.org/news/2015/dec/eu-council-socta-2017-methodology-14913-15.pdf)
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In many cases, manipulation of sports competitions is not a priority for public authorities. There
are very different types of manipulation of sports competitions. Some of them are covered by old
(bribery, fraud, cheating at gambling) or new (sport fraud) laws. Others are only covered by disciplinary procedures (sports arrangement between several sport actors without any link to betting or
financial interest). Public authorities therefore determine some priorities considering more general
issues (organised Crime, money laundering, corruption, etc.), with experienced and better shared
legal grounds. In the past, many investigations in sport (Bochum, Calcioscommesse, etc.) were
initiated for other reasons (drug trafficking, prostitution, etc.) and then by chance revealed matchfixing. Different experts interviewed in the Betmonitalert programme stressed that terrorism has
been given high priority, at the expense of anti-OC1 policies.
ORDINARY-LAWS CRIMES IN THE EUROPEAN UNION
All Member States can rely on ordinary-laws crimes to prosecute a person who commits an act of
manipulation of a sports competition. These infringements include:
• Money laundering;
• Active and passive bribery;
• Fraud;
• Tax fraud;
• Racketeering;
• Conspiracy.
Beyond the level of priority assigned to manipulation of sports competitions, the Betmonitalert
programme identified other obstacles to investigations:
• Cost (value for money) of an investigation, especially in transnational cases;
• Time (other priorities);
• No answer from foreign law enforcement (on this issue, betting regulatory authorities seem to
achieve better results simply because they know and trust each other);
• Security of data transmission (lack of knowledge on possible secure information exchange
network);
• Different legal frameworks;
• Data protection laws (especially within the EU – See above).
Recommendation n°31 (Public authorities):
Make sure that the national legal framework allows public authorities to cooperate with foreign jurisdictions in
good conditions. The Council of Europe Convention on the Manipulation of Sports Competitions is a practical
handbook as such.

1 OC: Organised crime
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1.2.3.3 Procedures
One of the main challenges of investigation procedures involving alert systems is to include or to
anticipate the implementation of national platforms. The Council of Europe Convention on the
Manipulation of Sports Competitions describes the functions of national platforms (article 13) but
there is a risk of heterogeneity between the different procedures implemented at national level.
There are therefore two key issues able to ensure the proper functioning of future international
cooperation: identification of sender / recipients of (sensitive) information and exchange of information (cf. § 1.2.2.3)
Good practices “Procedures”
In May 2017, only one national platform has significant experience regarding procedures: Britain’s
SBIU1.
Let’s mention some issues regarding the information to exchange:
• The condition for processing and notifying individuals will depend upon the nature of the information. For example, individuals who are under the remit of Sport Governing Bodies (SGBs)
will often have consented for their data to be shared in relation to betting integrity matters when
signing up to terms and conditions with operators;
• SBIU can obtain a wide range of information from operators (under UK Licence Conditions)
including betting volumes, account details, geographical account information, IP addresses and
so on. This information could be shared with law enforcement agencies if it relates to a criminal
investigation;
• SBIU (and operators) may also be able to share some of this information with the relevant sport
governing body. What could be shared and how it is shared would depend on the legal gateways
available;
• Any sharing of information will have to comply with the principles of the Data Protection Act,
see previous chapter2.
This chapter demonstrates if necessary the importance of recommendations 18 to 22 and 27 to
29, adapted to national platforms as main actors for the implementation of public policies.
1.2.3.4 Transmission to Public Prosecutor’s office / Disciplinary board:
Considering the difficulties in gathering evidence, the Betmonitalert programme notes that only
a small number of manipulation cases are brought to the courts. In fact, unlike drugs, human or
arms trafficking, counterfeiting it is difficult for investigators to establish concrete facts. According
to some Betmonitalert experts, cases of manipulation of sports competitons could be investigated
as financial crime (or corruption) cases. Therefore, confessions about the crime committed and
tracing the dirty money are important aspects of collecting evidence. Cases with an international
dimension are especially difficult to prosecute. Moreover, even if they are investigated and brought
to court, trials generally lead up to low sentences and then only a long time after the event.

1 SBIU: Sports Betting Intelligence Unit
2 United Kingdom, Data Protection Act, 1998 (available online https://www.gov.uk/data-protection/the-data-protection-act )
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1.2.4 Legal procedure

1.2.4.1 Start of a court / disciplinary case
The legal basis to start a criminal case has been described in § 3.2. There are many different possibilities depending on the country and the type of manipulation.
Of course, it is not up to Betmonitalert to propose a criminal offence regarding manipulation of
sports competitions. This is not in the scope of the programme. Nevertheless, Betmonitalert would
like to emphasise several points:
• Since the issue of manipulation of sports competitions related to betting is a new one, there are
many loopholes in national legislation, even in countries which have created a sport or betting
fraud offence. For example, regarding the “handball case” in France (Cesson - Montpellier – May
2012), see previous chapter, the French authorities couldn’t use the “sports fraud offence” because the fix was organised by the players themselves;
• Given the difficulties in gathering evidence related to manipulation of sports competitions and
the strong media focus related to professional sports, prosecutors might hesitate before starting
a case if they are not confident that they will be working within an appropriate legal framework.
This means that alert systems (and in particular national platforms), even if they have excellent
procedures and standards, might be ineffective without a consistent legal framework, well-suited
to handling manipulation of sports competitions and betting issues.
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Recommendation n°32 (Public authorities):
Ensure that (as described in the Sorbonne-ICSS and the UNODC-IOC reports)1:
• Domestic laws enable criminal sanctions for the manipulation of sports competitions when it involves either
coercive practices, corrupt practices or fraudulent practices;
• An individual who knows that s/he is betting in a betting scheme influenced by match-fixing can be incriminated.
This could be in the scope of the following offences (depending on the laws of the country): f.e. fraud, cheating at
gambling, conspiracy to cheat, and conspiracy to obtain and accept corrupt payments.
• Member States need to check whether reform of law is needed, to make sure that it’s a crime when individuals
know that he/she in participating in a fraudulent betting scheme.

1.2.4.2 Standard of proof
For criminal cases, the standard of proof “beyond reasonable doubt” applies. Regarding betting
monitoring and alert systems, the challenge is to provide law enforcement and prosecutors with
the most relevant information and procedures (cf. recommendations 12, 14, 18, 22 to 30).
Regarding disciplinary procedures, the Betmonitalert programme strongly supports the Sorbonne-ICSS conclusions about the standard of proof2 mentioned in the report “Fighting against
the manipulation of sports competitions”3. The disciplinary legal framework has to adjust to the
realities of sports manipulation, especially “as the evidence may consist principally of reports of
conversations between the accused and those that he has, allegedly, tried to corrupt”. It is therefore important that disciplinary bodies are able to use information linked to betting, in particular
betting monitoring reports.
Recommendation n°33 (Sports organisations):
Adopt the standard of proof of “comfortable satisfaction4” (or “mere balance of probability”, for example when
the local laws allow the use of the preponderance of evidence standard) to sanction cases of manipulation of
sports competitions.

1.2.4.3 Evidence
Information about suspicious betting activity cannot be used as a sufficient proof regarding criminal cases (at least for the standard of proof “beyond reasonable doubt”). More evidence is therefore needed in criminal cases (there is a need for a combination of several indicators, including
monitoring reports).
However, looking at disciplinary procedures, sports federations might use suspicious betting activity as sufficient evidence (with the standards of proof “comfortable satisfaction” adopted by
the CAS5 or possibly “balance of probability”). It should be noted that the Court of Arbitration
1 Sorbonne-ICSS, 2014, Guiding principles on sports integrity, pp. 13-14.
UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC)/International Olympic Committee (IOC) Criminalisation approaches to combat match-fixing and
illegal/irregular betting: a global perspective, 2013, Annex 2, Model Criminal Law Provisions on Match-Fixing and Irregular Betting, 2. Model
Provisions for Criminalisation, pp. 312- 313.
2 Ibid. p25
3 Sorbonne-ICSS, 2014, Fighting against the manipulation of sports competitions (available online http://sorbonne-icss.univ-paris1.fr/
media-and-press-zone/)
4 The standard of proof of ‘comfortable satisfaction’ is defined as lying in between the criminal ‘beyond reasonable doubt’ and the civil
‘balance of probabilities’.
5 CAS: Court of Arbitration for Sport
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for Sport (CAS) has recognised the value of monitoring reports, such as those from the FDS1, in
some cases. It has accepted that a series of monitoring reports established, in a particular case,
comfortable satisfaction for match-fixing by a club. Even if the standard of proof used by the CAS
can be criticised by the Swiss Supreme Court (which can hear appeals against CAS decisions),
some experts think that it is unlikely that the Swiss Supreme Court, would change the decision
as long as the sanctions were proportionate to the level of evidence achieved in the decision.
Monitoring and alert systems could therefore become much more important in the future, at least
for disciplinary procedures.
The most important evidence generally used in criminal procedures (and disciplinary procedures if
available) are the following:
• Confession;
• Money transfer (through bank account) or other financial information (for example issued by a
Financial Intelligence Unit);
• Telephone-tapping;
• Electronic information (emails, sms, social media, etc.) and notebooks;
• Expert reports on video analysis;
• Testimonies;
• Etc.
N.B.: The investigative methods that can be used in criminal and disciplinary procedures are not the same
(e.g. no phone interceptions by a sports organisation, of course), but in some cases, disciplinary bodies
can use evidence gathered in criminal investigations, as far as this evidence is made available by the state
authorities for this purpose.
Recommendation n°34 (Sports organisations with higher risks of manipulation related to betting and organised
crime2):
• Include in procedural disciplinary rules the possibility to recognise any useful evidence (in particular betting
monitoring reports), whatever its nature so long as it does not compromise individual rights.
• Use betting monitoring reports with a good level of quality (see below) as an important indicator in disciplinary
proceedings related to the manipulation of sports competitions.
N.B.: In past disciplinary cases, irregular / suspicious betting activity was only one of the indicators considered to
sanction individuals for manipulation of sports competitions.
According to the Betmonitalert programme, a monitoring system with a good level of quality would include the
following features 3:
• Automatic monitoring of odds changes of the legal and illegal betting market with a sufficient level of sensitivity
(by class of sport and competition), to be able to suspect irregular betting activities (at least most common betting
types: 1X2 and Over/Under);
• Explicit probability of an event to be flagged as irregular regarding recommendation n°6;
• automatic access to betting volumes displayed by one or several reference betting operators (like Betfair for
instance);
• Clear escalation procedure from irregular to suspicious betting activity described in a handbook;
• Operational team with a good level of expertise (cf. recommendation n°11);
•- Operational team in charge of escalating irregular betting patterns within a reasonable time (less than 24 hours);
• Monitoring reports respecting the guidelines determined in § 1.2.1.5.

1 FDS: Fraud Detection System (Sportradar’s monitoring system)
2 At least football, tennis and cricket
3 Some of the monitoring systems studied in the framework of the programme reach the required level of “quality”. Nevertheless,
Betmonitalert doesn’t seek to establish an exhaustive list of the monitoring systems which meet all the above requirements. It would be
unfair for the other “good” monitoring systems which didn’t give all the detailed information (for confidentiality, agreements with customers
or any other reason).
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1.2.4.4 Obstacles
Main obstacles facing criminal investigations are described in § 1.2.3.2. The situation is even more
complex in the prosecution of individuals and clubs involved in manipulation of sports competitions.
There are two main reasons for this:
• Loopholes in the legal framework and difficulties in the exchange of information between public
and private stakeholders (cf. recommendations 23 to 30);
• Difficulties in finding evidence. The situation is basically the same as in general corruption cases:
quite often, these crimes leave no trace (discussions, transactions in cash only, etc.).
EXAMPLE: The Estonian football Premium League (2011)
To illustrate this last issue, the Betmonitalert programme focuses on an Estonian case, revealed by the Estonian
Central Criminal Police1. In 2011, four Estonian football Premium League teams were involved in a match-fixing
case connected to organised crime. Even with an impressive number of clues (Sportradar reports; wire-tapping;
covert surveillance; informers; skype logs; notebooks with clear mention of teams, money, phone numbers; financial
analysis; Financial Intelligence Unit information; Triobet (a licenced operator) reports and statements), only three
persons were found guilty. For 16 other people, the evidence was deemed insufficient and/or loopholes in the
legislation didn’t allow for a guilty verdict.
N.B.: This paragraph doesn’t imply to the feeling that, however law enforcement investigates, the acquittal is the likely outcome. It just aims at showing practical difficulties and current loopholes in legislation.

The following diagram, derived from two stakeholders’ monitoring systems’ statistics, summarises
the complexity of the situation regarding manipulation of sports competitions (example of football
– one sports season):

1 HOLMAR K, 2016, Interviews: Urmas Pal and investigators, Central Criminal Police - Financial Investigation Unit
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The Betmonitalert programme has reached the conclusion that, even with excellent betting monitoring and / or alert systems, many cases remain unrevealed. Furthermore, it is difficult to sentence
the people involved in manipulation of sports competitions detected through monitoring and / or
alert systems.
On the other hand, the detection of a suspicious betting activity is an important part of the “intelligence chain” but doesn’t mean that a competition has been manipulated.
1.2.4.5 Conviction / Sentence
There are many differences between disciplinary and criminal procedures:
• Timing: Sports federations’ disciplinary bodies generally make a decision, including sanctions,
within a few months. Given the difficulties mentioned above (new phenomenon, expertise, evidence, etc.), people involved in cases of manipulation of sports competitions are sentenced by
a court, where applicable, quite a long time after the offence and the initiation of proceedings
(generally at least 4 years).
Case

Disciplinary sanction

Criminal sanction

Belgium – “Yé case” (2004-2005)
Complex case – Crime

August 2007
(First sanctions – First instance)

December 2015
(Appeal)

Calcioscommesse (2010-2011)
Very complex case – Organised
Crime

August 2011
(First sanctions – First instance)

2017
(First sanctions – First instance)

French handball case (May 2012)
Simple case – Internal corruption

February 2013
(First instance)

2017
(Appeal)

• Standard of proof (see § 1.2.4.3).
• Procedure: Since 2005, sports organisations, particularly football federations, have had to face
new challenges related to manipulation of sports competitions, betting and organised crime. This
remains very far from the traditional tasks usually assigned to a disciplinary body (breach of the
rules of the game, e.g. violent behaviour during a game, more rarely, doping).
It means that public authorities and sports organisations would benefit from better cooperation,
including discussions about “sports autonomy” and taking into account public order risks (which
means improved governance and financial management control of sports clubs). In the future,
national platforms and other alert systems could play an important role in this regard.
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1.2.5 Sanctions

1.2.5.1 Level of sanction
The question of the sanctions related to manipulations of sports competitions is not in the
framework of the Betmonitalert programme. Nevertheless, Betmonitalert experts advocate more
frequent (and if possible stronger) sanctions, since some professional sports like football or tennis
have become a main target for organised crime. Indeed, courts can only hear a case and issue
strong criminal sanctions with irrefutable evidence (due to the “beyond reasonable doubt” standard of proof). That’s why it might be interesting to lower the standard of proof in some matchfixing cases for disciplinary procedures and therefore to be able to sanction more frequently.
Moreover, it is important, after having set up an appropriate prevention plan, to sanction sport
actors (regarding disciplinary procedures, not criminal ones) for:
• Betting on their own competitions;
• Disclosing inside information unknown to the general public, for betting purposes;
• Not reporting approaches or information regarding manipulation of sports competitions.
Alert systems, gathering of information by public authorities, betting operators and sports organisations, could be very useful in this regard.
Recommendation n°35 (Sports organisations):
Use alert systems to sanction sport actors who have not respected these rules.
Betting regulatory authorities (for example when they have direct access to betting data, as in France and Italy) or
national platforms are the two most relevant stakeholders to organise a “data matching” with the most relevant
technical tools.
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1.2.5.2 Number of cases with sanction:
Monitoring reports have played a decisive role in sanctions taken by disciplinary bodies, generally
supported by other evidence. Betfair, GLMS1 and Sportradar provided some clear figures about
this issue.
This issue has already been raised in § 1.2.4.3 and recommendation n°32.
1.2.5.3 Decision and appeals:
In many cases, people sentenced for manipulation of sports competitions used all the possible
ways to delay sanctions. In particular, this situation applies to sport actors at the end of their
career.
It could be recommended here that sports organisations take measures to ensure that proceedings
– including appeals – don’t last too long (CAS2 is an important tool here).

1 GLMS: Global Lotteries Monitoring System
2 CAS: Court of Arbitration for Sport
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PART 2:

Betting monitoring
systems assessment
1.1 INTRODUCTION
The manipulation of sports competitions might have existed since Antiquity, as Pausanias, in his
Description of Greece (book 5, chap. 21, part 2), mentions the Zanes, “images of Zeus [that]
have been made from the fines inflicted on athletes who have wantonly broken the rules of the
contests”. However, the fraudsters were chiefly hoping to win, whether by corrupting competitors
or judges, cheating the rules, doping, etc. The line between cheating and cunning was sometimes
tenuous: Odysseus was praised for his wily genius or metis.
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Thus, monitoring of athletes during competitions (if not before and after) was required to reduce the prevalence of fraud. When the fraud was proven, fines or exclusions were the usual
sanctions. This happened for millennia, for instance with the 1915 British football scandal: some
Liverpool players fixed the last game of the season to avoid relegation for Manchester United. The
conspirators were banned for life by the Football Association after some bettors denounced the
manipulation which was detrimental to them, although it is still controversial whether the players
themselves did bet1. In comparison with these historic examples, where manipulation has its aim
in the sporting result, betting introduced the possibility of sport being manipulated for aims outside of the sport itself.
Betting created an incentive to lose a competition in order to win money by betting against the
athletic logic. The Black Sox Scandal in 19192 (Finley 2008) provided one of the first documented
example, the British scandal of 1964 (Inglis 1985), the Totonero of 1980, then 19863 (Carbone
2003) and lately the Calciopoli/Calcioscommesse4 (Buraimo et al. 2016) provide numerous examples of players fixing matches to have the favourite team losing to the underdog, so that people
betting on the unexpected event would earn big money at the expense of the betting operators5. Many recent cases suggest that the phenomenon has been growing exponentially since the
advent of online betting and the globalisation of sports betting6. How can we gather significant
statistics to assess the global trend? And, more importantly, how can we efficiently tackle the
manipulation and track down the fraudsters?
If the gambling market were unified, and if the bettors could not hide their identity, a significant
part of the problem would vanish. On a single market, unusually large trading volumes should be
enough to attract attention (even if in some cases large amounts might still “fly under the radar”)
and prompt an inquiry, because the fraudsters tend to place large bets in order to make the most
of their manipulation of the event. Some argue that sophisticated strategies might “fly under the
radar”, but even thousands of runners betting small sums will overall contribute to a large trading
volume. On such a single market, there would be no problem to detect any fraud since all placed
bets are visible. And if the bettors could not hide their identity, there would be no problem to
identify the manipulators either.
The real world is far from being a single market without anonymity. A large share of the betting
market, in particular, is said to happen in Asia, with operators who do not provide data to the US
or EU regulators, nor comply with advanced US or EU Anti Money Laundering (AML) regulations.
The development of new internet-based payment technologies such as cryptocurrencies, which
1 SHARPE, G. 2005, Gambling’s Strangest Moments: Extraordinary But True Stories from Over 200 Years of Gambling’s History. United
Kingdom: Robson p. 370. ISBN 1-86105-864-0.
See also e.g. http://theconversation.com/the-big-good-friday-football-fix-of-1915-man-utd-2-liverpool-0-39552, http://www.lfchistory.net/
Articles/Article/3633.
2 FINLEY, P. 2008, Sports Scandals, Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press ISBN 978-0-313-34458-9
3 CARBONE, P. 2003, Il pallone truccato - L’illecito nel calcio italiano, Milano, Libri di Sport Editore, 2003. ISBN 978-88-87676-39-6.
4 BURAIMO, B. MIGALI, G. and Simmons, R. 2016, An Analysis of Consumer Response to Corruption: Italy’s Calciopoli Scandal. Oxford
Bulletin of Economics and Statistics, 78: 22–41. doi:10.1111/obes.12094
5 Note that the betting operators only lose when they take bets with fixed odds. Parimutuel betting schemes do not expose the betting
operators to such risk as they award money from the bets placed. Moreover, pari-mutuel betting usually involves betting on several fixtures,
at a time, hence a fraud would be unlikely to succeed, therefore fixed odds betting is the main target of fraudsters and the risk thus rests
on the betting operators.
6 KALB, C. 2011. Integrity in Sport — Understanding and preventing match fixing, SportAccord.
European Lotteries. 2010. Match Fixing Incidents — A brief history on match fixing cases, ELS, September (available online www.el-sports.
org)
IRIS, 2012. Sports betting and corruption: how to preserve sports integrity. IRIS.
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are being accepted for betting by some operators, make it extremely difficult to trace the actual
volumes placed and the identity of the bettors. Even in the European Union, where the operators
are AML1 compliant2, land-based transactions are usually anonymous: it is thus difficult to catch
the mastermind behind an army of runners, although a concentration of bets can be caught easily,
as the Montpellier case has shown in France. While the identification of the ultimate beneficiary
of the fraud is a mixed criminal and technical (in case remote internet servers have been used to
place bets) investigation, the detection is a statistical problem, all about determining what is an
“unusual” transaction volume.
But criminal procedures, computer science and statistics are not enough. Assume, for instance,
that a statistician has developed the perfect algorithm, which will faultlessly detect a manipulated
event as manipulated and the non-manipulated events as non-manipulated. The statistician could
convince educated people that “an event has been manipulated” but this is not what the court
expects, since judicial action in some countries (such as the Netherlands for instance) cannot start
without the high probability that someone will actually be sentenced for a crime. Hence the court
is not supposed to condemn “events” for being “manipulated”.
Even if our statistician shows that Mr X made huge profits because he placed bets on very unlikely
events, this is not enough to convince the court beyond reasonable doubt that Mr X is guilty of
manipulating the match or of betting in the knowledge that the game was manipulated. Beyond
detection and identification, there is still a conviction problem: the court is supposed to sentence
people for illegal conduct, for having placed bets on the basis of manipulation. It must then be
proven that Mr X 1. has placed bets and 2. knew a manipulation was underway. Usually, this is
achieved by proving that Mr X placed a bet after having been in contact with Ms Y who manipulated a sport event. It is not obvious how statistical and computer algorithms can help in this
conviction problem.
In the real world of fragmented betting markets with patches of anonymity, most betting monitoring systems aim first at solving the detection and identification problems. The following chapter
will describe how these systems work. The ultimate goal is nevertheless to sanction the fraudsters
so as to deter future attempts. Therefore, we will try to assess the effectiveness of betting monitoring systems in respect to this ultimate goal.
In order to understand how sports betting monitoring works, the Betmonitalert team designed a
questionnaire which was sent to the stakeholders of sports betting: sports organisations, betting
operators and their service providers or representative associations, regulatory authorities and
intelligence and investigation services.
The questionnaire features two parts:
• an analytical part intended to describe the architecture and functioning of the monitoring systems
• a case study of match manipulation to assess the efficiency of manipulation detection. A copy of
the complete questionnaire is given in Appendix 2.

1 AML: Anti Money Laundering
2 Nevertheless, the UK bookmaking industry has been exempted by the country’s Treasury from the new Fourth EU Money Laundering
Directive, thus escaping the onerous fate of conducting due diligence on every transaction of 2,000 and above (March 2017).
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The completed questionnaires were enough to provide a description of the data and the principles
of betting monitoring techniques (1.), which will then be explained in-depth (2.), evaluated a priori
(3.) and a posteriori (4.) before we offer some reflections on the relationship between stakeholders
in light of the inquiry (5.). and provide some recommendations (6.).
2.2 Introducing the data
We argued that on a single market without anonymity, it is enough to watch the prices and
volumes. Unfortunately, volumes are usually not disclosed: Betting exchanges (starting with
Betfair) are the only stakeholders to freely publish the positions taken on their betting market.
The remaining volumes are known only to the betting operators or their service providers: some
must communicate those volumes to their regulators; some might make them available to other
stakeholders via agreements but nowhere can an aggregated volume of overall transactions per
event be found. Before we get into the principles of the monitoring processes (§ 2.2.3.), we shall
briefly explain what odds (§ 2.2.1.) and volumes (§ 2.2.2.) can tell.
2.2.1 Odds
Throughout this text, odds are given in decimal format. Mathematical developments in boxes are
not required to understand the text. They are provided for the reader who wants to get a deeper
understanding of the matter.
By looking at the market, it is obvious that not all betting operators offer the same odds: differences can be accounted for by different subjective probabilities and by different levels of margin.
By different subjective probabilities, we mean that two oddsetters might have a different assessment of the likelihood of either team winning a match. This would explain, for instance, that
bookmaker X offers higher odds on team A winning than bookmaker Y but lower odds on team
B winning1 (Table 1).
Table 1: different subjective probabilities of outcomes
Bookmaker X

Bookmaker Y

Team A wins

1.75

Team A wins

2.15

Draw

4

Draw

3

Team B wins

5.25

Team B wins

4.5

In practice, it seems difficult to say who “is right”: if team B wins, one can say that Y put a higher
probability (hence lower odds) on this event than X, but that outcome was still less likely than A
winning or even draw for both bookmakers. One can then argue that “in the long run” the best
predictor will earn more money, but this might be due to different levels of margin2 as in table 2:

1 This is a theoretical example. Practically, odds offered by two different bookmakers remain generally very close. Otherwise, they could
create an opportunity for arbitrage.
2 Strictly speaking, the (expected) margin of a betting operator is the sum of the inverse of odds minus 100%. For more explanation see
box 4 in section 4.1. below.
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Table 2: different margin levels
Bookmaker X

Bookmaker Y

Team A wins

1.75

Team A wins

1.65

Draw

4

Draw

3.6

Team B wins

5.25

Team B wins

4.5

Here, bookmaker X offers better odds than Y for every outcome: he should attract more customers,
but Y might supply a package featuring bonus money, refund on some losses, free drinks at the
bookshop or whatever, which overall make a “better experience” to the customer (and account
for the extra operating costs). It is well known that some “Asian” or “Caribbean” bookmakers
operating online usually offer better odds (on average) than most (licensed) European betting
operators, but they do not offer the extra service to the consumer. It is enough for us to note that
betting operators operate on different business models, leading to different odds.
Why then should we watch odds? Because odds react to information: assume for instance a key
player in team A just received a second yellow card in a row, he will hence be unavailable for the
next match and the odds for his team will rise, as the odds for the opponent will fall, whatever their
previous level. The same will happen whatever the reason why the same player is incapacitated:
illness, injury, or however unlikely abduction by aliens will result in odds adjustment. Needless to
say, those who get such key information before the general public and before the oddsetters might
profit from their informational advantage by betting on this privileged information.
In this context, fixing a match is nothing else than secretly changing the probabilities of the
outcomes. For instance, paying a referee so that he will be biased in favour of one team: this is
what happened with Robert Hoyzer for instance. On one occasion at least1, some criminals who
paid him then confidently placed their bets on the outcome corresponding to the favoured team
winning. Hoyzer bet himself on the unlikely outcome, awarded unjustified penalties to a team and
an unjustified red card to a player from the other team. In this case, the true probabilities were not
the probabilities anticipated by the public since the public was unaware that Hoyzer was biased.
The Hoyzer case was not discovered by watching the odds, but by denunciation. Does it mean that
monitoring odds is pointless?
No, as some recent cases (for instance the Montpellier-Cesson case or the John Sutton case) have
shown that unusual changes in market odds indicated a manipulation. More generally, a recent
paper by Grant et al. 2013 also suggested from econometric tests that changes in odds observed
at SBOBET can predict the outcome of football matches in Europe. There is no need to assume
that those matches were fixed but first, the high payback offered by Asian operators attracts large

1 21 August 2004 SC Paderborn 07 – Hamburger SV 4:2, see Bundesgerichthof 5 StR 181/06, http://juris.bundesgerichtshof.de/cgi-bin/
rechtsprechung/document.py?Gericht=bgh&Art=en&Datum=2006&Sort=3&nr=38522&pos=18&anz=2879
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volumes of “smart money” from clever bettors and second, bookmakers operate on a “book balancing model”. This means that they change odds when they receive large bets on an outcome in
order to reduce financial risks. Consequently, the “Asian” odds are far more sensitive to demand,
and usually more volatile than odds offered by most European operators. Hence they provide monitoring systems with an indirect evidence of betting volumes flowing with the operators.
There is one more reason to believe betting operators now quickly react to manipulation attempts:
they monitor the distribution of bets across the entire range of their products, and make proficient,
if not efficient1, use of this information.
Example : John Sutton vs. Jamie Burnett – Snooker – International Snooker Championship – 2014
The decision issued by the World Professional Billiards and Snooker Association on Tuesday 24 March 2015 showed
how John Duffy coordinated betting on a match played by Sutton with a preferred score of 6-0. Duffy and the other
bettors would gain 37,500 euros if Sutton lost 6-0.
As an amateur snooker player, Sutton had been sponsored by Duffy for a while, but Sutton was not able to pay
back as he was short of funds and regularly overdrawn. Thus they attempted to fix a match against Jamie Burnett
in order to recoup the money owed by Duffy. Although the bets were disseminated by a host of accomplices, they
were concentrated on an extreme outcome (6-0). This irregular betting pattern initiated an inquiry, which quickly
proved that Sutton had lost the match by not giving his best effort.

2.2.2 Betting volumes explained
Online betting operators can easily monitor every bet placed by every one of their customers. If,
for instance, one of their customers is accustomed to bet £1 every week on his favourite team and
suddenly bets £10,000 on a remote championship, this will attract the attention of the monitoring
team.
This is the kind of information, which can be acquired at account level. In the physical world of
betting shops, accounts are not personal, hence there might be an identification problem above
the detection problem but it has been solved, for instance, in the Montpellier vs. Cesson-Sévigné
case (May 12th, 2012).

Example : Montpellier vs Cesson-Sévigné – Handball-France-2012
While the average amount of bets placed on a French handball match with FDJ was around €2,000, more than 50
times that amount was bet before this fixture in a handful of betting shops around Montpellier. Furthermore these
bets were placed against the local team. Both betting volumes and their distribution were so uncommon that an
alarm was triggered and the betting shops were put on alert. When one of the conspirators showed up to collect her
earnings, she was identified and the case transmitted by the betting operator to the investigation service. But FDJ
also lowered its odds on Cesson winning from 7.1 on the 11th of May at noon to 3.4 at half past six, and even 3.15
on the 12th. Hence Sportradar noticed the change in odds, flagged it as suspicious and forwarded a report to the
French Ligue Nationale de Handball.

1 Eugene Fama was awarded the 2013 Nobel Prize in Economic Science as he “demonstrated […] that new information is very quickly
incorporated into prices” (RSAS 2013), thus characterising the efficient market hypothesis.
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The FDJ case is somewhat exceptional since the usual turnover on a handball match is low. Even
a €100,000 bet would fly under the radar on an event with larger turnover, such as a second-tier
football match: very large events are usually too visible to be manipulated without risk. Here, the
distribution among outcomes can be informative for the betting operator.
A weird example will show how distribution among outcomes can be informative:
Example : Tours FC (2012)
During the 2011-2012 season, heavy betting was observed on draws in matches involving Tours FC. By “heavy
betting” we mean that the ordinary distribution of bets on a 1x2 match is close to 60/20/20, but with Tours and for
three consecutive fixtures, the distribution was more like 20/70/10.
No specific punter took a very large position. It was more like many returning customers taking an average bet for
an apparently unlikely event. The explanation of this bizarre phenomenon was found on the Internet forums where
bettors commented on their choice: they were convinced that since Tours had not drawn any of their previous 15
matches, a draw was almost sure to happen. This is a classic case of gambler’s fallacy, i. e. people believing that the
likelihood of an event rises when it does not happen (for instance, the probability of a roulette launch being black
would rise every time red comes out in a row in order to ensure a mistaken “convergence toward the mean”). When
Tours eventually drew after 18 matches, bets reverted to their usual distributional pattern.

From these preliminary examples we understand how betting operators can use betting data to
detect irregular betting patterns. But the FC Tours case led to nowhere while the Montpellier case
was a winning lead. How do monitoring processes distinguish the truly suspicious cases?
2.2.3 Irregular and suspicious patterns – general principles
Monitoring of sports betting rests on two fundamental concepts: irregular and suspicious betting
patterns. The Council of Europe Convention on the Manipulation of Sports Competitions (CoE
2014)1 provides some definitions, but they need to be supplemented by explanations and examples.
An irregular betting pattern is “inconsistent with usual or anticipated patterns of the market in
question or related to betting on a sports competition whose course has unusual characteristics”.
Unusual is to be understood in the statistical sense: an event is unusual when it happens rarely.
There is no commonly accepted definition of rarity; hence a threshold must be set. It depends on
assumptions:
• the most common assumption in this respect, is that the further from the average, the less
common is the phenomenon. This may apply to every quantity we reviewed so far: odds changes,
distribution of bets across outcomes, etc.
• other modelling assumptions imply a distribution function for the quantity at hand. For instance,
we may assume that odds changes are normally distributed (see Figure 1) with mean = 0.
• then some normative assumptions are necessary to find the threshold, for instance: a rare event
happens only 1.25% of time.

1 Council of Europe, 2014, Convention on the Manipulation of Sports Competitions, Council of Europe Treaty Series-No 215 (available online
https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/rms/09000016801cdd7e)
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Figure 1: the normal distribution function

From the set of assumptions above, we will flag as unusual any negative odds change above two
standard errors (2σ) in magnitude, since figure 1 shows there is a
(100-97.5):2 = 1.25 %
chance that a negative odds change greater than this magnitude. All we need to do, then, is compute the standard error of odds change for every bookmaker: the monitoring systems do this (not
necessarily in real-time as prediction models can be calibrated from time to time, for instance every
night). In fact, a wide range of modelling assumptions is used; they will be reviewed in section 2.
Given the assumptions, the obvious result of the monitoring would be that 2.5% of odds change
be labelled as “irregular”, as well as many other betting patterns involving amount placed, distribution of bets, etc. The next step is to decide whether the irregular pattern is escalated into
a suspicious pattern or dropped as eventually normal. This process is not automated (although
organisational procedures exist with most betting operators or service providers), since it involves
checking every available data source in order to understand why the odds have been changing.
The answer can be straightforward: a player was awarded a red card, thus the odds for his team
winning are rising and the odds for the opponent are falling. With such information, the irregular
case would be dropped instantly. But the information might be a bit more tricky to find: an internet
forum reports that the midfielder from AC Krauthammer will be relegated on the bench since he
argued with the coach.
Is this true? Confirmation must be found somewhere else. Of course, traders (oddsetters) are
experts on (and passionate for) their sport, but some may have better information, straight from
the locker room… We have seen with FC Tours how unlikely the explanation of an irregular phenomenon can be: irrational behaviour can be viral among customers. Fortunately, social networks
not only spread absurd rumours, they keep them apparent so that the analyst can understand
what is happening.
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How long does this search process last? As long as no convincing evidence is found... this may be
endless. Hence, the common practice is to conduct an extensive search on all possible information
sources (websites, Internet forums, social networks, insider information from tipsters, regulation
and law enforcement agencies, etc.). Once a betting pattern resisted that quest for cause, it might
be qualified as suspicious. Normally, the person or entity flagging a betting pattern as suspicious
should alert relevant authorities that a manipulation is likely. At this point, the detection problem
is supposedly solved, an investigation is underway and the entity that performed the detection
should assist the investigation.
The general form of a monitoring system is then to flag betting patterns as irregular when they
are uncommon enough to mandate in-depth examination. If the examination fails to find an acceptable cause, the case is escalated to suspicious status. It is time now to go into more detail to
render this abstract introduction more vivid and describe the monitoring systems more precisely.
2.3 Systematic description of monitoring systems
Stakeholders performing monitoring of betting data usually watch two broad categories of data:
market data (§ 2.3.1), which may be collected (or bought from service providers) and account-level data (§ 2.3.2) available to betting operators.
2.3.1 Market data monitoring
Betting odds, betting volumes and their distribution are among the most commonly monitored
market data. Since odds are frequently compared to a benchmark, such as the price given by an
odds-setting model, it is thus necessary to introduce odds setting methodology before looking at
techniques for pre-match (§ 2.3.1.2.) monitoring, then liquidity monitoring will be distinguished
(§ 2.3.1.3), since it can also serve for in-match (§ 2.3.1.4) monitoring.
2.3.1.1 Odds setting
There is now a fairly vast literature about the statistical modelling of odds. For pre-match odds,
there are broadly three classes of models: those based on probabilistic models (see box 1), which
are used to predict the number of goals in a football match as well as the outcome, ELO-related
models predict only the outcome1 and models relying on existing market odds (in particular Mirza, Fejes and Sumpter, 2016, developed a technique for debiasing market odds2). Whether the
statistical models outperform expert oddsetters is an open question3, but it seems that expertise
still has some value: if it were not the case, then the betting exchanges markets such as Betfair
should have replaced the betting operators, which is still not the case (however successful, Betfair
does not attract more than 1% of the world betting turnover). Even if models were still beaten
by expert oddsetters, they would still be useful as a tool for the oddsetter to check his odd, as
well as to systematically benchmark market odds, flag abnormal odds change and look for other
irregular patterns.

1 HVATTUM, M.L., & ARNTZEN, H., 2010, Using ELO ratings for match result prediction in association football. International Journal of
Forecasting 26, 460–470.
2 MIRZA J., FEJES N., SUMTER D., 2016, A study of football betting and implementation of statistical algorithms in Premier League, Uppsala
Universitet (available online http://www.it.uu.se/edu/course/homepage/projektTDB/ht15/project16/Project16_Report.pdf)
3 FORREST D., MCHALE I. G. 2016. An Evaluation of Sportradar’s Fraud Detection System. University of Liverpool working paper, available
online.
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Box 1
Statistical models
Statistical models can be used to predict anything, from the probability of various outcomes of a sports event to the
distribution of bets among these outcomes. To take only one example, Moroney (1956 pp. 101-104) already noticed that
the distribution of goals in a football match followed a Poisson distribution. Maher (1982) used this property to model
the expected score of both teams, and thus the expected goal difference. The following graphs plot historical vs. Poissonfitted distribution of the number of goals in matches:

The fit seems pretty good. Once the parameters are fitted on past data for both teams, it is possible to predict the
outcome. The blue lines represent, for a given sum of these parameters, the probability of a win and a draw predicted by
the model. The red dots are the historical data.

The model was refined by Dixon and Coles (1997), who provided dynamical foundations for many contemporary oddssetting algorithms, although many refinements have been proposed by subsequent authors. For instance, Sportradar uses
ELO updating of team parameters to fit the dynamic performance of teams (Forrest-McHale 2015 p. 21).
Notice that live betting uses different modelling assumptions.

In-play odds are different because they may fluctuate wildly during the event: obviously, the probability for a team trailing 5-1 to win in the last two minutes of a match is almost zero, whatever the
pre-match expectations. Hence the winning probabilities (as well as odds) depend more on match
events than on the teams’ structural properties, which are only taken into account during the initialisation phase: at the start of a match, probabilities of the outcomes are usually taken from the
closing price of pre-match betting. In-play odds prediction models then rely on match data, such
as current score, remaining time to play, number of players still on the field to produce winning
probabilities/odds. Such models are usually black boxes or “machine learning algorithms”. Forrest
and McHale1 describe how the Sportradar model works to predict the market odds. These authors
also provide examples, such as Figure 3.

1 FORREST D., MCHALE I. G. 2016. Op cit.
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Figure 2: Liverpool vs Manchester United, English Premier League match, 22nd March 2015. In-play
market odds and model implied odds for Manchester United win (“Away”).

Source: Forrest and McHale (2016)

The “calculated odds” correspond closely to the odds actually offered by a betting operator, although one can observe a slight divergence at the beginning of the match, where the calculated
odds seem to be significantly lower than the actual odds. This does simply means that betting operators tend to reduce their margins at the beginning of every event in order to attract customers,
which will then remain with the operator they have selected. Forrest and McHale also made a
statistical test of the prediction accuracy of the model used at Sportradar and they concluded that
the model predicts fairly well the actual odds offered by the (competitive) betting operators.
Such models have been assessed from an academic perspective, and they commonly serve a commercial purpose (in order to set odds, which can be sold to betting operators as part of betting
services contracts) or for manipulation monitoring: in this case they serve as benchmarks, so that
actual market odds can be compared to them.
2.3.1.2 Pre-match data monitoring
A betting pattern might appear irregular when the observed market data is uncommon: either the
level of a given quantity is “too far” from a benchmark or it exhibits “large” changes.
Odds level
The most straightforward form of betting monitoring is to compare the odds with a benchmark.
Betting operators usually benchmark their own offered odds to the market in order to ensure
they are correctly priced. Service providers also offer ready-made odds as well as odds-watching
services to alert the betting operators when they inadvertently set their odds above the competition (or let their odds stay flat when the competitors lower their own). When in-house odds are
different from the market odds (either odds from competitors or from the service provider), it
means important information is likely to have been neglected in the odds-setting process. Usual
information sources must then be checked, in exactly the same way irregular betting patterns are
checked to either dismiss or escalate to suspicious. Market watch is thus an important aspect of
betting operators’ risk management procedures.
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When benchmarking with the competition, the alert threshold is asymmetric: betting operators
will adjust their odds in case they are above the competition, since offering the best odds would
attract a large betting turnover and possibly opportunistic bettors. Conversely, low odds result in
weak turnover, hence a conservative pricing strategy will not be profitable either. Between the
upper and lower thresholds, rising odds attract volume at the price of potential risk, hence odds
offered result from a decision to be made between security and competitiveness.
All these considerations make it clear that pre-match odds watch is more a risk management tool
for betting operators than a manipulation detection tool.
Odds change
As we have seen in numerous examples, when betting operators become aware of unusual situations, they react by sharply lowering their odds. The odds changes then send a signal which
disseminates information across the whole market, and odds change watch is an important part of
the price discovery process. The question, though, is how large is a change in odds to be deemed
significant? The 10% change chosen by Templon1 was clearly not appropriate as it led to false
positives (DIW 2016).
The most usual practice is now to set arbitrary thresholds for irregular patterns. For instance, Sportradar has three levels alert corresponding to :
• 20% (green alert)
• 30% (yellow alert)
• 50% (red alert) change in fractional odds2.
These thresholds are used for pre-match odds on 1x2 market of level 13 competitions in Football,
and may vary for other bet types, other competitions and other sports.
Level 2 football matches thresholds are 25%, 55% and 85% and those for level 3 matches are
33%, 67% and 100%: the lower the status of the competition, the higher the thresholds since
lower betting volumes make the odds more volatile. An automated system gathers the market
odds and flags large changes: green ones are saved for possible later use, yellow or red ones alert
an analyst. The analyst performs the checks described above: if he quickly finds an explanation, he
may discard the alert. If not, he is advised to hotlist the flagged pattern, which will be reviewed by
a panel of analysts including one senior officer: they are entitled to either escalate (to suspicious)
or discard the alert.

1 TEMPLON J., 2016, Data and Analysis: Detecting Match-Fixing Patterns In Tennis. (available online https://github.com/BuzzFeedNews/201601-tennis-betting-analysis/blob/master/notebooks/tennis-analysis.ipynb)
2 These conditions awkwardly translate into decimal odds hence we kept their fractional expression.
3 FORREST D., MCHALE I. G., 2016. Op cit p34 In Sportadar’s nomenclature, “Level 1 competitions comprise the UEFA Champions League,
the UEFA Europa League and the top divisions in England, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, Scotland and Spain (and additionally
the second divisions in the national structures of England, Germany and Scotland). All these competitions attract very high betting volumes
and thresholds are set relatively low because even a small change in odds may reflect a large amount of additional wagering on a particular
outcome, which merits examination. Examples of Level 2 competitions include UEFA international youth tournaments, the qualifying rounds
for the UEFA Champions League and the UEFA Europa League, the top domestic divisions in Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Russia,
Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey and the second division in Italy. Most other European leagues are assigned Level 3 status. Lower status of a
league in the FDS signifies lower betting interest and hence more apparently random volatility in odds and a need to be more conservative
when setting thresholds” (Forrest-McHale 2015 p. 34).
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Other stakeholders use other thresholds1 (and other escalation procedures). As all betting operators usually watch market odds, they each have their own procedures. Some use their own tools or
websites, which perform some preliminary analysis or may broadcast some alerts. Usually, oddsetters react to falling odds by changing their own odds but further action (withdrawal of an event or
communication to law enforcement agencies) requires consultation with a manager. These actions
themselves are closely monitored by other stakeholders.
Other irregular patterns
Betting operators do not usually withdraw an event from their list: at most, a few times per year
per operator. Since the business model of betting operators is to take bets, they only stop taking
bets when they have a strong suspicion that something fishy is happening. Hence multiple withdrawals are a clear sign of an irregular betting pattern. A more discrete practice is to offer uncompetitive odds (less than 1.2): this is a more common practice. Sportradar systematically scans the
Asian handicap market, which is supposedly offering near-equiprobable alternatives, for such low
odds as a sign of an irregular betting pattern. Such a pattern would trigger a flag (green for one
withdrawal, yellow for more, etc.), which might require to be cleared or hotlisted by an analyst, etc.
Not all market data is provided by betting operators: the betting exchanges offer precious information about the liquidity of bets on all possible outcomes.
2.3.1.3 Betting exchanges liquidity
Betfair2 is not only the leading betting exchange3 in terms of turnover (it aggregates more than
90% of betting exchange transactions worldwide), it also offers reference data for the stakeholders of sports betting. The liquidity figures provided by Betfair are monitored by most betting
operators (and service providers) in Europe.
An internet web browser is all one needs to access these data from the main screen displaying
the betting possibilities.
For instance the following image lists 1x2 betting opportunities with the highest liquidity two days
in advance of the Tottenham-Liverpool match of August 27th, 2016. Layers (i. e. people wishing to
bet that an outcome will not happen) are ready to take €16,052 of bets from backers on a draw
at 3.45 (decimal odds). That is to say, either one punter may bet the whole sum or many smaller
bets can be placed up to that amount by bettors who expect to earn 3.45 times their bet in case
the teams draw. But that would not be the best bargain for backers since they can get 3.55 times
their bet for up to €3,849. Unfortunately for them, backers cannot find any higher odds on that
outcome, but they may offer to lay. The same screen, on its right-hand side, displays liquidity for
various odds for layers: backers of a draw outcome at 3.6 are ready to take €15,719 of bets from
layers who expect people to bet on draw not happening (and would pay 3.6 times the amount
they placed in case a draw happens). Backers are then more or less like regular customers (i. e.)
betting on an event to happen) and layers are like bookmakers (i. e. taking bets and keeping the
1 As of May 2017, no stakeholder seem to use an endogenous threshold determination procedure, or a non-parametric approach that would
test a change in odds against the mean change of a reference group.
2 Betfair is the betting exchange service of BetfairPaddyPower, a public limited company listed in London.
3 The difference between betting markets and betting operators is that exchange betting markets are markets, i. e. they bring together
people ready to bet on an alternative and people ready to take bets on the same alternative in exchange for a liability (to pay the agreed sum
in case the outcome happens). Hence one half of the customers act as customers, and the other half (their counterparties) act as bookmakers.
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money if the event does not happen).
Figure 3: Betfair liquidity data.1

People wishing to trade on Betfair find information about liquidity useful since liquidity helps

them figure out the best odds available to make a deal. Betfair liquidity also provides important
information about betting volumes and their distribution across outcomes.
• Betting volumes
We already mentioned that FDJ became aware of a manipulation case (i. e. Montpellier vs. Cesson)
as large bets were placed in a betting shop: in this particular case, “large” meant almost 80 times
the average bet on a handball match in France. Usually, large betting volumes can be spotted
via Betfair: Sportradar triggers a green/yellow/red alert when the turnover on a given match is 2
times/5 times/10 times the league (or competition) average. In the Montpellier vs. Cesson case
though, the Betfair data did not reflect anything special, hence the information came from a
betting operator (FDJ), which reacted by lowering its odds: such a case illustrates well how an
irregular betting pattern being detected by one betting operator becomes visible for those who
watch market odds.
• Distribution among outcomes
Let us recall here the case where FDJ observed a heavy betting on Tours FC drawing a match, so
heavy that it appeared irregular to FDJ (which dismissed the case after finding out on an internet
forum that the customers irrationally expected a draw after a streak without draw). Betfair liquidity figures did not exhibit the same anomaly. By analogy with other cases, this could have been
interpreted as a manipulation attempt for a draw outcome. But there are significant differences
from the Montpellier case, for instance:

1 Visit online https://www.paddypowerbetfair.com/
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• Although irregular bets originated from France only, there was no geographical concentration
as in the Montpellier case (where all bets were placed in a few betting shops around the city);
• Albeit Tours did not draw the first match, betting again favoured a draw for the two subsequent
matches, that is to say, the strategy was not successful.The first point indicated a widespread
behaviour, which could then be traced on French language internet betting forums. This eventually
made it clear that there was no fraud. The absence of the same distribution bias on Betfair is fully
compatible with two important interpretations:
• The Betfair betting community is more sophisticated, or at least less prone to gambler’s fallacy
than the customers of local betting operators (it has been shown that those betting operators
usually make profit of their customers’ cognitive biases1);
• Nevertheless, the local operator acquires information from its network of outlets and this could
prove to be either a false alarm for fraud (the Tours case) or an indicator of planned manipulation
(Montpellier). The operator may close the market if the case is highly suspicious. If the market is
left open, it may change the odds to discourage further liabilities on the outcome that has been
heavily supported in betting. These odds movements can then be observed in the market. In this
latter case, the information was disclosed to the market as FDJ lowered its odds.
Betfair liquidity figures appear useful as benchmark to interpret volumes and distribution of bets.
They serve both in pre-match and live monitoring, the main difference here being that the sampling rate is greatly accelerated in live monitoring: while it is enough to look at the Betfair liquidity
figures once in an hour in a pre-match context (unless specific information warrants a more dense
sampling rate), it is not uncommon to probe every minute in-play. Other in-play monitoring techniques are more specific.
2.3.1.4 In-play odds
In-play odds normally evolve, since uncertainty about the outcome may fall as the game is played.
This evolution frequently pushes 1x2 odds into a dead end: for instance, if team A leads 3-0 after
30 minutes, the outcome of the match seems settled and, whatever the starting odds were, odds
should stand at something like 1.05 for team A winning. There remains some uncertainty though,
whether team B will eventually score, or whether A will win by 3 or more goals. Hence side bets
(such as total goals) and Asian handicap still produce betting opportunities when the classical 1x2
(without handicap) seems not to be uncertain enough to offer wagering opportunities. Consider a
handicap of –4.5 for team A: the question then is no longer whether team A will win, but whether
it will win with a goal difference above 4.5 (that is, 5 or more). The odds may be 1.5 after 30
minutes, which might then increase if team A does not score anymore (or if B scores). On the
other hand, if team A scores a goal then the odds should fall. For this reason, Asian handicap is
an especially interesting type of bet to watch during a match, as odds are sensitive to the time
remaining to play.

1 « bookmakers appear to be strategically setting prices in order to exploit bettors’ biases » p. 226 in Levitt S. D. 2004. Why are Gambling
Markets Organised so Differently from Financial Markets? Economic Journal, CXIV, 223-246. 2004
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The models (described in 2.1.1. above) predict fairly well the actual odds of betting operators
for every bet type: they can thus be used during every match to check whether market odds are
behaving “normally”. If it is not the case, that is, if the actual odds are statistically different from
the odds predicted by the model, then an irregular pattern is detected. Figure 4 plots both the
calculated (lighter dots and lines) and market (darker dots and lines) odds for a total goal bet: a
divergence appeared around the 15th minute then widened. Although calculated odds are rising
with the time passing as no goal is scored, hence an outcome with at least four goals becomes
less and less likely, the actual odds remain flat. They are even decreasing after the 23rd minute:
the betting operator whose odds are compared to the model is likely to be reacting to an irregular betting pattern. Calculated odds then restart at a lower level, since the betting operator has
changed the handicap (making it less likely for the outcome to be obtained): from 3.25 at the
beginning, the handicap reaches 5 after 60 minutes. Then the actual odds rise sharply as the end
nears, since the probability that more than 4 goals are scored in the very short remaining time
drops to almost nothing.
Figure 4: Market Total Goals odds and model implied odds for a match that was identified by the
Sportradar Fraud Detection System as suspicious1.

While it is obvious that something occurred between 15mins. and 27mins., we might ask what is
the cut-off, i.e. the spread between calculated and actual odds which triggers an alert. Sportradar
does not give detail about the threshold levels for triggering green/yellow/red alerts, but it might
be enough to understand that the proportion of matches, which raise an alarm, is of the same
order of magnitude across all items monitored. The threshold may be deduced from the monitoring
statistics: for the year extending from August 1, 2013 to July 31, 2014, about one-third of events
led to an alert (23.3% yellow alert and 9.9% red alert).
For years, monitoring has been “manually” performed by traders (or odd-setters) with betting
operators: this is to say, traders were able to detect anomalies on a purely expert basis. Since the
advent of globalised sports betting markets, betting operators have been listing an increasing
number of events, so that they do not directly set the odds for every event they list (they may use
odds from third-party service providers). Betting operators are no longer able to directly monitor the whole range of bets offered, and they thus rely on automated background scanning for
irregular betting patterns. The monitoring of odds has hence become crucially dependent on the
assumption that some betting operators can detect the manipulation attempt when the bets are
placed with them: their quick reaction (either through odds change or de-listing of events) passes
the information to the market. Early signal of manipulation can also be obtained from customer
accounts, hence it is useful to understand how betting operators monitor their customer accounts.
1 FORREST D., MCHALE I. G. 2016. Op cit
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2.3.2 Account-level data monitoring
While everyone can access the market odds as well as Betfair liquidity data on the appropriate websites, some stakeholders of sports betting enjoy privileged access to private data: the betting operators know at least how much is placed on every outcome, and the online operator can monitor
precisely the bets placed by every account. This information can be shared with service providers
since some firms have developed an expertise in managing the risks faced by the betting operators. It can be shared with regulators, too, in countries that allow immediate access (such as France
and Italy). Some other countries grant ex post access, on administrative (regulators) or judicial
request, in the case of investigation services. Other stakeholders, such as sports organisations and
associations of operators, are not supposed to access account-level information, although the betting operators can communicate limited information with them in order to perform checks during
the escalation process. In the following, we distinguish physical networks from online accounts.
2.3.2.1 Physical network
The use of own network data by betting operators to monitor betting volumes is not different from
the use of Betfair liquidity figures: when an event attracts a far larger turnover than average that
may raise an alarm. The distribution of bets among outcomes or the geographical distribution of
bets might also attract the attention of an operator. The pattern is then considered as “irregular”
and a swift internal inquiry is triggered to understand whether there are reasons to explain the
seemingly abnormal distribution (in which case the irregular flag is lowered and the case cleared)
or, if no reason is found for the irregular pattern, in which case it would become suspicious.
The obvious problem with physical networks is that most people are betting anonymously in cash,
which could imply an identification problem where a manipulation is detected. The current anti-money laundering standards as per EU AML directive III, are relaxed for betting operators since
the threshold for applying customer due diligence is set at €15,000 (but there might be lower
local thresholds, such as in France where any cash transaction above €10,000 should be declared
to Tracfin). From July 2017 on, with the implementation of the AML IV directive, betting operators
might (depending on the country) have to perform due diligence checks for any person betting
more than €2,000 per 24-hour period: this new amount appears very low in comparison with the
existing thresholds and some betting operators have started complaining.1
This would not be enough, though, to block a sophisticated system where a mastermind employs
an army of runners to place small bets. But physical networks use a powerful deterrent to manipulation since (in Europe at least) their odds are often below the odds offered online: the need to
maintain a workplace and workforce weighs on the competitiveness of brick-and-mortar shops.
On the other hand, they offer some additional “services” such as live video feeds, drinks and the
opportunity to share the experience with other customers.

1 O’NEILL J. 2016, Irish On-Course Bookmakers Push For AML Exemption. (visit online https://gamblingcompliance.com/premium-content/
news_analysis/irish-course-bookmakers-push-aml-exemption)
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2.3.2.2 Online accounts
The combination of relatively high odds and easy money transfer make online betting an especially
sensitive area. Some countries, such as Belgium and France, have therefore opted for extra-tight
regulation and strong Know-Your-Customer (KYC) requirements: in order to open an account, a
client must provide a copy of his ID as well as a certified bank statement. However, most countries
leave betting operators free to set their own requirements as long as they comply with AML1
regulations. Hence, most betting operators stated they applied proportionality in their KYC requirements: proof of ID and use of EU-based accounts are only required when fairly large amounts
are being placed.
Maybe the simplest way to describe the common approach to online account monitoring is that
there is a set of limits for every punter and every betting formula. Exceeding any limit will trigger
an alert that must be cleared by an analyst to allow actual betting. In order to assess the risk,
the analyst usually gathers information about the bettor using privately (IP address) and publicly
(social networks) available data; it is not uncommon to call the customer to discuss with him the
rationale for his heavy betting. It is not uncommon to hear from the betting operator that they
called a returning customer, who suddenly placed a £1,000 bet: the client told them that he had
just been awarded a bonus by his boss, or that he had had a big win with another betting operator… If the customer does not have a 2 year long history, the operator usually asks for proof as an
element of proportionality in the Know Your Customer policy. Some information will nevertheless
lead the betting operators to extra care:
• When a punter uses any trick to hide his true IP address, either through a proxy server or VPN2,
virtual circuits (such as TOR’s) or any other anonymity-granting solution, betting operators can be
aware (since data packets appear to have been relayed by nodes known to be used by anonymity-granting solutions) and set the betting limit to zero.
• If the punter appears to be located in a country with a past record of sporting (such as matchfixing) or AML problems, then the threshold is first set at minimal level according to a risk-sensitive
approach.
• If the punter appears to act in connection with “neighbouring” accounts, i.e. people from the
same region of origin identified by internet provider, or people belonging to the same social
network (cross-references on Facebook or VK), then extra care is taken in the whole network to
ensure it is not a runner-system intended to “fly under the radar”.
• If the punter has a history of placing bets on winning unlikely events, he is likely to have his
threshold set at the minimum.
• More generally, any new account will have its threshold set at the minimum level and this limit
will be increased gradually over time.
These precautions from betting operators might look extremely stringent. However, it is certain
that betting operators are at risk of being defrauded by manipulators, and can lose both money
and credibility in case of successful cases of manipulation Hence their emphasis on security is to
be taken very seriously. Some betting operators developed very advanced risk management techniques, which gave them a definite lead in fast customer profiling. These data mining techniques
could be made available for less advanced competitors, hence Unibet spun off Kambi in 2010.
Intralot, Sportradar (since summer 2015) and others provide managed trading services, that is to
say they can process the betting applications from customers on behalf of betting operators and
1 AML: Anti Money Laundering
2 IP, VPN, TOR: see below the section on Darknet.
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apply their account management filters to manage risk at customer level and thus, guarantee their
customers revenue. The main difference with betting operators in this respect is that customers’
accounts are anonymous for service providers, hence all they can do is flag a betting pattern as
irregular/suspicious and report to the betting operator1.
It must be noted that not all operators have the same level of AML compliance and customer risk
management: Asian operators, for instance, operate on a different business model (they offer a
credit line to most of their customers, which don’t have to place a stake). Even in Europe, some
might be tempted to apply lighter provisions. This issue will be reviewed in more detail in section
5 below.
So far, betting operators have set betting limits to their customers in order to prevent manipulation. It might happen that some accounts still present irregular behaviour, such as seemingly
coordinated betting on unlikely events, or accounts steadily betting on lowering odds. In this sort
of case, the odds can be lowered or the event withdrawn, sending a signal to those who monitor
the market. But the first step in terms of risk management is to further lower the limits of suspicious betting accounts.
2.3.3 Conclusion
The following table gives a general summary of the distribution of monitoring techniques among
stakeholders of sports betting. As it has become increasingly clear in the text, betting operators
and service providers have first-hand information, which bestows them an informational advantage. If the betting operators definitely lower their odds when they notice something irregular in
their own trading, then monitoring will quickly translate the information across the worldwide
market. Note that other stakeholders usually gather information through agreements with the
information providers and although they cannot process it in real time, they can ultimately have
access to more information than any single betting operator.
The relations between stakeholders will be addressed below in section 5. Before we turn to this
question, we should try to give some general statements about the monitoring systems: overall,
most stakeholders use a mix of the same detection techniques to single out irregular patterns and
escalate them into suspicious cases. Quantification of the thresholds distinguishing regular from
irregular is not really significant since flagging a pattern as irregular only means it will have to be
“manually” looked at by an analyst. Thus the real question is the proportion of ultimately suspicious betting patterns: this is what we deal with in the following sections.

1 This is not strictly true. Some of them can identify, partially (Sportradar) or totally (Intralot, Kambi), individual anonymised accounts and
provide those to regulators or law enforcement agencies, which then, depending on their powers, can request or demand the full customer
profiles for those accounts.
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Table 3: distribution of monitoring technology across stakeholders
Stakeholders

Odds

Betting operators

+/++

Volumes

Odds

Volumes

Individual accounts

Betfair

world-wide

Individual accounts

Betfair

world-wide

(+)

+

(+)

+/++

(+)

+

(+)

Associations of betting operators
ESSA

((+))

((+))

((+))

((+))

((+))

((+))

((+))

((+))

Federbet

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

Na

GLMS

+/++

((+))

+/++

((+))

+/++

((+))

+/++

((+))

Sports organisations
FIFA EWS

+++

–

+++

((+))

((+))

–

+++

((+))

IOC IBIS

((+))

–

((+))

((+))

((+))

–

((+))

((+))

UEFA BFDS

++

–

++

((+))

++

–

++

((+))

TIU

((+))

–

((+))

((+))

((+))

–

((+))

((+))

Betting regulatory authorities
Belgium

((+))

–

((+))

((+))

–

–

((+))

((+))

Denmark

((+))

–

((+))

((+))

–

–

((+))

((+))

Estonia

((+))

–

((+))

((+))

–

–

((+))

((+))

France

+++

+++

+++

((+))

–

+

+++

((+))

Greece

((+))

–

((+))

((+))

–

–

((+))

((+))

Italy

+

+

+

((+))

–

+

+

((+))

Isle of Man

((+))

–

((+))

((+))

–

–

((+))

((+))

Malta

((+))

–

((+))

((+))

–

–

((+))

((+))

UK

((+))

–

((+))

((+))

–

–

((+))

((+))

Genius Sport

+++

(+)

+++

(+)

+++

(+)

+++

(+)

Kambi

+++

(+)

+++

(+)

+++

(+)

+++

(+)

Sportradar

+++

(+)

+++

(+)

+++

(+)

+++

(+)

–

((+))

through investigation ((+))

Service providers

Intelligence and
((+))
Investigation services

through investigation ((+))

–

Legend
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Na

no answer

–

No

((+))

through cooperation

(+)

limited to the company’s data

+

Partial

++

“almost complete”, via service providers

+++

“almost complete”, in house
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2.4 Efficiency – a priori examination
Our questionnaire provided many criteria for a priori evaluation of betting monitoring systems.
Betmonitalert experts were somewhat disapointed by the lack of precise answers to our questions
(with notable exceptions), hence the a priori evaluation was somewhat blurred. Nevertheless we
will go into some detail about the answers to the questionnaire (§ 2.4.1.) and the general conviction problem (§ 2.4.2.).
2.4.1 Answers to the questionnaires
The questionnaire contained four rows of questions to estimate the coverage of the monitoring
process in order to assess the effectiveness of the monitoring processes:
• Number of sports / competitions / types of bets monitored
This question was intended to provide an idea of the coverage of monitoring: most betting operators monitor all the sports / competitions and types of bets they are offering, so do the service
providers for their customers or associations for their members (at least for GLMS, while Federbet
did not answer).
•Cost of system
The idea behind the second question was that an efficient system is expensive; hence cost would
be a proxy for efficiency. Unfortunately, most betting operators / service providers / associations
did not provide information about their operating costs. Furthermore, they generally rely on
odds-setters doing part-time monitoring, hence in most cases it is almost impossible to compute
how much time is really spent on monitoring. The typical “team” with a betting operator is thus
one or two persons in charge of supervising the odds-setters/traders, but it is generally impossible
to decide whether the odds-setters from betting operator A are spending more or less time on
monitoring than odds-setters from betting operator B (moreover, raw time should be weighted by
an efficiency measure). By comparison, Sportradar seem to host the largest dedicated team with
the Betting Fraud Detection System: a few dozen analysts and some managers. By analogy with
betting operators, one may add that odds-setters could also provide input for the betting fraud
detection system, although this contribution is not easily measurable.
• Estimated market share of legal betting monitored
The third question is related to the ability of the monitoring system to perceive a diluted signal on
the whole market: when one monitors only a small percentage of the market, he may miss definite
signals from unmonitored areas. From the interviews we had with stakeholders, it is obvious that
exhaustive monitoring has become almost impossible, as the number of events offered for betting,
multiplied by the number of bet types, implies an overwhelming number of separate markets. FIFA,
for instance, can thoroughly monitor the several hundred matches they organise, but betting ope-
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rators offer bets on hundreds of thousands of outcomes, they can no longer monitor in-depth every
match (moreover, they often buy odds from service providers as they do not even have enough
expert odds-setters to determine odds on their whole product range).
Even the providers of the widest fraud detection systems monitor the market odds for fewer than
550 betting operators (although it is very likely that these 550 do more than 90% of the online
turnover). Others rely on very incomplete sampling with various arguments to justify their emphasis on some hotspots: usually, Asian betting operators (but also more and more European operators), which have different risk management techniques (they generally try to balance their books
by changing odds instead of limiting the stakes on rather viscous odds). Hence, monitoring the
whole of the legal market would probably give at best a time advantage; but once an anomalous
signal has been received by one key stakeholder and incorporated into his odds, the signal becomes visible for every stakeholder. We were not able to measure the time lag between the advanced
signal reception of the most reactive or exposed stakeholders and the general perception: certainly
less than 24 hours (since it is the longest delay for a stakeholder to issue a suspicious notice), and
for betting operators it is a matter of minutes (if they watch market data directly, use a service
provider or are part of an alert network).
•Quality of the monitoring of illegal betting
The last question attempted to understand the relationship between legal and illegal operators. As
we just pointed out, most stakeholders look at the betting odds offered by mainly illegal betting
operators since their less stringent requirements allow them to accept bets placed by individuals,
which might participate in manipulation, and their book balancing method leads to frequent price
changes. Grant, Johnson and Oikonomidis (2013)1 have thus shown (from a sample of matches in
the major European football leagues) that Asian betting operators changed their odds more than
7 times more frequently than their European counterparts. Most stakeholders are aware and check
some illegal betting operators, either by looking at their odds or at their betting limits (which
requires opening a betting account with them). Providers of monitoring solutions consider a more
extensive sample; for instance Sportradar has an extended coverage of the Asian betting operators
both by the number of operators monitored and the intensity of monitoring (real-time computer
scanning by ‘scraping’ the websites or getting the datafeed).
Table 4 summarises answers to these questions and thus defines some ‘montoring styles’ or
profiles;
Table 4: typical monitoring styles
Service provider 1

Betting operator 1

12

19 regular + 4
30
occasional, matching
offered bets

1

Number of competitions 40+
monitored

105

Few

Cost of system

6 dedicated staff for
online, 16 part-time
inspectors physical
network

Number of sports
monitored

n. d.
50+ dedicated
analysts

Betting operator 2 Sports organisation 1

odds-setters parttime + dedicated
manager

n. d.

1 GRANT A., JOHNSON J. E.V. OIKONIMIDIS, T., 2013, Bettors vs. Bookmakers :1-0 ! Examining the origin of information in football betting
markets. Working Paper, University of Sydney
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Estimated market
share of legal betting
monitored

100%

Quality of the monitoring odds
of illegal betting
+ limits

sampling
some %

own odds /
accounts

Agreements with
prominent operators

sampling of odds

no

Agreements with
prominent operators

The service provider is thoroughly monitoring a definite set of sports with computer programs and
trained analysts. Most betting operators are on their own for part of their product range (where
they do not buy the odds from a service provider) while they carefully monitor customer accounts
(unless they pay a service provider to do so), they also ask their traders/odds-setters to monitor
the market data (this ends up in incomplete monitoring). Eventually, sports organisations try to
analyse exhaustively the data relative to the event they organise but they usually cannot process
live betting in real-time, hence they must rely on agreements with data-producing stakeholders.
2.4.2 The conviction paradox
The “proof” of manipulation obtained by betting monitoring systems is “statistical” in nature: as
we have seen, manipulation is suspected when the distribution of bets among outcomes is unlikely
or when the change in odds is unlikely. In this context, unlikely has a pure statistical meaning: “far
away from the expected amount”. Any such betting pattern will be flagged as irregular, which only
means candidate for further investigation. Eventually, an irregular pattern, which resisted every
attempt at explaining is deemed suspicious.
How probable is it that a suspicious betting pattern denotes a truly fixed match? Let us start with
examples:
Example : Lleyton Hewitt vs. Jerzy Janowicz, ATP, 2014
On the 27th of June 2014, Lleyton Hewitt played against Jerzy Janowicz at Wimbledon. The best pre-match
odds were 1.56 for the former, 2.15 for the latter. Implied probabilities1 should then be 0.59 for Hewitt winning
and 0.41 for Janowitz. Nevertheless, Janowicz won – this was less probable than the contrary, but not highly
improbable. Of course, higher odds would have meant a more unlikely outcome. Hence an amateur football club at
7:1 against a professional team in a national cup has less than 15% of chance of winning, a tacky horse at 50:1
has less than 2% chance of winning: a low probability to be sure, but still far from impossible. But compounding
probabilities for multiple matches leads to far lower likelihoods: Templon (2016) compiled matches where the
winner was the player with the lower probability. In the end, he estimated the probability of the underdog winning
each of fifteen such matches to be as low as 10-5 (one in a hundred thousand). This is so low that most risk
managers ignore such a probability, which is only taken into account for critical applications (such as nuclear plant
safety). By comparison, most statistical tests rely on a 95% confidence level (hence a 5% error probability): this is
considered as sufficient to authorise a new drug, for instance. But not enough to convince criminal justice, even
when there is no obvious flaw as in the Templon case (as DIW 2016 demonstrated). We call this the “conviction
paradox” the contrast between a statistical proof and the requirements of criminal justice.

1 A direct computation would bring 1:1.56 = 0.64 for Hewitt 1:2.15=0.47 for Janowitz. As the sum is 0.64+0.47=1.11 > 1, a
normalisation is needed, which brings for 0.64 =0.59 Heywitt and 0.47 =0.41 for Jakowicz. See box 4 for additional detail.
0.64+47
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In a “conspiracy to manipulate a match” case for betting purposes, it must be proven beyond
reasonable doubt that 1. some people placed bets on a rather unlikely event while 2. they actually
had insider information they obtained from the manipulators. People placing bets and performing
the manipulation must be proven to have been in contact and the money trail must be evidenced.
The monitoring systems can well prove that 1. was done (using account-level information) although it was unlikely (using market odds or other proof) but to prove 2. one needs an entirely
different set of evidence, obtained from intelligence gathering, reliable testimonies, etc. This has
nothing to do with the statistical proof. Now, if we think of the already mentioned escalation
pattern, proving a pattern to be suspicious is just like proving there is no event to explain the
observed data, hence no proof that the pattern is normal. Fortunately, the judicial proof is entirely
different: a person cannot be convicted because there is no proof that he or she is innocent!
Hence, the probabilistic (or statistical) and the forensic concepts of proof are opposite in their nature. To summarise this contrast, one can say that criminal justice operates under the presumption
of innocence and requires a concrete proof. On the contrary, the statistical proof proceeds under
an imperfect presumption of guilt and looks for evidence to dismiss it.
From this it might be (wrongly) inferred that betting monitoring systems are useless to detect
cases of sports manipulation. A more balanced statement would be that account-level information
gives the first part of the evidence required (i. e. proof that someone bet on a given event). That
half must be supplemented by proving that the bettor has been provided with insider information
by someone else. Strictly speaking, the first part is not 50% of the evidence required for criminal
conviction1, since obtaining the rest is usually resource consuming, while the prosecutors’ services
and law enforcement agencies will usually not pursue every lead and inquire into every suspicious
betting pattern (on the contrary, match fixing cases are usually seen as less harmful to the society
than violent or financial crime). In contemporary democracies, justice cannot afford a miscarriage,
hence the standard of proof is very high and relies on concrete evidence, which is difficult to collect
in sport manipulation cases.
Here lies another difference between statistical and judicial evidence: the betting operators just
look for a reason to ban a consumer or withdraw an event from their list, thinking they’d be better to forego some bets than to lose money by paying out to winning fraudsters. The monitoring
systems of betting operators can thus be interpreted as a risk management device, intended to
manage a specific financial risk. Outside use of the “evidence” provided by the monitoring system
is not guaranteed: simple fraud, as illustrated by the Montpellier-Cesson case, where relatives of
the players placed bets in the nearest betting shops, is easily countered, but sophisticated schemes involving multiple runners placing small cash bets in order to avoid detection (i.e. statistical
algorithms of online betting operators) are less likely to be caught: in this case, the prosecutor’s
office and law enforcement agencies must do the whole job on their own. While the private efficiency of monitoring systems now seems good (the betting operators do not often lose money to
fraudsters), the social efficiency might still be improved. The problem is that the betting operators
(and their service providers) only have a marginal incentive to contribute to social efficiency: this is
not to say that they are not concerned, as most of the respondents are clearly concerned. But even
they would need some help or incentive to coordinate more efficiently with the other stakeholders.
And those who did not respond to our survey might well be less concerned with the sporting and
social impact of their business.

1 The situation is different for disciplinary proceedings, given the standard of proof used by CAS (« comfortable satisfaction »).
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While it is striking that statistical and criminal proofs are constructed in a strictly opposite way,
there is no reason to consider criminal justice to be the only relevant way to deal with sport manipulation. If we consider disciplinary justice for instance (or arbitration thereof), the requirements
are somewhat different, since it seems well accepted (i) that comfortable satisfaction (or even
balance of probability, under some specific disciplinary regulations) is enough to protect the sport
and (ii) that expert opinion can supplement or even substitute for physical evidence. In this respect,
expert reports have been accepted in some instances.
A ruling by the Court of Arbitration of Sport on 2nd July, 2016, may have changed the landscape.
CAS upheld a UEFA decision to ban the Albanian club Skenderbeu from the 2016/17 Champions
League. It is argued by Sportradar that the bulk of evidence in the case was provided by the Fraud
Detection System reports. Such a positive ruling from CAS would approve the use of FDS reports as
a basis for imposing sanctions. Certainly the Judgement appears to validate the use of monitoring
reports as the additional evidence available in the case was very limited (for example, a tweet from
an opposing player that strange things had happened on the field). However, the Judgement noted
that the case was about the application of an administrative procedure: UEFA had excluded the
Club according to powers to protect the reputation of its competitions. In a disciplinary rather than
an administrative case, a higher standard of proof would be required with stronger supplementary
evidence in addition to the monitoring reports. Despite this caveat, the Case can be regarded as
preparing the way for betting market evidence to play a central role in actions taken against cases
of alleged match fixing.
Then, the CAS upheld the Lithuanian Federation’s sanctions on the club Pakruoja Kruoja and
nine of its players. In this case, the ruling has been published as CAS 2015/A/4351 VSL Pakruojo
FK&players v. Lithuanian Federation. The FDS reports, in conjunction with a detailed analysis of
player performance were the basis for imposing sanctions which were considered 1. consistent
with the new disciplinary code and 2. proportionate with facts as they were proven. Although no
authoritative legal analysis of these rulings has been given so far, it can be said that monitoring
systems in conjunction with expert analysis of the players on-pitch behaviour are valid proof for
imposing disciplinary sanctions. What is rather new with the CAS decision is that CAS deemed it
sufficient (not just monitoring reports, but also expert analysis of the players’ behaviour).
Our a priori assessment of monitoring systems lead us to consider two different models of monitoring. The first one is the kind of monitoring performed by betting operators as part of their
risk management policy: they chiefly monitor betting accounts to detect manipulation and rely
on a very imperfect sampling of Asian betting operators to stay in touch with the market. While
this is enough to catch inexperienced manipulators (e.g. the Montpellier case, the Sutton case),
the evidence is clearly insufficient for criminal proceedings, which should then be appropriately
documented by a relevant criminal investigation. The statistical proof is enough for risk management but not for criminal justice, this is what we called the “conviction paradox”. Another model
of monitoring seems to emerge not just because service providers have better statistical proof
(the conviction paradox is not solved) but because their proof can be used, in conjunction with
analysis of on-pitch player behaviour and other evidence, to supplement disciplinary procedures.
In this case, a sport federation can rely on monitoring reports as a significant part of the evidence
required to fine or suspend players or teams.
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2.5 Efficiency – a posteriori track record
Given the probabilistic nature of their science, statisticians are used to dealing with errors: for
instance [under the null hypothesis that a match was not manipulated], detecting as manipulated
a non-manipulated match is a Type I error (false positive), while the converse error, failing to detect
a manipulated match, is what they call a type II error (false negative or miss) (see table 5).
Table 5: correct and erroneous detection
Event
Flagged as

Sound

Manipulated

Sound

✓

Type II error

Manipulated

Type I error

✓

The quality of the detection methods is usually measured by the complement of error rates:
• sensitivity is the proportion of manipulated matches which are correctly detected = 1 – Type II
error rate
• specificity is the proportion of matches classified as which were truly manipulated = 1 – Type I
error rate.
While our questionnaire had specific questions about success/error rates, most respondents either
did not answer or provided a general, a priori answer: the numerator of specificity might be wrong,
and the denominator of the sensitivity ratio is simply unknown. Hence no reliable numerical assessment of the a posteriori efficiency can be made, even if qualitative assessments have already
been attempted1. There are some measures, though, but they must be taken as partial evidence.
We will review some selected events (1.) before we look at events selected by respondents (2.)
and other evidence (3.).
2.5.1 Selected event list
The questionnaire featured 9 sport events, which were unambiguously manipulated since they
were followed by judicial or disciplinary sanctions, or at least admission of guilt. The events appear
in table 6.
Table 6: 12 manipulated events from the questionnaire
Sport event
Football: Liechtenstein – Finland
Country: International (Qualifications FIFA World Cup 2010)
Score: 1 - 1
Date: 9 September 2009

Id.
SE1

1 FORREST D., MCHALE I. G. 2016, Op Cit, p. 1 prudently wrote: “Our conclusion is, first, that, while the level of sensitivity cannot be
evaluated precisely, the FDS is likely to identify correctly a significant proportion of manipulated matches. Second, given the quite high
proportion of matches identified as potentially suspicious by the statistical algorithms operated by the FDS and the relatively low number
of reports finally issued to client organisations, we view analysts at the FDS as being both thorough and cautious when the final decision is
taken on whether to classify a match as suspicious. Therefore we believe that the specificity of the screen is likely to be high and that few
false positives will be presented.” They thus agree there is no numerical assessment of either sensitivity or specificity.
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Football: Hvidovre IF – Vendsyssel FF
Country: Denmark (1st Division)
Score: 2 - 4
Date: 24 October 2010

SE2

Football: Levante – Saragossa
Country: Spain
Score: 1 - 2
Date: 21 May 2011

SE3

Football: Lecce – Lazio
Country: Italy
Score: 2 - 4
Date: 22 May 2012

SE4

Handball: Cesson – Montpellier
Country: France
Score: 31 – 28 (15 – 12 à la mi-temps)
Date: 15 May 2012

SE5

Football: Kota Bahru – Ninh Binh
Country: Malaysia / Vietnam
Score: 2 - 3
Date: 18 March 2014

SE6

Snooker: John Sutton – Jamie Burnettt
Country: UK
Score: 0 – 6
Date: 24 September 2014

SE7

Football: Varese – Catania
Country: Italy (Serie B)
Score: 0 - 3
Date: 2 April 2015

SE8

Tennis: Games involving Alexandros Jakupovic (Greece)
Country: Greece
Date: December 2015

SE9

The sample of events was chosen to reflect various reasons for manipulating sports events: some
were purely betting related, either by a criminal organisation (SE1) or by players (SE5), some were
manipulated for sporting purposes (to ensure a team remains in the same division, such as SE3,
SE4, SE8). Moreover, the sample cover various leagues (Denmark, Italy, Spain) or tournaments
(World cup), and not just football but also cricket, handball, snooker and tennis.
Most respondents were not entirely comfortable with precise questions since:
• some did not offer bets on these events,
• some others believed precise answers could disclose how their monitoring system work and help
criminals avoid future detection.
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Hence some declined to answer or asked for the answer to be kept undisclosed. Table 7 thus
reports only the results which were authorised for publication, and it shall not be inferred from it
that some events were not reported as manipulated by respondents when a square is left blank.
not reported as manipulated by respondents when a square is left blank.
Table 7: manipulated event detection by respondents
Nature of stakeholder

SE1

SE2

SE3

SE4

SE5

SE6

A

SE7

SE8

SE9

✓

B

✓

Services providers
C

✓

D

(✓)

✓

(✓)

(✓)

(✓)

(✓)

✓
✓

(✓)

✓

(✓)

Associations of betting operators
F

(✓)

(✓)

The respondents are kept anonymous. A check ✓ means suspicious betting pattern was detected
and reported, a check in parenthesis means (✓) suspicion of match manipulation was acquired
but not necessarily reported1.
Given all we have said so far, we can interpret this table with precision:
• SE1-SE4 and SE8
Some betting operators and service providers noticed account-level suspicious behaviour, i.e. individual customers betting on a match that was manipulated for sporting purposes. They reacted
by restricting the accounts or withdrawing the event, but no “large scale” betting was observed,
and consequently the odds did not change, and another monitoring service provider did not report
suspicious betting patterns.
• SE5 is another case, singled out by one betting operator, which we used as an example.
• SE6 was noticed by a monitoring service provider, but not by European betting operators since
it was interesting mainly for the Asian market.
• SE7 is especially interesting since Betfair played an instrumental role in the conviction of the
fixer, as reported by WPBSA (2015).2
As a conclusion of the studies, it appears that betting operators and service providers’ monitoring
is quite efficient as they were able to detect real-world fraud cases to identify the customers involved and to provide evidence for the disciplinary and or judiciary proceedings. Nevertheless, not
all cases were detected – especially in tennis – and not by every stakeholder. One might conclude
that football is now under efficient scrutiny, but the cases we selected are solved. We cannot affirm
that no other sport event was manipulated without being detected.

1 Sportradar did not report the case in parenthesis as manipulated since “there was not enough evidence to state that the match was
manipulated on a large scale. However, the possibility of localised manipulation was not ruled out.” GLMS was aware of the manipulation
since some of its members reported suspicious betting, it then acted as an alert network for its members rather than a monitoring system.
2 WPBSA. 2015, Decision in respect of John Sutton. Hearing at the offices of the WPBSA, 75 White Ladies Road, Bristol on Tuesday 24 March
2015. (available online http://www.wpbsa.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/John-Sutton-Decision-redacted.pdf)
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As the questionnaire featured more general questions, some respondents furnished useful additional information reported in the following.
2.5.2 Event lists provided by the respondents
For instance, Sportradar provided two lists: one is taken from Forrest-McHale (2016)1, which gives
the total figures for irregular/suspicious patterns detected, the other was annexed to the questionnaire as a “list of investigations involving Sportradar”:
the figures taken from Forrest-McHale (2016)2 provides an overview of the activity of the monitoring system. Table 8 displays the figures:
Table 8: irregular and suspicious patterns at Sportradar
number of matches monitored

45569

number of matches with yellow/red alert(s)

15129

of which yellow alert(s) only
at least 1 red alert

10601
4528

number of matches subsequently hotlisted

1203

number of matches subsequently escalated

291

of which yellow alert(s) only
at least 1 red alert

4

287

Almost one third of the matches are flagged as irregular, but about 82% of these are discarded by
the analyst review of each case (after gathering more facts). The others are examined by a team
including one senior manager. In the end, 0.6% of matches monitored are considered as suspicious, with the issuance of a report.
The “list of investigations involving Sportradar” suggests that Sportradar has played a role in
evidencing 20 cases since 2009 (6 in 2015 alone), usually by providing reports. Unfortunately, we
could not access every decision about these events hence we cannot say how instrumental the
information provided by Sportradar was in the case. In addition to what we already wrote about
the disciplinary cases in § 2.5.1 above, we shall mention, for instance, that the Southern stars case
seem to show3 that the expertise provided by Sportradar triggered the inquiry, but the law enforcement agencies still needed to build up the material evidence (by means such as interviewing
people involved people and intelligence gathering wire tapping).
FDJ also provided some interesting figures for the number of irregular and suspicious betting
patterns (withdrawn events, events reported to TRACFIN (AML4 related problems), to sports organisations, to regulators or law enforcement agencies (table 9 for online and table 10 for offline
activities)).

1 FORREST D., MCHALE I. G. 2016, Op Cit
2 FORREST D., MCHALE I. G. 2016, Op Cit
3 A quite detailed account of the case and of the involvement of Sportradar is provided by Blickenstaff (2015).
4 AML: Anti Money Laundering
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Table 9: irregular and suspicious events offered online (FDJ)
Online
Tracfin
reported

irregular

withdrawn information of information of law
regulators
enforcement agencies

information of sports
organisation

2012

3

10

1

3

0

2

2013

6

11

0

0

0

0

2014

1

25

0

1

0

0

2015

3

7

3

0

0

0

Table 10: irregular and suspicious events offered offline (FDJ)
Tracfin reported irregular

withdrawn

information of
regulator

information of Law
enforcement agencies

information of
sports organisation

2011

30

2

0

0

2

2

2012

55

2

0

2

2

2

2013

68

9

3

1

1

1

2014

90

39

0

2

2

2

2015

91

43

0

0

0

0

The data provided by FDJ is useful to understand:
• that only a small proportion of irregular events are escalated into suspicious, as with Sportradar,
• that an online betting operator might withdraw an event before it is 100% certain that something suspicious is happening (hence there is no subsequent information for the law enforcement agencies or the regulator). It is a matter of prudence to withdraw an event in order to avoid
losses to manipulators. Additional evidence is then collected before information is transmitted to
the authorities.
This being said, withdrawing an event is not common as only a handful of events are withdrawn
every year, while thousands of matches are offered for betting.
It might seem difficult to consider a sample provided by only two respondents as representative. Information we gathered off the record from other stakeholders seem convergent: while the
monitoring system might distinguish many betting patterns as irregular and suitable for immediate inquiry, only a few are escalated into suspicious betting patterns. This is consistent with the
conclusion of the Forrest (2016)1 report: sensitivity cannot be assessed but allows for a significant
number of cases to be found, specificity seems quite high as no false positive has been demonstrated so far.

1 FORREST D., MCHALE I. G. 2016, Op Cit
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2.5.3 Other evidence: MoU with stakeholders and recommendation letters
Some other stakeholders wished not to compromise their detection methods nor pending cases,
hence they responded to the questionnaire by providing evidence of the usefulness of their monitoring systems: especially lists of memoranda of understanding with sports organisations or
letters of recommendation from the same. This indirect evidence is not precise enough to produce
conclusions on the effectiveness of the underlying monitoring systems.
Nonetheless, the trend is interesting: Sportradar and Betfair, for instance, are continuously signing
MoUs with new sports organisations. This confirms their leadership in (respectively) automated
monitoring of odds and relevance of the Betfair betting volumes1. Conversely, other stakeholders
experience a current disaffection, as if their usefulness eventually appeared uncertain. This latter
statement is clearly related to the relationship between stakeholders, their incentives, conflicts of
interests and business models. Hence we shall proceed to the next section.
While other stakeholders are not eager to disclose their records, service providers are eager to
show recommendations letters from stakeholders or lists of events which they identified as manipulated: at best, this proves that some manipulations have been identified so far. A list of sports
events known to be fixed might, on the contrary, show that many manipulations fly under the
radar. As it is impossible to provide a detailed assessment of sensitivity and specificity (or their
complement, type I and type II error rates), all we can say is that the best monitoring systems do
have a significant sensitivity and a high specificity. In simpler words: it is very likely that there are
far fewer false positive than false negative.
2.6 Business models, conflicts of interests and incentives
The economic point of view on gambling in general2, and sports betting in particular, is that it
is beneficial for all stakeholders: Forrest (2010) concludes against any excessive regulation that
“permitting consumers access to cheaper supply [of gambling] would have very definite benefits”.
In this view, more sports betting is good for the customers who love to bet on their favourite sport,
obviously good for the betting operators (more revenue), for the state (more taxes) and indirectly
for the sports bodies, since they will enjoy increased media attention hence more future income3.
Dietl and Weingärtner (2012) thus write “in view of the social optimum, but also with regard to
the optimum outcome for the game of football and its institutions”. Let us call this point of view
the “simplistic view”.
Contrarily to the simplistic view, it happens that some sport organisations do not support betting4
(the most famous being North American closed leagues), while others may be open to sports bet-

1 It must be added that Betfair has a definite expertise in identification by being able to mine publicly available data (such as social networks
and internet forums).
2 This point of view is rather recent though and not unanimous. Samuelson, one of the founding fathers of post-war economics, was
extremely critical. His blockbuster textbook read as follows: “(Gambling) involves simply sterile transfers of money or goods between
individuals, creating no new money or goods. Although it creates no output, gambling does nevertheless absorb time and resources. When
pursued beyond the limits of recreation, where the main purpose after all is to kill time, gambling subtracts from the national income.”
Economics, 10th ed., 1976, p. 425.
3 The role of betting operators as sponsors of teams has to be mentioned (e.g. football: every Premier League club has a gambling sponsor)
or individuals (e.g. snooker).This explains why sports organisations, despite the integrity risks created by sports betting, basically don’t
oppose the development of sports betting and usually don’t push for stricter legislation (except for the the North American closed leagues).
4 Even there are definite signs of change in the US with baseball and basketball coming out in support of legalised betting.
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ting (it is generally the case in Europe). The reason behind the “peridophobia1” of the American
leagues is obviously that betting provides an incentive for manipulation (increasing with the volume of bets)2. Thus, the American closed leagues do not share the common interest of bettors and
betting operators; more generally their economic model is not aligned with the rather peridophilic
European leagues (Andreff 2011)3. This example suffices to show that, contrary to the simplistic
view, 1. not all stakeholders share common interest neither do 2. all stakeholders from a given
category share a common business model. Let us start with the business models before we move
to the possible conflicts.
2.6.1 Business models
We follow here Vidal (2014)4, which had a more nuanced approach than the above ‘simplistic
view’ to sketch a review of business models.
• Vidal clearly demonstrated that increasing betting volumes induce costs for the sports bodies in
order to fight possible betting-oriented manipulation. We will not elaborate here on the distinction
between peridophilic and peridophobic leagues, since the latter exist mainly in the US. Both kinds
of organisations nevertheless share a common interest in handling disciplinary cases themselves:
among other reasons, they do not necessarily want excessive publicity.
As we already suggested, betting operators do not all share the same business model:
• Most European operators cater for a base of more or less captive players, they are “position-takers”, as they do not change their odds very often (Grant et al. 2014)5.
• Some operators are “book balancers”: they often change their odds to balance the bets placed
on alternative options.
The distinction is in fact related to a risk management method:
• Position takers offer mainly 1X2, where the odds (hence probabilities) and fan base may greatly
differ. It is hence impossible to balance the books. As we have seen, risk management is essentially
performed through market watch and account-level monitoring.
• On the contrary, “book balancers” hedge themselves by balancing the alternative options so
that they are nearly sure to have enough to pay to the winners. To achieve balance, they define
almost equiprobable events (hence they favour Asian handicap over 1X2) and tweak the odds to
attract more bets on the “lighter” side of the balance.
Betting operators have been performing market watch since the dawn of bookmaking as any
bookmaker must ensure his odds are consistent with the market, i. e. there is no possibility of a
(standalone or combination) dutch book (see box 2 for additional information; box 3 offers additional information if necessary).

1 Fear or hate (φοβία) of betting (περιδοσ). The opposite is peridophilia. Related adjectives, peridophobic and peridophilic characterize
those who oppose or embrace betting.
2 See for example Reiche (2013) who elaborates far beyond the initial Black Sox story.
3 ANDREFF, W. 2011, Contemporary Issues in Sports Economics. Edward Elgar
4 VIDAL, L. ed. 2014. Report – fighting against the manipulation of sports competitions. Sorbonne. (available online http://sorbonne-icss.
univ-paris1.fr/presse/)
5 GRANT A., JOHNSON J. E.V. OIKONIMIDIS, T., 2013, Op Cit
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Box 2
Dutch book and sure bet – a lethal risk for the bookmakers
To illustrate the sure bet principle, assume for instance team A is favourite against team B with the following odds
at 1X2:
• 1.79 for a victory of team A,
• 4 for a draw,
• 5.25 for a victory of team B.
Any punter betting
100
•
= 55€91 on the first outcome,
1.79 + 4 + 5.25
1.79
1.79 1.79

•

•

100
1.79 +
4

4 + 5.25
4
4

100
1.79 + 4 + 5.25
5.25
5.25 5.25

= 25€02 on the second outcome, and

= 19€06 on the third outcome

would earn
• 55€91 × 1.79 = 100€08 in case team A wins,
• 25€02 × 4 = 100€08 in case of a draw,
• 19€06× 5.25 = 100€08 in case team B wins.
This set of odds is called a dutch book as any bookmaker offering these odds would lose money for sure and go
out of business.
Note that a bookmaker might also experience problems if he offers one of the aforementioned odds while one or
two competitors offer the complementary odds to form a dutch book. For instance, if
• bookmaker X offers 1.79 for a victory of team A,
• bookmaker Y offers 4 for a draw,
• bookmaker Z offers 5.25 for a victory of team B

In Box 2, different classes of business models among customers may be distinguished as some play
for fun, while some play to earn their living: Vidal call this set of bettors (which include algorithmic
traders, money launderers and manipulators) “opportunistic” since they get some economic benefit from betting. They are differentiated from the “recreational” gamblers.
Even states and public authorities can be distinguished since some states rely on betting to develop their economy at the expense of sport integrity or tax revenue for the home country of opportunistic bettors: Cagayan is obviously one such “non-cooperative jurisdiction”, purely concerned
by the interest of its local betting operators. Most European states are concerned with the welfare
of the whole range of stakeholders plus they do have a specific interest in tax revenue.
Now that the business models and the personal interests of the stakeholders have been mentioned, we can move to review the conflicts of interest.
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Box 3
Odds and probabilities
In sports betting, odds are usually quoted in decimal format. For example,
• 1.60 for a victory by team A,
• 4.00 for a draw,
• 5.25 for a victory by team B.
1.60 means that a one euro bet on team A will pay out 1.60 euros if team A wins. Of this 60 cents would be the
bettor’s profit (and he is also repaid his 1€ stake).
It is also possible to define odds in an alternative format as ‘probability-odds’, which are simply the inverse of
decimal odds. For example, the probability-odds for team A in our example are 1/1.60=0.625. This means that, if
the bettor wanted to collect 1 (including return of stake) in the event of team A winning, he would have to wager
0.625 euros now.
Similarly the probability-odds for the other outcomes are 0.250 and 0.190 respectively.
When we add together the three odds expressed in probability format, we get a sum, in this case 1.065. We expect
this sum of odds always to be above 1. If it were below 1, then a smart customer would recognise a ‘sure bet’.
For example, suppose the odds on team A winning were 2.00 instead of 1.60. Now the probability-odds on A are
1/2.00=0.500 and the sum of the probability-odds is 0.500+0.250+0.190=0.940. The customer could wager
50 cents on team A, 25 cents on team B and 19 cents on the draw, a total wager of 94 cents for a pay-out of 1 ,
whatever the result. Thus, if the sum of odds were 0.940, the customer could have a guaranteed profit of 6 cents
on every euro invested.
Returning to the more realistic example of odds of 1.60/4.00/5.25, the sum of probability-odds is 1.065. This total
is known as the over-round. The higher the over-round, the higher the profit margin a bookmaker can be expected
to make.
If the bookmaker sets odds to hold a balanced book (equal aggregate pay-outs whatever the match outcome) then
his profit-rate on the event is guaranteed and is equal to (over-round-1) divided by (over-round), which here would
be (0.065/1.065)=6.1%.
For example, the bookmaker accepts total wagers of 6,250 euros on team A, 2,500 euros on team B, and 1,900
euros on the draw. This is a total of 10,650 euros and the bookmaker pays out 10,000 euros to winning bettors
whatever the result- a profit of 650 euros or a 6.1% return.
Although bookmakers can operate risk-free by managing odds such that they hold a ‘balanced book’, this
is in practice not straightforward to achieve and they will often take a position by accepting larger liabilities
on a popular betting choice. However, the lower the margin on which they operate, the riskier this becomes
and bookmakers following a low margins-high volume business model typically adjust odds in response to
betting volumes to ensure as close to a balancing of the book as they can achieve. This is above all the modern
bookmakers’ business model and it is this which allows monitoring systems to use movements of odds as a proxy
for the division of the latest money placed beteen the different match outcomes.
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2.6.2 Conflicts of interest
If, as a first approximation, we neglect bettors and public authorities to consider only betting
operators (and service providers) on the one hand and sports bodies on the other hand, there is a
set of conflict of interest.
• Sports bodies could oppose betting in general (peridophobia) and see betting monitoring as an inefficient argument to convince the other stakeholders that the risk
associated with betting can be curbed.
- A variant of this argument targets more specifically the monitoring services providers since
their economic model relies on ever more betting opportunities being offered, so that nobody
but their algorithms can monitor the ever-increasing betting space.
• Sports bodies sometimes argue that flagging irregular events is likely to
- cause people to be wrongly perceived as guilty since less than 3% of irregular patterns eventually happen to be escalated,
- cause sports people to be taken as scapegoats since the public generally links suspicious
betting to the sports people.
• Conversely, sports bodies could try to minimise the public impact of manipulation
by keeping family business private, hence avoiding criminal inquiry to rely on disciplinary procedure only.
These kinds of conflicts of interest around monitoring should be mentioned because they could
turn out to be relevant in case the institutional setup provides bad incentives for the stakeholders.
Mistrust and suspicion among stakeholders would probably make it easier for criminals to manipulate.
2.6.3 Incentives
Among these three aforementioned items, the first ones are related to the coexistence of stakeholders while only the very last one is related to their cooperation. One can think, then, that only
(3.) requires correct incentives for betting operators and sports bodies to fight together against
sport manipulations. In fact, (3.) is more a matter of exchange of information than of properly
monitoring, hence it should be more adequately treated with alert systems (in this respect, the
precise order in which stakeholders communicate should be made very explicit to maximise the
efficiency of procedures against manipulators). We would nevertheless like to emphasise the idea
that the betting operators have “sold” their own risk management techniques to the sports organisations, boasting that they would allow tracking down and deterring the manipulators. Most
sport organisations “bought” the idea, and expected their new allies would provide the ultimate
arsenal to defeat the criminal organisations as well as dishonest stakeholders. Facts suggests that
this approach did not work as intended: a prominent association of betting operators gathered
many recommendation letters between 2008 and 2012, but these endorsements have not been
repeated since. This can be interpreted either as the sign that the sport bodies now favour the
service providers and their superior, dedicated expertise or as a manifestation of disappointment.
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Disappointment is precisely what must be prevented in order to avoid the other items on the list
in § 2.6.2. More generally, these items follow from ignorance:
• Would be justified if the betting operators and the service providers were not actively fighting
manipulation. Many examples show that the betting operators or the service providers have taken
an active part in the investigation and conviction of manipulators. There could be disappointment
if the sport bodies expect too much from their partners: in our section § 2.5.2 above we have
shown that the monitoring systems usually cannot provide the decisive proof required in criminal
justice1; but they can still be useful in this context and provide decisive evidence in disciplinary
cases.
• Wrong interpretations of the monitoring procedures are very harmful to the stakeholders. The
statistical concepts behind monitoring are not straightforward and probabilistic thinking is often
tricky for untrained people, hence it seems important to educate interested parties about how
monitoring systems work, how irregular patterns are detected, escalated or dismissed. This is
especially true for people who communicate publicly on the subject.
We are confident that this report will help people understand how monitoring works technically
and how the stakeholders can work together to fight manipulation. The process of adjusting this
cooperation is not over, hence mutual understanding appears necessary to go ahead.
Contrary to a common view, the interests of stakeholders do not necessarily or naturally match.
Ignorance and misunderstanding can lead to real conflicts; mutual understanding is necessary to
enhance the effect of monitoring. It is important that most stakeholders understand how monitoring works to fine-tune the information exchange procedures so that greater efficiency is achieved
in the fight against manipulations.
2.7 Assessment tools for monitoring the illegal sports betting market
2.7.1 Introduction
Illegal betting is a controversial issue. First of all, there is no common definition accepted by all
the stakeholders. The definition adopted through the Council of Europe Convention (see § 1.3.1)
has been challenged by part of the industry (noteably by ESSA, an association a large majority
of whose members are based in Malta, UK and Gibraltar) and even by some EU Member States
(Malta). These stakeholders would prefer speaking about “regulated”, “well regulated” or “not
regulated” betting operators. Nevertheless, since these possible definitions remain unclear till
now, Betmonitalert experts remain faithful to the CoE definition.
Monitoring the “illegal” betting market is a challenge as such:
• Regarding “street bookmaking”, there is only one possible way to assess the market, i.e. the
analysis of police reports after an arrest or a seizure. Some very interesting reports2 explain the
functioning of the US illegal gambling market before 2000;

1 Even if monitoring systems have often triggered police inquiries which go on to lead to convictions
2 for example : Koleman S. Strumpf. February 2003. Illegal Sports Bookmakers (Department of Economics University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill)
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• For online betting, it is possible to access an illegal website and look at the variation of odds
on offered bets (cf. § 2.3.1). Nevertheless, it would be much more interesting to have an estimate
of the amounts staked, which is a much more difficult issue. In fact, a better evaluation of the
amounts staked on illegal websites by Asian, American and European citizens would improve
hugely the efficiency of the existing monitoring systems. This is the main issue of the following
chapter (cf. § 2.7.2). A second part of the survey about illegal betting aims to give a better understanding of the illegal market and the growing importance of the darknet (cf. § 2.7.5).
2.7.2 Methodology and objectives of the study: an identification of tools able to
evaluate the illegal betting market
2.7.2.1 Context and available tools for analysis
The objective of the study was initially to test a methodology able to evaluate the volume of bets
of the illegal sports betting market.
Facing this particular topic of the study (growing online market, only a few cooperative actors,
geographic dispersion of customers at an international level, huge illegal activity), it is difficult
to use direct techniques (surveys, interviews, observation, etc.) to have a quantifiable and precise
analysis.
In this context, it has been decided to collect online traffic data from illegal websites to assess their
activity. Three data collection techniques have been studied:
• Intrusive: Means accessing the central site of an illegal website to monitor its traffic from the
inside. However, this method is considered as being in conflict with the European Commission’s
code of ethics.
• Onsite: Means collecting data from web analytics tools managed by the illegal websites. This
option has been considered as impossible because it would have required the cooperation of the
latter. Their information would only have been declarative without any possibility to check.
• Offsite: Means using web analytics tools dedicated to competitive analysis in order to gather
traffic information about illegal sites from external sources.
The last option is the most appropriate in the scope of the study. It has been selected by Betmonitalert experts.
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2.7.2.1 Selected tools for the study
The main role of the “offsite” analytics tools is to collect web traffic data.
The most well-known tools in the web analytics market around the world are:
• Similarweb
• Alexa
• Comscore
• Hitwise
• Compete
• Semrush
• Spyfu
• Moz
• Statshow
• Trafficestimate
In order to understand the methodology of each tool, to assess their credibility and, finally, to
determine their relevance, there is a need to focus on two indicators:
a) The source data:
There are five different types of sources:
• Internet Service Providers (ISPs) with their own data;
• Web crawlers scanning public websites, analysing billions of pages and supplying input data for
similarity, category and content analysis engines;
• Direct measurement sources from websites and applications (apps) directly connected to the
tools;
• Search Engine Results Pages (SERPs) to analyse the top Google or Bing or Yahoo search results
for a dedicated keyword;
• Panels of monitored devices: representative sample of Internet users using a browser extension
on desktop computers and mobile devices.
b) The geographical covered area
Some of the web analytics tools collect worldwide data but most of them focus on particular
countries or continents.
2.7.2.2.1 The favoured tools
Regarding the initial list of tools, two of them have been left out of the scope of the study because
their data were redundant with other more relevant options:
• Moz.com: redundant with Semrush.com and Spyfu.com;
• Statshow.com and Trafficestimate.com are based on Alexa or Similarweb data.
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It should also be noted that the panels used are probably not representative of the population
practicing illegal online sports betting, which has no particular interest in having its traffic monitored. Thus, it was decided to leave out the two web analytics tools whose data are only based on
panels: Comscore and Hitwise.
In conclusion, for the first phase of the study, the five selected tools are:
• Similarweb
• Alexa
• Compete
• Semrush
• Spyfu
There are two categories of offsite web analytics tools:
• First category: Alexa, Compete and Similarweb
They estimate websites traffic and the profile of its audience.
• Second category: Semrush and Spyfu
They provide data linked to the global website environment, through an SEO / SEM approach,
focusing on data such as search engine optimisation and backlinks.
Presentation of the five selected tools (extracts from their websites):
• Alexa.com
“Alexa’s traffic estimates are based on data from our global traffic panel, which is a sample of millions of Internet
users using one of over 25,000 different browser extensions. In addition, we gather much of our traffic data from
direct sources in the form of sites that have chosen to install the Alexa script on their site and certify their metrics.
However, site owners can always choose to keep their certified metrics private.”
• Compete.com
“We collect consumer behavior data from multiple sources, harmonize those sources into a single panel, and use
algorithms and advanced analytics techniques to normalize the data to the population as a whole. The Compete
panel is the largest of its kind in the industry, combining the online behaviors of millions consumers across the
United States. The large size provides the granularity needed to uncover deeper consumer behavioral insights and
engagement opportunities that are impossible with small panels. […] We do not rely on cookies or log files”.
• Similarweb.com
“Our data comes from 4 main sources: A panel of over 200 million monitored devices, currently the largest panel
in the industry. Local internet service providers (ISPs) located in many different countries. Our web crawlers that
scan every public website to create a highly accurate map of the digital world.Direct measurement learning
set: Hundreds of thousands of direct measurement sources from websites and apps that are connected with us
directly. This last source of data helps us to constantly improve our learning set, fine tune our algorithms and reach
accurate estimations about traffic stats for all websites and mobile apps.”
• Semrush.com
“SEMrush analyzes the top 20 Google (and Bing U.S.) search results for each keyword in our database. Using our
proprietary collection methods, we now have a database of over 100 million keywords and 45+ million domains.
For every keyword, we take a snapshot of Search Engine Results Pages (SERPs). We use our Live Update algorithm
to keep our 26 regional databases fresh”
• Spyfu.com
“We get our information from Google, showing data from Google.com for US results and Google.co.uk for UK
results. We do not collect data from Bing or Yahoo.”
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2.7.2.2.2 Comparison by sources and covered geographical area
Sources:
Similarweb
Alexa
Compete
Semrush
Spyfu

ISP data
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO

Web crawlers
YES
NO
YES
NO
NO

Direct measurement
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO

SERP
NO
NO
NO
YES
YES

Panels
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO

Geographical coverage:
Similarweb
Alexa
Compete
Semrush
Spyfu

Zones
World
4 countries: United Kingdom, Germany, Spain and USA
USA
World
2 countries: USA and United Kingdom

2.7.2.2.3 Conclusion
According to this comparison, Similarweb and Semrush seem to be the most powerful and efficient
tools respectively to collect estimates of websites traffic and provide data linked through an SEO
/ SEM approach.
2.7.2.3 Selection of the framework of the study: identification of websites, metrics
and tools
Nine betting websites among the worldwide market leaders were analysed during this first phase
in the scope of Betmonitalert.
• Bet365.com
• 188bet.com
• Betfair.com
• Bodog.eu
• Bwin.com
• Pinnaclesports.com
• Sbobet.com
• Sportingbet.com
• Williamhill.com
In addition, some metrics were identified by Betmonitalert experts as being key priorites for the
success of the study.
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Metrics with priority n°1. The following metrics are intended to evaluate the traffic of a website and thus its activity volume:
• Number of unique visitors per month
• Number of visits per month
• Number of visits per visitor
• Number of pages viewed per visitor
• Number of pages viewed per visit
• Geographical distribution of visitors
• Duration of navigation on the website
• Bounce rate1
• Desktop / mobile navigation distribution rate
Metrics with priority n°2. These metrics are intended to enable better understanding the origin of the traffic and the website environment, in order to see if it is possible to draw actions or
improvements to fight illegal online sports betting:
Traffic nature and sources:
• nature of the traffic
• main keywords generating traffic (free or not)
• data from the advertising market (advertising networks)
Website ecosystem:
• main websites from which traffic originates
• websites providing links to the targeted website
• main other websites visited by people from the website
2.7.2.4 Timing of data collection
The data collection was multi-stage, according to the websites and the priority levels 1 or 2, which
have been defined above (cf. § 2.7.1.3):
• On 02/10/2016 and 02/23/2016: Collection of priority level 1 data for Bet365.com;
• On 03/22/2016 and 02/23/2016: Collection of priority 1 data for other websites;
• On 03/02/2016 and 03/03/2016, collection of priority level 2 data for all websites (except for
Alexa it was done on 03/08/2016 - 03/09/2016).
Focus on temporalities of each web analytics tool:
• Alexa:
The data collected at time T are these of the last 30 days, with a lag of about 2 days for the data
update. Thus, the data recorded on 02/22/2016 gathers the 30 days preceding 02/20/2016.

1 This represents the percentage of visitors who enter the site and then leave rather than continuing on to view other pages within the
same site.
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• Compete:
The tool provides the figures for the previous full month, because the updates are made between
the 6th and 10th of each month. Thus, as part of phase 1, a survey in February refers to data from
January.
• Similarweb:
The data correspond to the last 28 days, with a lag of about 1 or 2 days for the data update. Thus
the data recorded on 02/22/2016 corresponds to the 28 days before the update of 02/20/2016.
• Semrush:
Updates for this tool are declared as being “live” but actually it depends on the keywords affecting
the SEO of the targeted website, in order to optimise the updates. They can be daily, weekly or
monthly.
• Spyfu:
The data update is done monthly, at the beginning of the following month. Thus, we had access to
the February data, according to the update of 03/02/2016.
2.7.3 Results and observations following the study
Considering only the data provided by Similarweb, here is the ranking of websites by:
Number of visitors per month

Bet365
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Visitors
(per month)

Pages
Bounce rate Duration of
viewed per
navigation on
visit
the website

Desktop /
navigation
distribution rate

Mobile navigation
distribution rate

232 690 000

3.6

69.96

30,04

63.44

00:06:11

William Hill

31 850 000

5.31

56.05

00:05:22

63.01

36,99

Betfair

17 100 000

8.38

33.67

00:14:23

61.6

38,4

Bwin

7 330 000

5.39

48.19

00:06:24

68.48

31,52

Pinnacle

2 400 000

7.6

26.42

00:12:58

76.52

23,48

Sbobet

1 750 000

13.57

37.16

00:15:50

60.85

39,15

Sportingbet

1 530 000

10.55

18.24

00:16:40

64.99

35,01

Bodog

659 900

3.57

47.14

00:04:35

66.84

33,16

188bet

367 900

11.48

27.53

00:14:21

72.18

27,82

Average

32 853 089

7.72

39.76

00:10:45

6.,16

32,84
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Number of pages viewed per visit
Visitors
(per month)

Pages viewed Bounce rate
per visit
(per month)

Duration of
Desktop /
Mobile
navigation on the navigation
navigation
website
distribution rate distribution
rate

Sbobet

1 750 000

13.57

37.16

00:15:50

60.85

39.15

188bet

367 900

11.48

27.53

00:14:21

72.18

27.82

Sportingbet

1 530 000

10.55

18.24

00:16:40

64.99

35.01

Betfair

17 100 000

8.38

33.67

00:14:23

61.6

38.4

Pinnacle

2 400 000

7.6

26.42

00:12:58

76.52

23.48

Bwin

7 330 000

5.39

48.19

00:06:24

68.48

31.52

Williamhill

31 850 000

5.31

56.05

00:05:22

63.01

36.99

Bet365

232 690 000

3.6

63.44

00:06:11

69.96

30.04

Bodog

659 900

3.57

47.14

00:04:35

66.84

33.16

Average

32 853 089

7.72

39.76

00:10:45

67.16

32.84

Bounce rate

Sportingbet
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Visitors
(per month)

Pages viewed Bounce rate Duration of
per visit (per
navigation on
month)
the website

Desktop / navigation Mobile navigation
distribution rate
distribution rate

1 530 000

10.55

64.99

18.24

00:16:40

35.01

Pinnacle

2 400 000

7.6

26.42

00:12:58

76.52

23.48

188bet

367 900

11.48

27.53

00:14:21

72.18

27.82

Betfair

17 100 000

8.38

33.67

00:14:23

61.6

38.4

Sbobet

1 750 000

13.57

37.16

00:15:50

60.85

39.15

Bodog

659 900

3.57

47.14

00:04:35

66.84

33.16

Bwin

7 330 000

5.39

48.19

00:06:24

68.48

31.52

Williamhill

31 850 000

5.31

56.05

00:05:22

63.01

36.99

Bet365

232 690 000

3.6

63.44

00:06:11

69.96

30.04

Average

32 853 089

7.72

39.76

00:10:45

67.16

32.84
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Duration of navigation on the website
Visitors
(per month)

Pages viewed per Bounce rate
visit (per month)

Duration of
navigation on
the website

Desktop /
navigation
distribution rate

Mobile
navigation
distribution rate

Sportingbet 1 530 000

10.55

18.24

00:16:40

64.99

35.01

Sbobet

1 750 000

13.57

37.16

00:15:50

60.85

39.15

Betfair

17 100 000

8.38

33.67

00:14:23

61.6

38.4

188bet

367 900

11.48

27.53

00:14:21

72.18

27.82

Pinnacle

2 400 000

7.6

26.42

00:12:58

76.52

23.48

Bwin

7 330 000

5.39

48.19

00:06:24

68.48

31.52

Bet365

232 690 000

3.6

63.44

00:06:11

69.96

30.04

Williamhill

31 850 000

5.31

56.05

00:05:22

63.01

36.99

Bodog

659 900

3.57

47.14

00:04:35

66.84

33.16

Average

32 853 089

7.72

39.76

00:10:45

67.16

32.84

Desktop consultation
Visitors
(per month)

Pages viewed per Bounce rate
visit (per month)

Duration of
Desktop /
Mobile
navigation on the navigation
navigation
website
distribution rate distribution rate

Pinnacle

2 400 000

7.6

26.42

00:12:58

76.52

23.48

188bet

367 900

11.48

27.53

00:14:21

72.18

27.82

Bet365

232 690 000

3.6

63.44

00:06:11

69.96

30.04

Bwin

7 330 000

5.39

48.19

00:06:24

68.48

31.52

Bodog

659 900

3.57

47.14

00:04:35

66.84

33.16

Sportingbet

1 530 000

10.55

18.24

00:16:40

64.99

35.01

Williamhill

31 850 000

5.31

56.05

00:05:22

63.01

36.99

Betfair

17 100 000

8.38

33.67

00:14:23

61.6

38.4

Sbobet

1 750 000

13.57

37.16

00:15:50

60.85

39.15

Average

32 853 089

7.72

39.76

00:10:45

67.16

32.84

Mobile consultation
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Visitors
(per month)

Pages viewed
per visit
(per month)

Bounce rate Duration of
navigation on
the website

Desktop navigation
distribution rate

Mobile navigation
distribution rate

Sbobet

1 750 000

13.57

37.16

00:15:50

60.85

39.15

Betfair

17 100 000

8.38

33.67

00:14:23

61.6

38.4

Williamhill

31 850 000

5.31

56.05

00:05:22

63.01

36.99

Sportingbet

1 530 000

10.55

18.24

00:16:40

64.99

35.01

Bodog

659 900

3.57

47.14

00:04:35

66.84

33.16

Bwin

7 330 000

5.39

48.19

00:06:24

68.48

31.52

Bet365

232 690 000

3.6

63.44

00:06:11

69.96

30.04

188bet

367 900

11.48

27.53

00:14:21

72.18

27.82

Pinnacle

2 400 000

7.6

26.42

00:12:58

76.52

23.48

Average

32 853 089

7.72

39.76

00:10:45

67.16

32.84
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Observations
Bet365
• The website with the highest traffic according to Alexa, Compete and Similarweb;
• A high bounce rate, a small number of pages viewed by visitors and a reduced duration of navigation show that the typical user does not have the profile of a “player”;
• by combining the top 10 countries of origin of traffic provided by Alexa and Similarweb, visitors
come mainly from Spain, UK, Germany, India, Italy, Brazil, Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic;
• The member page (members.bet365.com) represents only 2.8 to 5.3% of the website traffic;
• 48% of traffic comes from advertising with only 16% direct and 30% referral (referring sites
with backlinks);
• 60% of advertising traffic comes from 2 ad networks (PopAds and Direct REV).
188bet
• Site with low traffic but a visitor who surfs (low bounce rate), who stays for a long time (strong
navigation time) and who consults several pages = profile “player”;
• Traffic comes mainly from Brazil (15-29% according to tools) and Asia: Cambodia, Vietnam,
Thailand, Indonesia and Taiwan (24-36%);
• No traffic comes from online advertising or search engine advertising;
• 54% of traffic comes directly and 33% by referral.
Betfair
• Site with high traffic (3rd) but nevertheless a good bounce rate (4th) and a very good navigation
duration (3rd);
• The site ranks 2nd in mobile consultation share;
• The source of visitors is clearly centred on UK (34.6% for Alexa - 36.5% for Similarweb), Brazil
(12.7% - 19.4%) and India. There is also an important representation of the countries of the East
(Russia, Ukraine, Romania, Bulgaria);
• Direct + Referral traffic represents 80% of incoming traffic. Online advertising and search engine
advertising represent only about 9%.
Bodog.eu
• Low traffic (8th) combined with bad navigation duration (last) and number of page views per
visitor (last);
• Canada represents 73% (Alexa) and 89% (Similarweb) of traffic, far ahead of the US (10.8%
• 6%);
• The majority of traffic comes from links referrals (49%) and then direct (35%). Advertising accounts for only 7% of traffic.
Bwin.com
• 4th most visited web site according to Similarweb with median number of navigation duration,
number of page views and bounce rate;
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• Traffic comes mainly from Germany (39.6% for Alexa - 49.8% for Similarweb) and to a lesser
extent from UK, Austria, Poland, the Netherlands and Switzerland;
• 26.5% of traffic comes from advertising and more specifically 33.7% direct and 29.8% referral;
• More than 90% of the advertising traffic is generated by 3 ad networks : Adcash, Adk2 and
DirectREV;
• 38.33% of outgoing traffic goes to paypal.com.
Pinnaclesports.com
• Medium traffic but good bounce rate and good duration of navigation, which shows that the
visitor has a “player” profile;
• It has the highest Desktop navigation distribution rate;
• It is difficult to compare the countries of origin of the traffic: the first two for Alexa are Japan and
China, which are respectively 5th and 25th in the ranking of Similarweb;
• Nevertheless several countries find themselves in the Top 10 of the two tools: Portugal, Russia
and USA;
• The members.pinnaclesports.com page represents 14 to 16% of the traffic;
• Direct and referral traffic represents more than 90% of total traffic. 0.17% for online advertising
and search engine advertising.
Sbobet.com
• Medium traffic (6th) but an excellent number of page views per visitor (1st) and good bounce
rate and duration of navigation;
• 1st in mobile consultation;
• Traffic comes mainly from Asian countries: Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaysia
(about 41% for Alexa and 56% for Similarweb);
• Another country emerges in both Top 10: Russia;
• The asia.sbobet.com page concentrates 25 to 27% of the traffic;
• Traffic comes to 92% live and referral. 0.5% for advertising.
Sportingbet
• Despite relatively low traffic, it is the site that combines the best results of number of page views
/ visitors (3rd), bounce rate (1st) and navigation duration (1st). This shows that the visitor does not
come by chance and has prolonged activity;
• Brazil is very much the leading country of origin of the traffic (47% for Alexa and 43% for similarweb). Then come UK, Poland and Germany;
• 46% of the traffic is direct. 24% in referral. 19% SEO and 8% in advertising.
WilliamHill
• WilliamHill is the second site in terms of monthly traffic volume, but the number of page views /
visitors, bounce rate and navigation duration show that the user does not have a “player” profile;
• UK is far ahead of other countries of origin of traffic with 39.6% for Alexa and 45.9% for Simi-
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larweb. Then come Asian countries: Pakistan, India, Indonesia and Vietnam;
• 50.5% of traffic comes from online advertising and 1% from search engine advertising. Only
21.2% comes direct and 21% in referral;
• Approximately 60% of advertising traffic comes from the Adk2 network. 16% of the traffic
coming from advertising is generated by ads on Facebook and Youtube.
2.7.4 Observations and limitations
2.7.4.1 Key learnings following the first phase of data collect
The key things learned following phase 1 of the data collection are the following:
The most complete tools: Alexa, Compete, Similarweb
The first three analytical tools (Alexa, Compete and Similarweb) remain the most complete ones
for collecting traffic data (priority 1) and SEO (priority 2). The other two, Semrush and Spyfu, do
only the analysis of information related to SEO (priority 2).
Similarweb seems to be the most complete and relevant tool in terms of diversity of its data
sources (4 cross-sources), the amount of information provided (for example, it is the only tool to
offer the mobile / desktop navigation distribution rate) and thanks to its international dimension
(no geographic limits).
Disparities between the results obtained by the analytical tools
There are differences between the results obtained from the analysis tools. These can be explained
by:
• Variation in periods studied
(ex: Alexa = Last 30 days VS Compete = the full month of January)
• Differences as far as tracking methods and data sources are concerned
(ex: Compete = Online behaviors data VS Similarweb =web crawlers, and ISP data)
• Differences on geographical zones covered
(ex: Similarweb = World VS Alexa = 4 countries max VS Compete = United States)
The extent of these disparities does not allow calculating averages for the various metrics.
Some data seem rather unrealistic
For example, Alexa estimates that 6,380,551 unique Spanish visitors have visited Bet365 per
month, which is more than 13% of the country’s total population. Nevertheless, the survey suggests that all the betting operators mentioned above target countries where they don’t have an
authorisation (licence or other agreement).
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2.7.4.2 Limits identified after the study
The negative impact of the selected sources
Differences in data sources and treatment methodologies between the tools don’t allow the possibility to cross-analyse data.
The non-representativeness of the samples
Below traffic of 100,000 unique visitors per month, the results are considered as being unreliable,
regardless the sources of the tools. From 250,000 unique visitors per month, the relevance becomes higher.
Unrepresentative geographic areas
Some tools focus on US visitors (Compete) or remain geographically limited (4 countries for Alexa
= Spain, UK, Germany, Canada). It has to be noted that several local versions of websites do exist:
For instance, websites like Bet365.com have their “local” versions (ex: Bet365.it), which may
catch a whole segment of players per country. Small countries or geographical areas are not fully
represented due to a lack of sources in the selected tools.
Some users are not included in the study
Data which have been collected with web analytics tools are limited to web traffic (desktop, mobile and tablet) but do not include any traffic coming from apps (apps represent an increasing part
of the market, and increasing use of responsive design in mobility).
2.7.5 Focus on native applications
Some native applications can be downloaded on IOS App Store, Google Play Store (Android) or
directly on the website of the online betting operator. These applications are different from the
web-applications (web-apps), whose traffic is included in the traffic of the website (URL is nevertheless different, with a “m.” for mobile).
Most of the websites studied in the scope of Betmonitalert offer these apps. For example:
Extract from Bet365 website:
• « bet365 has a free iOS App. To download the App, simply search for bet365 in the App Store. Alternatively you
can visit the bet365 mobile site via the web browser on your mobile or tablet. Scroll down to the bottom of the
homepage and click on the ‘View all bet365 apps’ link, where you can download all bet365 Apps. Currently the
App is available in Argentina, Austria, Australia, Bulgaria, Canada, Cyprus, Denmark, Germany, Greece, Hungary,
Ireland, Italy, New Zealand, Poland, Slovakia, Spain and the UK. In countries where the App is not available you can
use our Web App by simply visiting our site from your iPhone or iPad’s web browser.
• bet365 has a free Windows App. To download the App, simply search for bet365 in the Windows Store.
Alternatively you can visit the bet365 mobile site via the web browser on your mobile or tablet. Scroll down to
the bottom of the homepage and click on the ‘View all bet365 apps’ link, where you can download bet365 Apps.
Currently the App is available in Austria, Australia, Bulgaria, Canada, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Greece,
Hungary, Ireland, New Zealand, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden and the UK. In countries where the App
is not available you can use our Web App by simply visiting our site with your mobile or tablet’s web browser. »
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Extract from Betfair website:
• « Exclusive sign-up offers (Free £30 bet when you play your first £10) ; Cash Out whenever and wherever you
want; Bet In-Play across hundreds of markets, from wherever you are ; Price Rush – giving you boosted odds even
after you’ve placed your bet
• On an Apple device? Get the sleekest version yet, direct from the App Store.
• On Android? Go to https://btfr.co/newapp to download the latest version straight to your device»
• With IOS App Store12, 11 applications sont disponibles :
« Betfair Sports Betting – Football, Golf and Horse Racing Online Betting, Odds & Tips13
Free ; Updated: 24 February 2016
Languages: English, Danish, German, Greek, Italian, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish o Ratings :
Current version : 106 / All versions : 4988
Exchange Betting from Betfair on Horse Racing, Football, Golf and Cricket14
o Free ; Updated: 25 February 2016
Languages: English, Danish, German, Greek, Italian, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish
Ratings:Currentversion:20/Allversions:3596»

The Betmonitalert programme observes that most of these applications remain outside the official
channel. Therefore, even if some « app analytics » tools exist (for example App Annie1, Similarweb
and Compariscope2), it is impossible to monitor them through an off site method. To be able
to monitor such applications, cooperation with the betting operator (on site method) would be
required.
Therefore, to be able to fight efficiently against illegal betting through mobile apps, it would be
necessary that betting regulatory authorities ask providers, most importantly Apple (Google Play
Store already prohibits this kind of application), to prohibit these apps. This would require running
some geographically-localised downloading tests
In fact, IOS App Store currently authorises these apps under certain conditions (extract3):
• « Apps that offer real money gaming (e.g. sports betting, poker, casino games, horse racing) or lotteries must
have necessary licensing and permissions in the locations where the App is used, must be restricted to those
locations, and must be free on the App Store.
• Apps must comply with all legal requirements in any location where they are made available to users. It is the
developer’s obligation to understand and conform to all local laws »

A betting regulatory authority could of course also ask an illegal betting operator to restrict the
downloading of its apps to the customers of jurisdictions where it has an authorisation (from the
IP address).
2.7.6 Betting in the darknet
This section intends to deliver a qualitative and exploratory assessment of the illegal sports betting
market on the darknet (focusing on “traditional” sports rather than e-sports). We will showcase
operating modes and illegal activities undertaken online. We found that the darknet fosters “Illegal sports betting” (i.e. sports betting activity whose type or operator is not allowed under the
applicable law of the jurisdiction where the consumer is located) by providing (i) support and
mechanisms for anonymisation and overcoming IP-based, telecom and legal identification; (ii)
promotion of illegal sport betting; (iii) support for the development of illegal betting marketplaces
and platforms; and (iv) insider information on sports matches.
1 Visit online https://www.appannie.com/
2 Visit online https://www.compariscope.com/data
3 https://developer.apple.com/app-store/review/guidelines/#contests
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Our research method is based upon web-ethnographic techniques: unobtrusive and non-participant observation. We created accounts on four online hacking forums and communities, and
researched topics related to sports betting in their databases. We undertook passive searches.
We used a large variety of keywords for our searches, and used snowball sampling techniques to
access other communities embedded in hacker’s forums and related darknet websites. We were interested in the following topics: improve our understanding of the operating modes for faking IDs
for betting and the role played by the internet and the darknet in illegal sports betting.
Our research has several limitations.
First, as part of this exploratory study, we focused our search on “traditional“ sports rather
than e-sports. Indeed, research on e-sports would have needed a focus on other specialised communities and would have provided insight on smaller phenomenona (resale of game
items and money laundering communities). For the purpose of this study, we decided to
concentrate on the interactions between traditional sports betting and the darknet.
Second, we decided to focus on one of the main main darknets, the Tor network. Indeed,
a study on other darknets, such as I2P or Freenet, might have been interesting, but would
have required more time and might have left us with less insight. The Tor Network is the biggest and most famous darknet, and as a result it attracts most of the illegal activities (cybercrime, drugs, traditional criminal organisations, contract killers, scammers, etc): it’s where all
the main hacking communities are located and most of the transactions take place.
Third, as a qualitative and exploratory research, this study is intended to illustrate rather than demonstrate the generalization of these practices. Due to the hidden nature of cybercriminals’ transactions, undertaking a quantitative assessment is difficult. A more thorough assessment would
be needed to increase this study’s validity and level of generalisation.
2.7.6.1 Accessing illegal gambling websites
Virtual Private Networks (VPN) are the key software recommended by most of the cybercriminals
forum boards when it comes to basic anonymity on the web.

Topics on anonymisation techniques are the most read ones on hacking forums. This screenshot highlight good practices
on the use of privacy tools in order to not be “snooped by government & Law Enforcement”.
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Indeed, a VPN allows users to set up secure, private and encrypted connections. Basically, VPN
enables a computer to establish a connection to a private network across a public network. For
instance, let’s say Carl, a US citizen located in Manhattan, New York want to access Paddy Power.
Currently this betting platform can’t accept US-based customers. Carl tried to register, but was
prevented by the website thanks to geo-restriction (his IP, 1.2.3.4 is an US-based IP). Carl will
establish a VPN connection to a network in Paris, France. Once the network is established and
the computer is granted access, Carl will be able to surf on the internet as if he were in the same
location as the VPN server (Paris, France, IP 6.5.4.3). His IP address will be the same as the one of
the VPN (6.5.4.3).
Online communities frequently maintain lists of favoured VPN providers for illegal activities.

Lists of VPN services with their jurisdictions, payment methods, level of privacy and scores/recommendations.

The most recommended VPN are those that do not log users’ activities (logging would enable a
third party, such as a law enforcement agency, to identify users), and also allow un-trackable currency payments (reinforcing the anonymity of its users). Cybercriminals tend to share what we can
call the “good practices” of stealthy online communities: (1) signing up to the VPN service with an
anonymous email account using Tor; (2) pay with bitcoin using (a) tumbler services, (b) exchanger
platform or (c) private off-exchange (such as bitcoin-otc). The bitcoin tumbler will mix the users’
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fund with other funds and pay the VPN service using someone else’s funds, thus confusing the trail
of the money. The exchanger platform will change bitcoin into another currency (such as Webmoney (WMZ) or Perfect Money) and allow the cybercriminal to pay the VPN with the new currency
exchanged. Finally, private exchange services are “over the counter” / off exchange trading done
directly between peers.

Marketplaces such as bitcoin-otc enables users to purchase bitcoins ‘over the counter’ from another individual user.

Cybercriminals forum boards and communities provide detailed information to help users access
illegal sport betting services. They also promote the use of Tor browser to reduce browser fingerprint (browser configuration details generally added to website cookies), the use of privacy
conscious email providers, and secure text messaging clients (TorChat for instance).
VPN allows users to easily overcome IP-based identification on sport betting platforms. However,
some of these betting platforms use SMS verification codes during registration to verify if a user is
a real human and not a robot. This protection can also be easily overcome for $0.5 on specialised
websites in the darknet, or from $5 to $10 in websites publicly available on the internet.

This website is a marketplace for cheap services, easily accessible from the internet. Among these services, one can find
geo-localised mobile SMS verification.
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Hackers have access to cheaper services and sometimes to professional added services (call
centres, dedicated phone support from cybercriminal businesses specialised in fake sms verification).

There are plenty of offers for sms and phone call (callcenter) verification.

Finally, the last part is related to ID.

A question frequently asked by beginners: how to overcome ID checks?
It’s easy to find a fake ID card, fake passport or fake driving licence in the darknet.
However, such services come with a high price tag: from € 450 (driving licence) to € 4000
(passport). Avreage prices found on several communities in the darknet were about € 2000.
.
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The cheapest solution recommended on forum boards is to buy stolen passport and ID cards scans.
Most of these documents come from ID thieves (hackers specialising in ID). Stolen ID could have
been acquired through:
(1) a hack - infecting a computer with a Remote Administration Tool (RAT) allowing the hacker to retrieve all the documents of the infected computer. Some of the hacked machines could be business
servers containing HR and employees documentation (ID, diplomas, pay statements), hospitals with
patient ID and medical details, local governments agencies with social security documents, etc.
Or through (2) a scam. Indeed, most “Nigerian scams” will ask users to provide them with bank
details and ID. For stolen scanned documents (licences, passports, ID cards), prices begin at $5,
but prices can be higher depending on the quality of the copy and the pack of documents related
to the same identity.
The figure below synthesises our first section on anonymisation techniques available on the darknet. A user, Carl, can easily create fake anonymous email addresses, and use them to subscribe to
VPN and to sports betting platforms. He could easily overcome security measures by buying sms
verification services or fake or stolen IDs. All payments could be done anonymously, by using bitcoin OTC (i.e. another user will pay in bitcoin for Carl), tumblers (i.e. multiple users of the tumbler
will pay in bitcoin), or exchanger (i.e. Carl will create a fake perfectmoney account to pay).
SMS
verification service

VPN service

Fake ID (Passport, ID card,
driving licence

Ramesh’s
BTC account

Perfectmoney
account

BTC

Exchange

Stolen ID (Passport, ID card,
driving

multiple BTC
accounts
Tumble

Fake email adresses
Carl
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2.7.6.2. Promoting illegal sports betting

Cybercriminal communities discuss a large variety of topics,
from politics to hacking, through money laundering and
scams. Money making and sport betting topics are frequent
and numerous on forum boards. There are plenty of discussions about mainstream sports betting platforms.
Debates on sports betting range from bragging about recent
gains to shady proposals such as the following: “If anybody
here plays on Betonline, I’m looking for a transfer of cash;
my pp for your cash on Betonline.” That kind of proposal
implies some form of money laundering: the user will pay
with a (probably) stolen paypal account.

Hackers share their tips related to sports betting platforms, but also report to the community the
platforms that have banned or “scammed” them: “They banned my account for nearly 8 months
with no explanation. Then when they reinstated it I was limited… I moved to betfair”.
Others also requested fellow hackers’ advice on creating bots for sports betting: “I am in the
proccess of coding a bot that does 1$ bets on 1000 games at a time with the better odds. What
do you think?”. The screenshot below showcase a user ready to pay for an account on bet365
registered with another identity.
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Betting advisory services are very numerous on the darknet. Some of these services are available
for free but affiliated with sports betting networks (Bet365, Commission.bz (Betonline), Uffiliates
(888), etc.). They ask their users to register to betting networks using affiliate links.

A betting group promoted on Discord, a VoIP software designed for gaming communities.

Free betting tips are frequently provided in most money making sections of hacking boards.
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There are also a large number of paid services provided by ‘professional’ (and sometimes anonymous) tipsters/players.
As part of this exploratory study, we found that sports betting platforms accepting bitcoins (such
as Sportsbet.io or Cloudbet) seem to be very popular on hacking communities, although a more
thorough assessment would be needed to confirm this hypothesis.

Examples of paid sport betting services provided on online hacking communities.

Online communities and marketplaces provide integrated services ranging from betting advice to
VPN services.

Promotion of VPN services in a hacking board.

These offers may be overlooked among the large number of scams and/or pure advertising services. Indeed, about 30% of all the messages posted on Hackforums about sports gambling for
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instance were affiliates just advertising for their services (promoting a sport betting platform,
announcing new features, recruiting new gamblers). Advertisers offer promo codes or affiliation
codes; for each new recruit, the gambling platform will pay the affiliate a fixed commission.

Examples of scams and advertising disguised as recommendations.

Advertisers which try to scam users might be banned. Sometimes, users will post their feedback on
the forum thread and denounce apparent scams or gambling companies they found to be untrustworthy. On black hat marketing communities (i.e. communities of “shady” advertisers), users
will also recommend one illegal gambling platform over another. This is due to the fact that some
platforms will try to scam their gamblers AND their affiliates: A black hat hacker recommendation
to a fellow beginner: “Be careful with beeing an affiliate for gamblign sites, do it for some what
“less” commission but a more trustworthy company. If it’s to good to be true they wont pay you
out (been there a few times)”.
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2.7.6.3. Helping create and develop illegal sports betting services and platforms
Hackers communities are friendly environments – skilled developers provide advice and help to
fellow “wannabe” sports betting operators.
In the following example, the user operates a gambling platform and is requesting help to build an
SMS-based information services for Serbian gamblers. Due to the fact that this user also operates
a business selling stolen accounts, we have serious doubts about the legality of his gambling
business.

What is interesting is that hackers capitalise on the knowledge they create as part of their shady
projects. Hacking boards are communities of interests. When a hacker is involved in a project,
he frequently contributes back to the hacking community, thus building a more knowledgeable
group, helping “noobs” (beginners and wannabe hackers), and increasing his reputation among
his peers. They contribute to building a technical knowledge based on sports betting market places.

A skilled developer shares his knowledge on developing a code function used in a sport betting platform creation project.

Advice ranges from technical support to business model development. In the following example,
a hacker provides suggestions related to the marketing strategy of a sport gambling platform.
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Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is not recommended, so the hacker suggests to use other marketing techniques such
as email and direct forum promotions to advertise for the gambling platform.

2.7.6.4. Provide insider information on sports bets

Websites advertising insider information on
sport betting could be easily found in the
darknet. These websites could be accessed
freely through the TOR Network, and from a
multitude of internal listing and repertories
(hidden wiki, any ‘Tor search engine’, etc). It
doesn’t require any specialist IT knowledge.
Most of the websites are self-explanatory
and well documented: with FAQ sections,
‘Help’ sections, and even ‘terms and conditions’ related to insider offers.
The screenshot on the left is an example of
an updated repertory of websites providing
insider betting tips. This collaborative repertory is checked and users can report scams
or unavailable websites. Below one of these
bookmarked websites, a user commented
“The match is lose. Fake, (CKSA TO WIN) but they lose 2-0” and another one added: “Match didnt
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win. Lost much money too. yeah idk what this guy was talking about he has no clue.” About 60+
websites are listed, although some of them are no longer updated.
Some websites share the same design, hinting the fact that their owner created several platforms
for advertising his ‘fixed match’ service.

Although the URL and the contact details are
not the same, those two platforms share the
same fonts (title, subtitle and text) and colour scheme.
Some websites are more refined and well designed, like the screenshot on the left which
showcase a dynamic mobile website, with
interactive slideshow about the benefits of
“fixed matches bet”.
The screenshot below is an example of “scam
filtering” found in a hacking forum. Indeed,
it displays a user promoting his services and
bragging about having insider information.
However, the user profile indicates that the
user was ‘banned’ from the forum, probably
denounced for his scams or fake information.
In such communities, reputation systems are
important.
We reviewed a dozen platforms providing
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insider information on sports matches, ranging from football (soccer) to American football and
basketball matches. Prices for insider information range from 10 euros (price of registering with a
newsletter informing its subscribers of potential opportunities) to 450 euros (fixed match details
with the best odds).
What is interesting is that most of the widely
advertised platforms provide escrow services.
This hints at the fact that such platform are
confident in the trustworthiness of their advice. Indeed, the escrow will hold the transaction funds and release them to the platform only after the bet is successful.
In this case (left screenshot), a “Clearnet escrow” refers to an escrow originated in the
non-darknet or the non-Tor internet (the
clear internet). This is another guarantee, as
escrows in the darknet are anonymous and
risky (and could also disappear with the funds).
A large number of payment methods are recommended – among them, Perfect Money
is well known for its anonymity and as a successor of the infamous ‘Liberty Reserve’ (that
was popular mostly among money launderers). But the use of bitcoin is favored (see
section 1 for more details on additional anonymisation techniques involving payment
with bitcoins).
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Confusing the trail of money: with this scheme, the money path between the buyer and the cybercriminal is obfuscated.

The use of escrow services might also be a way for these platforms to launder money. Indeed, an
escrow acts as an intermediary between a party A and a party B. This adds another intermediary in
the trail of money, that could be used in complex money laundering schemes involving exchangers
for instance.
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2.7.6.5 Discussion
Our recommendation would be to enforce the use of ‘state of the art’ authentication techniques
by sports betting operators. Regulatory agencies should describe a standard in terms of gamblers’
authentication which will be used as a baseline for compliance by sports betting operators.
Authentication techniques in the user registration process could be refined by using image analyzer software. Such software can detect whether an image has been edited or whether an image
is outdated (more than three months old for instance). This will increase the barriers to ‘illegal’
entry into a sports betting platform and reduce the number of fake ID and stolen scanned ID used
as registration material. A registration process comprising (1) IP-based geo-restriction, (2) SMS
verification and (3) an ID document checked with an image analyzer, would hinder unauthorised
users and contribute to reinforcing traceability (lower number of fake ID documents). However,
this recommendation will need the EU to empower betting regulatory authorities with stronger
auditing rights (to enforce compliance of local sports betting services and to verify compliance).
To conclude this exploratory research, we will summarise our insights: we found that the darknet
fosters illegal sports betting by providing strong support for overcoming all the authentication
techniques used by betting platforms: from the easiest ones (IP-based) to the hardest ones (SMS
and legal documents). Second, we also found that darknet communities not only promote illegal
sport betting (advertising, tips, betting groups), but also support the development of illegal betting
platforms (technical and business support). Finally, we found multiple cases of insider information
services for sports competitions.
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PART 3:

Good practice guide
3.1 The “perfect” monitoring system
First of all, it has to be stated clearly that the perfect betting monitoring system doesn’t exist.
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Theoretically, it would be possible to build a perfect betting monitoring system to detect irregular
/ suspicious betting patterns. Here are the conditions of a possible ”ideal” system:
Condition 1
Every jurisdiction in the world implements betting regulation through a local betting
regulatory authority (even jurisdictions with a prohibition regime). Today, this is the
case in more than 90% of the countries in the world1 (in many countries where gambling is not
explicitly authorised it is prohibited).
Condition 2
Licenced betting operators only offer bets when they have an authorisation in the
jurisdiction of the consumer.
At the moment, even if the information has to be checked carefully, some operators licenced in
the Cagayan and even UK/Gibraltar are known to accept bets from China2. This remains illegal
regarding the definition that has been adopted (cf. § 1.1.3).
Therefore there should be a clear distinction between legal (licenced) and illegal (street betting
and people / companies organising betting without any gaming authorisation) betting operators,
with no grey area. Betting monitoring systems would then be able to concentrate efforts on legal
(licenced) betting operators.
Condition 3
In this case, every betting regulatory authority accesses (in real time) all individual
betting data on its local market.
This method is used by ARJEL3 (France), AAMS4 (Italy) and other regulators such as those in Lithuania, Poland, Portugal, Spain. Regarding manipulation risk, it is therefore possible to determine
and analyse different indicators which could reveal irregular / suspicious betting (for example:
average stake by match by competition, the market share of the 1X2 bets, the temporal and geographic distribution of bets, the percentage of single bets on a given match). Experience, statistics
and knowledge on atypical behaviour would allow to refinement of the definition of the “best”
indicators in the future.
Condition 4
All the worldwide betting regulatory authorities cooperate and share information on
the basis of these indicators mentioned in the above-paragraph (sharing of global indicators like the stakes collected for a given football match for example, but no information regarding invidual betting accounts, to protect the privacy of individual betting data). This is important
because it is possible to bet on a given competition out of a given jurisdiction (for example, bets
are legally offered on Swedish basketball in many countries all over the world). An international
organisation (for example: Council of Europe, UNODC, Interpol, dedicated governmental body,
etc.) could therefore be the “hub” for this globalisation and analyse all the wordwide legal betting
data in a secure way.

1 Sorbonne-ICSS, 2014, integrity report – Executive summary, Protecting the integrity of sport competition
2 Igamingbusiness, Bet365 defends online gambling operation in China, 8 October 2014 (available online http://www.igamingbusiness.
com/news/bet365-defends-online-gambling-operation-china)
3 ARJEL Autorité de Régulation des Jeux en Ligne (France)
4 AAMS L’Agenzia delle Dogane e dei Monopoli (Italy)
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With such an “ideal” monitoring system, there would be no need for interpretation or use of
“proxies” like odds changes (odds movement is a proxy for unknown betting volumes and other
indicators such as the distribution of money already wagered)1.
3.2 Conditions for good practice
Good practices regarding betting monitoring systems need to be analysed differently for each of
the three main categories of stakeholder:
Criteria taken into account for good practice by public authorities
• Existence of betting regulation
• Existence of a betting regulatory authority
• Level of priority of the fight against illegal betting
• Direct / Indirect access to individual betting data of the authorised (licenced) betting operators
• Level of control of authorised (licenced) betting operators
• Will to detect manipulation of sports competitions
• Expertise regarding betting and manipulation of sports competitions
• Human and financial resources to analyse betting data in order to detect manipulations of sports competitions
• Possibly: Level of cooperation with sports organisations
• Criminalisation of manipulation of sports competitions and betting fraud
Criteria taken into account for good practice by betting operators
• Operator offering bets legally / illegally (percentage of legal stakes exceeding a given threshold)
• Level of transparency on commercial data (including betting volumes)
• Level of cooperation with betting regulatory authorities (at least on irregular betting patterns)
• Level of cooperation with sports organisations
• Will to detect manipulation of sports competitions
• Expertise regarding manipulation of sports competitions
• Human and financial resources to analyse betting data in order to detect manipulation of sports competitions
Criteria taken into account for good practice in sports organisations
• Will to detect manipulation of sports competitions
• Level of cooperation with betting operators and betting regulatory authorities
• Expertise regarding betting and manipulation of sports competitions
• Human and financial resources to analyse betting data in order to detect manipulation of sports competitions

3.3 Good practices for betting regulatory authorities
The following organisations have been chosen because each of them has a unique characteristic.
The assessment suggested below was designed by Betmonitalert experts according to the following indicators:
• Level of fight against illegal betting: Implementation of concrete measures (existence of a le

1 Even if, of course, all the experience gained from private services providers such as Sportradar is really useful, including some information
on sport actors and clubs in the last ten years.
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gislation on illegal betting, establishment of a blacklist of operators, website blocking, payment
blocking, advertising ban, etc.)
• Level of control of licenced operators: Existence of legislation on betting licence requirements,
transparency obligations (including on shareholders and managing directors), possibility to access
individual betting accounts, investigation possibilities, possible sanctions, past sanctions, etc.
The other indicators are directly linked to the interviews with the stakeholders concerned on the
basis of their interviews.
3.3.1 AAMS (Agencia delle Dogane e dei Monopoli1 - Amministrazione Autonoma dei
Monopoli di Stato): Italian betting regulatory authority
Good practice according to Betmonitalert experts: Direct access to individual betting accounts
Existence of betting regulation

YES

Existence betting regulatory authority

YES

Level of fight against illegal betting

CORRECT

Access to individual data of licenced operators

YES

Level of control of licensed operators

AVERAGE (high number of operators)

Expertise betting and manipulation

AVERAGE - CORRECT

Human and financial resources

QUITE LOW

Level of cooperation with sport

GOOD

The AAMS Italian monitoring and alert system was created in 2011. It represents a collaboration between public authorities (AAMS, law enforcement agencies, Ministry of Agriculture, in
charge of horse betting) and the sports movement (the CONI2 and the Italian football federation).
The objective of the system is to detect irregular and suspicious betting patterns.
AAMS, in coordination with the Italian licensed betting operators, is in charge of the monitoring
of the sports betting market. With the AAMS system, it is possible to have real time access to all
the gambling / betting data (including betting accounts). There are (2 to 4) internal analysts (but
generally only from Friday to Sunday, the key point of the football week) checking bets (retail and
online) in real time. There is clearly a lack of human resources for this task. AAMS analysts primarily
check three kinds of data: odds change, abnormal turnover and geographic distribution.
Since 2016, detection has become more difficult because of the development of Live Betting.
Once an alert is triggered, it is sent to the UNIT, the national platform responsible for combatting
the manipulation of sports competitions. The President of the UNIT then decides which law enforcement service will be in charge of the investigation (usually, it is the Guardia de Finanza, then
Polizia di Stato, then Carabinieri).

1 The customs Agency, Agencia delle Dogane e dei Monopoli, is a non-economic public body established by Legislative Decree n° 300 dated
30th July 1999.
2 CONI: Comitato Olimpico Nazionale Italiano (Italian National Olympic Committee)
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Internationally, there is cooperation with ARJEL (a specific MoU was signed for the 2016 Euro
– football), IOC, FIFA. There is also a partnership with Sportradar, AAMS receives the Sportradar
reports but doesn’t have to pay for them. Reports are provided by AAMS’ partners. AAMS is part
of the European network of betting regulators. For AAMS, it is very important to develop this
network.
N.B.: AAMS only exchanges information with other countries or organisations in case of investigations outside Italy1.

For AAMS, the problem of “illegal betting” is crucial and global, which should be treated at an
international level.
In addition, AAMS mentions that betting monitoring systems should also check whether sport
actors bet on their own competitions. During the interviews, AAMS highlighted that betting addiction becomes a problem, especially in football.
Strengths of betting monitoring system:
• Direct access to individual betting accounts (in real time)
• Organisation of the UNIT
Weaknesses of betting monitoring system:
• Financial and human resources
• Expertise (analysts should both have good betting and sport knowledge)
• Independence (from sport and betting operators)
• Most of the public authorities in charge of investigations or justice (especially prosecutors) have
no expertise in betting: need for appropriate monitoring reports.

3.3.2 ARJEL (Autorité de regulation des Jeux en ligne) French regulatory authority
Good practice according to Betmonitalert experts: Direct access to individual betting accounts + Sophisticated indicators to detect irregular betting patterns + Own monitoring system of
the worldwide betting market.
Existence of betting regulation

YES

Existence betting regulatory authority

YES

Level of fight against illegal betting

CORRECT

Access to individual data of licensed operators

YES

Level of control of licenced operators

CORRECT

Expertise betting and manipulation

GOOD

Human and financial resources

AVERAGE

Level of cooperation with sport

CORRECT

1 AAMS and ARJEL to sign agreement in June (MoU) http://egr.global/intel/news/aams_and_arjel_to_sign_agreement_in_june/
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The ARJEL monitoring system was created in 2010 (when the regulatory authority was established). From the start, public authorities developed a system where the regulator (ARJEL) could
access all the gambling / betting data (The “Frontal bone”).
ARJEL has different betting monitoring systems (manipulation of sports competitions, money
laundering, other betting specifications). The ARJEL “match fixing” monitoring systems has been
developed internally.
There are two levels of control in this monitoring system:
• Main control (real time storage of all the betting data, collected from the operators, in an ARJEL
computer system: around 500,000 to 1 million data every day for sports betting, 50 to 70 million
data globally – Most of them concern poker).
There is no real time analysis but indicators are calculated every night. The main control is also
able to check whether some exposed players (for example sports actors) bet with French operators;
• Secondary control: It is an analysis of the odds offered on the French market but also at the most
important worldwide betting companies (around 50 operators monitored).
N.B.: ARJEL checks the bets globally, including for customers having several betting accounts with different operators.

There are 2 different teams (betting experts and odds experts) speaking together. On a daily basis,
there are 2 people in charge of this match fixing betting monitoring. There is automatic monitoring
(every night) and a human check as soon as an irregular activity has been detected.
The ARJEL front bone is quite efficient because all information coming from the operators has
been transferred in a predefined language. The information issued from the ARJEL front bone is
therefore easier to analyse by human experts (in Italy, for example, every operator has its own
language).
Once the information has been collected, there is control software able to analyse different indicators. There are 2 types of indicators: descriptive indicators and alerts indicators. All the descriptive
indicators are based purely on statistics. There are 3 levels of alert: green / yellow / red. With 3
yellow alerts on one given match, the indicator becomes red.
The most relevant indicators to trigger irregular betting patterns are: average stake by match by
competition, the market share of the 1X2 bets, the temporal and geographic distribution of bets,
the percentage of single bets on a given match. Some other indicators are less relevant (for example the total amounts staked).
Beyond these indicators, there are some other indicators, linked to the operators (for instance, why
did an operator suspend some bets?). The objective for ARJEL is to stay ahead of risks.
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Around 2,500 football matches were monitored in 2015 (matches offered in the scope of the
French legislation). 5 to 10,000 matches were monitored globally. 20 to 30% of the matches
triggered a yellow or red indicator (the system is quite sensitive).
Once a red indicator has been triggered, there is a human check (every morning). The analysts try
to understand the context (there are 2 to 4 experts involved in the process). They look at the odds,
stakes, winning chances, etc. Sometimes (in case there is a higher risk of suspicious activity) they
also check with the land based operator (FDJ) which has its own system for bets at its points of
sale. If there is a legitimate reason to account for explaining the “red” indicator, the case is moved
away. If not, ARJEL triggers an alert (around 2 every month in average).
Internationally, ARJEL1 cooperates with several other betting regulatory authorities (including the
UK GC, AAMS, Belgium, etc.). ARJEL is part of the Council of Europe (EPAS) regulators’ network.
A cooperation agreement has also been signed through the EC / DG Growth. ARJEL strongly advocates enhanced cooperation between the countries. For ARJEL, in the future, national platforms
could be a good basis for a global monitoring system, or at least a risk assessment system. It is
important to standardise the exchange of information.
Strengths of betting monitoring system:
• Direct access to individual betting accounts (in real time)
• Standardisation of information coming from betting operators (predefined language)
• Sophisticated indicators.
Weaknesses of betting monitoring system:
• Financial and human resources
• Monitoring limited to competitions offered by French betting operators
3.3.3 UK Gambling Commission2
Good practice according to Betmonitalert experts: Experience + Organisation + Level of
cooperation between sports organisation and betting operators
Existence of betting regulation

YES

Existence betting regulatory authority

YES

Level of fight against illegal betting

LOW

Access to individual data of licenced operators

NO (relation with betting operators
based on trust and investigations)

Level of control of licenced operators

GOOD

Expertise betting and manipulation

GOOD

Human and financial resources

CORRECT

Level of cooperation with sport

GOOD

1 http://www.arjel.fr/IMG/pdf/2011-061.pdf ; http://www.arjel.fr/IMG/pdf/2012-087.pdf ; http://www.arjel.fr/IMG/pdf/2012-044.pdf
2 The Gambling Commission is an independent Non Departmental Public Body (located in Birmingham). As such it is neither an agent nor
a servant of the Crown.
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The Gambling Commission recognises the importance of addressing the issue of betting integrity. After the Gambling Commission had just produced its position paper on betting integrity, in
the summer of 2009, the Minister for Sport announced the creation of a Sports Betting Integrity
Panel. The Panel recommended that a code of conduct be produced. Sports Governing Bodies are
encouraged to adopt it but not mandated. The Panel also proposed the creation of a Sports Betting
Group comprising representatives of Governing bodies. The Panel recommended the creation of
a Pan Sports Integrity Unit that would service the needs of all sports in the UK. This would be a
cost-effective use of resource and facilitate greater cooperation and information sharing between
sports. Its role would be to gather and disseminate intelligence and to assist Governing Bodies
with the investigation of alleged offences. It would not, however, prosecute offences, it being
clear that this would remain the responsibility of the Governing Bodies in accordance with their
established disciplinary procedures. The Panel recommended that such a Unit should be situated
within the Gambling Commission (and rejected the idea of an investigation department inside the
sports movement).
Since the Panel reported in February 2010 (“the Rick Parry report”), the Gambling Commission
has established the Sports Betting Intelligence Unit (SBIU). Furthermore, the Sports Betting Group
has been established and continues to meet on a regular basis.
With this organisation, the Commission meets two of its key objectives, namely ensuring gambling
is fair and keeping crime out of gambling.
The Commission has been addressing six key areas (source: Gambling Commission):
1 Working with Sports Governing Bodies - essentially this meant developing and signing
MoU’s with some governing bodies, the aim being to define how the Commission and the governing bodies will work together, especially in relation to the reporting of suspicious betting pattern;
2 Rules - the Commission has been taking a particular interest in Sports Governing Bodies’ rules,
trying to encourage them to share good practice with each other;
3 Information sharing - since September 2007 the Commission has received reports of suspicious activity under Licence Condition 15.1. It became apparent that there were different degrees
of “suspicious” and there was a need to secure greater consistency of reporting between operators. The Commission was aware that organisations such as the British Horseracing Authority were
collecting information on betting patterns in real time but saw no reason why it should follow this
path. The Commission had been able to clarify with the Information Commissioner that provided
information sharing under condition 15.1 could be justified, breaches of the Data Protection Act
would not occur;
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4 Specific bets and terms and conditions - the Commission has recognised that it has the
power to restrict the types of bet offered and to prevent betting on a sport (where, for example, the
rules on betting were not adequate). However the Commission is not persuaded that such action
is either warranted or likely to be effective in the UK;
5 Investigation and prosecution - the Commission acknowledges that it has powers to take
action in relation to cheating (Section 42), to obtain information (section 88) and to void bets
(Section 336). However it still envisages handing most investigations to law enforcement agencies
as they have greater investigative powers (for example the ability to investigate bank accounts)
and are better equipped to undertake complex investigations. It also recognised that Governing
Bodies were able to move quickly (not least because in the UK they judge cases with the civil “balance of probabilities” test which is less onerous than the criminal “beyond all reasonable doubt”
standard) and that their ability to damage participants’ career prospects (through the imposition
of lengthy suspensions) was a powerful deterrent;
6 In-play betting - The SBIU collects information and develops intelligence about potentially
corrupt betting activity involving sport but it doesn’t really directly monitor the sports betting
market. Members of the SBIU receive information from a number of sources which include (but are
not limited to) alerts from operators about suspicious activity on betting markets, concerns from
sports governing bodies or tip offs through its confidential intelligence line.
The SBIU focus is on potentially criminal activity that has at least one of the following elements:
• It relates to an event in Great Britain;
• It involves parties (athletes, officials, participants, and so on) based within Great Britain;
Betting has occurred with a Gambling Commission licenced operator.
The GC has no monitoring system but unofficial (with limited contact) relationships with different
monitoring systems (Sportradar, SportIm, etc.). The private monitoring systems could be subject
to obligations in the future (this kind of obligation still exists for money laundering issues). May
be even monitoring systems should be obliged to report some alerts due to money laundering
reasons.
Internationally, there is strong historical cooperation with Australia. The Commission also cooperates with other regulatory authorities: Belgium, China, Denmark, Estonia France, Gibraltar, Isle of
Man, Italy, Lithuania, Malta (especially through the IAGR network, where the Commission is the
leader).
Strengths of betting monitoring system:
• Excellent organisation strongly involving public authorities, sports governing
bodies and betting operators (42 online betting operators and thousands of retail
outlets);
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• Improved intelligence procedures;
• Capacity to control betting operators (investigation power);
• Level of expertise of Commission’s analysts.
Weaknesses of betting monitoring system:
• No real betting monitoring system (only indirect through betting operators);
• No direct access to betting data (including volumes of stakes or individual accounts);
• No clear obligations for betting operators (requirements exist for money laundering).
3.4 Good practices of betting operators / associations of betting operators
The assessment suggested below has been designed by Betmonitalert experts according to the
following indicators:
• Level of transparency of commercial data: Possibility for the general public to access amounts
staked in a particular event.
• Level of cooperation: Agreements signed with sports organisations / public authorities, feedback
from these partners (on a declarative basis during the interviews, number of alerts sent, level of
pro-activity, etc.).
The other indicators are directly linked to the interviews with the stakeholders concerned on the
basis of their interviews.
3.4.1 ESSA
Good practice according to Betmonitalert experts: Worldwide betting activities of most
of the members.
Operators offering bets legally

Members are licenced operators but
none of them is “fully legal”

Level of transparency of commercial data

LOW

Level of cooperation with betting regulatory authorities

CORRECT

Level of cooperation with sports organisations

CORRECT

Human and financial resources monitoring

NO DIRECT MONITORING

The European Sports Security Association (ESSA) is a not-for-profit organisation established in 2005. It
was founded by prominent European licenced online sports betting operators as well as UK bookmakers.
In May 2017, it had 25 members: 888, the Association of British Bookmakers (ABB), bet365.com,
bet-at-home.com, betclic, betdaq, betsson, betstars, betvictor, betway, bwin, digibet, expekt, Fon-
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bet, interwetten, Ladbrokes Coral Group, PaddyPower Betfair, Skybet, Sportingbet, SportingIndex,
Sportium, Stanleybet, Stoiximan, Unibet, William Hill.
ESSA is an alert system aimed at exchanging data about irregular / suspicious betting patterns
among its members. Monitoring services are not directly driven by ESSA but by each of its members
and by Kambi.
The ESSA Early Warning System is based on facts provided by members, not just odds movements.
Members have customer profiles & account records, hence they can prove a given person has
placed a given bet at a given time (that is, before a match event or before the disclosure of relevant
information). It means that when an alert is issued by a member, the lead bookmaker (that is, the
most senior expert on this sport/event) reviews the alert and decides within an hour. The methodology used is customer account based. Cooperation is based on mutual consent between the
different bookmakers (see below, conflict of interest). The main obligation is for lead bookmakers
to provide analysis of the alerts sent by other members.
If betting patterns are considered as suspicious, ESSA sends an alert to the relevant sports organisation (for example FIFA, IOC, UEFA) or betting regulatory authority (for example the Gambling
Commission).
Strengths of betting monitoring system:
• Direct link with the worldwide betting market (ESSA members offer bets all over
the world, mainly online);
• Direct access to individual betting accounts by ESSA members.
Weaknesses of betting monitoring system:
• No real betting monitoring system (only indirect through members);
• No direct access to betting data by ESSA (depending on will and reactivity of members);
• No standardised procedures regarding automatic alerts.
3.4.2 GLMS
Good practice according to Betmonitalert experts: Both direct and indirect monitoring
approach + technical human resources + number of alerts sent to partners.
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Members only offer bets legally

Level of transparency of commercial data

LOW

Level of cooperation with betting regulatory authorities

GOOD

Level of cooperation with sports organisations

GOOD

Human and financial resources monitoring

CORRECT
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The GLMS (Global Lottery Monitoring System) is an association under Swiss Law. It was
created in 2015 by the WLA (World Lottery Association) and the EL (European Lotteries). It is a
continuation and an extension of the Match Info network (1999) and ELMS (European Lottery
Monitoring System), founded in 2005.
Founding members are collective (WLA & EL) and individual (31 Lotteries from Africa, America,
Asia and Europe).
GLMS is a monitoring and alert system aimed at monitoring the worldwide betting market and
exchanging data about irregular / suspicious betting patterns among the members.
GLMS has operated from Denmark (since the creation of ELMS in 2009) with the support of the
Danish lottery. GLMS has dedicated resources: two full-time employees and 6 part-time employees. As a result, the whole system is supposed to operate 24/7/365.
GLMS works according to the following procedure:
• The monitoring of the worldwide betting market is done by the technical team in Denmark, with
the support of odds suppliers (Betgenius and Sporting Solutions) and market survey software or
sites (Betradar/Sportradar, Asian Monitor, etc.). The purpose is to detect any unusual or suspicious
betting patterns
• Once a given level of escalation has been reached, an alert is issued by the Danish team to every
GLMS member. GLMS members then give some information regarding the irregular / suspicious
betting pattern (stakes on domestic markets, geographic distribution, etc.)
• If a sports competition is considered as suspicious, an alert is sent to the relevant sports organisation (FIFA, UEFA, IOC).
Strengths of betting monitoring system:
• Both a monitoring and alert system, using direct (online and land based volumes
through GLMS Members) and indirect (odds changes) information;
• Direct access to individual betting accounts by GLMS members.
Weaknesses of betting monitoring system:
• No direct access to betting data by GLMS (depends on will and reactivity of members);
• No standardised procedures regarding automatic alerts.
3.4.3 Betfair Paddy Power
Good practice according to Betmonitalert experts: Transparency on amounts staked +
Level of cooperation with public authorities / sport + Dedicated sport integrity organisation.
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Operator offering bets legally

Partially

Level of transparency of commercial data

EXCELLENT (betting exchange activity)

Level of cooperation with betting regulatory authorities

GOOD

Level of cooperation with sports organisations

GOOD

Human and financial resources monitoring

VERY GOOD
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Betfair is a commercial company, founded in 2000. It is the worldwide leader of betting exchanges1.
Since its early beginnings, competitors have accused Betfair of encouraging manipulation of horse
racing, as it was possible to “lay” (that is, bet against – for instance - one horse winning a race)
on the betting exchange, while bookmakers did not offer such a possibility (they offered only
‘backing’ that is, bet on one horse winning). As Betfair was subject to criticism from traditional
bookmakers, it had to prove it was also providing stakeholders with information that had previously been unavailable, such as trading volumes and market odds more accurately reflecting
supply and demand. It also had to prove that this information was useful to detect manipulation.
By having a specific Integrity Team which uses effective reporting, technology and processes Betfair has been able to show that far from creating betting integrity issues, exchanges can shine a
light on potential corruption and assist relevant bodies in the policing of sports.
The Betfair monitoring system works as follows: Every day, a report is issued about all possible
anomalies involving customers, markets, events, accounts, etc. Automated red flags are computed through in-house indicators. Irregular / suspicious betting patterns are investigated by
a team of 6 integrity officers and an Integrity Manager. If the irregular betting pattern cannot
be rationalised, then the integrity officer in charge of reviewing can take the appropriate action, from setting limits to an individual account, to freezing it or advising the relevant sport
body. In case the problem is related to a single player, where communication to the relevant
sport body would imply a data protection issue, the manager of the integrity team is required
to ensure the best way to inform the relevant sport body in full compliance with the law.

Over the last 2 years, there have been 7 cases where Betfair has provided information (used as an
evidence) to Sports Governing Bodies, and where this information has assisted a successful disciplinary case. In addition, in a significant number of other cases, investigation is either still ongoing
or concluded without a formal disciplinary process.
Strengths of betting monitoring system:
• Both a monitoring and alert system, using direct and worldwide (online individual betting accounts) information ;
• Team dedicated to sport integrity;
• Transparency on volumes (Betfair volumes of transactions are public);
• Cooperation with many sports organisations.
Weaknesses of betting monitoring system:
• No standardised procedures regarding automatic alerts.

1 A betting exchange is a marketplace for customers to bet on the outcome of discrete events. Betting exchanges offer the same opportunities
to bet as a bookmaker with a few differences. A customer can buy (back) and sell (lay) the outcome. He can trade in real-time throughout the
event and trade out to cut losses or lock in profit. Betting exchanges normally generate revenue by charging a transaction fee.
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3.4.4 FDJ
Good practice according to Betmonitalert experts: Methodology of detection of irregular
/ suspicious activity + Level of cooperation with public authorities / sport + Dedicated sport
integrity organisation.
Operator offering bets legally

YES (100%)

Level of transparency of commercial data

AVERAGE (only statistics)

Level of cooperation with betting regulatory authorities

VERY GOOD

Level of cooperation with sports organisations

VERY GOOD

Human and financial resources monitoring

VERY GOOD

FDJ (Française des Jeux) is the French Lottery, mainly owned by the State. It offers land-based
(through a monopoly awarded by the State) and online (through an agreement with ARJEL) sports
betting.
FDJ has a long history regarding sport integrity and in particular combatting manipulation of
sports competitions (the company was closely involved in European Lotteries’ initiative to issue
the code of conduct on sports betting regarding sport integrity in 2007). It has developed codes
of conduct and sport integrity programmes with the main sports federations (basketball, football,
handball, rugby, volleyball, National Olympic Committee). FDJ is also a main actor in GLMS and
directly involved in WLA / EL integrity policies.
FDJ has an improved control system regarding betting. This system is used to manage the financial
risk related to fixed odds betting, money laundering and manipulation of sports competitions. A
dedicated team uses a written and exhaustive procedure to detect irregular / suspicious betting
patterns. Thanks to an iterative method, FDJ has determined some atypical behaviours regarding
money laundering and match fixing. It is therefore easier to trigger alerts based on predefined
indicators.
When betting patterns become suspicious, FDJ alerts both the betting regulatory authority and the
relevant sports organisation.
Strengths of betting monitoring system:
• Both a monitoring and alert system, using direct (land-based data and online individual betting
accounts) information;
• Team dedicated to sport integrity (Sport Integrity Director and a management control team);
• Good procedure with indicators based on atypical betting behaviours;
• Cooperation with sports organisations.
Weaknesses of betting monitoring system:
• System limited to the French market (The company operates only in France);
• Low level of information on betting volumes transferred to GLMS.
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3.4.5 Lottomatica
Good practice according to Betmonitalert experts: Methodology of detection of irregular /
suspicious activity + Level of cooperation with betting regulatory authority
Operator offering bets legally

YES (100%)

Level of transparency of commercial data

AVERAGE (only statistics)

Level of cooperation with betting regulatory authorities

VERY GOOD

Level of cooperation with sports organisations

VERY GOOD

Human and financial resources monitoring

VERY GOOD

Lottomatica is the Italian name of International Game Technology PLC (IGT), formerly Gtech
S.p.A. and Lottomatica S.p.A., a multinational gaming company. The company is headquartered in
London, with major offices in Rome, Providence, and Las Vegas. It is controlled with a 51 percent
stake by the holding company De Agostini. Lottomatica is a private company considered as a Lottery. It is a member of WLA, EL and GLMS.
The monitoring system was created as soon as the company offered sports betting, first for risk
management, then for money laundering, match fixing and fraud detection. It is called the “Betting Intelligence Platform” (BIP) and has been developed internally. According to Lottomatica,
money laundering and match fixing are part of the same issue.
Lottomatica’s system is a mixture of internal and external information:
• Internal analyses and algorithms;
• Betradar / Sportradar;
• Monitoring of Betfair volumes .
Lottomatica monitors in-play betting through Sportradar (95%) and Touchbet (a Maltese company).
The BIP works with some stakes limits per sport and by competition (Lottomatica defined some
risk classes by competition). The system studies deviation (25% / 50% / 100%) and triggers some
alerts Red / Orange / Green.
Lottomatica’s analysts have expertise on match-fixing. They even construct the algorithms and
develop programs in Java. There is training regarding all social responsibility issues for Lottomatica
employees (including responsible gambling, money laundering, compliance, etc.).
Strengths of betting monitoring system:
• Both a monitoring and alert system, using direct (land-based data and online individual betting
accounts) information;
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• Experience of alerts thanks to the Betting Intelligence Platform;
• Cooperation with the UNIT (national platform to fight manipulation of sports
competitions: betting regulatory authority, sports organisations, law enforcement,
sport prosecutor) in the framework of a clear procedure.
Weaknesses of betting monitoring system:
• System limited to the Italian market;
• Low level of information on betting volumes transferred to GLMS.
3.5 Good practices of sports organisations
The assessment suggested below has been designed by Betmonitalert experts according to the
following indicators:
• Level of cooperation: Agreements signed with sports organisations / public authorities, feedback
from these partners (on a declarative basis during the interviews, number of alerts sent, level of
pro-activity, etc.).
The other indicators are directly linked to the interviews with the concerned stakeholders on the
basis of their declaration.
N.B.: The International Olympic Committee’s alert system IBIS (Integrity Betting Intelligence System) doesn’t monitor the
sports betting market.

3.5.1 UEFA / BFDS
Good practice according to Betmonitalert experts: Most sophisticated monitoring system
with indirect methods + Historic database + C.A.S. experience.
Will to detect manipulations

HIGH

Level of cooperation with betting operators and regulatory authorities

GOOD

Expertise betting and manipulation

GOOD

Human and financial resources monitoring

GOOD (mainly outsourced)

UEFA (Union of European Football Associations) is the governing body of European football. It is an association of associations, a representative democracy, and is the umbrella organisation for 55 national football associations across Europe.
UEFA was one of the first sports organisations to fight operationally against the manipulation of
sports competitions. It set up an Early Warning System (EWS) in 2005 and then its Betting Fraud
Detection System (BFDS), in 2009, to detect suspicious betting patterns possibly linked to match
fixing. Additionnally, UEFA develops a complete range of integrity measures: prevention and training, disciplinary procedures, model rules and sanctions.
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The BFDS has been developed by Sportradar (see below). It is considered to be one of the most
sophisticated, if not the best, indirect monitoring system and is based on different statistical indicators (odds changes on the worldwide betting market, Betfair volumes, removed bets, algorithms
able to detect in-play suspicious odds, etc.). The BFDS also includes a database on football teams,
players, referees and different types of information possibly related to match fixing. The BFDS
monitors every year around 32,000 football matches.
Most important, BFDS reports have recently been used as important evidence for disciplinary
sanctions (see above).
Strengths of betting monitoring system:
• Most sophisticated monitoring system used by a sports organisation (with improved algorithms);
• Level of betting expertise of UEFA integrity officers;
• Often useful (and sometimes even decisive) in disciplinary procedures
Weaknesses of betting monitoring system:
• Indirect approach (generally no access to real betting volumes);
• Cost compared with other monitoring systems.
3.5.2 FIFA / EWS
Good practice according to Betmonitalert experts: Methodology of detection of irregular /
suspicious activity + Level of cooperation with betting regulatory authority.
Will to detect manipulations

HIGH

Level of cooperation with betting operators and regulatory authorities

GOOD

Expertise betting and manipulation

GOOD

Human and financial resources monitoring

GOOD (mainly outsourced from 2017)

The Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) is an association governed by Swiss
law founded in 1904. It has 211 member associations and its goal is to organise international
football.
After the Hoyzer scandal (a famous match fixing case in Germany), FIFA has set up an independent
company (100% funded by FIFA) to fight sport manipulation. Early Warning System GmbH (EWS)
was incorporated in 2007 after successful tests of the system during the 2006 World Cup. The
main difference with UEFA was that FIFA operated its own monitoring system even if this work
was done in the framework of an independent company (EWS). This situation has changed in 2017
with the agreement signed with Sportradar.
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The EWS system is based in Zürich and monitors matches organised by FIFA (including qualifiers).
Beyond the usual automatic scanning of thousands of matches, the system involves a careful, human examination of around 1,200 matches per year. Expert examination (5 officers are in charge
of the monitoring) of all the relevant information regarding matches, including local intelligence
provided by federations and bookmakers. EWS collaborates with anybody wishing to collaborate
as long as they do something in return. At the moment, more than 50 bookmakers are cooperating
on a regular basis, some with MoUs, some less formally. They usually provide information based on
account activity rather than betting patterns.
In the future, FIFA / EWS intends to improve the statistical efficiency of its monitoring system. In
fact, EWS believes that evaluation of sports betting monitoring must be related to its forensic value
in a court of law. Therefore, EWS is working to set standards for monitoring systems so that they
can be used to provide forensically sound evidence in court cases. EWS is working to up-skill the
operators so that they correctly phrase their report so that a court can use it.
Nevertheless, FIFA recently announced that, like UEFA, it would outsource its monitoring and use
the Sportradar Fraud Detection System. The future of EWS therefore doesn’t seem very clear at
the moment. If this situation is confirmed, the strengths and weaknesses of monitoring by UEFA
(§4.6.1) will apply equally to FIFA.
Strengths of betting monitoring system:
• Independence (Early Warning System managed internally) ;
• Level of betting expertise of FIFA integrity officers.
Weaknesses of betting monitoring system:
• Improved version of the system (with statistical efficiency) still to be developed.
3.6 Good practices of services providers to other stakeholders
3.6.1 Genius Sport
Good practice according to Betmonitalert experts: Expertise in different sports (nevertheless, algorithms couldn’t be checked by Betmonitalert experts for reasons of confidentiality).
Genius Sports is a private commercial company.
Genius Sports1 has created its monitoring system in 2013. Ater agreeing with Football DataCo
to monitor the top six tiers in England, the top four oin Scotland, and under-21 and women’s
matches. Genius Sports had been approached because it was one of the leading of data and
software to the betting industry.
The Genius Sports Headquarters is in London and this is where the Sport Integrity Monitor system
is developed and managed. The system consists of an automated integrity interface, which flags
irregular betting patterns both pre-match and live, and also an Integrity Trading Team operating in

1 Genius Sports is a company funded by selling services to sports leagues and federations. Sports leagues, federations and rights holders
deliver 100% of Genius Sports revenues.
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Tallinn, Estonia. The Integrity Team works closely with the Betgenius live trading team which trades
matches live for various betting operators around the world and is well positioned to identify
anomalous betting. Genius Sports employs over 350 full-time and part-time traders. These traders
are used to flag suspicious in-play to the integrity team. The Integrity Team, which liaises with the
traders, has trading analysts who are responsible for collecting all relevant sports and betting data
for all games flagged by the Sport Integrity Monitor System or flagged by the trading team. Senior
Analysts/Managers are responsible for final decisions about the escalation of games to client
reports. They also compile and edit final client reports.
They also liaise directly with the operators who are able to inform them of suspicious activity seen
at account level (high turnover, new account creation to circumvent limits, flagged accounts etc.).
All irregular activity is passed on to the Integrity Department for further analysis and confidential
reporting to clients.
Sport Integrity Monitor focuses attention on approximately 150 larger, more high profile betting
companies as these are targeted by match fixers more frequently.
Strengths of betting monitoring system:
• Number of sports monitored, including expertise in tennis, basketball and
baseball;
• Number of traders.
Weaknesses of betting monitoring system:
• No direct access to betting information;
• No information about algorithms (considered as confidential in the questionnaire, no face-toface interview);
Lack of transparency.
3.6.2 Kambi
Good practice according to Betmonitalert experts: Betting monitoring reports both based
on a direct and indirect method could be offered for free to sports organisations and public authorities (to be checked)
Kambi Group Plc is a private commercial company. It is the B2B provider (spin-off from Unibet
Group plc since 2014) of sports betting services to licenced B2C gaming operators. The company
provides a service offering from front end user interface through to odds compiling, customer
intelligence and risk management, built on an in-house developed software platform.
Kambi’s monitoring system was developed internally in order, initially to protect the business,
brand and operations, but as time went on to protect sport integrity as well. Kambi’s entire operational structure and system is involved in monitoring. Operational offices are staffed 24/7 in
London, Malta, Bucharest, Manila and Sydney. Traders, the first line of defense who monitor odds
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and events, are supported around the clock by Risk Management and Sportsbook Control teams
there to assist and investigate when necessary.
Kambi’s traders offer events both Prematch and Live using an in-house system that displays the
risk on each bet offer of each event. Risk on each event is limited to preset levels, with hard values
implemented in the system. The traders are supported by automated processes which alert them
about certain kinds of risk, with a match-fixing algorithm in place to highlight irregular/suspicious
activity long before the human eye can perceive it. The algorithms are based both on deviations
from expected pricing according to statistical models, but more importantly also on bets placed
and the nature of said bets.
These traders are backed up by a Risk Management team, which analyses events and clients
around the clock. Automated reports are regularly run in order to highlight an event or client that
displays irregularities, with said events monitored in depth to uncover all information. A Sportsbook Control team is in place to offer traders specific advice regarding sports betting risks, as well
as liaising with Kambi’s integrity partners, reporting suspicious events & information to key individuals, and keeping Kambi’s integrity databases up to date. Sportsbook Control takes descisions on
a daily basis whether or not to offer certain events on integrity grounds. More than 200 people in
operations are involved, from the aforementioned Trading, Risk Management, Sportsbook Control
and Legal teams.
Strengths of betting monitoring system:
• Direct access to (anonymous) individual betting accounts of all Kambi B2B customers;
• Monitoring for manipulation of sports competitions could be provided for free by
Kambi in the future (still to be confirmed).
Weaknesses of betting monitoring system:
• No information about algorithms and procedures regarding manipulation of sports competitions
(the monitoring system exists primarily to manage financial risk).
3.6.3 Sportradar
Good practice according to Betmonitalert experts: Improved monitoring system using indirect methods + Experience + Important database + Level of expertise.
Sportradar is a private commercial company.
The Fraud Detection System (FDS) was created in 2009 as a surveillance system to monitor global
betting markets on behalf of partners. It was created by Sportradar for the purpose of its partner
UEFA (Betting Fraud Detection System). The FDS was a further development on Sportradar’s initial
monitoring system created in 2005 – the Early Warning System.
The FDS is based in three global offices, London, Sydney and Hong Kong. Sportradar comprises
more than 70 staff members, consisting of betting analysts, senior betting analysts, sales and
managerial staff. IT servers/databases are located in Zurich, Switzerland.
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The primary objective of the FDS is to detect abnormalities in betting markets and investigate to
determine whether the betting patterns are suspicious. Essentially, this means monitoring betting
markets for any indications that a sporting match may have been manipulated for betting purposes. If the match is deemed to be suspicious, Sportradar reports it to its clients, most often in the
form of a full written report which comprehensively details the reason why the match is viewed as
suspicious by the FDS team. Further assistance (ie. Betting expert witness services) from the FDS
during sporting sanctions and criminal trials is available to Sportradar’s clients.
The FDS operates via a two-level approach achieved through the work of ‘the database’ and
‘trading analysts’.
The database monitors over 550 bookmakers from around the globe. This results in over 5 billion
datasets being processed per day in real time. These data are filtered using sophisticated and automatic algorithms & mathematical models which alert the trading analysts to potential irregularities
in betting markets. Embedded in the algorithms there are provisions for more than 30 different
types of pre-match alert and seven different categories of in-play alerts.
Sportradar trading analysts are then responsible for investigation of alerts on a real time basis
using their expertise in order to identify potential irregularities. Their professional backgrounds
cover trading experience at European, Australian and Asian bookmakers, as well as other fields
such as financial trading, and work in proprietary/ professional betting syndicates.
Strengths of betting monitoring system:
• Sophisticated automatic algorithms (both Pre-match and in-play) ;
• Transparency on algorithms, procedures and number of irregular / suspicious
betting patterns ;
• Operational expertise thanks to agreement with UEFA and now FIFA (including experience of
disciplinary procedures).
Weaknesses of betting monitoring system:
• No direct access to betting information (except for some data coming from Managed Trading
Services, another activity of Sportradar group)
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Appendix
1 Acronyms and definitions
2 Evaluation of monitoring systems - Questionnaire
3 Evaluation of alert systems - Questionnaire
4 Summary workshop «Monitoring systems»
5 Summary workshop «Alert systems»
6 Questionnaire on investigation ans data sharing
7 Panorama of legal issues regarding monitoring and alert systems
within the 28 EU member states
8 Personal information - Framework - Legal boundaries
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APPENDIX 1: ACRONYMS AND DEFINITONS
AAMS: L’Agenzia delle Dogane e dei Monopoli
ABB: Association of British Bookmakers
AML: Anti Money Laundering
ARJEL: Autorité de Régulation des Jeux en Ligne
BFDS: Betting Fraud Detection System
CAS: Court of Arbitration for Sport
CFTC: United States where the Commodity Futures Trading Commission
CNOSF: Comité National olympique et Sportif Français
CONI: Comitato Olimpico Nazionale Italiano (Italian National Olympic Committee)
CTIF: The Financial Processing Unit
DGA: Danish Gambling Authority
DGOJ: Dirección General de Ordenación del Juego (Spain)
DIF: Danmarks Idrætsforbund (National Olympic Committee and Sports Confederation of Denmark)
EGBA: European Gaming and Betting Association (including: Bwin, Digibet, Expekt, Bet-atHome, Unibet, Betclic)
EL: The European Lotteries
ELMS: European Lotteries Monitoring System
EMIR: European Market Infrastructure Regulation
EPAS: Enlarged Partial Agreement on Sport
ESMA: European Securities and Markets Authority
ESSA: European Sports Security Association
EU: European Union
EWS: FIFA Early Warning System (EWS)
FADP: Federal Act on Data Protection
FDS: Fraud Detection System (Sportradar’s monitoring system)
FIFA: Fédération Internationale de Football Association
FINCIS: Finnish Center for Integrity in Sports
FIOD: Fiscal Information and Investigation Service, in Dutch
Fiscale inlichtingen- en opsporingsdienst
GLMS: Global Lotteries Monitoring System
IAGR: International Association of Gambling Regulators
IBIS: The Integrity Betting Intelligence System created by the IOC.
IOC: International Olympic Committee
LEA: Law enforcement agencies
NAB: National Association of Bookmakers (of Russia) and Self-regulatory Organisation of Russian Bookmakers (including: Liga Stavok, Sport Liga, Igralive, Rus-Teletot, Bet.ru, SportBet, Betmarket)
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NCA: National Crime Agency
OC: Organised Crime
RGA: Remote Gambling Association (including: Ladbrokes, Paddypower, Skybet, Sportingbet,
Stanjames, William Hill, Meridianbet, Coral)
SAFO: Specified Anti-Fraud Organisations
SBIF: The Sports Betting Intelligence Forum
SBIU: Sports Betting Intelligence Unit
SGB: Sport Governing Bodies
TFEU: Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
TIU: Tennis Integrity Unit
TLS: Transport Layer Security
UEFA: Union of European Football Associations
WLA: World Lottery Association (association of state lotteries and gaming associations)
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APPENDIX 2: EVALUATION OF MONITORING SYSTEMS - QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Definition “Sports betting monitoring system” = means any technical system that monitors the sports betting market, analyses the evolution of odds as well as volumes and other data,
authorises the exchange of information related to potential manipulations of sports competitions
and allows emitting alerts that can trigger thorough investigations.
2. Evaluation methods
Evaluation of sports betting monitoring systems will be conducted regarding 2 different methods:
• Retro-prospective method: on the basis of 12 to 15 proven (i.e. with disciplinary and/or criminal
sanctions) match-fixing cases, observe if the sports betting monitoring system has detected an
irregular or suspicious activity, and what kind of irregular / suspicious activity has been detected
(irregular / suspicious activity has to be defined precisely by the interviewee).
• Theoretical method: on the basis of characteristics of sports - betting monitoring systems (origin/
history, participating organisations, monitored sports, monitored competitions, monitored bets,
monitored data, budget, staff involved, number of irregular / suspicious betting activity cases
detected, etc.)
3. General questions
Which criteria are you using to determine irregular betting patterns?
Are the following issues used to determine irregular betting patterns:
• High volumes of stakes
what is high compared to average volume / try to quantify
• Sudden unexpected activity on a particular market / country / region / city
try to quantify
• Sudden unexpected activity on a small number of retailors
land based betting / try to quantify
• Sudden unexpected activity with a given customer
e.g. new account opened specifically to bet on an event, much higher stakes than usual activity, method of payment:
pre-paid cards, e-wallet, etc. / try to quantify
• Sudden unexpected activity in a short period of time
including bets not especially high but unusually distributed among types / try to quantify
• Bettors placing high stakes on a particular type of bet
e.g. half time result, number of goals, etc. / try to quantify
• Frequent odds changes on the market /
try to quantify
• High part of single bets for a given game
• Politically Exposed Persons betting on their own competition
including sport actors
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Which criteria are you using to determine suspicious betting patterns?
Are the following issues used to determine suspicious betting patterns:
• No reasonable explanation for the market activity
• No link between the bets staked and the traders’ odds / try to quantify
• High volumes of stakes on a competition / team / sportsmen
which have already been involved in other suspicious betting patterns
/ try to quantify
• High volumes of stakes linked to someone who has already been involved in other suspicious betting
patterns / try to quantify
• Sport actors betting on their own competition against themselves / their team
• High volumes of stakes linked to a small number of bettors
collusion risk / try to quantify
• Serious match-fixing rumours
try to qualify “serious” / related to irregular betting patterns
• When do irregular betting patterns become suspicious betting patterns?

4. Retro-prospective method
4.1 List of proven match-fixing cases
Sport event
Football
Liechtenstein - Finland
Country: International (Qualifications
FIFA World Cup 2010)
Score: 1 - 1
Date: September 2009
Cricket
England – Pakistan
Country: International
Date: August 2010
Football
Hvidovre IF – FC Hjorring
Country: Denmark (1st Division)
Score: 1 - 4
Date: October 2010
Football
Levante – Saragossa
Country: Spain
Score: 1 - 2
Date: 2011
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Disciplinary sanction

Criminal sanction

NO

YES
(Ante Sapina condemned in Bochum
case)

YES
(Mohammad Asif suspended)

YES
(Mohammad Asif condemned to jail by
an English Court)

?

YES
(A player condemned to jail by the
Danish Court – 6 months)

PENDING
(Gabi, captain of Atletico Madrid,
admitted guilt)

PENDING
(Gabi, captain of Atletico Madrid,
admitted guilt)
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Football
Lecce – Lazio
Country: Italy
Score: 2 - 4
Date: May 2012

YES
(suspensions, demotions, fines)

PENDING

Handball
Cesson – Montpellier
Country: France
Score: 31 – 28 (15 – 12 à la mi-temps)
Date: May 2012

YES

YES
(fines)

Football
Kota Bahru – Ninh Binh
Country: Malaysia / Vietnam
Score: 2 - 3
Date: March 2013

YES
(9 players from Ninh Binh
suspended)

YES
(Tran Manh condemned to jail – 30
months)

Snooker
John Sutton – Jamie Burnett Burnet YES
Country: UK
(suspension 6 years
Score: 0 – 6
+ fines)
Date: 2014

NO

Football
Varese - Catania
Country: Italy (Serie B)
Score: 0 - 3
Date: April 2015

PENDING
(Antonino Pulvirenti, President of
Catania, admitted guilt)

PENDING
(Antonino Pulvirenti, President of
Catania, admitted guilt)

YES
(demotion for both teams)

NO

Handball
El Menzah Sport Handball Club Jeunesse sportive de Chihia
(Nationale B)
Country: Tunisia
Date: May 2015
Football
Maldives – Tajikistan (U19)
Country: Maldives
Score: 0 - 8
Date: October 2015
Tennis
Games involving Alexandros
Jakupovic (Greece)
Country: Greece
Date: December 2015
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YES
(4 players and a referee banned for
life by the AFC)
NO

YES
(player banned for life by Tennis
Integrity Unit)

NO
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4.2 Questions regarding retro-prospective method
• Regarding the 12 sport events listed above, did you detect some irregular betting patterns (before the event has
started and once the event has started)?
If yes, which ones?
• When did you exactly notice these irregularities?
• Regarding the 12 sport events listed in the appendix 1, did you detect some suspicious betting patterns?
If yes, which ones?
• Please provide for each of the designated sport events the reports you circulated to your customers / partners /
stakeholders

Possible criteria to determine performance of monitoring systems:
• Ability to detect irregular betting activities related to the listed cases
• Ability to detect suspicious betting activities related to the listed cases
• Quality of the reports provided after an irregular / suspicious betting Activity
ease of understanding, ease of reading, ease of use for disciplinary sanctions, etc.
5. Theoretical method: questions regarding theoretical method
When was your monitoring system created? By whom? Why?
Please provide some basic information about your monitoring system status, location, etc.
What is your economic model?
Public authority funded by tax, association funded by stakeholders, private company funded by selling services, etc.
Who pays for your service?
Bettors, betting operators, organizers of sports competitions, public authorities, etc.) -> % of customer base / % of
turnover
What are the objectives of your monitoring system?
How does your monitoring system work?
Please provide detailed information (including availability, technical facilities, data monitored, etc.)
Does your system monitor blogs / forums related to sports betting?
Is your system able to detect “runners / mules”
People who spread stakes to stay under the betting monitoring radars?
If yes, how?
Regarding monitored data, please specify in which cases you have access to amounts staked, geographical
distribution, bettors’ accounts, etc.
Who are the persons (in your organisation) who have access to this information?
Who are all the stakeholders involved in your monitoring system?
(Bookmakers, betting regulatory authorities, others)
Since when? On what legal basis?
What are the conditions to become a member of your monitoring system?
Is it mandatory for all the stakeholders taking part to your system to share data / to store data
regarding irregular or suspicious betting activity?
Which data and when?
On what legal basis (law, licence, MOU, etc.)?
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Which sports are you monitoring?
Since when?
Which competitions are you monitoring?
Since when?
Which types of bets are you monitoring?
Since when?
Are you monitoring in-play/live betting?
If yes, what is the process?
Are you monitoring the illegal85 sports betting market?
By which means?
According to you, what are the most relevant sports betting operators to observe regarding suspicious
betting?
Do you have a database of suspicious betting patterns?
Of suspicious teams? Of suspicious sport actors? Of suspicious bettors?
If yes, how does it work with legislation on protection of personal data?
Are you obliged to store data? For what duration?
To share data, and with what persons/organisation(s)?
On what legal basis?
How many people are involved in the daily operations of your monitoring system?
What are their concrete tasks?
How many people are involved in communication / public relations of your monitoring system?
What are their tasks?
How many people are involved in other tasks?
Which tasks?
Is there a possibility of conflict(s) of interests in your mission?
Please explain
What is the financial statement of your monitoring system (annual income and expenses)?
Number of irregular betting patterns detected during the 5 last years (by year)?
Number of suspicious betting patterns detected during the 5 last years (by year)?
In how many cases you know of, these suspicious betting patterns played a role in court cases?
Idem in disciplinary cases?
Were any of these cases proven to be fixed cases (court / disciplinary)?
How many?
Can you enclose a list of such cases?
Do you know whether enforcement agencies started investigations based on information of suspicious
betting activity sent by your system?
Do you know whether sports-bodies started investigations based on information of suspicious betting
activity sent by your system?
According to you, what is the “cost” of match-fixing cases for betting operators (in % of stakes or GGR)?
Could you please define the “cost” (missed turnover because of cancellation, missed opportunity for mitigation/
arbitrage because of combined efforts of criminal syndicates, winnings paid on a fixed match, etc.)
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According to you, what are the 3 best sports betting monitoring today?
Why?
According to you, what is the percentage of “false positive” of your monitoring system?
Please define as precisely as possible “false positive”
When is suspicious behaviour in your view with a 97% accuracy match-fixing?
According to you, what is the percentage of “false negative” of your monitoring system?
Please define as precisely as possible “false negative”

Proposal of criteria to determine performance of monitoring systems
(Input) information quality
• Number of sports / competitions / bets monitored
• Number of bets monitored / Cost of system
• Estimated market share of legal betting monitored (explain)
• Quality of the monitoring of illegal betting
Quality of the detection algorithm
• Odds-based detection algorithm
• Odds and betting volume based detection algorithm
• Odds and betting volumes and other information (explain)
Output quality
• Number of irregular betting patterns detected
• Weighted sum of irregular betting patterns detected (where weights = market turnover for the
given league)
• Number of suspicious betting patterns detected
• Weighted sum of suspicious betting patterns detected (where weights = market turnover for
the given league)
• % of suspicious betting patterns followed by a disciplinary or criminal sanction
• % of “false positive” (suspicious betting patterns not followed by the predicted sports result)
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APPENDIX 3: EVALUATION OF ALERT SYSTEMS - QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Definition
“Alert system” = means any system that collects, analyses and disseminates any irregular and/
or suspicious activity related to a possible manipulation of sports competitions (not restricted to
sports betting).
2. Evaluation methods
Evaluation of alert systems will be conducted towards 2 different targets:
Public stakeholders:
• Betting regulatory authorities (if existing) and Ministries of Sport within the 28 countries of the UE;
• International organisations (UNESCO, CoE, Interpol, Europol, UNODC).
Private stakeholders:
• Betting operators and their associations (ESSA, RGA/EGBA, WLA/EL, GLMS);
• Sports organisations;
• Private companies involved in sports betting monitoring.
3. General questions
Which criteria are you using to determine irregular betting patterns?

Are the following issues used to determine irregular betting patterns:
• High volumes of stakes
what is high compared to average volume / try to quantify
• Sudden unexpected activity on a particular market / country / region / city try to quantify
• Sudden unexpected activity on a small number of retailors
land based betting / try to quantify
•Sudden unexpected activity with a given customer
e.g. new account opened specifically to bet on an event, much higher stakes than usual activity, method of payment:
pre-paid cards, e-wallet, etc. / try to quantify
• Sudden unexpected activity in a short period of time
including bets not especially high but unusually distributed among types / try to quantify
• Bettors placing high stakes on a particular type of bet
e.g. half time result, number of goals, etc. / try to quantify
• Frequent odds changes on the market / try to quantify
• High part of single bets for a given game
• Politically Exposed Persons betting on their own competition
including sport actors
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Which criteria are you using to determine suspicious betting patterns?
Are the following issues used to determine suspicious betting patterns:
• No reasonable explanation for the market activity
• No link between the bets staked and the traders’ odds / try to quantify
• High volumes of stakes on a competition / team / sportsmen
which have already been involved in other suspicious betting patterns / try to quantify
• High volumes of stakes linked to someone who has already been involved in other suspicious betting
patterns / try to quantify
• Sport actors betting on their own competition against themselves / their team
• High volumes of stakes linked to a small number of bettors
collusion risk / try to quantify
• Serious match-fixing rumours
try to qualify “serious” / related to irregular betting patterns
When do irregular betting patterns become suspicious betting patterns?

4. Questions regarding alert systems
When was your Alert system created? By whom? Why?
Please provide some basic information about your alert system status, location, etc.
What is your economic model?
Public authority funded by tax, association funded by stakeholders, private company funded by selling services, etc.
What is the financial statement of your alert system?
Annual income and expenses
What are the objectives of your alert system?
How does your alert system work?
Please provide detailed information (including availability, technical facilities, data monitored, etc.)
What main difficulties are you facing regarding the functioning of your alert system?
Does your system monitor blogs / forums related to sports betting/ sports corruption?
Is your system able to detect “runners / mules”
People who spread stakes to stay under the betting monitoring radars?
If yes, how?
Regarding monitored data, please specify in which cases your alert system has access to amounts
staked
geographical distribution, bettors’ accounts, etc.
Who are the persons (in your organisation) who have access to this information?
Who are all the stakeholders involved in your alert system?
(Bookmakers, betting regulatory authorities, others)
In entrance of the system, i.e. before any analyse and/or alert?
Since when?
How are they involved?
(Law, MoU, contract, obligations through licence, providing of information on a voluntary basis, etc.)
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Is your alert system cooperating with other alert systems?
Other countries, sports bodies, etc. Please provide a complete list of cooperating organisations (external to the system)
and detailed ways of cooperation.
What main difficulties are you facing regarding this kind of cooperation?
Focus on international cooperation
Regarding monitored betting data, please specify in which cases your alert system has access to
amounts staked, geographical distribution, bettors’ accounts, etc.
Who are the persons (in your organisation) who have access to this information?
In which cases does your alert system trigger a deeper analysis?
please give details regarding betting activity, for instance deviation vs. average betting volumes staked
Who is conducting this analysis?
What is the methodology used?
including determination of standard / normal betting volumes
In which cases does your alert system trigger an alert related to suspicious activity regarding
manipulation of sports competitions analysis?
Please give details regarding betting activity
Are there some cases where a suspicious activity doesn’t trigger any alert?
If yes, when?
Who are all the stakeholders (public authorities, sports organisations, betting operators, others) to
whom alerts are sent (i.e. in case of suspicious activity)?
Since when?
What are the conditions to become a member of your alert system?
Is it mandatory for all the stakeholders taking part to your system to produce some information
regarding irregular or suspicious betting activity?
e.g. betting operators with volumes of stakes or sport actors with reporting of a criminal approach, etcWhich information and when?
If these stakeholders don’t produce this information, can they be sanctioned?
If yes, what is the maximum level of sanctions?
In particular, sport actors and sport officials do they have to report any irregular / suspicious sport
behaviour?
If yes, how?
Is there an official body controlling that all the stakeholders involved in your alert system report any
irregular / suspicious activity to your system?
If yes, how and with which resources (human / financial)
Are there some specific legislation on alerts mechanisms / standards in the country (countries) where
you operate / regulate?
What is the legal basis? Which one(s)? Since when?
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Related to manipulations of sports competitions:
Do you have a database of suspicious betting patterns?
Of suspicious teams? Of suspicious sport actors? Of suspicious bettors?
What are the specific legislations with regard to storage of data (duration, nature of information) /
information sharing?
If yes, how does it work with legislation on protection of personal data?
Which improvements could you suggest in national / European legislations to use personal data in case
of suspicious behaviours related to match-fixing (or more generally to organised Crime)?
How many people are involved in the daily operations of your alert system?
What are their concrete tasks?
How many people are involved in other tasks regarding your alert system?
Which tasks?
Are you aware of conflicts of interest in your mission of alerting regarding manipulations of sports
competitions?
What is the number of irregular betting activity detected (analysed) during the 5 last years (by year)?
What is the number of suspicious betting activity detected (analysed) during the 5 last years (by year)?
What is the number of other suspicious activity (not related to betting) detected (analysed) by your
alert system during the 5 last years (by year)
Explain (what kind of activity)
What is the number of suspicious activities related to manipulation of sports competitions that have
led to an alert?
In case an alert has been triggered, is there a feedback for the stakeholders who took part to the
detection?
If yes, in which cases and how?
What is the number of suspicious activities related to manipulation of sports competitions that have
led to investigation by the authorities or sports bodies?
Please distinguish criminal investigations from disciplinary investigations.
What is the number of suspicious activities related to manipulation of sports competitions that have
led to a criminal sanction?
What kind of sanction(s)?
What role did the betting-data play in these cases (standard of proof)?
According to you, what are the 3 best alert systems regarding manipulation of sports competitions
today?
Why?
According to you, what is the percentage of “false positive” of your alert system?
Please define as precisely as possible “false positive”
According to you, what leads to “false positive”?
According to you, what is the percentage of “false negative” of your alert system?
Please define as precisely as possible “false negative”
According to you, what leads to “false negative”?
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Proposal of criteria to determine performance of alert systems
(Input) information quality
• Number of stakeholders providing / collecting information for the alert system
• Number of stakeholders providing / collecting information for the alert system with mandatory
obligations to report any suspicious activity
• Quality of the control of the stakeholders’ (providing / collecting information for the alert system) appetence to report irregular / suspicious activity
• Quality of the cooperation between the different stakeholders involved in the alert system
• Sports / competitions / bets monitored
• Other sources of information excluding betting
• Quality of the monitoring of illegal betting (illegal betting = bets offered by a betting operator
without any authorisation in the jurisdiction of the consumer)
Quality of the analyse algorithm
• Direct access to betting volumes staked
• Direct access to individual betting accounts
• Odds-based analyses algorithm
• Odds and betting volume based analyses algorithm
• Odds and betting volumes and other information analyses (explain)
Output quality
• Number of suspicious activities related to manipulations of sports competitions analysed by
the alert system
• Number of suspicious activities related to manipulations of sports competitions reported by the
alert system to public bodies able to conduct investigations or to deliver sanctions (disciplinary /
criminal)?
• Number of suspicious activities related to manipulations of sports competitions reported by the
alert system to private bodies able to conduct investigations or to deliver sanctions (disciplinary /
criminal)?
• % of suspicious activities reported and followed by a disciplinary or criminal sanction
• % of “false positive” (suspicious activities reported and not followed by the predicted sports
result)
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APPENDIX 4: SUMMARY WORKSHOP “MONITORING SYSTEMS”
1. Date: 17 June 2016 (10.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.)
2. Location: Amsterdam
3. Agenda:
10:15: Welcome of the participants
10:30: Presentation of the workshop and progress of the programme “BETMONITALERT”
(Christian Kalb – CK Consulting)
10:40: Presentation of the legal issues and state of advancement of the research (Marjan Olfers
- Professor Sports & Law, VU University Amsterdam)
10:50: Key findings about monitoring systems (Pierre-Charles Pradier - Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne)
11:10: Discussion and debates
11:15: Topic n°1 “From irregular to suspicious betting activity: key variables, standards. Importance of providing coverage of betting markets beyond Europe”
11:45: Topic n°2 “Are there some legal issues (e.g. data protection, privacy issues) restricting
the scope of betting monitoring systems?”
12:15: Topic n°3 “In which cases a suspicious report is it relevant to start a Law enforcement
agencies investigation? Idem for a court case?“
13:00: Lunch break
14:00: Topic n°4 “Is it possible to determine some “perfect conditions” so that a suspicious
report could be used in a disciplinary / criminal procedure with low legal risk?” “In which cases
a suspicious report issued by a monitoring system could it be used in a disciplinary procedure?
Idem in a criminal procedure?”
14:45: Topic n°5 “Adjusting sensitivity of automatic monitoring systems”
15:15: Topic n°6 “Limiting the risk of a “false negative” (a match not flagged as suspicious by
a monitoring system which was actually fixed)”
15:45: Topic n°7 “Risks related to a human analysis on irregulars/suspicious betting patterns”
16:15: Topic n°8 “Optimization of the presentation of a “suspicious report” (so that it would
be easy to understand for law enforcement experts)”
16:45: Topic n°9 “What possible monitoring requirements for licenced betting operators?”
17:15: Conclusions
17:30: End of workshop
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4. Summary of debates:
• Existing betting monitoring systems have very different algorithms (with different levels of sensitivity and specificity). Indeed, two statisticians would generally produce two different models even
if they face the same dataset. The same applies for betting monitoring systems: Every monitoring
system may add up specific information, every monitoring system relies on proprietary algorithms
and idiosyncratic thresholds for tests;
• Among the potentially very large number of models, Betmonitalert researchers distinguish 2
different types of systems with regard to betting monitoring systems:
One relies on individual (account-level) decision, we call it direct approach;
Another one relies on market-wide volumes from the betting-operator, which are not known,
hence prices are taken as proxies for volumes (rising odds for team A means customers are
heavily betting on the other team). We call it indirect as we use a proxy. In fact, odds movement
is a proxy for unknown betting volumes;
• The quality of the information is a first key factor for monitoring systems. The quality of the
algorithms and of the analysed information seems to be in constant progress;
• For some participants, monitoring systems should be analysed by independent third parties;
• Today, most of the betting monitoring systems focus primarily on football. Algorithms are different for other sports (tennis for instance);
• Betting markets vary from sport to sport and from place to place. Betting operators underline
that local knowledge is important;
• Suspicious betting activity refers to irregular betting activity with no rational explanation. One
question has been raised: Should suspicious activity that might be related to match fixing also be
analysed regarding other types of ‘criminal activity’ like for example money laundering?
• There is a consensus: Suspicious betting activity (even a “strong” level of suspicious activity)
doesn’t mean that a competition has been fixed. It is part of “intelligence” leading to a possible
criminal investigation. Most of the participants think that a suspicious betting activity is relevant
enough to start an investigation. For most countries this information has been used to start further
investigation. For the Netherlands though, it’s not enough to start a criminal investigation;
• Information about suspicious betting activity cannot be used as a proof (at least for the standard
“beyond any reasonable doubt”). In criminal proceedings, for a ‘standard of proof’, more evidence
is needed (there is a need for a combination of several indicators, including monitoring reports);
• In disciplinary cases the standard of proof is comfortable satisfaction of the panel. It depends
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largely on the quality of the information but in all cases till now, information about suspicious
betting activity was only one of the indicators of match-fixing;
• Participants underline that every case is different for variable reasons and that there is a need
to cope with this;
• Nevertheless, even if a monitoring report can or cannot be used as proof, law enforcement
agencies need “good quality information”. Monitoring reports need to be driven by facts, need to
be clear and understandable. A template issued by the relevant authority might help enhancing
the quality and usefulness of reporting procedures. Of course, if a monitoring report shows some
links with other criminal activities, it is easier to start an investigation (nevertheless, jurisdiction
have different ways of thinking, even if these differences should not be overestimated, and different prosecutors may have very different approaches). It is also interesting for law enforcement to
receive monitoring reports including information on specific customers and their entourage;
• The issue of betting monitoring systems related to match fixing is a new one (less than 15 years
old). There is still a need for enhanced scientific (statistical) basis;
• Betting monitoring systems focusing on manipulation of sports competitions have 2 different
components: an automatic one (detection of irregular betting activity) and a human one (possible
escalation to suspicious activity or alert). For the human part, different conditions have to be
fulfilled: transparency of the procedure, good level of expertise and experience of the analysts,
decision taken by at least 2 persons if there is any doubt that the activity could be suspicious, etc.
Human interpretation is a key issue for betting monitoring systems;
• When it comes to information about individuals, know your customer is really important for betting operators. (Private) information is analysed. Social media is also an important factor. Players
get for example approached through social media;
• Monitoring illegal markets and first of all Asian markets is essential. For football, Asian bookmakers drive the market. For tennis, Pinnaclesports seems to drive the market;
• It’s hard to get information from Asian bookmakers. It largely depends on personal contacts
whether information is shared;
• When it comes to data-protection a lot is unclear. What data? What needs to be protected
by whom? Sharing data within the EU is one problem, sharing data or receive data from Asian
parties is another problem. The EU data-protection regulations that will enter into force in 2018,
is surrounded by vagueness and parties are looking for ways to get a more clearer view on what
to share with whom, at what moment, etc. This is, as participants stressed, a broader problem
(doping, etc.);
• Suspicious betting activity should be a sufficient indicator to start an investigation, as most
participants stressed. But practically, other factors have to be taken in account: the level of priority
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awarded to the fight against manipulation (public authorities and sport), the “will”, the available
human resources (to investigate), etc. regarding manipulations of sports competitions, there is
according to the participants clearly a lack of financial and human resources, and sometimes a
lack of “will”;
• Match-fixing is not a local phenomenon, but is international in nature. It’s hard to get and share
information cross borders and to know where to start criminal investigations. There are different
companies involved, in different countries, with different jurisdictions, and a different approach
to the sharing of information. Not every country has specific (and comparable) anti-match-fixing
regulation. So the need of a strong legislation network is a key issue (on manipulation, on the
possibility to exchange information between public and private stakeholders and also between
private stakeholders themselves), even if stakeholders always have the possibility to sign “private”
agreements;
• The manipulation of sports competitions is an international matter with, in many cases, several
jurisdictions involved. Therefore, it is also important to identify the legal framework of the different
jurisdictions involved in a possible fix, including the question of exchange of information between
law enforcement and sport;
• For sports organisations, receiving relevant data from the betting operators is a key issue (and a
challenge), especially from the ones located in offshore jurisdictions. Betting operators assert that
they are only allowed to share information based on the laws and regulations and their terms and
conditions. Therefore, they will only share information when:
They think it’s within the scope of the law
There is no possibility that customers will complain or will hold the betting-company reliable
for sharing data.
• Betting companies rely on their terms and conditions when it comes to the sharing of information, but it’s uncertain whether this is enough in specific-individual cases. Specific consent of the
individual to share specific information might be needed;
• For cooperative betting operators, it could be interesting to re-write their general terms and
conditions to be signed by their customers (use of personal information). Nevertheless, to be able
to exchange information with sports organisations without any risk, betting operators need a
clear legal framework and need to be sure that they will not be suited for information disclosure.
For sports organisations, it is recommended to include in their general rules the possibility to use
some data related to their sports licence holders (IOC is a good practice and has included some
requirements regarding doping and manipulation for the participants to the Olympic Games with
an accreditation). The new personal data protection rules within the EU in the near future could
even lead to a more complex situation. It has to be analysed carefully;
• There is a consensus on the need of a closer cooperation between sport and law enforcement.
Nevertheless, the priority should be given to law enforcement, where experience, procedures and
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expertise constitute a protection for the information (and first of all confidentiality). National
platform (according to the Council of Europe convention) could play a key role at this occasion
(first of all because it allows a clear identification of the different stakeholders), raising awareness,
information and better understanding. The discussions within the group of betting regulatory authority established by the Council of Europe could also play a role on this matter (Next meeting to
be organised in September 2016);
• When there is an exchange of information, there is a need for feedback (even the information
“no evidence” or “not possible to start an investigation” is a kind of feedback);
• The issue of “false positive” and “false negative” is not relevant for many participants because
monitoring systems cannot –at this moment- be used as authoritive evidence for a conviction. It is
impossible to quantify any of these 2 indicators (at least at this time). Moreover, the situation can
be completely different for 2 different sports (tennis has been mentioned as a specific situation).
In any case, there is a need for enhanced statistics;
• Regarding increasing costs, betting monitoring systems have very different economic models.
Some of them are driven by commercial purpose. Others are developed internally or are “offered”
to partners. Even for some commercial companies developing monitoring systems, it is important
to avoid conflicts of interests and to offer this service “for free” to sports organisations and law
enforcement. In the future, there should be a global analysis to determine how to optimize the use
of these systems (mutualisation, free use, feedback conditions, etc.). More generally, stakeholders
(and first of all sports organisations) should find a balance between monitoring systems and
prevention / education programmes. Education programmes allow to save a lot of money for the
future;
• The question of the costs is important because many countries (even in Europe) don’t have the
money to afford betting monitoring systems. It is therefore important to analyse different options
(including the commercialization of sporting data) regarding the implementation of national platforms and monitoring systems;
• There was consensus on different factors defining the “ideal” monitoring report (even if it will
never exist): It has to be written in the language of the prosecutor and more generally of the
law enforcement. It needs both a technical and a non technical (easy to understand) part, and
has to be driven by facts. It has to be understandable by Law enforcement officers, prosecutors,
attorneys, etc. If a report is not understandable, the law enforcement will not be interested in
any investigation. There is need for a kind of common language (kind of standard) but has to be
adapted to the local legislation. Reports have to be documented. If, beyond facts, there are some
interpretations in the monitoring report, it has to be mentioned clearly. It could also be interesting
to develop clear graphics within the report. It must be clear where the information is stored, for
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what duration and for what purpose. Again data-protection laws need to be taken into account;
• There is a strong need to develop betting expertise within the law enforcement agencies;
• It could be interesting to develop a kind of standard with law enforcement agencies on an interactive way (may be with Europol?). For example, Sportradar built the current BFDS standard with
UEFA so that it could be easily used in a disciplinary case (disciplinary rules have been adapted,
with the standard of proof of “comfortable satisfaction”);
• Even if all the betting operators already monitor bets (at least to minimize their financial risk), it
could be important to develop some guidelines regarding match fixing: What kind of information
to disclose? How? To whom? Etc. the question is: should it be compulsory or not for the betting
operators? There are 2 different opinions among the participants. Some of them are satisfied
with legal requirements on what the betting operators should report to the authorities (i.e. which
irregular betting patterns, and what surrounding information). Then the betting operators would
arrange their monitoring systems in order to be compliant, but the legal framework would not
impose stricter norm except that the monitoring system must be credible for the licence to be
granted. Hence a betting operator who doesn’t report the compulsory pattern would have its
licence lifted. Some others think that it is not sufficient to optimize the disclosure of suspicious activity. In the banking business, there are some guidelines for money transfers and fraud detection.
Nevertheless, there are many loopholes and the system doesn’t look optimal. Therefore a complex
market like betting, with a strong level of illegal activity, should probably adopt some guidelines
and at least control their implementation.
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APPENDIX 5: SUMMARY WORKSHOP “ALERT SYSTEMS”
1. Date: 21 November 2016 (10.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.)
2. Location: Paris
3. Agenda:
10:00: Introduction
10:10: Presentation of the workshop and progress of the programme “BETMONITALERT” (Christian Kalb – CK Consulting)
10:20: Presentation of the legal issues and state of advancement of the research (Marjan Olfers
- Professor Sports & Law, VU University Amsterdam)
10:30: Key findings about monitoring systems (Pierre-Charles Pradier - Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne)
10:40: Discussion and debates
Topic n°1 “Alert systems. From basic information to alerts”
Topic n°2 “Focus on national platforms”
Topic n°3 “focus on alert systems managed by sport “
Topic n°4 “Focus on alert systems managed by betting operators
Topic n°5 “Alert obligations for betting operators”
Topic n°6 “From alert to investigation”
Topic n°7 “From investigation to criminal procedure”
Topic n°8 “Transnational cooperation”
16:45: Conclusions
17:00: End of workshop
4. Summary of debates:
4.1 Alert systems
• In the framework of the Betmonitalert programme, alert systems and monitoring systems are
different:
Monitoring system: Any technical system which monitors a sports betting market in order to detect
some irregular or suspicious sports betting activity possibly linked to the manipulation of sports
competitions;
Alert system: Any system which shares information possibly linked to the manipulation of sports
competitions (between several stakeholders).
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• Alert systems are not only related to sports betting but gather many different sources of information, including:
Social media
Blogs and forums
Whistle blowing (for example through confidential and anonymous apps for Smartphones or confidential (encryption of information) reporting line) with a sufficient level of expertise of the recipient
Investigation lead by law enforcement or dedicated sport units
Newspapers, media, and relationships with journalists
Information coming from “smart customers” (big customers)
Sport analysis (for example: observers watching the games)
Human sources of information (ideally with Law enforcement evaluation methods
Databases
Etc.
• Not surprisingly, the quality of information is a key factor of success for alert systems, even if
disciplinary and criminal procedures require different standards of proof (comfortable satisfaction
for the CAS, beyond reasonable doubt for most criminal Courts).
• Two issues play a key role in alert systems: A clear identification of the involved stakeholders and
good coordination procedures.
The “British Horseracing Authority” model, based on a clear operating mode, could be used as a
good practice according to several participants
• Anonymous information is difficult to use in the framework of an investigation or before a court
of law, but can be very useful to trigger an alert.
• Regarding alert systems, participants described two different approaches:
One approach with different escalation steps (for instance yellow / orange / red level of alert) and
a procedure. For example, Arjel, GLMS and Sportradar use that kind of method;
Another approach, used by most of the participants, more empirical, based on a case-by-case
methodology (nevertheless, there can be some predefined criteria).
• To maximise the probability of detection of suspicious betting patterns, several participants recommend the implementation of an obligation to report for betting operators (if possible through
criminal law). Obligations to report can be based on individual relationships and trust or on the
possibility to check (for example through the ARJEL’s frontal bone or the AAMS technical system).
The representative of the gambling commission mentioned that GB licenced operators are obligated to report to the GC under the terms and conditions of their licence (underpinned by The
Gambling Act 2005) and that this seems to work.
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4.2 National platforms
• Today, the first national platforms (regarding the definition of the convention against the manipulation of sports competitions) cooperate through a group created under the Council of Europe
umbrella. It is sometimes called “The Copenhagen Group”. Take part to this group national representatives from Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Norway, Italy, Spain, The Netherlands, Sweden
and United Kingdom.
• According to the participants, the Council of Europe, through the follow-up committee of the
Convention against the manipulation of sports competitions, should play a leading role in the
future for the following issues: functions of the platform, exchange of information format between
different stakeholders, criteria required for external stakeholders to be able to exchange information in good conditions, etc.
• It is difficult to point out an organisational good practice regarding the organisation of national
platforms. Every country has its own history and culture, but also its specific approach towards
betting and sport. UK has a strong cooperative tradition (law enforcement, sport, Gambling Commission, betting operators) inspired by the Gambling Act. In Denmark, it was important to gather
the issue of manipulation and anti-doping under the same umbrella, what is not conceivable in
Italy for instance. In Belgium, the Federal Police is leading the platform to maximise its investigation efficiency.
• Many stakeholders insist on the importance of physical security and data protection, starting
with Norway. The platforms have to be in line with EU standards. That raises the question of the
selective sharing of information:
For legal reasons, it might be impossible for some stakeholders to exchange information with other
ones on a formal basis (for example with sports organisations in some countries)
For technical reasons. For instance, the Norwegian platform had some connection difficulties
through the TLS Protocol1.
For “practical” reasons: In some countries, the exchange of sensitive information linked to criminal investigations with sports organisations lead to loss of confidentiality. Therefore, most of the
participants advocate for bilateral exchange of information within the platform, or at least for
exchange of information limited to the relevant stakeholders
4.3 Sport platforms
• Sport platforms’ (FIFA/EWS, UEFA/BFDS, TIU) ability to trigger some alerts relies on betting monitoring systems, internal intelligence and MoUs. Regarding intelligence, the UEFA explains that
there is a main challenge in breaking the conspiracy of silence, to be able to collect some relevant
information from witnesses).

1 Transport Layer Security
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• In many cases, betting operators are the first source of information and sports organisations
advocate for enhanced links with them (especially with the main “market makers”). Nevertheless,
participants highlight some weaknesses: Difficulty to identify “reputable” information (tennis), legal challenges to exchange information (IOC, FIFA and UEFA are under Swiss Law, the TIU is under
Florida Law), relationships only based on trust with no possibility to control information, difficulty
to use some imprecise information in disciplinary procedures (FIFA) or to receive information from
illegal1 betting operators. Developing MoUs with bookmakers acting mostly illegally allows sports
organisations to exchange some information with market markers but with no guarantee on the
quality of information (and an enhanced legitimacy for these operators).
• Betfair has been mentioned by several participants as a good practice, especially because the
company acts in a transparent manner (first of all publishing the betting volumes in real time)
and gave in the past information on individual betting accounts (in accordance with its terms and
conditions). More generally, participants highlight the fact that there are some proactive betting
operators (like Hong-Kong Jockey Club) and some more passive ones. A question has been raised
about the possibility for all the bookmakers to give their betting volumes in real time.
• Once an alert has been triggered, sports organisations have two options to manage information:
Favour (disciplinary and/or criminal) investigation and keep confidentiality;
Be transparent with the sport actors (delegates, sometimes the players involved) before the sport
event. This option reduces the risk of manipulation but also the possibility to go through the
investigation.
4.4 Betting platforms
Wherever they are located, betting operators have to respect legislations on data protection. It
is therefore sometimes difficult to exchange information out of the scope of criminal investigations (especially with sports organisations) or with foreign customers. The Gambling Commission
stresses that it only has the authority to request information from operators that relates to activity
conducted under their GB licence and any operator, regardless of location, must have a licence
from the GC if they have British residents as customers.
• Betting operators would like to receive some feedback from sports organisations (after having
triggered an alert based on suspicious betting patterns). Nevertheless, one participant highlighted
the fact that there is no reason to give any feedback before the end of an investigation or a disciplinary procedure.
• Some participants advocate for a predefined “format” regarding MoUs with betting operators,
what means more formal. It could be interesting to share some experience on this issue.
• Some public authorities ask about the value of an MoU. Generally, a MoU remains an intention
(not legally binding) and doesn’t give any indication about the kind of information to exchange.

1 Some participants improperly spoke about not licenced or unregulated betting operators. This definition is not fair because even Asian
bookmakers are licenced in the Philippines (Cagayan), sometimes in the Isle of Man (SBOBet). It therefore seems important to keep close to
the definition adopted in the Council of Europe Convention.
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• Two participants representing national platforms would like to exchange international information formally with sport betting hubs like ESSA or GLMS. Practically, in their mind, the national
platforms (for instance through the “Group of Copenhagen”) could exchange some information
with GLMS/ESSA through a predefined formal format.
• ther participants remain more cautious and highlight the lack of trust existing between law
enforcement on one side and private stakeholders (sports organisations and betting operators)
on the other side.
4.5 Alert obligations for betting operators
• In all the countries taking part to the workshop, betting operators have obligations to report any
suspicious betting patterns. Nevertheless, since it is a new matter (unlike issues regarding money
laundering for instance), betting regulatory authorities rarely check if authorised operators comply
with alerts obligations. No sanction has been inflicted at this time against such operators.
• In some countries (like Italy), betting operators also have the obligation to suspend a betting
account in case of a fraud suspicion.
• For the representative of the Norwegian national platform, the most time consuming procedure
today when conducting an inquiry is getting access to data from betting operators: There is far too
much judgement left to the operator on whether or not the information is relevant to an inquiry.
This is problematic since they often are not privy to all the background information so they often
end up not getting required information. That means and the Betmonitalert shares this point of
view, that there is need for absolute cooperation with the relevant regulatory authorities where
they operate (and if possible not only where they are licenced). Therefore, when a national platform sends an information request to a regulatory authority, it is up to the regulatory authority
to decide whether or not it is relevant, and not to the betting operator. As part of licensing requirements there should also be clear timelines for when a request should be answered and what
sanctions might apply if not. Indeed, it is essential to have a robust inquiry regime, what would at
least create a credible deterrence.
• Betting regulatory authorities face different loopholes regarding obligations to report suspicious
betting:
Territoriality: The UK Gambling Commission points out that it has a much better informed picture of the integrity landscape since the changes to legislation introduced in 2014 (that requires
all operators offering services to the UK to hold a UK GC licence). Prior to this, operators could
be licenced by other regulators, including Gibraltar along with others based in white listed
jurisdictions. This did sometimes present challenges in obtaining information. The change in
legislation helped greatly to address these challenges.
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Feedback: Two regulatory authorities, mentioning the example of a betting association, regret
that even when an inquiry has been sent, they didn’t receive any feedback from betting operators.
Weaknesses of monitoring systems: As it has been summarised in the first workshop, monitoring
systems are not perfect and the risk of non-detection of a manipulation remains significant
(ESSA highlights that fixers know how monitoring algorithms work).
4.6 Investigations and disciplinary / criminal procedures
• The starting point of a criminal investigation (or of an intelligence inquiry in UK) depends on the
legal national framework:
In some countries (like France for instance), the Service in charge of manipulations of sports
competitions (Service Central des Courses et Jeux) is able to open an investigation on its own
initiative;
In other countries (like the Netherlands for instance), an investigation can only start if there is a
good level of probability that someone might be condemned. That’s why an excellent monitoring
report on suspicious betting might not be sufficient to start an investigation in these countries;
In Great Britain, a criminal investigation by the Law enforcement agencies can start immediately
if there is reasonable grounds to suspect that offences of Fraud, Bribery or Corruption have
been committed. A SBIU intelligence enquiry can also commence immediately upon receipt of
suspicious or unusual betting activity that is deemed to be credible or that is independently supported. This enquiry can develop into a GC criminal investigation once a link is found between
persons that profited from betting on an event and individuals that participated in the same
event; where the offence of Cheat is recognised and there is no alternative, plausible explanation for the activity seen.
• Regarding disciplinary procedures, football (FIFA and UEFA) encourages national federations to
start an investigation, while the TIU works on its own.
• The CAS plays a key role in disciplinary procedures involving sports organisations. At the moment
there is no clear rule regarding monitoring reports on suspicious betting patterns. Is that kind of
report sufficient to determine if a competition has been fixed? Considering some recent cases, and
even if the CAS doesn’t clearly use the case law, Sportradar stresses that this is a main opportunity
for the future. In fact, it might give federations two different ways to begin progressing cases,
confident that CAS recognizes the value of monitoring reports such as FDS1 ones. A participant
says that even if the CAS takes a risk with a level of evidence under the “beyond reasonable
doubt” standard, it is unlikely that the Supreme Swiss Court would change the decision as long as
the sanctions stay proportioned to the level of evidence achieved in the decision.

1 Fraud Detection System (Sportradar’s monitoring system)
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• The issue of the cost of an investigation has been highlighted by several participants from
law enforcement or sport side (especially in transnational cases). In the field of manipulations
of sports competitions, participants, starting with Interpol, highlight other possible obstacles to
investigations regarding manipulations of sports competitions: Time, no answer from foreign law
enforcement (on this issue, betting regulatory authorities seem to achieve better results simply
because they know each other and trust themselves), security of data transmission, different legal
frameworks, data protection laws (especially within the EU), etc.
For transnational cases, the Law enforcement culture, based on secrecy, can be a problem. That’s
why it is so important to create points of contact in each country.
Furthermore, it is important to identify a clear procedure before the start of an investigation.
For instance, for transnational cases in Norway, the national platform makes a request to the
national police, who forwards the request to Europol, who answers to the Norwegian criminal
investigate service.
In many cases, even at a national level, the Law enforcement agencies do not always have a
legal framework to share information with prosecutors.
• Considering the difficulties to gather evidence, participants regret that only a small number of
match-fixing cases are brought to the courts.
• Regarding criminal cases linked to manipulations of sports competitions, participants, starting
with Europol, stress that sport is not the crux of the matter. Crime is a main source of the problem.
Betting and Sport are practical tools used to organise frauds, corruption and money laundering.
Furthermore, if Organised Crime is involved in manipulation of sports competitions, law enforcement cannot leave sports organisations with the leadership.
• For this reason, match-fixing is generally not a priority for public authorities. There are very
different types of manipulations of sports competitions. Some of them are covered by old (bribery,
fraud, cheating at gambling) or new (sport fraud) laws. Others are only covered by disciplinary
procedures (sports arrangement between several sport actors without any link to betting or financial interest). Public authorities therefore determine some priorities considering more general
issues (Organised Crime, Money laundering, corruption, etc.) with experienced and better shared
legal grounds. Many investigations (Bochum, Calcioscommesse, etc.) became important because
of other criminal issues. Several participants think that only links between sports organisations
and terrorism could draw the attention of public authorities towards manipulation of sports competitions.
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APPENDIX 6: QUESTIONNAIRE ON INVESTIGATION AND DATA SHARING
In order to complement the previous analyses undertaken, four questions were sent to public
authorities:
How do law enforcement services start an investigation related to match-fixing or betting fraud?
Open question but we could maybe suggest some proposals (phone-taps on criminal groups, betting monitoring report,
etc.)
In your country, do you think that a “good” report on suspicious betting activities is sufficient to start
an investigation?
If not, why not?
On which legal basis are you starting an investigation related to a sport betting fraud?
Fraud, bribery, manipulations of sports competitions, betting fraud, money laundering, others
For those who have a national platform: what information about match-fixing is shared in case of an
alert?
for example: betting volumes, odds changes, informal information, data on betting accounts, etc.
With which stakeholders is this information shared?
Are there some legal or operational obstacles to share sensitive information?

APPENDIX 6.1 Start of a criminal investigation related to manipulationof sports
competitions or betting fraud
The aim of this first question was to identify which elements / information could trigger an investigation in case of a possible betting fraud. It should also provide a better understanding of the
investigative procedures introduced by certain States1.
In this context, two main models can be identified:
• The first one gives some investigative power to the national regulatory authority (once some
suspicious information has been sent by stakeholders or when anomalies have been detected
through its internal control system). In this model, the national regulatory authority can conduct
its own investigations and forward the results to the competent judicial services2;
• The second model doesn’t grant investigative powers to the national regulator. In this case, only
law enforcement agencies services can carry out investigations.
According to the questionnaire, the opening of an investigation requires the existence of a betting
fraud, which can be detected by the judicial authorities in various circumstances.
The information in the table below summarises the answers to the questionnaire.

1 The following countries replied to our questionnaire: Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Latvia, Malta, Portugal,
Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.
2 For example, the different regulations in Belgium, Czech Republic, Germany, Latvia, Spain, Sweden, the UK, Slovenia and Sweden.
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Sport betting
control

Elements
discovered in
the context of
another open
investigation
not related to
bets

According to received information

Opening of
a preliminary
inquiry in cases
of suspected
fraud.

Portugal

Bulgaria

Bulgaria

Bulgaria

Bulgaria

Belgium

Denmark

Estonia

Estonia

France

Finland

Bulgaria

France

from
whistleblower
(media…)

from testimony

after receiving a from a national
report
platform

Finland

Finland

Malta

France

Denmark

Finland

Switzerland

France

Slovakia

Latvia

Finland

UK

Malta

Spain

Malta

France

Portugal

UK

Portugal

Malta

Switzerland

Slovakia

Portugal

Switzerland

Slovakia

UK

Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
UK

Here are some observations / examples based on the answers to the questionnaires but we can
note that the answers might be valid for other countries as well:
• Only the Law enforcement agencies / Prosecution services have the competence of carrying out
unannounced checks on sports betting.
• Portugal and Switzerland explain that a match-fixing investigation may also be initiated further
to the discovery of concurrent evidence in another investigation.
In summary, it should be noted that the most common procedure remains the opening of an
investigation when information is received on suspicious betting activity. In this context, different
means are used within the States of the European Union:
• Receiving a report or a notification on the suspicious facts. This report may be drafted by the
sports federations when they find irregularities in the events organised by them or by the gaming
operators when they detect an anomaly in their data relating to the bets on an event (as noted
previously, in some countries, a monitoring report is nevertheless insufficient to open an investigation). It may also be transmitted to the law enforcement agencies/prosecution services by the
regulator when it can access the data collected from the gaming operators.
• The testimony of gamblers, sport actors, etc.
• The data collected by the national platforms.
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In some cases, the law enforcement agencies / prosecution services may ask the national betting regulatory authority to compare the information sent by operators with that collected in the
context of their investigation. For example, this is the case in Spain, where the police authorities
can ask to the DGOJ (the Spanish regulatory authority) to check these contentious data against
its internal control system.
In every case, this information will then be forwarded to the prosecutor who will decide whether
the case will be prosecuted or not.
APPENDIX 6.2 Report on suspicious betting activities and start of an investigation
The second question aimed at checking to what extent the publication of a report on suspicious
betting activities drafted by betting operators or sports federations is sufficient to initiate an investigation.
The assessment of the answer to this question varies according to its completeness.
Country

A report on
Clarification(s)
suspicious betting
activities is
sufficient to start an
investigation?

Bulgaria

NO

/

Denmark

NO

The report is not sufficient unless the amount of suspicious bets is very
important or the persons involved are already known by the Law enforcement
agencies for criminal activities.
In any case, the report can be forwarded to the national platform so that
additional information can complement it.
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Estonia

YES

The report may allow the opening of a preliminary inquiry but it must be
supplemented by other elements.

Finland

NO

/

France

YES

The report is sufficient because it takes into account the information held by
the national platform against sport corruption

Malta

NO

A criminal investigation will eventually have to deal with individuals not the
team per se, and from such betting reports it is usually difficult to pin-point
individuals.

Portugal

YES

The report may allow the opening of an investigation provided that it is
detailed and it has been drafted by the betting operators or the regulatory
authority.

Slovakia

YES

The report may allow the opening of a preliminary inquiry but it must be
supplemented by other elements.

Spain

YES

The report may allow the opening of a preliminary inquiry but it must be
supplemented by other elements.

Sweden

NO

The report is not sufficient because there is no special incrimination of sport
fraud.

UK

YES

The information could allow the opening of an investigation conducted by the
SBIU of the Gambling Commission. Then, the report would be forwarded to
the appropriate judicial Law enforcement, which would decide on the action
to be taken.
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In practice, in all countries, a monitoring report can always be used by the law enforcement agencies / prosecution services to open an investigation. Once received, the law enforcement agencies/
prosecution services will check the probative value of this report in order to decide whether and
with that conditions they can pursue their investigations.
In this context, the establishment of national platforms should make it possible to strengthen the
content of the monitoring report. Indeed, the centralisation of all information held by the stakeholders would constitute a valuable basis upon which the stakeholders could draft a full report on
the reported irregularities, which would enable the judicial authorities to initiate an investigation.
The report on suspicious betting activities could therefore be used as a source of information for
law enforcement agencies when initiating a preliminary or collaborative investigation into other
criminal cases.
It could lead to the opening of a criminal investigation provided that the information included in
the report is sufficiently precise and complete.
APPENDIX 6.3 Legal basis to start an investigation related to a sports betting fraud
The purpose of this third question was to identify the legal basis used by the judicial authorities
to initiate an investigation. In this respect, the analysis of the answers received allows various
observations.
Observation n°1
• All Member States can rely on ordinary-laws crimes to prosecute a person who manipulates a
sports competition. These infringements may include:
• Money laundering offense;
• Active and passive bribery;
• Fraud offence;
• Tax fraud;
• Influence trafficking.
Observation n°2
Various States have created a dedicated criminal offence to punish violation of sport integrity1.
Observation n°3
In addition to criminal sanctions and in application of the measures contained in the codes of sport
federations, disciplinary sanctions may also be applied (e.g. Slovak FA Disciplinary Code).
Observation n°4.
Some States have created a dedicated unit, including the objective to investigate violations of
sport integrity2. In other cases, other units might also work on sport integrity issues3.
1 For example, in its Penal Code, Bulgaria has included a special chapter called “Crimes against sport” codified in article 307b. to 307f. The
Section 307b criminalising the traffic of influence “Whoever, by using violence, deception, intimidation or other unlawful means, persuades
another person to influence the development or outcome of a sporting event, administered by a sports organisation”. The Article 307c (1),
criminalising active and passive sport corruption. The offender can be punished with 6 years of imprisonment and / or a fine between 5
000 to 15 000 Lev.The penalty is 6 years of imprisonment and / or a fine between 100 to 10 000 Lev. The same kind of disposition exists in
Malta (Chapter 263 of the Laws of Malta).
2 For example, the SBIU in UK.
3 For example, Belgium created by Law of 11 January 1993 The Financial Processing Unit (CTIF). The CTIF is responsible for receiving
suspicious transaction reports from financial and non-financial organisations and professions listed by law. It analyses these statements
by cross-checking other information to highlight the link between reported financial transactions and criminal activities such as organized
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APPENDIX 6.4 Information exchanged within national platforms in case of an alert
As mentioned above, the exchange of information is the main purpose of this tool in order to
strengthen the fight against the manipulation of sport competitions.
The following chart describes the way information can be exchanged within some national platforms:
Country

Description of the national platform

Denmark

Creation: 1 January 2016.

Information that could be exchanged

All information in compliance with
legislation on the protection of personal
Secretariat located within the National Anti- data. 86
Doping Agency.
The Secretariat has a coordinating role. It
centralises the information and transmits

Stakeholders
MoU and protocols under preparation with
the National Police, Gaming Administration,
Taxation and Customs, the IOC and
the Sports Confederation, national and
international sport organisations and betting
operators.

it, if necessary, to the stakeholder who
requests it.
Finland

Finland’s National Platform has begun its
All information in compliance with
work at a strategic level. It has mapped out legislation on the protection of personal
the need of electronical monitoring and
data.
made the decision to reinforce monitoring.

The police, the National Police Council, the
national betting operator Veikkaus Oy or the
governing body of sport.

On an operational level the NP has so
far dealt with isolated cases. Since the
beginning of 2017 FINCIS (Finnish Center
for Integrity in Sports) has operated as a
secretariat for the NP.
France

• The national platform for fighting against All information in compliance with
the manipulation of sports competitions was legislation on the protection of personal
inaugurated on 28 January 2016.
data.
• It is responsible for prevention
and organising the fight against the
manipulation of sport competitions and
coordinating the monitoring of the sports
betting market.

Sport Ministry;
Ministry of Finance;
Ministry of Justice;
The betting operator: FDJ, in its sales
network;
The Central Service Race and Games (SCCJ)
of the Police;
The National Olympic Committee (CNOSF) ;
The Gaming Authority (ARJEL).

• The national platform has two committees:
- a committee to coordinate prevention
activities and the fight against the
manipulation of sports competitions, under
the chairmanship of the Sport Director;
- a monitoring committee, led by the Chair
of ARJEL.

crime and white-collar crime. If this analysis reveals consistent evidence of money laundering or financing of terrorism, the Unit refers cases
to the public prosecutor for prosecution.
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UK

Any sharing of information will have to
comply with the principles of the Data
Protection Act87
The condition for processing and notifying
individuals will depend upon the nature of
the information. For example, individuals
who are under the remit of SGBs will often
have consented for their data to be shared
in relation to betting integrity matters when
signing up the terms and conditions with
operators.

Schedule 6 of the Gambling Act lists bodies
with which the SBIU (and operators if they
suspect a potential breach of sports rules)
can share information. This text provides
a legal gateway for information exchange,
however, Data Protection principles are still
applicable.
The SBU may also exchange information
with bodies not listed by schedule 6 through
reliance on implicit powers provided under
the Gambling Act 2005, but providing that
data protection principles are respected.

SBIU can obtain a wide range of information
from operators including betting volumes,
account details, geographical account
information, IP addresses and so on. This
information could be shared with the Law
enforcement agencies if it relates to a
criminal investigation.
SBIU (and operators) may also be able to
share some of this information with the
relevant sport governing body.

Nevertheless, some States which haven’t yet established a national platform have provided
mechanisms for the informal exchange of information between stakeholders. For example, in Sweden, the police, the prosecutors, the regulators and the sport federations cooperate to safeguard
sport integrity. Nevertheless, although the stakeholders can inform the law enforcement agencies
of their suspicions, they will have no information on the follow-up of the case.
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APPENDIX 7: PANORAMA OF LEGAL ISSUES REGARDING MONITORING AND ALERT
SYSTEMS WITHIN THE 28 EU MEMBER STATES
Appendix 7.1 Gambling and betting legislations
LEGISLATION ON GAMBLING

86 https://www.gov.uk/
data-protection/the-dataprotection-act

AUSTRIA

BELGIUM

BULGARIA
CROATIA
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- Austrian Gambling Act. Bundesrecht konsolidiert: Gesamte Rechtsvorschrift für Glücksspielgesetz,
Fassung vom 17.06.2016: available on the Legal Information System of the Republic of Austria88
- State laws on sports betting provide in parallel that sport betting is only allowed with the
permission and supervision of the Regional Government. Since sporting bets are not regarded
as gambling in the strict sense, they are not subject to the rules laid down by the GSpG;
State laws on sports betting:
- Burgenland: LGBl. Nr. 13/1993
- Kärnten: LGBl. Nr. 65/2012
- Niederösterreich: LGBl. Nr. 111/2006
- Oberösterreich: LGBl. Nr. 106/2007
- Salzburg: LGBl. Nr. 17/1995
- Steiermark: LGBl. Nr. 100/2014
- Tirol: LGBl. Nr. 58/2002
- Vorarlberg: LGBl. Nr. 1/2008
- Wien: LGBl. Nr. 24/2001

88 https://www.ris.bka.
gv.at/GeltendeFassung.
89 https://www.
gamingcommission.be/
opencms/opencms/jhksweb_
en/law/
90 https://www.coe.
int/t/dghl/monitoring/
moneyval/Evaluations/
Progress%20reports%20
2y/MONEYVAL(2011)4ProgRep2HRVann_en.pdf
91 Available online https://
www.imolin.org/doc/amlid/
Croatia_Law%20on%20
Prevention%20of%20
ML.pdf

- Belgium Gaming Act, 1999 and the Law of January 2010 amending The Gaming Act 1999:
available on the Gambling Commission of Belgium website89
- Arrêté royal du 22 décembre 2010 déterminant le montant ou la contrepartie de la mise de paris
pour laquelle une obligation d’enregistrement existe ainsi que le contenu et les modalités de cet
enregistrement. (Article 43/4)
- Arrêté royal du 22 décembre 2010 relatif aux modalités de surveillance et de contrôle des jeux
de hasard dans les établissements de jeux de hasard de classe IV et les lieux où les paris sont
acceptés en vertu de l’article 43/4 ,§ 5, de la loi du 7 mai 1999 sur les jeux de hasard, les paris, les
établissements de jeux de hasard et la protection des joueurs, notamment au moyen d’un système
d’information approprié. (Article 43/7)
- Draft Royal Decree relating to the list of games that may be operated by holders of a
supplementary licence, through the use of information society tools (notified to Europe)
- Gambling Act, 2012 (last version 2014)
- Ordinance on Organizing Remote Betting Games (January 2010) and Act on Games of Chance
(July 2009), available on the Council of Europe website 90
- Law on the Prevention of Money Laundering and the Financing of Terrorism91

CZECH REPUBLIC

- Act on Lotteries and Other similar Games no. 202/1990,Coll.
- Which is going to be replaced by the Act on Gambling no. 186/2016, Coll. from 1. 1. 2017.

CYPRUS

- The Betting Law, 2012
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- The Danish Gambling Act92
Available online on the Danish Gambling authority website
- Consolidation Act no. 119 of 22 January 2016 on Gambling
executive order on land-based betting see chapter 493
executive order on land-based betting see chapter 994
Available online on the Danish Gambling authority website
- As mentioned below further legislation include:
Act on sports integrity (in Danish only)
executive order on sports integrity95
- The Danish Gambling Authority’s technical standards96
Available online on the Danish Gambling authority website

100 Available online http://
www.justice.ie/en/JELR/
Gambling+Control
+Bill+2013.pdf/Files/
Gambling+Control
+Bill+2013.pdf

ESTONIA

- Gambling Act, 200897

FINLAND

- Lotteries Act, 2001 (last version 2013)98

103 Available online http://
www.mga.org.mt/wp-content
/uploads/Lotteries-andOther-Games-Act-EN.pdf

93 https://
spillemyndigheden.dk/sites/
default/files/Executive%20
order%20on%20land%20
based%20betting_0.pdf

FRANCE

- Loi n° 2010-476 du 12 mai 2010 relative à l’ouverture à la concurrence et à la régulation
du secteur des jeux d’argent et de hasard en ligne99

94 https://
spillemyndigheden.dk/sites/
default/files/Executive%20
order%20on%20online%20
betting_0.pdf

GREECE

DENMARK

92 https://
spillemyndigheden.dk/sites/
default/files/Act%20on%20
Gambling.pdf7

95 https://www.
retsinformation.dk/Forms/
R0710.aspx?id=174633

GERMANY

HUNGARY

IRELAND

96 https://
spillemyndigheden.dk/
sites/default/files/filertil-download/technical_
requirements_v1.11.pdf
97 Available online
https://www.riigiteataja.
ee/en/eli/ee/Riigikogu/
act/530102013030/consolide
98 Available online
http://www.finlex.fi/fi/
laki/kaannokset/2001/
en20011047.pdf

ITALY

99 Available online https://
www.legifrance.gouv.fr/
affichTexte.
do?cidTexte=JORFTEXT
000022204510&categorie
Lien=id

LATVIA

LITHUANIA

MALTA
NETHERLANDS
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- Interstate Treaty on Gambling (Glücksspielstaatsvertrag – GlüStV)
- Different Federal State Laws

101 Available online http://
www3.lrs.lt/pls/inter3/
dokpaieska.showdoc_l?p_
id=347707
102 Available online
https://www.e-tar.lt/
portal/lt/legalAct/TAR.
E5509883EBB4/iQiZopOSJc

104 Available online
http://www.mga.org.mt/wpcontent/uploads/RemoteGaming-Regulations438.04_English-version.pdf

- Law 4002/2011,Part D. Regulation on the gaming market
- Act XXXIV of 1991 on Gambling Operations
- Gambling Control Bill 2013100
- The Betting Act 1931 (as amended)
- The Betting (Amendment) Act 2015
- Law 28 December 2015, no. 208: Provisions for the State Budget - Budget Law for 2016;
- Law 88 of 7 July 2009 (art. 24, para. 11 to para. 32): laying down Provisions for the fulfilment of
obligations deriving from Italy’s membership of the European Community so called
Community Law for 2008 (“Legge comunitaria per il 2008”);
- Decree-Law 28 April 2009, no. 39 (art. 12, para. 1, letter f)) as converted into Law, with
amendments
by art. 1 Law 24 June 2009, no. 77: Urgent measures in favour of the inhabitants which were
hard-hit by the earthquake in the Abruzzo region in April 2009 and other urgent measures of civil
protection (“Interventi urgenti in favore delle popolazioni colpite dagli eventi sismici nella regione
- Abruzzo nel mese di aprile 2009 e ulteriori interventi urgenti di protezione civile”);
- Decree-Law 4 July 2006 (article 38, paragraph 1, letter a)), converted with modifications and
integrations by Law 4 august 2006, No. 248;
- Law 27 December 2006, No. 296 (art. 1, para 93): Provisions for the State Budget –
Budget Law for 2007;
- Decree-Law 30 September 2005 no. 203 converted into Law No. 248 of 2005.
- Gambling and Lotteries Law, 2006 (last version 2013)
- Gaming Law, 200101
The last amendments to the Gaming Law were adopted by the Parliament of
the Republic of Lithuania on the 17 May 2015. This law came in force on the
01.01.2016102
(in Lithuanian language only).
- Lotteries and other Games Act 2002 (last version 2015)103
- Remote Gaming Regulations SL. 438.04 2004 (last version 2016)104
- The Gaming and Betting Act 2012
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POLAND

- Gambling Law 2009105
- Act of 26 May 2011 on the amendment of the Gambling Law and some other Acts106

PORTUGAL
ROMANIA
SLOVAK
REPUBLIC

SLOVENIA

SPAIN

SWEDEN
UK

- Emergency Ordinance n° 77/2009 on the organisation and operation of gambling games
- Act No. 171 on Gambling Games, as amended, available on the Ministry of Finance of the Slovak
Republic107
- Gaming Act (Official Journal of the RS, no. 14/11 – official consolidated text, 108/12, 11/14 –
corr. and 40/14 - ZIN-B)
- Rules on organizing games of chance via the Internet or other telecommunication means
(Official Journal of the RS, no. 42/08, 103/08 and 109/12)
- Rules on the supervisory information system of gambling devices (Official Journal of the RS,
no. 59/08, 88/09, 84/10, 37/11, 109/12 and 93/14)
- Law 13/2011, of May 27th, of gaming regulation
- Royal Decree 1613/2011, of November 14th, which develops the Law 13/201 of May 27th,
of Gaming regulation, with regard to the technical requirements of the game activities

105 Available online http://
www.finanse.mf.gov.pl/
documents/766655/936116/
Gambling+Law.pdf
106 http://www.mf.gov.pl/
documents/766655/936116/
Act_on_the_amendment_
of_the_gambling_law_and_
some_other_acts.pdf
107 http://www.finance.
gov.sk/en/Default.
aspx?CatID=389
108 http://www.
lotteriinspektionen.se/en/
Regulation/
109 http://www.
gamingcommission.be/
opencms/opencms/
jhksweb_en/
gamingcommission/besl/
wdsch/index.html

- Lotteries Act 1994 (last version 2013), available on the Swedish Gambling Autorithy website108
- Gambling (Licensing and Advertising) Act 2014

Appendix 7.2 Definition of monitoring and alert systems by country (if existing)
DEFINITION
Monitoring system

Alert system

AUSTRIA

none

none

BELGIUM

none

The regulator has sent out an instruction to all Belgian licenced
operators to report “all irregularities in connection with stakes
being placed on the bets offered” to a dedicated mailbox fraud@
gamingcommission.be : more information on the on the Gambling
Commission109 of Belgium website
Notice: Match fixing - aimed at all F1 licence holders (4 June 2014)

BULGARIA

none

none

CROATIA

Art. 2.9 of the Ordinance on Organizing Remote Betting Games
(January 2010): « Surveillance system is a set of procedures
with the purpose of monitoring and controlling the gaming
process, including the players’ registration, identification, payins, pay-outs, deregistration of players from the remote gaming
system as well as the determination of potential irregularities,
i.e. the actions which are not in compliance with the Act and
this Ordinance ».
CZECH REPUBLIC A system which gathers data about the stakes from the bet
operators.
CYPRUS
none
none

none

A system which evaluates the gathered data in order to find the
match-fixing suspicious stakes.
none
none

DENMARK
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ESTONIA

none

none

FINLAND

Electronic monitoring by national lottery, GLMS, match
observers,
co-operation with officials and sport associations, national
platform of ethical issues in sports
ARJEL monitors all the online market threw its own tools Frontal
and Mascote (bets and odds), according to Art. 11,12,14, 20
and 34 of the Law of May 12th 2010.
FDJ monitors the landbased market.

GLMS, national platform of ethical issues in sports, sport
association’s alert systems

GERMANY

Independent system for the prevention of sports betting fraud

Independent system for the prevention of sports betting fraud

GREECE

Art. 25, Law 4002/2011
none
e) «Supervision and Control IT System» (PSEE): all hardware
and software installed and operating at the Gaming
Supervision and Control Commission, enabling the continuous
exercise of supervision and control of games of chance using
gaming machines or online games of chance.
f) «Central IT System» (CPS): all the hardware and software
necessary, enabling the respective licence holders to centrally
organise, operate, conduct, monitor, record, control and
manage games of chance using gaming machines or online
games of chance”.

FRANCE

An alert system with a color code has been implemented inside the
National Platform (since its inauguration in January 2016).

HUNGARY
IRELAND

Art. 2. National Lottery Act 2013: “central gaming system”
comprises the secure core computer systems of hardware
and software that validate and record all entries for National
Lottery games and identify winning combinations.

none

ITALY

none

none

LATVIA

none

none

LITHUANIA

none

none

MALTA

none

none

POLAND

N/A
none

none

PORTUGAL

none

ROMANIA

Art. 5 of Emergency Ordinance n° 77/2009 on the organisation none
and operation of gambling games: “Technical equipment for
the monitoring and supervision of games of chance means the
hardware, software and communication equipment or similar
equipment that may be used to carry out activity specific to
the ONJN”
none
none

NETHERLANDS

SLOVAK
REPUBLIC
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SLOVENIA

SWEDEN

The Rules on organising games of chance via the Internet or none
other telecommunication means in article 3 define
that Online games may be operated by concessionaires who
link their gaming system to the supervisory
authority’s IT system and that the concessionaire shall provide
the supervisory authority with read-only access
to applications, data and system logs so as to establish the
compatibility of the concessionaire’s online gaming
system with the IT system of the supervisory authority.
On the basis of the above-mentioned article we define our
monitoring sistem as On-line surveillance that shall
reliably monitor, register and store data about gambling and
events on individual gaming devices, include cash
operations related to operating games of chance on individual
gaming devices, and monitor and record events
related to the functioning of on-line surveillance.
Art.2. Real Decreto 16/2011 de 14 de noviembre 2011 :
none
Definition of monitoring and alert system: art. 2 of the Royal
Decree describes a system envisaged to allow the Regulator
to have access to the accounts and transactions. However,
this system is far from being a monitoring system to follow
movement of odds in the betting markets. According to the
Spanish legislation, bookies must send to the Regulator that
information in order to check that operations are within the
boundaries of the law, but not to trigger alerts when odds suffer
weird changes.« 3. Sistema de control interno. Se entiende
por sistema de control interno el conjunto de componentes
destinados a registrar la totalidad de las operaciones y
transacciones realizadas en el desarrollo de los juegos al objeto
de garantizar a la Comisión Nacional del juego la posibilidad de
mantener un control permanente sobre las actividades de juego
del operador.
Los elementos fundamentales del sistema de control interno son
el capturador y la base de datos segura.
4. Capturador. El capturador es el componente del sistema de
control interno del operador destinado a la captura y registro
de los datos de monitorización y control establecidos por la
Comisión Nacional del Juego, su traducción y almacenamiento
en la base de datos segura.
5. Base de datos segura. La base de datos segura es el almacén
que contiene los datos de monitorización y control introducidos
por el capturador y a la que en todo momento puede acceder
la Comisión Nacional del Juego. 6. Registro de acceso. El
registro de acceso es el sistema que almacena y conserva las
operaciones realizadas sobre la Unidad Central de Juegos por
operarios, administradores y demás personas vinculadas al
operador o, en su caso, a la Comisión Nacional del Juego, con
acceso a aquélla ».
none
none

UK

none

SPAIN
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Appendix 7.3 Existence of legislations on monitoring and alert systems within the
EU Member States
EXISTENCE OF LEGISLATIONS WITHIN EU
Existence Legal reference monitoring system
Type of
of a
system
legislation

AUSTRIA

Monitoring

NO

Alert

NO
NO

/
BELGIUM

Monitoring
Alert

BULGARIA

CROATIA

CZECH
REPUBLIC

Monitoring

NO

Monitoring

YES

Alert

NO

Monitoring

YES

Monitoring
Alert

DENMARK

Monitoring
Alert
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YES

Alert

Alert

CYPRUS

/
NO

YES

Art. 6.4, Gambling Act 2014
“The central computer system of the organizer shall have a system for registration and identification of game
participants, as well as a system for keeping and submission in real time to a server of the Commission and
of the National Revenue Agency, of the simultaneous gambling sessions, the wager made by each patron and
the winning paid out to each patron. The central computer system shall mandatorily ensure online registration
of each transaction in the system of the Commission and the National Revenue Agency according to a
procedure and in a manner as set forth in an ordinance of the Minister of Finance after coordination with the
Chairperson of the State Agency for National Security”.
Just FYI Sport manipulation is a crime – art. 307b
and following in Criminal Code, which means that every person who is aware of somebody committing a
crime is obliged to report – otherwise - not reporting is a crime as well.
Art. 53. Act of Game of Chance, 2009
1)”The operator shall provide the possibility for the storage of bets receipts and disbursements by providing
for a control system. The operator shall make it possible for the Ministry of Finance to connect to the
organizer’s IT system, in real time, for the purpose of establishing and ensuring continuous and direct control
– integral control.
2) Integral control shall reliably monitor record and store the information on received payments and
disbursements, and ensure the non-changeability of the information received.
3) The Ministry of Finance shall provide the software for integral control by means of construction of the
software system and the appropriate hardware”.
Art. 18, Ordinance on Organizing Remote Betting Games, January 2010
/
§ 36 – of the Act on Gambling – legaly binding from 1. 1. 2017 § 87/2 - obligation of establishing
a remote acces for supervising authority will be specified in the basic licence
Starting 1.1.2017
Betting operators will be obliged to sign a contract with an organisation or authority( e.g. sportradar) who
provides alert system, this obligation is expressed in provision
of § 88/5 Act on Gambling

NO
NO

/

YES

Technical requirements for obtaining a licence to provide online gambling in Denmark, version
1.11
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ESTONIA

Monitoring

YES

Alert

NO

§ 33.6) Gambling Act, 2009
“Upon organisation of gambling, a gambling operator is required to: (…), ensure sufficient measures to
identify persons, who use technical aids, which enable creating an advantage for themselves or others
in gambling and to impede the randomness of determining the outcome of a game, and exclude the
participation of such persons in gambling”.
All information will be written on different reports: see. “Chapter 4. Reporting of gambling operator and state
supervision over organisation of gambling”.
/

FINLAND

Monitoring
Alert

FRANCE

Monitoring

Alert

NO
NO
YES

YES

Art. 34 de la Loi n° 2010-476 du 12 mai 2010
relative à l’ouverture à la concurrence et à la régulation du secteur des jeux d’argent et de hasard en ligne
Art. 63 de la Loi + art. 2. 4°/5° Décret n° 2010-614 du 7 juin 2010 relatif aux conditions de
commercialisation des droits portant sur l’organisation de paris en relation avec une manifestation ou
compétition sportives
Art. 63 de la Loi n° 2010-476 du 12 mai 2010
relative à l’ouverture à la concurrence et à la régulation du secteur des jeux d’argent et de hasard en ligne +
art. 2. 4°/5° Décret n° 2010-614 du 7 juin 2010 relatif aux conditions de commercialisation des droits portant
sur l’organisation de paris en relation avec une manifestation ou compétition sportives
Arrêté du 27 mars 2015
portant approbation du cahier des charges applicable aux opérateurs de jeux en ligne

The word « detection » is mentionned even if « alert » is not.
GERMANY

GREECE

Monitoring

YES

§ 21 Abs. 3 Satz 3 GlüStV

Alert

YES

§ 21 Abs. 3 Satz 3 GlüStV

Monitoring

YES

Law 4002/2011. Art. 30. Supervision and Control IT
System (PSEE)

Alert

NO
/

HUNGARY

IRELAND

ITALY

LATVIA
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Monitoring

N/A

Alert

N/A

Monitoring

NO

Alert

NO

Monitoring

YES

Ministerial decree dated 15 June 2011

Alert

YES

Ministerial decree dated 15 June 2011

Monitoring

NO

Alert

NO
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LITHUANIA

MALTA

Monitoring

NO

Alert

NO

Monitoring

NO

Alert

NO

NETHERLANDS Monitoring

POLAND

PORTUGAL

ROMANIA

The Malta Gaming Authority (MGA) does not have a legislatively enacted internal monitoring system to
analyse betting patterns. However, as regards the evaluation of risks related to sports manipulation, as
explained below in more detail, the MGA forms part of a National Task Force. It is also envisaged that when
a national platform is eventually set up, the MGA would also be involved therewith. Moreover, the Malta
Football Association (MFA), does make use of the services of SportRadar to monitor its competitions.

N/A

Alert

N/A

Monitoring

YES

Alert

NO

Monitoring

NO

Alert

NO

Monitoring

YES

Art. 15d.3, Act of 26 May 2011 on the amendment of the Gambling Law and some other Acts
« The entity operating betting via the Internet shall perform, in real time, on the device employed for storing
data and which is located in the Republic of Poland, the storage of all data exchanged between that entity
and the betting participant, including data which permits the course and outcome of betting to be determined
and of the transactions stemming from the bet and of the data which is required for identifying the betting
participant ».

Art. 15. 1. B. “For remote games of chance, gambling operators must demonstrate that they cumulatively
fulfil: (…)
(vi) that the game server and the backup server store all data relating to the provision of remote gambling
services, including records and identification of the players, the stakes placed and the winnings paid out.
Information must be stored using data storage equipment, mainly the backup server situated on Romanian
territory, in compliance with the procedure established under the implementing rules of this Emergency
Ordinance. The data will be stored in the form in which it was created, for a period of five years following
expiry of the limitation period, for the purposes of public debt recovery associated with this data; (…)”.
Art. 15. 2. “g) gambling halls will be operated via stand-alone computer programs, only one of which may
be used by any given organiser company regardless of the number of premises in which the activity in
question is taking place, and the following information must be centralised in a central IT system located on
Romanian territory: each piece of gaming equipment connected, total participation fees collected and total
prizes awarded. The organiser will ensure that the central ICT system is connected to a terminal at the Office,
made available free of charge by the organiser, and that it contains, reports and permits access to information
regarding: the total participation fees collected each day, the total prizes awarded on the day in question, and
evidence of the interconnected terminals within the system (the number thereof and the address at which
each one is being operated). Every space in which betting activities are to take place must be identified on the
central ICT system at least five days before the meeting of the Monitoring Committee at which the organiser’s
application is to be processed. Any subsequent modification will be communicated at least five days before
being made operational; (…)”
NO

Alert
SLOVAK
REPUBLIC
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Monitoring

NO

Alert

NO

/
/
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SLOVENIA

SPAIN

Monitoring

YES

Alert

YES

Monitoring

YES

Gaming Act (Official Journal of the RS, no. 14/11 – official consolidated text, 108/12, 11/14 - corr. and
40/14 - ZIN-B)
Rules on the supervisory information system of gambling devices (Official Journal of the RS, no.
59/08, 88/09, 84/10, 37/11, 109/12 and 93/14 )

Art.13. Real Decreto 16/2011 de 14 de noviembre 2011 :
Artículo 13. Sistema de control interno.
1. La monitorización y supervisión de las actividades de juego realizadas por el operador se efectuará a través
del sistema de control interno.
2. Los operadores deberán implantar en su sistema técnico de juego un sistema de control interno que
capture y registre la totalidad de las operaciones de juego y transacciones económicas que se realicen entre
participantes ubicados en España o con registro de usuario en España y la Unidad Central de Juegos del
operador.
El sistema de control interno deberá adecuarse a los diferentes canales de comercialización de los juegos y
de interacción con los participantes, de tal modo que se asegure la captura y registro de la totalidad de las
operaciones de juego realizadas.
Cuando en un único juego se empleen simultáneamente diferentes canales de comercialización o de
interacción con los participantes, el operador deberá establecer las pasarelas, interfaces o canales de
comunicación entre la totalidad de los medios de participación o de interacción en el juego con el fin de
posibilitar a la Comisión Nacional del Juego acceder a la totalidad de las operaciones y transacciones que se
hubieran realizado cualquiera que fuera el medio empleado para ello.
3. El operador implantará los sistemas y mecanismos que aseguren la captura y registro de las operaciones
de juego, operaciones y resultados de eventos de apuestas y sorteos, reparto de premios, operaciones sobre
los registros de usuario, transacciones económicas en las cuentas de juego, datos agregados y de control,
así como incidencias de funcionamiento de la plataforma de juego, y su almacenamiento en una base de
datos segura a la que podrá acceder la Comisión Nacional del Juego. Asimismo, corresponderá al operador
el establecimiento y mantenimiento de la línea segura de acceso de la Comisión Nacional del Juego a la
base de datos y el establecimiento de los medios y sistemas que garanticen la conservación y, en su caso, la
recuperación de los datos registrados por el sistema de control interno.
La Comisión Nacional del Juego, mediante resolución, podrá ampliar o reducir el número de las operaciones
que sean objeto de captura y registro.
4. El sistema de control interno deberá permitir el control por parte de la Comisión Nacional del Juego, y en
los términos y condiciones que ésta establezca, de la totalidad de las operaciones de juego registradas.
5. La Comisión Nacional del Juego dispondrá los requisitos técnicos que hayan de cumplir el sistema de
control interno y la línea de acceso a la base de datos segura, los protocolos y, en su caso, las herramientas
de cifrado, que hayan de ser empleados para el registro de los datos. Asimismo, establecerá los requisitos de
seguridad mínimos que haya de cumplir el operador tanto para el acceso al sistema de control como para la
conservación de los datos ».

Alert
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SWEDEN

Monitoring

NO

No legislation (Betting operator obliged by special conditions to inform the authority in case of
suspicious betting activity).
According to The Swedish gambling Authority’s special conditions for AB Svenska Spel (section 3 in dnr
15Li2637) and AB Trav och Galopp (section 3 in dnr 16Li218) the companies shall apply The Swedish
Gambling Authority’s regulations for the protection of social interests regarding lotteries referred to in § 21(a)
of the Lotteries Act (1994:1000); [in Swedish: Lotteriinspektionens föreskrifter (LIFS 2014:2) till skydd för
sociala intressen avseende sådana lotterier som avses i 21 a § lotterilagen (1994:1000)].

NO

According to this regulation (section 21-23) the operator is obliged to:
Monitoring
• § 2. Procedures must be in place in order to detect occurrences of cheating, non-permitted collaboration
between participants and attempted non-permitted collaboration between participants and other breaches of
the user terms and conditions and the rules of the game.
• Participants in the lottery shall be able to immediately report cheating, non-permitted collaboration between
participants and attempted non-permitted collaboration between participants and other breaches of the user
terms and conditions and the rules of the game.
• § 22. Procedures must be in place in order to detect and counteract abnormal gambling in order to prevent
wins by manipulating the events under which the licencee provides gambling.

Alert
Information to the Swedish Gambling Authority
• § 23. Each month, the licencee shall report on the turnover, payouts of winnings, number of gambling
accounts, incidents, marketing plans and changes to the lottery in relation to what applied at the time of
application.
The licencee must immediately report
(a) incidents that have affected the game,
(b) changes to user terms and conditions and
(c) changes to the rules of the game.
UK

Monitoring

YES

Gambling Commission, Appendix 1, 15.1
Reporting suspicion of offences etc, Betting integrity, Policy position paper, March 2009.
Gambling Commission, Protecting betting integrity, oct. 2013

Alert

YES

Licence Condition 15.1 of the LCCP
requires operators to notify SBIU of suspicious betting identified via their alert systems.
The SBIU produced a “Framework for identifying unusual and suspicious betting patterns” supports this
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Appendix 7.4 Existence of regulations (non related to laws) on monitoring and alert
systems within the EU Member States
EXISTENCE OF REGULATIONS WITHIN EU
Type of
system
AUSTRIA

BELGIUM

Existence
of a
regulation

Type of regulation (self-regulation, contracts, MoU’s)

Monitoring YES

The Austrian Lottery is a member of ELMS

Alert

The Austrian Lottery is a member of ELMS

YES

Monitoring NO
Alert

YES

BULGARIA

Monitoring Not in the
country’s
legal
base, only
Alert
contracts
based on
civil law

CROATIA

Monitoring NO

See 2.1 (general instruction)
Sport federation /e.g. football, basketball/ have signed MoUs with “Sportradar” – a monitoring company

/
Alert
CZECH
REPUBLIC

Monitoring NO
/
Alert

CYPRUS
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NO

NO

Monitoring See above
See above
Alert

See above
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DENMARK

Monitoring YES

Each licence holder may voluntarily choose to be associated with a European / International monitoring
system / ELMS, ESSA and or EWS.
The National Lottery has a voluntary agreement with the Danish Football Association, the Danish Handball
Federation and the National Ice Hockey Union to monitor betting on matches and to immediately contact
the federation in the event of unusual betting.
Some of the private betting operators have MoU with the major sports federations to share information in
the event of suspicious betting pattern.
MoU has been signed between Danish Gaming Authority and Malta, Gibraltar, France, Isle of Man, Jersey,
Alderney, United Kingdom. Available online on the Danish Gambling authority website110

110 https://
spillemyndigheden.dk/en/
international-cooperation

With regards to the fight against match-fixing, the Danish Gambling Authority and the Ministry of Taxation
together with the Ministy of Justice are represented in a government formed working group within the
Ministry of Culture. The Danish Gambling Authority cooperates with the Danish Financial Supervisory
Authority regarding the prevention of and fight against money laundering and terrorist financing in the area
of gambling. Furthermore, the Danish Gambling Authority cooperates with the Law enforcement agencies
in cases where there have been violations of the Act on Gambling. Available online on the Danish Gambling
authority website111

111 https://
spillemyndigheden.dk/en/
authority-cooperation
112 Available online http://
www.dqmagazine.com/
news/isle-of-man-signsgambling-agreement-withestonia-10126/

Alert
The MoU’s does not specifically mention information relating to matchfixing. It should be noted however
that section 11, subparagraph 4 and 5 allows for the sharing of reports.

113 http://www.arjel.fr/
IMG/pdf/2011-061.pdf
114 http://www.arjel.fr/
IMG/pdf/2012-087.pdf

ESTONIA

115 http://www.arjel.fr/
IMG/pdf/2012-044.pdf

Monitoring NO

Alert
FINLAND

Monitoring NO
Alert

FRANCE

GREECE

HUNGARY

YES
/

NO

N/A

Monitoring NO
Alert
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Yes. Individual Concessions

Monitoring N/A
Alert

IRELAND

ARJEL has signed MoU with:
AAMS113, DJOG114, Gaming Commission115
Available online on the ARJEL website
ARJEL has signed MoU with:
AAMS, DJOG, Gaming Commission

Monitoring NO
Alert

/

YES

Monitoring YES
Alert

There are none disposition on the monitoring system and alert system.

NO

Monitoring YES

Alert

GERMANY

NO

The Isle of Man Gambling Supervision Commission and Estonian Tax and Customs Board have signed an
agreement to cooperate and share information between the two gambling authorities112

/

NO
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ITALY

Monitoring YES
Alert

LATVIA

LITHUANIA

INTERPOL

Monitoring NO
Alert

ARJEL has signed MoU with AAMS,
now ADM covering exchange of information also to combat match-fixing

/

NO

Monitoring YES

On 27 November 2015 gambling regulatory authorities, the Gaming Control Authority under the Ministry of
Finance of the Republic of Lithuania (GCA) therein, of EEA Member States signed Cooperation Arrangement
between the gambling regulatory authorities of the EEA Member States concerning online gambling
services.
GCA also has signed agreements or Memoranda of understanding with:
• ESSA (31-05-2016) on betting-related information sharing to guard against betting related corruption.
• 1Xcorp. N. V. (28-09-2016) on information sharing in order to preserve and protect the integrity of sports
and fair gambling.
• TIU (22-06-2015) on information sharing in order to protect the integrity of tennis.
• Betfair (09-12-2014) on betting-related information sharing in the interests of protecting and maintaining
the integrity of sports and betting in Lithuania.
• Federbet AISBL (26-08-2014) on betting-related information sharing for the purpose of securing the
integrity of sports in connection with sports betting.

Alert

Cooperation Agreement between Gambling Regulatory Authorities of Baltic States (15-05-2014), signed
between GCA, Lotteries and Gambling Supervisory Inspection of Latvia and Estonian Tax and Customs
Board. Agreement have been signed bearing in mind that the fact of international cooperation in the field
of lotteries and gambling is an important condition for the exercise of lotteries and gaming supervision in
order to ensure fair, transparent gaming operation, rights and legitimate interests of the players, as well as
prevent illegal gambling.

116 http://www.mga.org.
mt/?s=Memorandum+of+
Understanding

In order to ensure match-fixing prevention, GCA has signed Cooperation agreements with national
institutions and organisations - Ministry of Interior, Police Department under the ministry of Interior, The
Department of Physical Education and Sport of the Republic of Lithuania, Office of the Prosecutor General,
Lithuanian Basketball Federation, Lithuanian Football Federation, Lithuanian Sports Poker Federation.
In MoU‘s there are no dispositions on the establishment on alert system or monitoring system as our
agreement partners have its’ own monitoring systems. According to the agreements they inform the
regulator about suspicious events or possible manipulation after our request or on its own initiative. The
regulator has no agreement regarding one unified alert or monitoring system.
MALTA

Monitoring YES

Alert

MoU
Available on the Malta Gaming Authority website116
The MGA has concluded various Memoranda of Understanding with sports organisations, such as the
International Olympic Committee (IOC) and FIFA’s Early Warning System GmbH, as well as representative
associations of betting companies such as the European Sports Security Agency (ESSA). As regards sports
betting operators, MGA licencees report to the Authority as the regulator of the sector and indeed in their
terms and conditions ensure that players consent to data being shared with the MGA as necessary.

NETHERLANDS Monitoring N/A
Alert
POLAND

Monitoring NO
Alert
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N/A
/

NO
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PORTUGAL

Monitoring NO
Alert

ROMANIA

Monitoring N/A
Alert

SLOVAK
REPUBLIC

N/A

Monitoring NO
Alert

SLOVENIA

NO

NO

Monitoring YES

117 http://www.arjel.fr/
IMG/pdf/2012-087.pdf
118 http://www.arjel.fr/
IMG/pdf/2012-044.pdf

YES

Alert

SPAIN

Monitoring YES
Alert

SWEDEN

UK

The Supervisory information system
The Gaming Act (Official Journal of the RS, no. 14/11 – official consolidated text, 108/12,
11/14 – popr. in corr. and 40/14 – ZIN-B
Gaming Act) in Article 3a defines that games of chance on the internet or on other means of
telecommunication (hereinafter also “online games of chance”) may only be operated by corporate entities,
who hold a concession to operate conventional games of chance or a concession to operate special games
of chance in casinos, and only that online game of chance, which is defined in the concession contract
concluded between a Concessionaire and the minister responsible for finance.
Corporate entities specified in the preceding Paragraph must connect the information system, where online
games of chance are operated, to the information system of the Office of the Financial Administration of
the Republic of Slovenia (hereinafter also “the Supervisory Body”) and provide them with read access to
applications, data and system records.
On the basis of the above-mentioned article the minister has issued the Rules on organizing games of
chance via the Internet or other telecommunication means (Official Journal of the RS, no. 42/08, 103/08
and 109/12), with which the following items are defined: method, conditions, types of games, extent of
organizing, supervision and other questions in connection with organizing games of chance via the Internet
or other telecommunication means.
ARJEL has signed MoU with DJOG117.
Available online on the ARJEL website

NO

Monitoring NO
Alert

/

/

NO

Monitoring YES

ARJEL has signed MoU with the Gaming Commission118
Available online on the ARJEL website

Alert

Appendix 7.5 Obligations for betting operators (BO) regarding monitoring and
alerts
OBLIGATIONS FOR BETTING OPERATORS

AUSTRIA
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Sport integrity
is part of BO’s
mission

BO are obliged to
report suspicious
betting activity

The BRA has
The BRA has the capacity
investigation and
to have access to the BO
sanction power to check betting date
if BO report suspicious
alerts

NO

NO

NO

NO
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119 Yes, now it is also
regulated by the conditions
specified in the basic
licence as a: (“An operator
shall assess the risks and
eliminate these risks (ie.
Risk management). Risk
management means the
mechanism that evaluates
the information about
participants and identifies
the risks and vulnerabilities
of the system, including
those that may arise from
new technologies. The
operator is obliged to ensure
the identification of risk
situations and report it to
the appropriate organisation
and block game participant’s
account.”, but starting
1.1.2017, BO will be obliged
to sign a contract with an
organisation or authority(
e.g. sportradar) who provides
alert system, this obligation
is expressed in provision of §
88/5 Act on Gambling. BO
is also obliged to report the
suspicious stakes. § 131 Act
on Gambling
120 Yes, now it is also
regulated by the conditions
specified in the basic
licence as a: ( “An operator
shall assess the risks and
eliminate these risks (ie.
Risk management). Risk
management means the
mechanism that evaluates
the information about
participants and identifies
the risks and vulnerabilities
of the system, including
those that may arise from
new technologies. The
operator is obliged to ensure
the identification of risk
situations and report it to
the appropriate organisation
and block game participant’s
account.”., but starting
1.1.2017, BO will be obliged
to sign a contract with an
organisation or authority(
e.g. sportradar) who provides
alert system, this obligation
is expressed in provision of §
88/5 Act on Gambling. BO
is also obliged to report the
suspicious stakes. § 131 Act
on Gambling
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BELGIUM

NO
In practice this is
done on a selfregulatory basis
to manage their
financial risks.

YES
See 2.3.1
(general instruction)

YES
Articles 15
(investigation power) and
15/1 to 15/8
(sanctioning power)

YES
Article 15
(general investigation
power), in particular 15,
§ 1, point 2.

BULGARIA

NO

NO

NO

NO

CROATIA

NO

NO

NO

YES
Art. 53. Act of Game of
Chance, 2009, 1

CZECH REPUBLIC

NO
Not obligatory

YES
see the explanations
below119

YES
see the explanations
below120

YES
see the explanations
below121

CYPRUS

NO

NO

NO

NO

DENMARK

The executive
orders require
that the licence
holders implement
measures to reduce
the risk of match
fixing. Although
the requirement
is not specified it
does state that the
licence holder must
take effective steps.

Section 11, subsection
5 allows for
regulation to be set,
so that the licence
holders must report
suspicious behavior to
the Authority or The
national platform.
No regulation has
been set at this time
but it is likely that this
will happen before
the convention is set
into effect.

NO

The Authority does not have
direct access to the licence
holders’ gambling system.
The Authority do however
require that the licence
holders maintain a data
warehouse (SAFE) which
we have direct access to.
The licence holders must
deliver data as specified in
intervals

The Danish Gambling
Authority do however
forward information In
relation to suspicions to
the national platform
(previously directly to
the Law enforcement
agencies)

ESTONIA

NO

NO

NO

FINLAND

YES
There is no
legislative
obligation to include
sport integrity in the
BO’s mission.

YES
There is no legislative
obligation to include
sport integrity in the
BO’s mission.

NO
YES
The BO does not have a See the explanations
legislative obligation to below122
report suspicious betting
activity. Information
is shared on a basis
of voluntarily created
procedures

NO

Yes, § 118-129 supervision
authorities are Ministry
of finance and customs
office. And the BO can
be penalised for the
administrative offences
or misdemeanors based
on provision 121-129 act
on gambling . And the
supervising authorities are
also obligated to cooperate
with law enforcement
agencies in criminal
proceedings. But more
specifically in accordance
with the provision of §
123/1 (c) Act on Gambling,
BO can be penalised for
operating a sport betting
contrary the conditions
of basic licence ( and the
basic licence will specify the
obligations of establishing
a legal contract with alert
system provider), if not they
could be also banned from
operating sports betting
121 Yes, based on § 36 + the
obligation specified in the
basic licence , that the BO
have to set up the remote
access to their records of
betting history
122 According to the
Lotteries Act (1047/2001)
Chapter 8, Section 44,
notwithstanding the
provisions on confidentiality,
official supervisors
are entitled to obtain
information and documents
necessary to perform their
supervision duty from any
organisation or foundation
that has a lottery licence and
from any party responsible
for practical operation of a
non-money lottery.
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123 Law on Public
Administration of the
Republic of Lithuania
regulates powers of the state
institutions, also of the GCA
to initiate investigations.
Internal Inspection rules
describe all procedures of the
GCA of operator control.
However, there are no
special regulation for
suspicious operations alert, i.
e. where would be regulated
investigation and sanction
power to check if the betting
operator report suspicious
alerts.
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FRANCE

YES
Art. 64
de la loi de 2010

YES

YES

YES

GERMANY

YES
YES
YES
§ 21 Abs. 3 GlüStV Individual concessions § 9 Abs. 1 GlüStV

YES
§ 9 Abs. 1 GlüStV

GREECE

NO

NO

NO

YES
Law 4002/2011. Art. 30.

HUNGARY

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

IRELAND

NO

NO

NO

NO

ITALY

YES
Technical
communication
protocols and
licence agreement
executed with the

YES
whatsoever
irregularity in the
players’ behaviour
connected to
suspicious sports

NO

YES
In real time

AAMS now ADM

betting activity must
be notified to the
italian gambling
regulator agenzia
delle dogane e dei
monopoli (ADM)
according to technical
communication
protocols and licence
agreement executed
with the AAMS now
ADM.

Law 88/2009 for online
gambling

LATVIA

NO

NO

NO

NO

LITHUANIA

NO

NO

see the explanations
below123

YES
Gaming Law, Article 20
see the explanations
below124

MALTA

NO

NO

NO

NO

NETHERLANDS

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

POLAND

NO

NO

NO

NO

PORTUGAL

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

ROMANIA

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
NO

SLOVAK REPUBLIC NO

NO

NO

SLOVENIA

YES
They are obligated
by the concession
contract / they report
to the Supervisory
Body.

YES
YES
Gaming Act in Article107 Gaming Act

YES
Gaming Act (Official
Journal of the RS,
no. 14/11
official consolidated
text, 108/12, 11/14
- corr.
and 40/14 - ZIN-B)

defines
that organizing games of
chance is supervised by
the Supervisory Body.

124 Requirements for the
equipment and software
for the remote gambling
organising:
Remote gambling equipment
and software which is
used to receive and process
information received by
means of communication
must be installed and kept in
the Republic of Lithuania or
in other Member State. The
gambling organiser must
ensure that persons having
the right to inspect activities
of the organiser of gambling
(i. e. – Gaming Control
Authority) are provided the
opportunity freely inspect the
equipment and information
stored in the equipment.
Also, the gambling organiser
must ensure the direct access
of the persons having the
right to inspect activities
of the gambling organiser
in order to freely inspect
remotely the equipment and
devices of remote gambling
used to organise remote
gambling and information
stored in them.
125 Art. 21 de la Ley 13/2011:
7. Vigilar, controlar,
inspeccionar y, en su caso,
sancionar las actividades
relacionadas con los juegos,
en especial las relativas a
las actividades de juego
reservadas a determinados
operadores en virtud de
esta Ley, sin perjuicio de las
facultades atribuidas a las
autoridades de defensa de la
competencia.
8. Perseguir el juego no
autorizado, ya se realice en
el ámbito del Estado español,
ya desde fuera de España y
que se dirija al territorio del
Estado, pudiendo requerir
a cualquier proveedor de
servicios de pago, entidades
de prestación de servicios de
comunicación audiovisual,
servicios de la sociedad
de la información o de
comunicaciones electrónicas,
información relativa a las
operaciones realizadas por
los distintos operadores o por
organizadores que carezcan
de título habilitante o el
cese de los servicios que
estuvieran prestando”.
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SPAIN

NO

YES

Art. 21 de la Ley 13/2011 YES
:“7see the explanations Art. 14 del Real Decreto
below125
1613/2011
Art. 24 “Inspección y
Control »

SWEDEN

YES
section 21-22 in
regulation LIFS
2014:2
see the
explanations below

YES
Section 23 in
regulation LIFS
2014:2.
see the
explanations below126

YES
section 52 in the
Lotteries Act
see the
explanations below127

YES
section 50 in the Lotteries
Act
see the
explanations below128

UK

Operators are
obliged under
licence condition
15.1 to report

YES
Gambling
Commission,
Appendix 1, 15.1

YES
Sect. 42 du Gambling
Act 2005

Licence condition 15.2

suspicious betting.
We expect them to
have appropriate
systems in place to
be able to do this

Reporting suspicion of
offences etc, Betting
integrity, Policy
position paper, March
2009.
Gambling
Commission,
Protecting betting
integrity, oct. 2013

126 according to section
21-22 in regulation LIFS
2014:2.
§ 21. Procedures must be
in place in order to detect
occurrences of cheating,
non-permitted collaboration
between participants and
attempted non-permitted
collaboration between
participants and other
breaches of the user terms
and conditions and the rules
of the game.
Participants in the lottery
shall be able to immediately
report cheating, nonpermitted collaboration
between participants and
attempted non-permitted
collaboration between
participants and other
breaches of the user terms
and conditions and the rules
of the game.
§22. Procedures must be
in place in order to detect
and counteract abnormal
gambling in order to prevent
wins by manipulating the
events under which the
licencee provides gambling
127 Yes, see section 52 in the
Lotteries Act
52 Supervisory authorities
may issue orders and
prohibitions required for
compliance with this Act
and any directions and
conditions issued pursuant
to the Act shall be complied
with.
Breach of such order or
prohibition may be made
subject to a fine.
128 Yes, see section 50 in
the Lotteries Act50 Permit
holders under this Act or
those who pursuant to
section 17 arrange lotteries
after registration are
obliged at the supervisory
authority’s request to
submit any information
or documentation or
other items required for
supervision.
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APPENDIX 8 : PERSONAL INFORMATION – FRAMEWORK – LEGAL BOUNDARIES
Appendix 8.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on some of the legal framework and the boundaries when it comes to personal data. The specific implications for alert systems and monitoring with regard to the exchange of
information between stakeholders is part of Part 1 (see focus – exchange of information).
Several academic reports stress the importance of the sharing of information when it comes to
fight the manipulation of sports competitions.1 In line of these reports the Council of Europe in it’s
Convention “on the manipulation of sports competitions” (hereinafter: convention), puts forward
that sports organisations need to adopt and implement appropriate measures in order to ensure
an enhanced and effective monitoring of the course of sports competitions exposed to the risks of
manipulation.2 The convention stresses arrangements for sports organisations to report without
delay instances of suspicious activity linked to the manipulation of sports competitions to the
relevant public authorities or national platform and for sports organisations to set up effective
mechanisms to facilitate the disclosure of any information concerning potential or actual cases
of manipulation of sports competitions. Next to this the Convention states that Each Party shall
adopt such legislative or other measures as may be necessary to oblige sports betting operators
to report irregular or suspicious betting without delay to the betting regulatory authority, the
other responsible authority or authorities, or the national platform. In article 9.1, the Convention
underlines that there is a need to identify one or more responsible authorities for the exchange of
information, in a timely manner, with other relevant authorities or a national platform for illegal,
irregular or suspicious sports betting.
The sharing of information can be difficult because of legal barriers. The information might qualify
as personal information. In case of personal information, the criteria of the directive 95/46/EC
need to be met. Other information, like –public- information (f.e. odds, odds movements, demographics) can –in general- be shared, because this information is not personal in nature.
Appendix 8.2 Legal framework: sharing personal information, analysis of directive
95/46/EC and GDPR (EU) 2016/679
1. Legal Framework: personal information
The European framework on data protection aims at the protection of individual’s personal data
and at the same time tries to guarantee the free movement of such data. Despite this framework
many obstacles exist and remain which restrict the ability to fight match-fixing effectively. One of
the main obstacles are the strict conditions for personal data processing imposed at a national

1 Matchfixing in Nederland, Tilburg University, VU Amsterdam, 2013, http://www.tilburguniversity.edu/upload/fe00ba0b-5ac9-4632-b29b5482213da8ce_MATCHFIXING%20RAPPORT.pdf. And F.E. Study on sharing of information and reporting of suspicious betting activity in the
EU 28’, authored by Oxford Research and VU Amsterdam, 2014 http://ec.europa.eu/assets/eac/sport/news/2014/docs/study_oxford_en.pdf
2 Council of Europe, No 215, Magglingen/Macolin, 18.IX.2014, https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/rms/09000
016801cdd7e
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level and next to this the divergent ways Member States have interpreted and transposed the directive and made up their own national laws, this will change when GDPR comes into force (next
paragraph). The directive provides a framework where personal data can be used with respect to
the privacy rights of the individual.
Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (GDPR) repeals the Directive 95/56/EC which failed to ensure homogeneity in the relevant rules on the protection of personal data. Thus, national laws do at this moment not provide the same level of protection for the collection and processing of data on persons
domiciled in the territory of the Union. With the introduction of GDPR the law will be the same for
all countries within the EU. GDPR will come into force on 25 May 2016, but will not be applicable
until 25 May 2018 due to its two year implementation period. Recital 5 GDPR specifically states
that “National authorities in the Member States are being called upon by Union law to cooperate
and exchange personal data so as to be able to perform their duties or carry out tasks on behalf
of an authority in another Member State”.
In order to carry out their task of fighting against the manipulation of sport competitions, the
national authorities are encouraged to set up procedures for the exchange of personal data.
In all cases, data sharing must take place within a secure framework within individuals’ rights are
protected. It’s necessary to balance the benefits of sharing data for the purposes of preventing
the manipulation of sports competitions against the (privacy) rights of the individual. It’s also
important to ensure that the sharing of data will be conducted in line with rules and regulations
on data-protection. The sharing must be necessary and proportionate, and adequate in relation to
the rights of individuals and the legitimate public goals.
2. Key concepts
Personal data: Article 2a is defined in the Directive as any information relating to an identified or
identifiable natural person, whereby an identifiable person is one who can be identified, directly or
indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or to one or more factors specific
to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity. Article 4.1 GDPR defines
in greater detail the “personal data”. Shall be considered as “personal data”, “any information
relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier
such as a name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to one or more
factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity
of that natural person”. The references in bold are those added by the new definition and identify
more specifically the data, which can be considered as personal data, or not. In this context, f.e.
the gambler’s, athlete’s, referee’s name, date of birth, his identification number, contact details are
personal data subject to the protection provisions of this Regulation.
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Sensitive personal information, article 8 Directive: is information about an individual’s racial or ethnic origins, political opinions, religious beliefs, trade union membership, health, sexual life and the
commission or alleged commission of any offence. With regard to match-fixing common sensitive
information may be information about:
• the health of the athlete (injury/illness)
• information relating to the commission or alleged commission of gambling or fraud or other
related offences and information about disciplinary offences.
GDPR mentions special categories of sensitive personal data like “genetic data” and “biometric
data” where processed “to uniquely identify a person”. This means that f.e. the biological passport
of an athlete specifically qualifies as sensitive personal information.
When it comes to sensitive data, the conditions according to the Data Protection Laws need to be
met which apply specifically to such data, as well as one of the general conditions which apply in
every case concerning personal data. The conditions for the processing of sensitive data are, f.e.
that the individual whom the sensitive personal data is about has given explicit consent to the
processing or the processing is necessary to protect the vital interests of the individual, in a case
where the individual’s consent cannot be given or reasonably obtained, or another person in a
case where the individual’s consent has been unreasonably withheld.
Data-processing: article 2 b Directive, means any operation or set of operations which is performed
upon personal data, whether or not by automatic means, such as collection, recording, organization, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission,
dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination, blocking, erasure or destruction.
When it comes to data processing, the data subject needs to have unambiguously given his
consent. The subject’s consent shall mean, Article 2, any freely given specific and informed indication of his wishes by which the data subject signifies his agreement to personal data relating to
him being processed.
Processing is necessary:
• for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party; or
• for compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller1 is subject; or
• to protect the vital interests of the data subject; or
• for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority vested in the controller or in a third party; or
• for the purposes of the legitimate interest pursued by the controller or by the third party, except
where such interests are overridden by the interests for fundamental rights and freedoms of the
data subject which require protection.

1
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The person like the gambler or the athlete, whose data are processed, can exercise rights, like the
right to obtain information, the right of access to data and the right to object to the processing
of data. These rights may however be restricted in order to safeguard aspects such as national
security, defence, public security, the prosecution of criminal offences, an important economic or financial interest of a Member State or of the European Union or the protection of the data subject.
Like Directive 95/46 / EU, article 5 of GDPR regulates the processing of personal data via some
conditions which are reflected in various principles set out in this Regulation. There are six principles:
• The principle of lawfulness, fairness and transparency: the criteria for transparency for processing
personal data has been added;
• The principle of purpose limitation;
• The principle of data minimisation. The new arrangement adds that the collected data must be
“limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are processed”. Therefore,
the data collected by regulators, operators or federations must be strictly limited to what is necessary in regards to their goals.
• The principle of accuracy;
• The principle of storage limitation;
• The principle of integrity and confidentiality. This principle is an addition to the Regulations.
It aims at the establishment of a system of homogeneous minimum protection throughout the
territory of the EU.
Article 6.1.a. GDPR expressly states that “the data subject has given consent to the processing of
his or her personal data for one or more specific purposes”. Like the Directive 95/46 / EU, GDPR
requires to obtain the consent of the concerned person. The knowledge of the finalities is the
novelty to underline. Thus, the data processing will be allowed only if the gambler or the athlete
etc. has consented to the use of his data and that he is aware of the finalities of the treatment.
Nevertheless, with regard to GDPR the controller may use data for finalities different from those
agreed by the data subject. The data processing will be possible provided that the data controller
verifies that the processing for another purpose is compatible with the initial finalities. In particular, the controller will have to consider (Article 6.4):
• “a) any link between the purposes for which the personal data have been collected and the
purposes of the intended further processing ;
• b) the context in which the personal data have been collected, in particular regarding the relationship between data subjects and the controller;
• c) the nature of the personal data, in particular whether special categories of personal data are
processed, pursuant to Article 9, or whether personal data related to criminal convictions and
offences are processed, pursuant to Article 10;
• d) the possible consequences of the intended further processing for data subjects;
• e) the existence of appropriate safeguards, which may include encryption or pseudonymisation”.
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Therefore, even in the absence of the gambler’s or athlete’s consent on the finality of the data
processing, GDPR might allows the stakeholders (regulatory authorities, betting operators, sport
federations, national platform ...) to process the collected data, in case the purpose is in line with
the initial purpose.
GDPR clarifies the conditions related to the consent of the concerned person. Thus, in application
of the Article 7, when the gaming operator receives the consent of the gambler, it must be in
writing and presented clearly in simple terms. In addition, consent to the data processing shall be
presented separately from other requests. Finally, the gambler will have the possibility to withdraw
his consent at any time. However, his withdrawal will not be retroactive (Article 7.3).One of the
important novelties of the European Regulation is the creation of a “right to be forgotten”. Provided for in the Article 17, it will allow the gambler to request his data to be permanently erased
“without undue delay”. In addition, other rights have been created such as the right to data
portability (Article 20) or the right to object (Article 21).
Data transfer to third countries
When it comes to the transfer of personal data to third countries, it’s important that this third
country guarentees the same level of protection, Directive 95/46/EC. GDPR goes more into detail
and authorizes the transfer of personal data to the third countries or international organizations:
• Article 44 GPR provides this transfer provided that the third country guarantees the same level
of protection to natural persons as the one guaranteed by the Regulation.
• “A transfer of personal data to a third country or an international organisation may take place
where the Commission has decided that the third country, a territory or one or more specified sectors within that third country, or the international organisation in question ensures an adequate
level of protection. Such a transfer shall not require any specific autorisation” (Article 45).
• Without this European Commission agreement, “a controller or processor may transfer personal
data to a third country or an international organisation only if the controller or processor has provided appropriate safeguards, and on condition that enforceable data subject rights and effective
legal remedies for data subjects are available” (Article 46).
Therefore, as regards to the protection of the sport integrity, the data transfer to a third country
will be possible if this country complies with the provisions of the Articles 44 to 46.
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